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Chapter 1  

1 Introduction 

1.1 This response to consultation and final decision document (referred to 

throughout this document as the ‘Decision Document’) sets out the Commission 

for Communications Regulation (‘ComReg’s’) decision on current generation 

wholesale fixed access services.  

1.2 In reaching its final decision, ComReg has considered the submissions of 

interested parties to its consultation process. ComReg published one 

consultation document as part of its consultation process. In ComReg Document 

No 15/671 (the ‘Consultation Document’), ComReg set out it’s preliminary 

views on the appropriate pricing regime for current generation wholesale fixed 

access services and sought interested parties’ views on same.  

1.3 This Decision Document provides a summary of ComReg’s preliminary views 

from the Consultation Document, the submissions from interested parties, 

ComReg’s assessment of those submissions and ComReg’s final position. The 

non-confidential responses to the Consultation Document have been separately 

published in ComReg Document 15/67s2.  

1.4 This Decision Document considers four matters. 

1.5 Firstly, this Decision Document further specifies the existing price control 

obligation of cost orientation for the following wholesale fixed access services 

provided by Eircom Limited (trading as ‘Eir’) on its wholesale fixed access 

network: 

 Local Loop Unbundling (‘LLU’); 

 Sub-Loop Unbundling (‘SLU’); 

 Line share (‘Line Share’);  

 Current generation Standalone Broadband (‘SABB’); 

 Civil engineering infrastructure (‘CEI’) namely duct and pole access; and 

 Dark fibre. 

                                            
1 Eircom’s Wholesale Access Services: Further specification and amendment of price control 
obligations in Market 4 and Market 5 and further specification of price control obligations in Market 2; 

dated 3 July 2015. 
2 http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg1567.pdf 
 

http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg1567.pdf
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1.6 Secondly, this Decision Document amends the existing price control obligation 

for Single Billing-Wholesale Line Rental (‘SB-WLR’) from a retail-minus to a cost 

orientation price control. 

1.7 Thirdly, this Decision Document determines the cost-oriented rental charges for 

LLU, SLU, SB-WLR, Line Share, SABB, duct and pole access and dark fibre to 

be implemented from 1 July 2016. 

1.8 Lastly, this Decision Document further specifies the margin squeeze obligation 

set out in ComReg Decision D05/153 on the wholesale fixed (voice) access and 

call origination markets (the ‘FACO Decision’). In this Decision Document, we 

further specify the margin squeeze obligation between retail line rental4 and SB-

WLR. In addition, this Decision Document further specifies the margin squeeze 

obligation such that an appropriate economic space is maintained between the 

price of POTS5 based virtual unbundled access (‘VUA’) against the price for 

standalone VUA / next generation access (‘NGA’) Bitstream (including a 

contribution towards managed voice over broadband6 (‘Managed VoB’) costs). 

This is discussed in Chapter 10.  

1.9 For the purpose of this Decision Document, in order to provide price certainty 

and stability over the price control period the geographic footprint used to 

calculate costs/prices in urban and rural areas is fixed. We have used the term 

‘Modified LEA’ to mean the footprint of urban exchanges and ‘Outside the 

Modified LEA’ to mean rural exchanges. Please see paragraphs 6.38-6.40.7 

1.10 The main charges for ancillary services (e.g., connections) associated with SB-

WLR (as set out in the Eir reference interconnect offer (‘RIO’) price list on the Eir 

wholesale website) and the wholesale fixed access network (as set out in the Eir 

access reference offer (‘ARO’) price list on the Eir wholesale website) have also 

been reviewed as part of this Decision Document. 

1.11 The wholesale fixed access services of LLU, SLU, Line Share, SABB, SB-WLR, 

CEI and dark fibre are referred to collectively as the ‘Wholesale Access 

Services’ throughout this Decision Document.  

                                            
3 ComReg Document 15/82: Market Review: Wholesale Fixed Voice Call Origination and Transit 
Markets, dated 24 July 2015. 
4 Retail line rental includes standalone lower level voice access (‘LLVA’), Bundled LLVA and higher 
level voice access (‘HLVA’) as discussed in Chapter 10.   
5 Plain Old Telephony Service (‘POTS’). 
6 Managed VoB means managed voice over broadband provided by a fixed service provider either 
directly using its own network, or indirectly by renting the access path from a third party. 
7 For regulatory consistency between this Decision Document and ComReg Decision D11/14, the 
rural footprint to determine the costs/prices for SABB is the same. In other words, the rural footprint as 
specified in ComReg D11/14 as “Outside the LEA” has the same meaning and scope as the term 
Outside the LEA in this Decision Document. 
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1.12 The wholesale markets relevant in the context of the Decision Document are set 

out below: 

 The Wholesale Physical Network Infrastructure Access (‘WPNIA’) market 

(also referred to as ‘Market 4’ in the 2007 European Commission Markets 

Recommendation8 (‘2007 Commission Recommendation’)), as set out in 

ComReg Decision D05/109 (‘WPNIA Market Decision’). ComReg are 

currently in the process of updating the market analysis for the old Market 

4, now known as Market 3a in the 2014 European Commission Markets 

Recommendation10 (‘2014 Commission Recommendation’). A 

consultation on the market review for Market 3a is expected in Q2 2016. In 

the meantime we consider that the current WPNIA Market Decision remains 

relevant — see Annex 7 of this Decision Document; 

 The Wholesale Broadband Access (‘WBA’) market (also referred to as 

‘Market 5’ in the 2007 Commission Recommendation), as set out in 

ComReg Decision D06/1111 (‘WBA Market Decision’). ComReg are 

currently in the process of updating the market analysis for the old Market 

5, now known as Market 3b in the 2014 Commission Recommendation. A 

consultation on the market review for Market 3b is expected in Q2 2016. In 

the meantime we consider that the current WBA Market Decision remains 

relevant — see Annex 7 of this Decision Document; 

 The FACO market (also referred to as ‘Market 2’ in the 2007 Commission 

Recommendation). It is important to note that the obligation on Eir to provide 

SB-WLR is imposed in Market 2 rather than Market 1 (where it previously 

resided) — as set out in the FACO Decision.  

1.13 ComReg has considered the views of its expert consultants TERA (‘TERA’) in 

arriving at this Decision Document.12  

1.14 This main document is structured as follows:  

 Chapter 2: provides an executive summary of the main points of the Decision 

Document and ComReg's overall objectives. 

                                            
8 Commission Recommendation of 17 December 2007 on relevant product and service markets within 
the electronic communications sector susceptible to ex ante regulation in accordance with Directive 
2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on a common regulatory framework for 
electronic communications networks and services. 
9 ComReg Document No 10/39: ‘Market Review: Wholesale (Physical) Network Infrastructure Access 
(Market 4) – Further Response to ComReg Document No. 08/104, Response to ComReg Document 
No. 09/42 and Decision’, dated 20 May 2010. 
10 The Commission issued a new recommendation on 9 October 2014 on relevant product and 
service markets (2014/710/EU). 
11 ComReg Document No 11/49: Market Review: Wholesale Broadband Access, dated 8 July 2011. 
12 For information purposes only, their report (‘TERA Report’) is published at Annex 6. TERA’s views 
expressed are not necessarily the views of ComReg. 
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 Chapter 3: provides a background on the Wholesale Access Services under 

review, the regulatory background (including related market analysis relevant 

to the Wholesale Access Services and the identified competition problems 

associated with the relevant markets) as well as the consultation process.   

 Chapter 4: sets out the price control obligations as well as the costing 

methodologies for determining the relevant costs for each of the Wholesale 

Access Services.  

 Chapter 5: sets out the cost model for determining the appropriate costs for 

LLU, SLU, Line Share, SB-WLR, SABB, CEI and dark fibre. 

 Chapter 6: sets out the pricing approach for LLU, SLU, SB-WLR and 

integrated services digital network (‘ISDN’) services. 

 Chapter 7: sets out the pricing approach for SABB outside the Larger 

Exchange Area (‘Outside the LEA’). 

 Chapter 8: sets out the pricing approach for CEI and dark fibre. 

 Chapter 9: sets out the pricing approach for Line Share. 

 Chapter 10: sets out the retail margin squeeze test for line rental and the 

wholesale margin squeeze test for POTS based VUA. 

 Chapter 11: sets out the review of ancillary charges. 

 Chapter 12: sets out other regulatory measures. 

 Chapter 13: sets out a summary of the charges for LLU, SLU, Line Share, SB-

WLR, SABB Outside the LEA, CEI and dark fibre.  

 Chapter 14: sets out an analysis of the likely effect of the changes to the price 

control obligation, the costing/pricing methodologies and the margin squeeze 

obligations. 

 Chapter 15: sets out the views of respondents in relation to the draft Decision 

Instruments for WPNIA, WBA and FACO and ComReg’s position. 
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Chapter 2  

2 Executive Summary 

2.1 ComReg is the regulator for the electronic communications sector in Ireland. 

2.2 Our regulatory objectives in line with Section 12 of the Communications 

Regulations Act 200213 (‘the Communications Regulations Act’) are to 

promote competition, to contribute to the development of the internal market and 

to promote the interests of users within the community. In the context of this 

document the following objectives14 are also relevant:  

 Incentivise efficient network investment by Eir and other operators, as 
appropriate; 

 Ensure Eir recovers its actual efficient investment together with an 
appropriate rate of return; 

 Ensure that Eir cannot price excessively; and   

 Ensure Eir cannot predatory price or foreclose other operators from the 
market.  
 

2.3 The European Commission in the 2007 Commission Recommendation 

recommended a number of markets as being susceptible to ex ante regulation. 

These markets have been reviewed in an Irish context and obligations were 

imposed where operators were designated with significant market power (‘SMP’).  

2.4 Eir has been designated as having SMP in the following markets15:  

 Market 4 (WPNIA market); 

 Market 5 (WBA market); and  

 Market 2 (FACO markets).  

2.5 As a result of these designations a number of obligations were imposed on Eir in 

each of the wholesale markets, including the obligation of a price control and the 

obligation not to cause a margin squeeze.  

                                            
13 Communications Regulation Act 2002 (No. 20 of 2002), as amended by the Communications 
Regulation (Amendment) Act 2007 (No. 22 of 2007), the Communications Regulation (Premium Rate 
Services and Electronic Communications Infrastructure) Act 2010 (No. 2 of 2010) and the 
Communications Regulation (Postal Services) Act 2011 (No. 21 of 2011). 
14 In line with Regulation 13 of the Access Regulations - S.I. No 334 of 2011 European Communities 
(Electronic Communications Networks and Services) (Access) Regulations 2011. 
15 S.I. No 333 of 2011 European Communities (Electronic Communications Networks and Services) 
(Framework) Regulations 2011. 
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2.6 In setting the wholesale fixed access prices, ComReg must take utmost account 

of the recent European Commission Recommendation in 201316 on non-

discrimination and costing methodologies (the ‘2013 Recommendation’). The 

2013 Recommendation, among other things, looks at the way copper and NGA 

wholesale access prices should be set and where cost orientation is appropriate. 

It is important to note that this document looks at current generation wholesale 

fixed access services only. 

2.7 As set out in Figure 1 we are maintaining the obligation of cost orientation for the 

wholesale fixed access services in Market 4 and Market 5. In this Decision 

Document we are further specifying what we mean by cost orientation. For SB-

WLR in Market 2 we are amending the retail-minus price control to a cost 

orientation price control.   

Figure 1: Overview of price controls for Wholesale Access Services 

Wholesale access 
product 

Price control (prior to 
this Decision) 

New price control 

LLU Cost orientation Cost orientation 

SLU Cost orientation Cost orientation 

Line Share Cost orientation Cost orientation 

SB-WLR Retail minus Cost orientation 

SABB Outside the LEA Cost orientation Cost orientation 

Duct and pole access Cost orientation Cost orientation 

Dark fibre Cost orientation Cost orientation 

 

2.8 Having regard to ComReg’s regulatory objectives (at paragraph 2.2) and in light 

of the 2013 Recommendation (paragraph 2.6) we consider that the wholesale 

access prices achieve the appropriate balance between ensuring on the one 

hand that Eir can recover costs that are efficiently incurred (including an 

appropriate return on invested capital), while on the other hand the appropriate 

investment signals are provided to the market place — in terms of efficient market 

entry and sufficient incentives to invest especially in the relevant areas of the 

country. 

                                            
16 Commission Recommendation dated 11 September 2013 on ‘Consistent non-discrimination 
obligations and costing methodologies to promote competition and enhance the broadband investment 
environment’. 
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2.9 In this regard, we have used in some instances the bottom-up long run average 

incremental cost plus an apportionment for joint and common costs (‘BU-

LRAIC+’) pricing approach and in other cases we have used the top down 

historic cost accounting (‘TD HCA’) approach.  

2.10 The BU-LRAIC+ methodology is based on current costs. This methodology 

values the operator’s assets at the current market value and allows for changes 

in asset prices. By linking the value of the assets to newly deployed network it 

promotes efficient investment incentives and ensures that the Incumbent (i.e., 

Eir) recovers its future costs thereby encouraging investment. A potential entrant 

is charged an access price in principle similar to what it might pay to build its own 

network, and thus has a finely balanced ‘build-or-buy’ decision.17 In the context 

of this review the BU-LRAIC+ approach has also been generally applied to those 

assets that cannot be reused for the provision of NGA services. This approach 

is consistent with the 2013 Recommendation.18 

2.11 The TD methodology means the Incumbent’s (i.e., Eir’s) accounting data. TD 

HCA in the context of this Decision Document means Eir’s actual accounting data 

adjusted for efficiencies as well as the forecast for future expenditure over the 

price control period similarly adjusted for efficiencies.19  The accounting net book 

value of each asset is taken as the basis for capital costs and this value is 

depreciated over the remaining lifetime of each asset. Operating expenditure is 

also estimated from historic accounting information and common cost items are 

allocated to different services using allocation keys. An uplift to allow for the rate 

of return20 is added to the Eir costs.This approach is referred to as ‘Eir’s Actual 

Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies’. In the context of this review, Eir’s TD data has 

also been generally applied to those assets that can be reused for the provision 

of NGA services e.g., poles and ducts. This is consistent with the 2013 

Recommendation.21 

2.12 We consider that it is important to achieve an appropriate balance between 

setting the necessary investment signals in the relevant areas (i.e., urban 

areas22) while at the same time ensuring that Eir does not over / under recover 

its actual efficient costs nationally. If the access price is too high in areas where 

infrastructure investment is also unlikely to develop (as the deployment cost for 

each line is high i.e., in rural areas23), this would not be desirable due to the 

detrimental long-term impact on consumers arising from a lack of competition, 

as competition from operators acting as resellers may also be dampened. On the 

                                            
17 Please refer to Chapter 4. 
18 Please refer to Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. 
19 ibid. 
20 ibid. 
21 ibid. 
22 Referred to in this document as the Larger Exchange Area (‘LEA’) or Modified LEA. 
23 Referred to in this document as Outside the LEA or Outside the Modified LEA. 
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other hand the access price should not be too low, especially in urban areas, as 

it could deter investments in the long term.  

2.13 An additional consideration in this document is whether the wholesale access 

services under review should be priced based on national costs or on geographic 

de-averaged costs. We have also considered the risk that geographically de-

averaged prices could lead to a digital divide if the prices of access services 

prove prohibitively high in rural areas which may be to the detriment of 

consumers. This is discussed in Chapter 6. 

2.14 In the proceeding paragraphs we have summarised the approach to setting the 

wholesale access prices for LLU, SLU, Line Share, SB-WLR, SABB Outside the 

LEA, duct access, pole access and dark fibre.  

2.15 The price control period will come into effect on 1 July 2016 and will last for three 

years (the ‘Price Control Period’) but in any event it should remain in place until 

further notice by ComReg. The implementation date for the prices set by this 

Decision Document is 1 July 2016 – please see Chapter 13.  

Local loop unbundling (‘LLU’): 

2.16 The national LLU monthly rental prices for each year of the Price Control Period 

is: 

Services 1 July 2016 – 30 
June 2017 

1 July 2017 – 30 
June 2018 

1 July 2018 – 30 
June 2019 

LLU24 9.34 9.88 10.40 

 

2.17 The national monthly rental price is based on a BU-LRAIC+ model for the 

Modified LEA. We have applied a BU-LRAIC+ approach to those assets that 

cannot be reused for NGA services and we have used Eir’s TD data for those 

assets that can be reused for NGA services (e.g., ducts and poles). This is 

consistent with the 2013 Recommendation. 

2.18 In addition, the LLU costs are adjusted to reflect the fact that lines greater than 

5km are unlikely to be technically capable of supporting the required standard of 

broadband services. Therefore, the cost of LLU lines longer than 5km are 

excluded from the LLU price calculation. 

2.19 We consider that this monthly LLU price should send the appropriate ‘build or 

buy’ signals. Our approach relies on the assumption that only lines in urban areas 

are likely to be unbundled. Given the high cost of lines in rural areas, an LLU 

                                            
24 This price excludes monthly fault repair charge of €0.96. 
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price based on national costs could raise the LLU price to a non-competitive level 

— in particular in those areas where LLU or alternative infrastructure investment 

may be viable (i.e., in urban areas) — and is considered not to be appropriate 

given the ‘build-or-buy’ signals are not relevant for private operators in rural 

areas. 

2.20 For further details please refer to Chapter 6.  

Sub Loop Unbundling (‘SLU’): 

2.21 The national SLU monthly rental prices for each year of the Price Control Period 

is: 

Services 1 July 2016 – 30 
June 2017 

1 July 2017 – 30 
June 2018 

1 July 2018 – 30 
June 2019 

SLU25 5.41 5.60 5.77 

 

2.22 The national monthly rental price is based on a national BU-LRAIC+ model. The 

BU-LRAIC+ costs are applied to those assets that cannot be reused for NGA 

services and we have used Eir’s TD data for those assets that can be reused for 

NGA services (e.g., ducts and poles). This is consistent with the 2013 

Recommendation. 

2.23 In addition, the SLU costs are adjusted to reflect the fact that lines greater than 

1.5km are unlikely to be technically capable of supporting the required standard 

of broadband services. Therefore, the cost of SLU lines longer than 1.5km are 

excluded from the SLU price calculation.  

2.24 We consider that this monthly SLU price should send the appropriate ‘build or 

buy’ signals. Our approach relies on the assumption that there could be a 

demand for SLU lines nationally — including in the less economic exchanges 

(i.e., in rural areas). The demand for SLU may emerge in rural areas where 

private operators may require SLU to deliver broadband services as part of the 

national broadband plan (‘NBP’). 

2.25 For further details please refer to Chapter 6. 

Line Share:  

2.26 The maximum national Line Share monthly rental price for each year of the Price 

Control Period is €0.77. 

                                            
25 This price includes fault repair costs. 
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2.27 The maximum national monthly rental price for Line Share is based on the 

incremental costs relevant to the ongoing day to day running of the Line Share 

service. 

2.28 For further details please refer to Chapter 9. 

Single Billing – Wholesale Line Rental (‘SB-WLR’): 

2.29 The national SB-WLR monthly prices for each year of the Price Control Period 

is: 

Services 1 July 2016 – 30 
June 2017 

1 July 2017 – 30 
June 2018 

1 July 2018 – 30 
June 2019 

SB-WLR26 15.91 16.20 16.41 

 

2.30 This SB-WLR monthly price is based on Eir’s TD costs and adjusted for 

efficiencies associated with the provision of SB-WLR nationally.  

2.31 This monthly rate achieves a balance of allowing Eir to recover its national 

efficiently incurred costs while at the same time ensuring that there are 

appropriate investment incentives in urban areas.27   

2.32 For further detail please refer to Chapter 6. 

Integrated services digital network (‘ISDN’) services: 

2.33 Following ComReg’s consultation process we have determined that for ISDN 

basic rate access (‘BRA’), primary rate access (‘PRA’) and fractional rate access 

(‘FRA’) services that Eir should not charge in excess of the current ISDN BRA, 

PRA and FRA rental prices (as per the Eir reference interconnect offer (‘RIO’) 

price list).  

2.34 For further detail please refer to Chapter 6. 

Standalone Broadband:  

2.35 The maximum monthly rental for SABB Outside the LEA for each year of the 

Price Control Period is: 

                                            
26 This price includes the rental, fault repair costs and connection/provisioning costs. 
27 This balance is achieved by the fact that the SB-WLR price is always the higher of either: Eir’s TD 
costs adjusted for efficiencies for providing SB-WLR nationally; or, a combination of the BU-LRAIC+ 
costs and TD costs for provision of SB-WLR in the Modified LEA, as described in Chapter 6. 
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Services 1 July 2016 – 30 
June 2017 

1 July 2017 – 30 
June 2018 

1 July 2018 – 30 
June 2019 

SABB Outside the 
LEA 

21.68 22.09 22.45 

 

2.36 This maximum monthly price, Outside the LEA, is based on Eir’s TD costs 

(adjusted for efficiencies) associated with the provision of SABB Outside the 

LEA.  

2.37 We consider that this monthly SABB price Outside the LEA should ensure that 

there is no over or under recovery of costs by Eir. The build or buy signals are 

less relevant in this area given the objective is not to stimulate alternative 

operator investment where it is clear no commercial operator might invest without 

subsidies. In addition, the BU-LRAIC+ approach could lead to over-recovery of 

costs and could give rise to significant increases in prices Outside the LEA.  

2.38 For further details please refer to Chapter 7. 

Margin squeeze tests 

2.39 In addition to the above there are two margin squeeze tests in Market 2.  

2.40 The first test between retail line rental and wholesale line rental (or SB-WLR) 

should ensure a sufficient margin between the retail line rental services and 

wholesale line rental so that another authorised operator (‘OAO’) can replicate 

Eir’s retail prices on a standalone basis.  

2.41 The second test is to ensure sufficient economic space between the price for 

POTS based VUA and the price for standalone VUA / NGA Bitstream (including 

a contribution towards the cost of Managed VoB) so that an operator is not 

disincentivised to move to alternative technologies as appropriate. This should 

ensure technological neutrality.  

2.42 For further details on both margin squeeze tests please refer to Chapter 10. 

Duct Access: 

2.43 The maximum annual price per metre of sub duct is differentiated between duct 

access in Dublin28 exchanges and duct access in provincial exchanges. Please 

see Figure 23 and Figure 24 in Chapter 13. 

                                            
28 Annex 15 contains the exchanges which are subject to “Dublin” duct access prices. All other 
exchanges are subject to “provincial” duct access prices. 
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2.44 The maximum price for duct access is based on a blend of Eir’s TD costs for 

those ducts that can be reused for NGA and the long-run view (or BU-LRAIC+ 

costs) of replacement of ducts for the provision of NGA services. This is 

consistent with the 2013 Recommendation. 

2.45 For further details please refer to Chapter 8.  

Pole Access: 

2.46 The maximum annual prices for Pole Access29 in the Modified LEA30 and Outside 

the Modified LEA31 for each year of the Price Control Period is: 

Services 1 July 2016 – 30 
June 2017 

1 July 2017 – 30 
June 2018 

1 July 2018 – 30 
June 2019 

Pole access in the 
Modified LEA 

23.15  24.30 25.46 

Pole access 
Outside the 
Modified LEA 

19.18 20.00 20.84 

 

2.47 For pole access the maximum price is based on a blend of Eir’s TD costs for 

those poles that can be reused for NGA (and including Eir’s forecasted capital 

spend on poles over the next 3 years) and the long run view (or BU-LRAIC+ 

costs) of replacement of poles for the provision of NGA services. This approach 

is consistent with the 2013 Recommendation. 

2.48 For further details please refer to Chapter 8. 

  

                                            
29 The annual rental price per operator will vary depending on the number of operators on the pole to 
which the OAO is seeking access (including Eir itself). 
30 As discussed in Chapter 6 of this Decision Document. 
31 As discussed in Chapter 6 of this Decision Document. 
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Dark Fibre:  

2.49 The maximum annual price per metre32 of Dark Fibre for each year of the Price 

Control Period is: 

Services 1 July 2016 – 30 
June 2017 

1 July 2017 – 30 
June 2018 

1 July 2018 – 30 
June 2019 

Dark fibre - Dublin 0.24 0.25 0.26 

Dark fibre – 
Provincial 

0.13 0.13 0.14 

 

2.50 For dark fibre the maximum price is based on a blend of Eir’s TD costs for those 

assets that can be reused for NGA and the BU-LRAIC+ costs for those assets 

that cannot be reused for NGA services. This approach is consistent with the 

2013 Recommendation. 

2.51 The maximum price for dark fibre only applies in those circumstances where 

access to civil engineering infrastructure (ducts and poles) is not available for 

economic, technical or capacity reasons and where dark fibre is reasonably 

available.   

2.52 For further details please refer to Chapter 8. 

Ancillary services: 

2.53 We have reviewed the ancillary charges associated with connections, migrations, 

collocation services in Market 4 and the main ancillary charges associated with 

SB-WLR.  

2.54 For further details please refer to Chapter 11.  

Other regulatory measures:  

2.55 On an annual basis Eir should review the inputs and assumptions of the Revised 

CAM. However, the Revised CAM will only be reopened where significant and 

sustainable changes are noted to key parameters. Please see the details 

regarding the annual review of SB-WLR and poles at Chapter 12. 

European Commission:  

2.56 ComReg notified the European Commission, the Body of European Regulators 
for Electronic Communications (“BEREC”), and other National Regulatory 
Authorities (“NRAs”) on 14 April 2016 regarding the draft measure. The 

                                            
32 Based on a single Dark Fibre strand. 
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European Commission subsequently issued ComReg with a Request for 
Information (“RFI”) to which ComReg responded. On 17 May 2016, the European 
Commission issued ComReg with a “comments” letter. The correspondence from 
the European Commission is set out in Annex 16. Our consideration of the 
comments raised are set out in Annex 17.  
 

2.57 On 27 April 2016, ComReg together with its consultants TERA, held a workshop 
with Eir on the notified Revised CAM model which had been shared with them in 
advance of the workshop. The purpose of the workshop was to provide a general 
overview of the notified Revised CAM model as well as background to the 
updates to the model since the previous version of the model which had been 
shared previously with Eir. 
 

Conclusion:   

2.58 ComReg believes that the pricing framework set out in this Decision Document 

should strike the right balance between ensuring Eir’s recovery of costs while 

also providing the appropriate investment signals to Eir and other operators for 

efficient infrastructure investment in areas where it is considered appropriate. 

This document when considered in conjunction with ComReg Decision D04/1333 

(‘Bundles Decision’), ComReg Decision D03/1334 (‘NGA Decision’), ComReg 

Decision D06/1235 (‘WBA Price Floors Decision’) and ComReg Decision 

D11/1436 (‘WBA Pricing Decision’) should ensure that competition is 

incentivised and fostered in the long-term so that consumers benefit from a wide 

variety of choice at affordable prices. 

 

                                            
33 ComReg Document No. 13/14: Price Regulation of Bundled Offers: Further specification of certain 
price control obligations in Market 1 and Market 4 dated 8 February 2013 (‘Bundles Decision’). 
34 ComReg Decision No D03/13, ComReg Document No 13/11: Remedies in Next Generation Access 
Markets; dated 31 January 2013 (‘NGA Decision’). 
35 ComReg Document No 12/32: Wholesale Broadband Access: Further specification to the price 
control obligation and an amendment to the transparency obligation; dated 5 April 2012 (‘WBA Price 
Floors Decision’). 
36 ComReg Document No 14/73R: ‘Wholesale Broadband Access: Price Control obligation in relation 
to current generation Bitstream (‘WBA Pricing Decision’). 
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Chapter 3  

3 Background 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1 In this chapter we discuss the technical and regulatory background associated 

with the Wholesale Access Services as well as the consultation process, under 

the following headings: 

 Technical background;  

 Regulatory background; and 

 Consultation Process.  

3.2 Each is discussed in turn below.   

3.2 Technical background 

3.3 Figure 2 illustrates the access network in terms of the provision of SLU, LLU, SB-

WLR and Line Share. 

Figure 2: Overview of the access network 

 

3.4 As detailed in Chapter 3 of the Consultation Document, the fixed wholesale 

access services offered by Eir over its wholesale copper network include the 

following: 
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1. Copper-based Market 4 services:  

a) LLU: This allows unbundled access to the local loop. The local loop is the 

physical path which connects a local exchange to a home or premises 

usually via a street side cabinet. LLU allows OAOs access to Eir's local 

network at regulated prices and facilitates them in the provision of services 

directly to customers. LLU is an important driver of competition in the 

delivery of high speed broadband.  

b) SLU:  This allows unbundled access to the local sub-loop. A sub-loop is the 

portion of the local loop which runs from a street side cabinet to a home or 

premises. SLU allows OAOs to unbundle loops at the street side cabinet.  

c) Line Share:  This allows for renting the broadband capability of a loop only. 

When an operator uses a full LLU service it takes control of the entire 

capability of the loop, which means that no other operator can use that loop 

to provide services to the end customer. However, it is also possible to 

isolate the broadband capability of the line from the narrowband capability 

and allow an operator to provide broadband separately. When using Line 

Share to offer services to a customer an operator rents the broadband 

capability of a local loop only, while another operator (e.g., Eir Retail) 

provides narrowband services (mainly voice) over the same loop. 

2. Copper-based Market 5 services:  

a) This comprises the current generation non-physical or active network 

access (Bitstream access) at a fixed location, including but not limited to: 

 

 Current generation SABB: This provides a standalone DSL 

broadband service over the local loop, without a Public Switched 

Telephone Network (‘PSTN’) service.  

 

3. Copper-based Market 2 services: 

a) SB-WLR: This allows a fixed service provider to issue one single bill to end-

users for carrier pre-select (‘CPS’) 37 “all calls” and line rental charges, which 

maintains a primary relationship with the end user. Some OAOs purchase 

SB-WLR services from Eir to provide retail fixed telephony services directly 

to retail customers, while other OAOs do so for the purpose of re-selling 

services as part of a broader suite of their own wholesale services which 

are made available to OAOs. 

                                            
37 Carrier Pre Select (CPS) is a call origination product, which allows the end user to purchase all or 
portion of calls (e.g. national or international calls) from one service provider (usually an OAO) while 
purchasing line rental from another service provider (usually Eir). OAOs have continued to migrate their 
customers from CPS only to SB-WLR or WLA so that only a small percentage of end users have a 
CPS-only service. 
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4. Ancillary Services 

a) Ancillary Services in the context of SB-WLR means the ancillary services 

set out in sections 4.2 and 4.3 of the document entitled “Single Billing 

through Wholesale Line Rental Product Description” (issue 2.2, dated 5 

December 2007) as may be amended from time to time and published on 

Eir’s wholesale website. The ancillary services associated with SB-WLR are 

set out on Eir’s Wholesale website38. The SB-WLR ancillary services include 

Eir alarm reminder, caller return, direct dialling inwards (‘DDI’), call barring, 

call answering, call forwarding, Eir mailbox, wholesale low value customer 

premises equipment (‘CPE’) as well as a number of other services. 

 

b) Ancillary services in Market 4 includes associated facilities, connections, 

fault repair charges and any other related charges (set out in the access 

reference offer (‘ARO’) price list on Eir’s wholesale website).  

 

5. Civil Engineering Infrastructure: 

a) Civil Engineering Infrastructure (also known as passive infrastructure) 

means physical local loop facilities deployed by Eir to host local loop cables 

such as copper wires, optical fibre and co-axial cables. It includes but is not 

limited to, subterranean or above-ground assets such as sub-ducts, ducts, 

manholes and poles. This Decision Document will consider the pricing for 

ducts (including sub-ducts and manholes) and poles.  

 

6. Dark Fibre: 

a) Dark fibre is optical fibre that is currently installed in the core and access 

network but is not in use. For the purposes of this Decision Document, dark 

fibre shall mean unlit fibre in Eir’s access network. The prices determined 

for dark fibre in this Decision Document is for a single strand of dark fibre. 

Pursuant to the NGA Decision, where access to civil engineering 

infrastructure is not available for economic, technical or capacity reasons, 

Eir is obliged to provide access to dark fibre, where it is available. Therefore, 

where access to civil engineering infrastructure cannot be met for economic 

or technical reasons, requests may be met by the provision of available dark 

fibre. Please refer to Chapter 4 (subsection 4.1.3) of the NGA Decision 

where this is discussed in more detail.  

 

                                            
38 In sections 4.2 and 4.3 of the document entitled “Single Billing through Wholesale Line Rental Product 
Description” (issue 2.2, dated 5 December 2007) as may be amended from time to time. 
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3.3 Regulatory background  

3.3.1 Overview 

3.5 In Chapter 3, subsection 3.3, of the Consultation Document, we discussed the 

markets susceptible to ex-ante regulation.  

3.6 Following market analysis undertaken by ComReg, Eir is currently considered to 

have SMP in a number of markets as set out in Figure 3. Eir was designated with 

SMP in the WPNIA Market (Market 4), the WBA Market (Market 5) and the FACO 

Markets (Market 2). 

Figure 3: Overview of markets 

 

 

3.7 The Consultation Document also set out the competition problems that may 

arise, absent regulation, from the SMP operators conduct, including:  
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 Exploiting customers or consumers by virtue of its SMP position through, 

for example, setting excessive wholesale charges;  

 Leveraging its market power into adjacent vertically or horizontally 

related markets through price and non-price means with the effect of 

foreclosing or excluding competitors in downstream retail and/or 

upstream wholesale markets; and 

 Engaging in behaviours, similar to those identified above in the context 

of leveraging, which delay/deter network investment and entry into the 

upstream and/or downstream markets. 

3.8 Each of these competition problems are discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, 

paragraph 3.8 of the Consultation Document. The purpose of ex-ante regulation 

is to prevent the possibility of such abuses and to promote competition by 

facilitating entry into the relevant markets. ComReg’s overall objective in 

imposing regulatory remedies on an operator with SMP is therefore to promote 

economic efficiency by setting regulation which ‘mimics’ a competitive market 

and as far as possible to maximise viable infrastructure investment which has 

the most efficient outcomes for consumers. The obligations imposed can include 

conditions such as transparency, non-discrimination, price control and 

accounting separation. 

3.4 Consultation Process: 

3.9 ComReg, along with its Consultants, TERA, updated the previous copper access 

model39 in order to determine the updated wholesale access prices based on the 

preferred costing methodology set out in the Consultation Document. Before 

arriving at a final decision on the appropriate wholesale access prices, ComReg 

consulted publicly on this process, the details of which are set out in the 

Consultation Document and in this Decision Document.  

3.10 On 3 July 2015 we published the Consultation Document seeking views from 

interested parties on a number of proposals including inter alia updated 

wholesale access prices and changing the pricing approach for SB-WLR from 

retail-minus to cost orientation. In addition, we sought views on the proposal to 

have a retail margin squeeze test between retail line rental and SB-WLR and 

secondly to have a sufficient economic space between the price for POTS based 

                                            
39 Which was used in ComReg Decision D01/10 (Document 10/10) to determine the LLU and SLU 
monthly rental prices. 
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VUA and the price for standalone VUA / NGA Bitstream (including a contribution 

towards the cost of Managed VoB). 

3.11 Following a number of requests, ComReg made access available to the non-

confidential models associated with the Consultation Document. Please refer to 

ComReg Information Notice 15/9640 and 15/10041 for further details. This allowed 

for further transparency regarding the modelling work undertaken by ComReg as 

part of the consultation process and it also meant that other operators could have 

access to similar information (albeit that some information was redacted due to 

the confidentiality of the data) to that of Eir.  

3.12 During the consultation period Eir submitted a letter to ComReg seeking 

clarifications on certain aspects of the Consultation Document and also seeking 

an extension to the consultation response deadline. Please refer to ComReg 

Document 15/67d for details of the Eir letter and ComReg’s response to it. The 

points raised by Eir in its letter to ComReg of 5 August (referred to as the “Eir 

August Letter”) are further considered by ComReg in the relevant chapters in 

this Decision Document. 

3.13 On 25 September we received six responses to the Consultation Document as 

follows: 

 Alternative operators in the communications market (“ALTO”); 

 BT Communications Ireland Limited (“BT”); 

 Eir Group Limited (“Eir”); 

 Enet (“Enet”); 

 Sky Ireland Limited (“Sky”); and 

 Vodafone Ireland Limited (“Vodafone”). 

3.14 Eir’s submission also included reports from three external consultants as follows: 

 CEG; 

 Compass Lexecon; and 

 Michael Rhodes.  

                                            
40 http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg1596.pdf 
41 http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg15100.pdf 
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3.15 The non-confidential submissions to the Consultation Document have been 

published separately in ComReg Document 15/67s. 

3.16 On 22 October 2015, following a request from Eir, ComReg met Eir and its 

consultants CEG to discuss the key points from their submissions to the 

Consultation Document. At the meeting Eir and its consultants CEG made a 

presentation to ComReg, a non-confidential version of this presentation is 

published in Annex 8 of this Decision Document.  

3.17 Subsequent to the Eir / CEG meeting, on 23 October 2015, ComReg requested 

by email42 some clarifications from Eir / CEG, within the scope of the Consultation 

Document, relating to the treatment of pole costs, details on SB-WLR 

promotions, plans for ISDN services and line volume movements.   

3.18 On 10 November 2015, Eir / CEG provided clarifications to ComReg, via email43, 

in relation to the points set out in paragraph 3.17, which is referred to later in this 

Decision Document as “Eir / CEG clarifications of 10 November 2015.” 

3.19 On 17 November 2015, ComReg sought further clarifications by email44 

regarding Eir’s response received on 10 November, in particular relating to poles, 

SB-WLR promotions and ISDN services. On 24 November 2015, Eir provided 

further clarifications to ComReg, via email45, in relation to the points set out in 

paragraph 3.17, which is referred to later in this Decision Document as “Eir 

clarifications of 24 November 2015”. 

3.20 On 27 November 2015, Sky submitted a letter46 to ComReg which set out Sky’s 

concerns regarding points raised by Eir in its non-confidential response to the 

Consultation Document. The points raised in Sky’s letter are addressed in the 

main body of this document at Chapter 4 and Chapter 10. 

3.21 On 2 December 2015, Vodafone submitted a letter47 to ComReg. This letter set 

out a number of Vodafone’s concerns regarding points raised by Eir in the non-

confidential version of Eir’s response to the Consultation Document. The points 

raised in Vodafone’s letter are addressed in the main body of the Decision 

Document. 

                                            
42 Email from ComReg to Eir, as set out in Annex 8. 
43 Email from Eir to ComReg, as set out in Annex 8. 
44 Email from ComReg to Eir, as set out in Annex 8. 
45 Email from Eir to ComReg, as set out in Annex 8. 
46 Letter dated 27 November, as set out in Annex 8. 
47 Letter dated 2 December 2015, as set out in Annex 8. 
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3.22 Vodafone also submitted a letter to ComReg on 13 December regarding Eir’s 

separated accounts and a subsequent letter on 16 December 2015 regarding its 

review of the non-confidential Revised CAM. The main points raised by Vodafone 

in both letters as well as ComReg’s consideration of them are set out in Annex 

10. 

3.23 ComReg has taken full account of all of the responses in reaching its final 

decision. ComReg has not repeated in each instance respondents’ views where 

they did not object to or comment on our proposed approach from the 

Consultation Document. However, where respondents specifically commented 

on, expressed a view or raised an issue with respect to any of our preliminary 

views from the Consultation Document we have set out the main points raised 

and response to these comments in this Decision Document. 

3.5 Additional related regulatory considerations  

3.5.1 Retail Line Rental 

3.24 As set out in Chapter 3 of the Consultation Document, Eir is subject to a retail 

price control pursuant to ComReg Decision D12/1448 on the retail fixed voice 

access market (‘RFVA Decision’). The RFVA Decision concluded that Eir 

possesses market power with respect to standalone voice access services. As 

such, in the absence of remedies, it would have the incentive and ability to raise 

prices to the direct detriment of consumers who avail themselves of standalone 

voice access services.  

3.25 Consequently, ComReg decided that a price control was necessary and 

proportionate to protect those consumers who currently purchase their voice 

services on a stand-alone basis and do not value broadband to such an extent 

that they would switch to (more competitively priced) bundled services, or to 

mobile only. The price control measure consists of a requirement not to charge 

excessive prices for the supply of lower level services, that is, PSTN and 

integrated services digital network (‘ISDN’) basic rate access (‘BRA’) access as 

well as a retail price cap measure (‘RPC’). The RPC is in the form of a RPI-X 

cap, that is, CPI-049. The RPC which relates to consumer’s standalone PSTN 

and ISDN BRA line rental and connection fees (excluding voice calls) means that 

any increase by Eir in the latter prices will be based on the rate of inflation (i.e. 

CPI-0) pending further consultation.  

                                            
48 http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg1489.pdf 
49 Price caps are subject to an increase depending on the inflation rate. 
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3.26 As set out in the Consultation Document, ComReg considers that even if a cost 

oriented SB-WLR price prevents Eir from increasing its wholesale charge and 

hence avoiding the risk of excessive SB-WLR prices, absent appropriate 

remedies, the risk of a potential margin squeeze remains. In this respect, Eir 

could, by reducing the retail price, reduce the retail margin available to OAOs 

that need to match Eir’s retail prices in a competitive retail market.  

3.27 Therefore, even if the SB-WLR price is set on the basis of cost orientation, some 

form of a margin squeeze test is required to ensure that alternative operators can 

continue to compete in the retail market using SB-WLR. This is discussed further 

in Chapter 10. 

3.5.2 NGA Decision 

3.28 In the NGA Decision ComReg recognised the importance of the link between 

copper and fibre prices.  

3.29 In that regard ComReg imposed a margin squeeze test between the VUA service 

in Market 5 and the SLU service in Market 4. This should ensure that VUA is not 

priced so low that it would dis-incentivise investment by alternative infrastructure 

operators during the transition to NGA services. SLU and LLU are both priced on 

a cost-oriented basis.  

3.30 As set out in the NGA Decision, if a reduction to the SLU price is required under 

this test so also would a reduction be required to the LLU price, as appropriate.  

3.31 It is important to note that Eir must continue to respect the link that is already 

established between the price of SLU and VUA as set out in the NGA Decision.   

3.5.3 National Broadband Plan (‘NBP’) 

3.32 The NBP focuses primarily on the Government’s objective to increase broadband 

speeds especially in the more rural areas of Ireland.  

3.33 The NBP will facilitate broadband download speeds of a minimum of 30 Mbps 

where a commercial provider will not deliver the equivalent service on a 

commercial basis. It is envisaged that the NBP will cover a significant proportion 

of exchanges in more rural areas of the country i.e., Outside the LEA. 

3.34 The NBP may have implications for the potential uptake of some Wholesale 

Access Services, including duct access, pole access and dark fibre in these 

areas. 
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3.5.4 Universal service obligation (‘USO’)  

3.35 Eir is currently designated as the universal service provider (‘USP’) for the 

purposes of providing access at a fixed location to an electronic communications 

network and voice services under the USO (‘AFL USO’) until 30 June 2016.50
  

3.36 ComReg published a consultation on whether there is a need for an AFL USO in 

Ireland post December 2015. In that consultation, ComReg’s preliminary view 

was that there is a continued need for some kind of AFL USO in Ireland for at 

least the next 5 years and possibly for 7 years.51 ComReg’s consultation in 

respect of the need for an AFL USO will mean that related requirements to the 

AFL USO post 2015, if appropriate, will be decided in the coming period. 

3.37 In the meantime, Eir has various obligations relating to the provision of an AFL 

USO including a requirement to provide geographically average prices (i.e., 

where AFL USO charges (including retail line rental, see paragraphs 3.24-3.25) 

are the same for all subscribers irrespective of their geographical location).  

3.38 The AFL USO alone would not mitigate concerns regarding a potential margin 

squeeze vis-a-vis retail and wholesale fixed voice access as set out in paragraph 

3.24 to 3.27. Such margin squeeze concerns however could potentially be 

intensified absent an AFL USO requirement for geographically averaged prices.   

 

                                            
50 ComReg Decision D10/15, ComReg Document No. 15/144 entitled “Universal Service Obligation - 
Provision of Access at a Fixed Location”, dated 31 December 2015. 
http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg15144.pdf   
51 ComReg Document No 15/124: Universal Service Obligation – Access at a fixed location, 
http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg15124.pdf   
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Chapter 4  

4 Price Control and Costing 

Methodology 

4.1 Introduction 

4.1 This chapter considers the form of price control and costing methodology used 

to determine the appropriate level of costs for Eir’s Wholesale Access Services.     

4.2 The respective discussion is considered under the following headings: 

1. Forms of price control for access services generally 

2. Forms of price control for SB-WLR 

3. Appropriate costing methodology; and 

4. Appropriate costing methodology specific to assets. 

4.3 In Chapter 4 of the Consultation Document we set out a number of options 

available to ComReg in the form of a price control for the Wholesale Access 

Services, including regulatory forbearance, benchmarking, retail minus, margin 

squeeze test and cost orientation. Each approach is discussed in detail in the 

Consultation Document in paragraphs 4.13 – 4.45.  

4.2 Forms of price control for access services generally 

4.2.1 Overview: 

4.4 In the Consultation Document we proposed that the obligation of cost orientation 

should continue to apply to Eir with regard to the rental prices for the provision of 

LLU, SLU, Line Share, civil engineering access (duct and pole access), dark fibre 

and SABB Outside the LEA.  

4.5 In addition, we proposed that the ancillary charges relevant to Market 4 products 

and services and for SB-WLR should also continue to be subject to cost 

orientation. Please refer to the Consultation Document at Chapter 4, paragraphs 

4.36 – 4.38 and 4.42 – 4.45 for further details. 
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4.2.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document:  

4.6 Respondents generally agreed that cost orientation remained appropriate to 

determine the prices for LLU, SLU, Line Share, SABB Outside the LEA, CEI, dark 

fibre and for the ancillary services associated with Market 4 and SB-WLR. 

4.7 Vodafone stated that it: “…agrees with maintaining cost orientation”.52  

4.8 Enet also agreed with and supported ComReg’s preliminary view. Enet listed a 

number of reasons why it supported ComReg’s preliminary view including: 

 “…Cost orientation can adequately allow the SMP operator to secure a 

reasonable return on incurred costs. 

 The application of an efficient operator reference in cost orientation 

prevents the SMP operator from recovering costs associated with 

historical poor investment decisions or current operational inefficiencies, 

ultimately to the detriment of end users. 

 Cost orientation brings predictability to the access price alternative 

operators will incur allowing better investment decisions. 

 …Cost orientation adequately allows for recovery of past investment and 

does not mitigate against efficient ongoing renewal and replacement 

investment on the part of the SMP operator.”53 

4.9 Eir stated that: “For LLU (ULMP), Sub-Loop Unbundling, and Line Share…Eir 

has agreed for some time that price control by cost orientation is appropriate.” 54  

4.10 However, for the SB-WLR ancillary charges Eir noted that: “…the same retail 

minus approach that applies to the price control for SB-WLR line rental should 

also apply to SB-WLR ancillary services.”55  

4.11 While Sky agreed with ComReg it stated that it: “…is concerned that despite 

essentially maintaining a costing approach that has been in place for several 

years now (BU-LRAIC+) to set price ceilings for SLU and LLU, the results of the 

most recent assessment of the maximum monthly rental prices highlights a 

substantial difference in the relative prices of the two services.”56  

                                            
52 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 2. 
53 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 1. 
54 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 19 
55 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 20. 
56 Sky Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
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4.2.3 ComReg’s Position: 

4.12 ComReg notes that there was general agreement from respondents regarding 

the continuation of the cost orientation obligation to determine the prices for LLU, 

SLU, Line Share, SABB Outside the LEA, CEI, dark fibre and for the ancillary 

services associated with Market 4 and SB-WLR. 

4.13 Further to Eir’s view, see paragraph 4.10, that the SB-WLR ancillary charges 

should be subject to a retail minus approach, ComReg notes that the obligation 

of cost orientation for the SB-WLR ancillary charges was already imposed on Eir 

in the FACO Decision. Please refer to the FACO Decision at Chapter 9, 

paragraphs 9.232-9.235 for further details. 

4.14 The point raised by Sky at paragraph 4.11 regarding the difference between the 

price for LLU and SLU is addressed in paragraphs 6.81 - 6.82. 

4.15 Having considered the submissions from respondents we remain of the view that 

the cost orientation obligation should continue to apply to Eir with regard to the 

rental charges for LLU, SLU, Line Share, civil engineering access (duct and pole 

access), dark fibre and SABB Outside the LEA as well as the ancillary charges 

for Market 4 services and for SB-WLR. 

4.2.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

4.16 The obligation of cost orientation shall continue to apply to Eir with regard to the 

rental prices for the provision of LLU, SLU, Line Share, civil engineering access 

(duct and pole access), dark fibre and SABB Outside the LEA.  

4.17 The obligation of cost orientation shall continue to apply to Eir with regard to the 

ancillary charges relevant to Market 4 products and services and for SB-WLR.  
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4.3 Forms of price control for SB-WLR: 

4.3.1 Overview: 

4.18 For SB-WLR, ComReg proposed that the price control should be amended from 

a retail-minus price control to a cost orientation obligation. The reasons for the 

proposed amendment are set out in the Consultation Document at Chapter 4, 

paragraphs 4.39 – 4.41. 

4.3.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document: 

4.19 Eir did not agree that the price control for SB-WLR should be amended from a 

retail-minus to a cost orientation price control. All other respondents agreed SB-

WLR should be cost-oriented.  

4.20 Sky welcomed ComReg’s proposed decision to adopt a cost orientation price 

control for SB-WLR services. Sky stated that “…the implementation of a cost 

orientated price control for WLR is long overdue … the new price control will 

bring to an end Eir’s ability to exploit the retail minus regime to its competitive 

advantage by causing uncertainty and disruption to its retail competitors that rely 

on WLR.”57 Sky made a number of points to support its view as follows: 

 “Cost orientation would likely lead to a reduction in wholesale charges 

which would ultimately benefit retail customers. 

 Despite Eir reportedly having undertaken an extensive cost saving 

exercise over several years there was no reduction in any wholesale 

access charges over the period including for WLR. 

 The regulatory objective of a retail minus regime (to encourage 

efficiencies and investment by Eir) was not being fulfilled as evidenced by 

its ongoing failure to achieve its USO targets for fixed line access. 

 The advantage the existing regime gave Eir Retail over its competitors 

due to an asymmetry of information about future pricing would be removed 

under a cost orientation regime (e.g. Eir could plan retail price changes 

that impacted wholesale charges for OAOs that did not have insight to 

these plans). 

                                            
57 Sky Response to Consultation 15/67, page 1. 
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 The sudden and surprise announcement that Eir was removing its €3 

WLR discount (implemented in May 2013) from January 2015 highlighted 

the extent to which Eir could materially impact OAOs from a business 

planning perspective.”58 

4.21 Vodafone’ submission stated that “it agrees with the move to cost orientation.”59 

Furthermore, in its letter of 2 December 2015, Vodafone noted “eir’s most recent 

SB-WLR effective price increase of €3 per month per customer (on lines shared 

with NGA), and also NGA price increase of €2 per month…undermines eir’s 

assertion in its response [to consultation 15/67] that ‘eircom is significantly 

constrained in the prices it can set’…”60 Vodafone also stated that “…this move 

from Retail minus to cost orientated pricing will bring greater certainty to 

wholesale pricing and this is in the long term interest of the wider industry and 

consumers.”61  

4.22 Vodafone’s letter of 2 December 2015 also stated that “eir’s argument that other 

operators have the capability of moving in and out of the Retail Markets, in 

reaction to eir’s Retailing activities, appears deeply flawed.”62 Vodafone 

considered that this assumption “…ignores that other operators would incur 

retailing stop and restart costs which would be significant if Eir is given the 

freedom it appears to be suggesting.” 63 Vodafone believed that “…other 

operators, in particular smaller operators, would more simply exit the market 

completely, as these additional costs to the business could not be funded from 

margins being earned at the Wholesale level, as is the case for eir.” 64 

4.23 BT and ALTO both agreed with the move to cost orientation. BT welcomed the 

proposal stating that “…removing the Retail Minus regulation for Single Billing 

Wholesale Line Rental (SB-WLR) and replacing it with cost based regulation as 

such removes a lever where eir Group can influence the market at will.”65  

4.24 In addition, BT set out reasons for supporting the move from retail minus to cost 

orientation for SB-WLR: “…eir Group were able to reduce the price of WLR by 

three Euros within a bundle with broadband as part of its package to launch NGA 

and once the product had been established, eir Group was then able to act 

independently to increase the price by three Euros per month per customer…”66 

In addition, BT stated that “…moving to cost based regulation will ensure eir 

Group receive an adequate return for its investment, and will lessen its ability to 

                                            
58 Sky Response to Consultation 15/67, page 2 
59 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 2. 
60 Vodafone letter of 2 December, page 7, at Annex 8. 
61 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 4, at Annex 8. 
62 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
63 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
64 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
65 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 1. 
66 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 3. 
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control the market through its wholesale prices to competing retail providers. I.e. 

wholesale pricing will no longer be linked or controlled by eir Group Retail 

prices.”67  

4.25 BT further considered that “… the three Euro discount and then the separate 2 

Euro per month increase to the Standalone Broadband (SABB) earlier this year 

highlighted eir Group’s ability to change the wider market through its control of 

wholesale pricing.” and that “Cost based regulation will remove this market 

behaviour and we support [it]”68. ALTO made similar submissions on this issue 

to those of BT.69 

4.26 ALTO and BT both raised concerns that given the advances of technology and 

growth of VoIP based voice services in coming years that absent cost orientation 

(for SB-WLR) that Eir would have the “…ability to distort the market through the 

manipulation of the price for traditional voice in the form of SB-WLR.”70  

4.27 ALTO also noted that “The SB-WLR market is well established, the investment 

has long been sunk and ComReg have the detailed HCA information necessary 

to establish cost orientation for SB-WLR…”71.  

4.28 Eir, and its consultants CEG, disagreed with ComReg’s proposal to move the 

price control to cost orientation for SB-WLR. Eir and CEG respective 

submissions have been categorised and dealt with under separate headings in 

turn below.   

Regulation of SB-WLR: 

4.29 Eir stated that there should be withdrawal of SB-WLR regulation stating that 

“…the European Commission believes that national regulators should be looking 

to remove SB-WLR regulation over time and that a number of regulators have 

decided to withdraw SB-WLR regulation (or have never imposed such regulation 

given the adequacy of commercial offers)...” 72 CEG also considered that the 

extent of competition in the LEA warrants the relaxation of WLR access 

obligations in the LEA and stated that “…even if regulation is retained there is 

little economic justification for the proposed switch from retail minus to a cost 

obligation.” 73  

                                            
67 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 3. 
68 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 3. 
69 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4 / 5. 
70 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 5. 
71 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 6. 
72 Eir Response to Consultation, page 13. 
73 CEG Report, page 9, 
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4.30 CEG considered that “A number of EU Member States have withdrawn or never 

imposed regulated access to WLR including Austria, Belgium, Finland and 

Germany…”74  

4.31 Eir considered that competition in the LEA is intense “…with Eir’s broadband 

market share much smaller than UPC’s within that operator’s network coverage 

area…LLU-based providers and SIRO is in the process of creating greater 

network competition to Eir. Mobile substitution continues to be an important 

competitive factor nationally…” 75 In this context Eir believed that “…ComReg 

should be considering the deregulation of SB-WLR in the LEA and that retail 

minus regulation remains appropriate for SB-WLR outside the LEA.”76 CEG 

made similar comments stating that there should be “…relaxation of SB-WLR 

price regulation in the LEA. Competition between these players can be expected 

to be effectively constraining retail prices without the need for regulation at the 

SB-WLR level…”77 

4.32 CEG also stated that Eir’s high share of the national market as per the 

Consultation Document “…fails to distinguish the difference in competitive 

conditions as between the LEA and outside the LEA.”78   

Form of price control: 

4.33 Eir referred to the 2013 Recommendation stating that “…the price for NGA 

wholesale access should not be regulated when, among other matters: ‘there is 

a demonstrable retail price constraint resulting from the infrastructure 

competition or a price anchor stemming from cost oriented wholesale copper 

access prices’.” 79 and that “A downstream market should only be subject to ex 

ante regulation if competition on that market still exhibits significant market power 

despite the presence of ex ante regulation on the related wholesale upstream 

market(s).” 80 CEG made reference to the 2010 Recommendation stating that 

“The Commission’s 2010 NGA Recommendation notes (para. 37) the use of 

retail minus can be appropriate where ‘there are sufficient competitive constraints 

on the downstream retail arm of the SMP operator’.” 81 

4.34 Eir stated that “…choosing to apply more intrusive regulation in the form of cost 

orientation is based on a flawed assessment of the relative merits of retail minus 

and cost orientation in the Irish context.”82 Eir stated that the Consultation 

Document “…has only a limited discussion of the benefits of a retail minus 

                                            
74 CEG Report, page 8.  
75 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 3. 
76 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 3. 
77 CEG Report, page 8. 
78 CEG Report, page 9.  
79 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 17.  
80 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 17.  
81 CEG Report, page 9. 
82 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 13. 
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approach which suggests that ComReg may be overlooking the actual trade-offs 

that would be involved in switching to a cost orientation obligation for SB-WLR.”83 

4.35 In addition, Eir considered that “Neither the Consultation nor TERA consider a 

key reason as to why most European regulators use retail minus for SB-

WLR…[while] other regulators have recognised that by setting SB-WLR at retail 

minus, they will promote investment upstream including in competing network 

infrastructures and in network investments utilising upstream access 

products…”84 Eir asked “Why should a potential operator undertake a risky 

investment in rolling out a new network when it can obtain regulated cost-based 

access to Eir’s existing network?”85  

4.36 Eir also stated that it “…has not increased its retail line rental charges since 2007 

as a result of the competitive pressure we face... A regulator should not aim to 

protect OAOs from competition.” 86 

4.37 Eir states that the Consultation Document misstates the purported benefits of 

cost orientation. Eir stated that the “...Consultation argues (4.39) that cost 

orientation provides for greater certainty...[however] Over multiple regulatory 

periods, the outputs of cost models can change significantly as methodologies, 

inputs and forecasts change over time.”87 CEG raised a similar point that “…the 

practical significance of achieving greater predictability seems limited given that 

the stability in Eir’s retail line rental charges and that…ComReg’s proposed 

costing approach is likely to lead to large changes in cost-based regulated prices 

between regulatory reviews.”88  

4.38 Eir referred to the CEG report stating that “...CEG’s analysis of ComReg’s costing 

approach indicates that it is likely to lead to a large price spike at the start of the 

next regulatory period. A retail minus approach is much more likely to provide a 

reasonable margin over time because it is focused on the margin...”89  

4.39 Eir also noted that “…cost-based SB-WLR prices undermine the incentive for 

OAOs to make the risky investment in their own networks or to enter using 

upstream access products.”90 Eir added that “This is the normal competitive 

process - firms enter when profitable opportunities exist. The incentive to 

investment in a competing network is largely negated by the ability to simply 

obtain cost-based SB-WLR from eircom.” 

                                            
83 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 14. 
84 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 14.  
85 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 14.  
86 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 16. 
87 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 15/16. 
88 CEG Report, page 9. 
89 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 16. 
90 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 16. 
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4.40 Eir stated that a cost oriented approach “… carries a clear risk of undermining 

the incentive for OAOs to invest upstream while it offers no benefits that cannot 

otherwise be achieved through less harmful alternative regulation...retail minus 

would protect investment incentives and it can be combined with other measures 

to provide a price predictability, and protection, for customers in rural areas.”91  

4.41 Eir also raised concerns about recovery of the cost of enhancements for SB-

WLR if there is a move to cost orientation stating that “The move from retail-

minus to cost orientation runs the risk that Eir cannot make a business case for 

all the beneficial enhancements because the price controlled at the cost level 

before the enhancements will not allow the investment in those enhancements 

to be recovered from service revenues.”92  

4.42 Eir referred to the Consultation Document, in particular paragraph 4.40, 

regarding the reasons for justifying a cost orientation obligation for SB-WLR. Eir 

made the following comments: 

(i) “The first reason put forward is that the FACO market is national and Eir 

has SMP. This may be a sufficient reason why there should be a remedy 

of price control but does not indicate that this control should be by cost 

orientation rather than another form of price control such as retail minus 

or margin squeeze test.”93  

(ii) “The second reason put forward is the ComReg view that eircom has a 

100% market share in the FACO. Aside from the fact that this again does 

not indicate that cost orientation is not the most appropriate form of price 

control the view is erroneous. The UPC network now delivers in excess of 

300,000 fixed voice access services on which UPC self-supplies FACO. 

In addition to this LLU operators and purchasers of eircom stand-alone 

Bitstream and VUA services self-supply FACO using VoIP services on up 

to 80,000 lines.” 94   

(iii) “The third and fourth reasons relate to the retail share of respectively the 

low level and high level fixed voice access supplied by Eir on the copper 

access network – being estimated by ComReg at 80%. The first 

observation on this as a reason is that this share reflects a steady decline 

in the total amount of both services by Eir as the volume of the self-supply 

described above increases. The second observation is that decline of the 

retail volume of narrowband access services sold by Eir leads to a higher 

unit retail cost for line rental as fixed costs are recovered over a smaller 

number of services – and this leads to the retail-minus control delivering 

                                            
91 Eir Response to Consultation, page 19. 
92 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 19. 
93 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 19. 
94 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 20. 
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a lower wholesale price. The combination of price controls that will deliver 

the lower wholesale price is the price cap on retail line rental that is 

tantamount to a price freeze together with the retail minus wholesale price 

control that will require an increase in the 14% margin as retail volumes 

fall.”95 

Margin squeeze obligation: 

4.43 Given the proposal to impose an obligation of cost orientation on SB-WLR, Eir 

considered that “…the imposition of the line rental margin squeeze test would 

effectively amount to the regulation of Eir’s retail line rental charges. Eir’s pricing 

flexibility would be substantially constrained by the requirements of both the retail 

margin squeeze test (setting a price floor) and the retail price regulation in place. 

ComReg has not carried out the analysis or procedural requirements for 

intervention at the retail level. It is also highly unlikely that the Irish retail market 

in which line rental is supplied would be found to meet the Commission’s three 

criteria test for ex ante regulatory obligations.”96  

4.44 In addition, Eir believed that if the price of SB-WLR is set at cost “...there is no 

case for the proposed new margin squeeze test between retail and wholesale 

line rental…[as]...wholesale access would support effective competition at the 

retail level and competition law is sufficient to address any potential competition 

risks.”97   

4.3.3 ComReg’s Position: 

4.45 ComReg notes that the majority of respondents agreed that SB-WLR should be 

subject to a cost orientation obligation. ComReg’s position with regard to the 

points raised by respondents are addressed under the relevant headings below. 

Regulation of SB-WLR: 

4.46 Further to Eir’s submission, as set out at paragraph 4.29, where it claims that 

SB-WLR regulation should be withdrawn, ComReg does not agree. The recently 

published FACO Decision found Eir to have SMP in the FACO market nationally. 

As a result, ComReg imposed a range of remedies on Eir in the FACO market in 

order to address the potential competition problems that might arise absent 

regulation. One of remedies imposed on Eir included the obligation to provide 

access to SB-WLR. Similarly, CEG’s submission (see paragraph 4.30) that a 

number of EU member states have withdrawn or never imposed regulated 

access to WLR, ComReg considers that in the context of finding SMP and having 

identified remedies to protect against potential abuses by a dominant operator, 

                                            
95 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 20. 
96 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 18. 
97 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 18/19. 
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precedent based on other possible market circumstance in other countries is 

irrelevant.     

4.47 In response to Eir’s and CEG’s submissions’, as set out at paragraph 4.31 and 

4.32, regarding consideration of different competitive conditions between LEA 

and Outside the LEA in terms of the pricing remedies as well as their views on 

the relaxation or deregulation of SB-WLR in the LEA, ComReg has a number of 

points to raise as follows:    

(i) In the recent FACO Decision, as discussed at paragraph 4.46, Eir has 

been designated with SMP in the FACO market, and as result Eir is 

subject to regulation nationally.    

(ii) In the FACO Decision ComReg stated that despite structural variations 

identified between urban and rural areas in the provision of retail fixed 

voice access (“RFVA”) and broadband, ComReg indicated that it had not 

observed a clearly identifiable break in the pricing of retail fixed telephony 

services (“RFTS”), such that would support the definition of sub-national 

geographic markets.98 

(iii) As noted in the FACO Decision, in Chapter 4, ComReg disagreed that 

there are marked differences in the competitive conditions for RFVA within 

the LEA (where UPC is present), and Outside the LEA. ComReg noted 

that there is no significant evidence to suggest that the competitive 

conditions are different in the provision of FACO between these two types 

of areas. As noted in the FACO Decision, Eir is the sole provider of FACO 

in both the LEA and Outside the LEA, and there is no evidence of Eir 

responding to indirect constraints arising from RFTS competition within 

the LEA (or Outside the LEA). In particular, Eir has national FACO and 

WLR prices, despite having a degree of flexibility to date under the 

regulatory pricing regime to de-average its wholesale charges having 

regard to the need to comply with its obligations not to cause a margin 

squeeze.99  

(iv) ComReg also stated in Chapter 4 of the FACO Decision that Eir’s proposal 

to apply the SB-WLR discount of €3 only to bundles implied that the more 

intense competitive conditions relate specifically to the provision of retail 

bundles and not to the FACO market specifically. For example, Eir has 

not lowered the price of standalone SB-WLR, or its FACO component, in 

any specific geographic area. ComReg also considered in the FACO 

Decision that Eir’s withdrawal of the above SB-WLR discount in January 

2015 is suggestive that Eir does not face significantly different competitive 

                                            
98 Paragraph 3.4(f) of the FACO Decision. 
99 Paragraph 4.77 of the FACO Decision.  
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conditions specifically in the provision of FACO between different 

geographic areas.100 

4.48 We consider that our pricing approach for determining the national price for SB-

WLR based on the higher of the TD costs of providing SB-WLR nationally or a 

combination of the BU-LRAIC+ costs and TD costs in the Modified LEA achieves 

the appropriate balance between setting the build / buy signals in the Modified 

LEA while ensuring that Eir does not over / under recover its actual efficient costs 

nationally. Please refer to Chapter 6, paragraphs 6.156 – 6.162, of the 

Consultation Document for a discussion on the objectives of the SB-WLR pricing 

approach.  

Form of price control: 

4.49 In relation to Eir’s point, as set out at paragraph 4.33, with reference to the 2013 

Recommendation where a downstream market should only be subject to ex ante 

regulation if competition on that market still exhibits significant market power 

despite the presence of ex ante regulation on the related wholesale upstream 

market(s), ComReg notes that as set out in the FACO Decision Eir has SMP in 

the FACO markets nationally despite the presence of ex-ante regulation. It 

should be noted that the line rental margin squeeze obligation imposed in this 

Decision Document does not mean that the retail market is regulated. The margin 

squeeze test only ensures that there is sufficient economic space between retail 

and wholesale prices.  

4.50 With regard to CEG’s point at paragraph 4.33 that the use of retail minus can be 

appropriate where there are sufficient competitive constraints on the downstream 

retail arm of the SMP operator, ComReg would like to highlight the point noted 

in the recent FACO Decision that the withdrawal by Eir of the wholesale SB-WLR 

discount (of €3) is consistent with ComReg’s broader observation that there is 

no evidence to suggest that Eir is constrained in the FACO markets.101 See also 

paragraph 4.47. 

4.51 Further to Eir’s point, as set out at paragraph 4.34, regarding ComReg’s “flawed 

assessment” of the relative merits of retail minus and cost orientation in the Irish 

context, ComReg disagrees. Chapter 4, paragraph 4.22 of the Consultation 

Document sets out the main advantage of a retail minus approach. ComReg 

considers that a retail minus price control is comparatively easy to implement as 

there is no need to develop a detailed cost model. However, a model of Eir’s 

access network already existed which meant that the cost based price for SB-

WLR could be relatively easily ascertained. For cost orientation, Chapter 4, 

paragraphs 4.33 to 4.39 of the Consultation Document sets out the merits of a 

cost orientation obligation. The Consultation Document noted that ComReg 

                                            
100 Pargraphs 4.79 and 4.80 of FACO Decision.  
101 Paragraph 5.38 of the FACO Decision.  
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considers that a cost orientation provides greater pricing certainty for all 

operators, should ensure cost recovery for Eir, should provide the correct build-

or-buy signals for all operators and it should avoid inconsistencies across the 

investment ladder. ComReg maintains that view. Each of the benefits of cost 

orientation are summarised in turn below: 

 In terms of greater price certainty, setting a cost oriented price in advance for 

the three year Price Control Period provides certainty to the regulated firm 

(Eir) as to what it has to do in order to ensure compliance with its obligation 

and also to the firms (OAOs) that use the regulated product as to what the 

price will be for the service it is buying. This compares with the retail minus 

approach where there is less price certainty as the wholesale price may 

change depending on changes by Eir to the retail price. 

 With regard to cost recovery, the cost orientation obligation takes into account 

the investment made by the operator and allow a reasonable rate of return on 

adequate capital employed. This approach also takes into account the risks 

involved as well as ensuring that any cost recovery mechanism or pricing 

methodology that is mandated serves to promote efficiency and sustainable 

competition and maximise consumer benefits. 

 With regard to investment signals, when a regulator sets prices it is important 

to ensure that these prices send the “correct” signals to market participants – 

in other words, that the prices set will incentivise efficient behaviour. Efficient 

behaviour should result in the economy getting the greatest value from its 

resources and would benefit consumers. By imposing a cost orientation 

obligation across all wholesale access services, we avoid any inconsistencies 

across the investment ladder from WLR right up to LLU.  

4.52 Aside from the regulatory objectives associated with the choice of price control 

as discussed at paragraph 4.51, ComReg notes the importance of SB-WLR in 

the context of the wholesale telecoms market in Ireland. Of the total ISDN and 

PSTN lines (circa 1.56 million) in Ireland, 25% are provided through SB-WLR, as 

illustrated in Figures 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 of ComReg’s Quarterly Report102. OAOs 

often buy Line Share and SB-WLR from Eir in order to provide voice and 

broadband packages to customers. Figure 3.2.2 of ComReg’s Quarterly 

Report103 shows that there are 5 times more shared LLU lines (or Line Share) 

than full LLU lines in Ireland. The proportion of shared access is much lower in 

other countries.104   

4.53 As SB-WLR is a main building block which allows an OAO to control the billing 

of that customer and thus facilitates the layering of additional services to that 

                                            
102 http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg15102.pdf 
103 http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg15102.pdf 
104  Broadband indicators - January 2015 
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customer (in the form of bundles), we consider that price certainty and stability is 

an important factor in order to provide the appropriate build or buy signals to 

operators as well as ensuring cost recovery for Eir. Therefore, ComReg 

considers that the obligation of cost orientation is proportionate for SB-WLR and 

we consider that our approach is consistent with our regulatory objectives and in 

particular the long-term benefits of end-users. 

4.54 Regarding Eir’s view, see paragraph 4.35, that neither the Consultation 

Document nor TERA discuss why most other European regulators use retail 

minus for SB-WLR, ComReg notes that the choice of pricing remedies is a matter 

for each National Regulatory Authority to determine in light of market 

circumstances. ComReg notes that in this context the continued importance of 

SB-WLR in the Irish market (see paragraph 4.52 and FACO Decision) coupled 

with the justification of moving to a cost-oriented price (see paragraphs 4.49-

4.66) that a move to a cost-orientated price for SB-WLR is more appropriate. 

4.55 Regarding Eir’s point, as set out at paragraph 4.35, that cost orientation will alter 

incentives in favour of competitors relying more on reselling Eir’s services than 

investing upstream and why would a potential operator undertake a risky 

investment in rolling out a new network when it can obtain regulated cost-based 

access to Eir’s existing network, ComReg does not agree. ComReg considers 

that since the pricing approach for SB-WLR nationally, is the higher of the TD 

costs of providing SB-WLR nationally or a combination of BU-LRAIC+ and TD 

costs for providing SB-WLR in the Modified LEA, then all those efficient 

competitors considering investing upstream should find it profitable to do so. This 

approach should provide the appropriate balance between providing investment 

incentives for OAOs (build or buy signals) in the Modified LEA and Outside the 

Modified LEA while ensuring cost recovery for Eir nationally. See also paragraph 

4.62-4.63 on investment incentives. 

4.56 In relation to Eir’s point at paragraph 4.36 that it has not increased its retail line 

rental charges since 2007 as a result of the competitive pressure it faces, 

ComReg would like to point out that as the retail price cap of (CPI-X) for retail 

line rental prices (discussed at paragraph 3.24-3.25) is linked to inflation then the 

retail line price could not have increased during periods where inflation was 

negative, as was the case in recent years. In addition, we note that the retail price 

cap allows Eir to reduce its retail line rental price however despite Eir’s views that 

it faces competitive pressure it has not reduced its standalone line rental price. 

In addition, while we note that Eir previously reduced its SB-WLR price in the 

LEA where WLR was sold in a bundle with broadband, Eir subsequently decided 

to withdraw the SB-WLR discount which suggests that Eir does not face 

significant competitive pressure. See paragraph 4.47(iv). 

4.57 Furthermore, in regard to Eir’s view at pargraph 4.36 that ComReg should not 

protect OAOs from competition, ComReg notes that one of its regulatory 
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objectives – as discussed in the RIA at Chapter 14 - is to promote competition. It 

is important that there is a level playing field for all operators to compete – both 

OAOs and Eir. With respect to the competition objective, we must consider the 

trade-off between infrastructure-based competition, when each competitor 

constructs its own local loop, and service-based competition, when OAOs 

purchase different access services from the Incumbent. We consider that our 

approach on the basis of the higher of TD costs of providing SB-WLR nationally 

or a combination of BU and TD costs in the Modified LEA maintains the correct 

build-or-buy signals in the Modified LEA (where there is varying prospective 

competitive conditions) and it ensures that Eir does not under-recover its actual 

efficiently incurred costs (plus a reasonable rate of return) nationally for SB-WLR. 

Our approach for SB-WLR also recognises the importance of facilitating the 

development of efficient competition (in the relevant areas – Modified LEA) and 

the delivery of relevant competitive benefits to consumers. 

4.58 In relation to Eir and CEG’s views at paragraphs 4.37 regarding the provision of 

greater price certainty over regulatory periods and that ComReg’s approach is 

likely to lead to large changes in cost-based regulated prices between regulatory 

periods, ComReg notes that a retail minus price control would not address the 

issue of price uncertainty between regulatory periods. See also paragraph 4.51 

(first bullet point) and paragraphs 4.59-4.60. 

4.59 In the Consultation Document (Chapter 4) we assessed the various forms of price 

control appropriate in the context of SB-WLR given our objectives to provide the 

appropriate investment signals to operators, including Eir, and to ensure cost 

recovery by Eir. ComReg considers that a retail minus price control does not 

provide operators with reasonable price certainty as a change to the retail price 

has a knock-on effect on the wholesale price. On the other hand cost orientation 

links prices to the costs of providing the service and therefore provides price 

certainty to operator during the Price Control Period. Changes to price levels over 

multiple price control periods are a reflection of various changes including 

technology changes, varying market conditions, which must be taken into 

account.  

4.60 We also acknowledge the submissions from OAOs regarding price certainty for 

SB-WLR. For example, Sky stated (see paragraph 4.20) that “…the new price 

control will bring to an end Eir’s ability to exploit the retail minus regime to its 

competitive advantage by causing uncertainty and disruption to its retail 

competitors that rely on WLR.” In addition, we note Vodafone’s views at 

paragraph 4.21 that "...this move from Retail minus to cost orientated pricing will 

bring greater certainty to wholesale pricing and this is in the long term interest of 

the wider industry and consumers.” 
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4.61 Further to Eir’s submission, as set out at paragraph 4.38, that ComReg’s costing 

approach for SB-WLR indicates that it is likely to lead to a large price spike at the 

start of the next regulatory period, this is addressed in Chapter 5, paragraphs 

5.132 to 5.133.  

4.62 In relation to Eir’s submission, at paragraphs 4.39-4.40, that cost based SB-WLR 

prices undermine investment while a retail minus approach would protect 

investment incentives, ComReg does not agree. ComReg considers that as the 

SB-WLR price is the higher of the TD costs of providing SB-WLR nationally or a 

combination of BU-LRAIC+ and TD costs for providing SB-WLR in the Modified 

LEA, the costs should not be lower than the cost of investment of a new entrant. 

Therefore, investment incentives should not be undermined. See also paragraph 

4.63. 

4.63 Furthermore, as set out in paragraphs 6.156 and 6.157 of the Consultation 

Document, for SB-WLR, it is important to achieve an appropriate balance 

between setting the necessary build / buy signals in the relevant areas i.e., in the 

Modified LEA while at the same time ensuring that Eir does not over / under 

recover its actual efficient costs nationally. If the access price is too high in areas 

where infrastructure investment is also unlikely to develop (as the deployment 

cost for each line is high i.e., in rural areas), this would not be desirable due to 

the detrimental long-term impact on consumers arising from a lack of 

competition. In this case, competition from operators acting as resellers may be 

dampened. On the other hand the access price should not be too low, especially 

in the Modified LEA, as it could deter investments in the long term in 

infrastructure-based competition. ComReg considers that if there is no prospect 

of a competitor replicating the service in question (or bypassing the bottleneck 

with an alternative platform), it is reasonable to base the regulatory price on Eir’s 

TD costs. Therefore, this creates the appropriate investment signals for the 

Incumbent. Our objectives in setting the appropriate price for SB-WLR is not to 

incentivise investment in areas where it is unlikely that a commercial operator 

would invest (i.e., build), absent state funding, but instead to ensure that the 

objective of cost recovery is met. 

4.64 With regard to Eir’s views, as set out in paragraph 4.39, that it is normal 

competitive process for firms to enter when profitable opportunities exist, 

ComReg agrees. However, ComReg notes that the ability and incentive for other 

operators to enter the market are not trivial. ComReg considers that cost-

orientation is a more appropriate pricing remedy to ensure greater pricing 

certainty for all operators, cost recovery for Eir, provide the correct build-or-buy 

signals for all operators and it should avoid inconsistencies across the 

investment ladder. See paragraphs 4.49-4.66. 

4.65 Further to Eir’s submission, as set out at paragraph 4.41, regarding recovery of 

the cost of enhancements to the SB-WLR service if there is a move to cost 
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orientation, ComReg considers that the projected decline in SB-WLR line 

volumes (as discussed in Chapter 5) and the expected increase in efficiencies 

by Eir over the Price Control Period should mitigate the need to account for these 

costs over the control period. In addition, the enhancements listed by Eir are also 

capable of generating additional efficiencies that could give rise to further cost 

savings for Open Eir. For example, the proposed enhanced provisioning process, 

which would see Open Eir taking end-to-end responsibility for new line 

connections around a range of issues such as failed customer appointments, 

could lead to a more efficient provisioning control process as Eir has direct 

contact with the end customer, rather than through the retailer’s customer care 

team, when scheduling appointments. Also, such enhancements are likely to be 

relevant to the broadband service such as SABB and not just to the narrowband 

voice service, which means that not all of these costs would be recoverable from 

narrowband services. This point can be further assessed as part of the annual 

review of SB-WLR (at Chapter 12) when it should become evident from the 

historical cost accounts (‘HCAs’) what additional costs, if any, have been 

incurred and what services (voice or broadband) Eir has allocated these costs 

against. Therefore, for these reasons we consider that no further adjustments 

are required to the SB-WLR price at this time.   

4.66 In relation to the three points raised by Eir, as set out at paragraph 4.42, 

regarding the reasons provided by ComReg for justification of a cost orientation 

obligation for SB-WLR, ComReg notes the following: 

i) With regard to ComReg’s point that the FACO market is a national market, 

ComReg considers that this factor is relevant given that our decision 

imposes a cost orientation obligation for SB-WLR, nationally. 

ii) With regard to ComReg’s point that Eir has 100% market share in the 

FACO market, ComReg considers that Eir’s SMP in the FACO market is 

particularly strong with a wholesale market share of 100%. Therefore, 

when choosing between the option of retail minus and cost orientation, 

ComReg considers that a stricter form of regulation i.e., cost orientation, 

may be more proportionate. In addition, in Chapter 4, paragraphs 4.32 – 

4.34 and paragraph 4.41 of the Consultation Document, ComReg sets out 

the main reasons for choosing a cost orientation obligation: recovery of 

efficient costs plus a reasonable rate of return105, greater price certainty, 

informs the build/buy investment decisions of all operators and avoids 

inconsistencies across the investment ladder. 

iii) With regard to ComReg’s reference to the retail shares of the low level 

and high level fixed voice access markets (at c.80%) and Eir’s views that 

                                            
105 The reasonable rate of return is the pre-tax WACC rate of 8.18% as determined in ComReg 
Decision D15/14. 
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the market share reflects a steady decline and the decline of retail 

volumes for narrowband services sold by Eir leads to a higher unit retail 

cost for line rental, ComReg considers that based on the results of the 

cost model that it is unlikely that the cost oriented price of SB-WLR (at 

€16.18 over the Price Control Period) would be higher than the price 

derived under the retail minus approach (of €18.02) — thereby providing 

a larger downstream economic space between the wholesale and current 

prevailing retail price. However, even if it were the case that the costs 

were higher than the price determined for SB-WLR, this Decision allows 

for these additional costs to be recovered subject to the details set out in 

Chapter 12, paragraphs 12.17 - 12.18 regarding the annual review. On 

the other hand, in line with the regulatory approval mechanism described 

in Chapter 12, Eir has flexibility, subject to ComReg’s regulatory approval, 

to reduce the wholesale access price for SB-WLR nationally below the 

regulated price subject to a price floor which should be set by reference 

to the BU-LRAIC+ costs in the Modified LEA. Please refer to Chapter 12 

for futher details.  

Margin squeeze obligation: 

4.67 Further to Eir’s submission, as set out in paragraphs 4.43 that it is highly unlikely 

that the Irish retail market in which line rental is supplied would be found to meet 

the Commission’s three criteria test for ex ante regulatory obligations, please see 

paragraph 4.49.  

4.68 In relation to Eir’s views at paragraph 4.44 that competition law would address 

any potential competition risks, we consider that competition law would not be 

sufficient in this case — as it would require ex-post assessment after any alleged 

anti-competitive practice has occurred. Consequently, such an assessment may 

be too late to prevent competition and efficient infrastructure investment being 

adversely affected beyond repair. Please see paragraph 10.50. 

4.69 In response to Eir’s point, as set out in paragraph 4.44, that if the price of SB-

WLR is set at cost that there is no case for the proposed new margin squeeze 

test, this point is addressed in Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.43 - 10.57. 

4.70 Having considered the submissions from respondents we remain of the view that 

cost orientation should apply to SB-WLR for the reasons set out at paragraphs 

4.46 - 4.66 above and for the reasons set out in Chapter 4, paragraphs 4.31 to 

4.41 of the Consultation Document. 

4.3.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

4.71 The obligation of cost orientation should apply to Eir for the provision of SB-WLR 

services.   
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4.4 Appropriate Costing Methodology and Reuse and 

Replacement Factors 

4.4.1 Overview 

4.72 As set out in Chapter 4 of the Consultation Document, the costing methodology 

determines which costs are included in the cost model and how this is 

transformed into a unit price. In determining the appropriate costing methodology 

ComReg considered three factors in the Consultation Document as follows:  

1. Appropriate cost standard; 

2. Historic costs or current costs; and 

3. Appropriate cost model. 

4.73 On the appropriate cost standard, ComReg proposed in the Consultation 

Document that the LRAIC+ approach was appropriate to encourage efficient 

investment decisions in the access network while ensuring that an operator is 

capable of recovering (but not over-recovering) all of its costs. The appropriate 

cost standard is discussed in the Consultation Document at Chapter 4, 

paragraphs 4.64 – 4.73. 

4.74 On the option of historic costs or current costs, ComReg was of the preliminary 

view that the current cost approach was particularly relevant where the objective 

is to encourage efficient investment and innovation in new and enhanced 

infrastructures, particularly in the more competitive areas of the country i.e., the 

LEA. On the other hand, we proposed that if there was no prospect of a 

competitor replicating the service in question, it is reasonable to base the 

regulatory price on historical costs.  

4.75 The historic cost accounting (‘HCA’) approach uses the Incumbents costs, which 

reduces the chance of under recovery of costs as the value is linked to the actual 

investment made as opposed to the MEA. Some of the Incumbents assets may 

be fully depreciated but still in use and the HCA approach should ensure that Eir 

is not over recovering the costs for these asset. As such, ComReg was of the 

preliminary view that the HCA approach may be more pragmatic and practical 

where there are limited prospects of investment by alternative infrastructure. The 

differences between historic costs and current costs are discussed in the 

Consultation Document at Chapter 4, paragraphs 4.74 – 4.86. 

4.76 In relation to the appropriate cost model, ComReg proposed in the Consultation 

Document that the top down (“TD”) model should be used where the asset(s) 

concerned are non-replicable and where the objective is to ensure that there is 

no over-or-under recovery of costs. The TD HCA methodology is referred to as 
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‘Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies’, as described at paragraph 

4.103 of the Consultation Document. ComReg was of the preliminary view that 

the bottom up (“BU”) model should be used where there is a need to send a 

build-or-buy signal to alternative operators who may want to replicate the 

asset(s) and the objective is to encourage the deployment of alternative 

infrastructure. The cost models are discussed in the Consultation Document at 

Chapter 4, paragraphs 4.87 – 4.103. 

4.77 ComReg also proposed that the scorched node approach should be applied in 

the context of the updated access network model such that the model should use 

the real geographic coordinates of Eir’s MDF’s and cabinets. 

4.78 In Chapter 4 of the Consultation Document, ComReg considered whether 

different costing methodologies should be applied to the different types of assets 

in the access network. ComReg was of the preliminary view that determining a 

costing methodology for each asset irrespective of the service was the 

appropriate methodology for deriving the costs associated with LLU, SLU, SB-

WLR and SABB, CEI and dark fibre.  

4.79 ComReg determined three main groups of assets: 

1. Reusable passive civil engineering assets i.e., assets which can be 
reused for NGA and which include duct, trenches, chambers and poles 
(referred to as ‘Reusable Assets’).  

2. Other passive local loop assets and non-reusable civil engineering assets:  
i.e., assets including the network termination unit (‘NTU’), final drops, D-
side cables, E-side cables, cabinets, and main distribution frames 
(‘MDFs’) as well as passive civil engineering assets which cannot be 
reused for NGA because they cannot support new additional cables, for 
example. Therefore, ducts, trenches, chambers and poles on the D-Side 
and on the E-Side which cannot be reused for NGA are also included in 
this category. All of these assets are referred to as ‘Non-reusable 
Assets’. 

3. Active assets i.e., electronic equipment such as voice and digital 
subscriber line (‘DSL’) cards and backhaul used for SB-WLR and SABB 
services. 

4.80 ComReg was of the preliminary view that for Reusable Assets no infrastructure-

based competition is expected to develop for these assets and that cost recovery 

should be the key objective. For Reusable Assets ComReg considered that they 

should be valued on the basis of a Regulatory Asset Base (‘RAB’) approach 

derived from the SMP operator’s accounts. We proposed that the Reusable 

Assets in our cost model should be valued based on the net book value (‘NBV’) 

from Eir's accounts and depreciated over the remaining lifetime of the asset by 

applying a tilted annuity formula which uses as a parameter the asset price index 
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– this approach was referred to as ‘Eir’s Indexed Regulatory Asset Base 

(RAB)’.  Please refer to the Consultation Document at Chapter 4, paragraphs 

4.118 – 4.122. 

4.81 For ducts and poles we considered that while a large proportion will be reused 

for NGA, there will be an element that cannot be reused for NGA and so will need 

to be replaced based on a BU-LRAIC + basis. Therefore, we proposed in Chapter 

4 of the Consultation Document that a combination of Eir’s Indexed RAB and BU-

LRAIC+ costs should be used to determine duct and pole costs.  

4.82 For determining the appropriate pole access cost, we proposed in the 

Consultation Document to include the cost of Eir’s budgeted pole investment 

spend for 2015 (of poles) and we assumed the same level of investment each 

year (adjusted for annual price trend). In addition, we proposed to include future 

investment requirements to facilitate the deployment of NGA technology on the 

basis of an 8% replacement of Eir’s current pole base of  (allowing for an 

additional  poles) based on BU-LRAIC+ approach. It was proposed to adjust 

the existing pole base value by 92%. In total our proposed approach assumed a 

replacement of  of Eir’s overall pole base. 

4.83 We proposed a similar approach for ducts except the rates applied were 5% for 

replacement and 95% for reuse of existing ducts. Please refer to the Consultation 

Document at Chapter 4, paragraphs 4.125 – 4.143 for further details.    

4.84 For active assets (line card, backhaul, etc.) associated with SB-WLR and SABB 

we proposed a BU-LRAIC+ approach with an adjustment for economies of scale 

to give sufficient economic space for LLU, SLU and Line Share. 

4.85 The submissions from respondents are discussed under the following headings: 

 Appropriate costing methodology for specific assets; and  

 Appropriate reuse and replacement factors. 

4.4.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document: 

Appropriate costing methodology for specific assets: 

4.86 In general, the majority of respondents agreed that a BU-LRAIC+ methodology 

should apply to Non-reusable Assets and active assets while Eir’s Indexed 

RAB106 approach should apply to Reusable Assets.  

                                            
106 As described at paragraph 4.120 of the Consultation Document. 
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4.87 ALTO stated that it: “…agrees with the ComReg’s preliminary views ...ComReg’s 

rational for the selected approaches have been properly discussed within the 

consultation document, and furthermore, the preliminary views expressed at 

paragraphs 4.157 – 4.159 appear to be rational and consistent with an 

appropriate approach.”107   

4.88 BT “generally agree…”108 but stated that it was “…unable to comment on the 

detailed aspects without the actual data.”109 

4.89 Enet “agrees that the indexed Regulatory Asset Base should be applied to 

reusable assets”110  

4.90 Vodafone stated that: “In principle, Vodafone agrees that the proposed approach 

is in the main aligned with the 2013 European Commission Recommendation.”111 

Vodafone added that “This is particularly true of ComReg’s proposal to use a 

‘RAB’ approach for the valuation of the ComReg defined Reusable Assets.”112  

4.91 However, Vodafone stated that “…the proposed BU approach is not consistent 

with the 2013 EC Recommendations.” 113 and requested ComReg to “…revisit 

the calculation basis to ensure that where the BU approach is deemed required 

that this be more clearly linked to additional efficiencies that would come from 

deploying much newer infrastructure, as Eir would in the main be replacing much 

older assets that the average, therefore the impact on Eir's Operating costs, in 

particular the cost of Repair and maintenance, would be much greater than the 

percentages of Poles and Duct 'replaced'."114  

4.92 In addition, Vodafone considered that “The definition by ComReg of reusable and 

non-reusable assets could do with a more detailed clarification and 

discussion…[given that]...a “BU-LRAIC+” mode[l] for Non-reusable Assets and 

Active assets is dependent on this definition115.” 

4.93 Vodafone raised a number of points as follows: 

(i) Vodafone disagreed with the proposed use of BU valuation for Non-

Reusable Assets stating that “The proposed BU approach in particular 

would appear to provide far too much weighting to an assumption that 

there is an additional requirement to replace existing civil engineering 

                                            
107 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 7. 
108 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
109 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
110 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 2. 
111 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 2. 
112 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 2. 
113 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
114 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
115 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 3. 
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infrastructure based on NGA requirements.” 116 Vodafone also considered 

that for the replacement needs for NGA “…a detailed rationale as to the 

basis, not just of the proposed % replacement factors to be used but also 

the justification for using a simplified Bottom Up approach is required of 

ComReg.”117 

(ii) Vodafone “...strongly question the need for a Bottom-Up Approach in 

particular to “Other passive local loop assets and non-reusable civil 

engineering assets”...the rationale for applying a BU Modelling approach 

between LLU and VUA appears directly at odds with the principle of 

‘replicable investment’…VUA could be regarded as a next generation 

replacement of LLU, the use of BU modelling of active VUA assets would 

appear to be directly at odds with this principle.”118 

(iii) Vodafone further stated that “…it is very difficult to understand why this 

principle has been applied to Eir’s own potential ‘replacement’ 

investments…”119 Vodafone questioned “…the justification for “D-Side” 

infrastructure being included as ‘non-replacement’, given that Eir current 

deployment of NGA does not require their replacement?”120 

4.94 Eir stated that “An appropriately populated regulated asset base (RAB) is indeed 

the correct basis to develop the charge for re-usable assets.” 121  

4.95 Eir also added that: “…a BU-LRAIC+ approach should be applied to price 

services in all areas in which there is a realistic prospect of future network 

rollout...This should include areas already announced as forming part of SIRO's 

rollout as well as areas that SIRO is likely to be considering for its second rollout 

phase.” 122 Eir considered that “It will be too late to only apply BU-LRAIC+ prices 

to areas after SIRO has determined its plans…”123 

Appropriate reuse and replacement factors: 

4.96 While BT and ALTO generally agreed with ComReg that Reusable Assets should 

take account of reuse and replacement of existing assets, there was general 

disagreement from other respondents regarding the proposed replacement 

factor of 8% for poles.  

                                            
116 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 3. 
117 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 3. 
118 Vodafone Response to Consultation15/67, page 3 
119 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 3. 
120 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 3. 
121 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 20 
122 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 20 
123 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 10. 
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4.97 BT stated that it agreed in principle with ComReg’s preliminary view “…that for 

Reusable Assets the cost should take account of reuse and replacement of 

existing assets ...rather than assuming 100% reuse of existing assets...as these 

assets are exposed to the weather and will need to be replaced from time to 

time.”124 BT also agreed that “...any such replacement costs should be 

predic[t]able given the perception that Eir has had periods of 

underinvestment.”125  

4.98 ALTO also stated that it “…considers this approach reasonable as those assets 

are exposed to the elements and will need to be replaced from time to time…we 

cannot have years of eircom underinvestment following by a peak of costs. If 

Eircom commercially decide to underinvest the industry should not be penalised 

by such decisions.”126  

4.99 Enet did not agree that for Reusable Assets any additional allowance should be 

made. Enet considered that “There is no evidence to support the proposition in 

4.131 that the implementation or deployment of NGA drives any requirement for 

pole or infrastructure replacement over and above what would normally be 

required in an efficiently and appropriately maintained network.”127 In addition, 

Enet considered that even if a replacement factor is required “…a replacement 

rate of 8% in addition to routine replacement is excessive.” 128  

4.100 E-net stated that “Typically, on a 12 year test cycle, an operator will encounter 

pole failure rates on the tested segment of the order of 15%. This drives an 

effective annual replacement rate of 1.2% of the total pole population. It is not 

tenable that the deployment of fibre cables on poles will drive a 325% increase 

in the rate of pole failure on the existing stock driving the encountered fail rate 

from 1.2% to 3.9%.”129 

4.101 Enet also stated that “The adoption of a BU-LRAIC+ methodology without any 

adjustment ensures adequate return and incentive for normal network 

operation…”130  

                                            
124 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 5. 
125 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 5. 
126 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 7/8. 
127 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 2. 
128 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 2. 
129 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67,page 4. 
130 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 2. 
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4.102 Enet considered that “There is no means of control as to where the funding 

emanating from the adjustment will be invested…it may be used to offset 

existing, targeted, service-related or Eir directed growth investment, rather than 

being available for general NGA adoption.”131 Enet believed that 

“…disproportionate allowances for passive infrastructure renewal over the 

course of a short term price control period will serve to incentivise excessive 

renewal expenditure, when such a funding source is available.  This will drive 

unnecessarily high end user service prices.” 132  

4.103 Enet referred to Eir’s Regulated Accounts, stating that “…Eir anticipates that 

poles will have a 30 year life.  In reality poles have a longer life.  The proposed 

replacement rate indicates a life of 17.5 years…”133 In addition, E-net stated that 

“ComReg D03/09 sets the asset life of a pole at 30 years. This, with no other 

influence (growth, plant alteration, damage to plant etc), would drive a 

replacement rate of 3.3% per year…”134 

4.104 Vodafone had difficulty understanding why a replacement factor is required “…as 

ComReg has already incorporated Eir's Poles and Ducts investments, including 

those in the period 2015 to 2018 which in effect covers all the investment needs 

of the proposed Control Period...Vodafone seriously questions the need or use 

of the BU approach.”135  

4.105 Separately, in a letter dated 2 December 2015, Vodafone raised issues regarding 

replacement rates for ducts and poles. Vodafone stated that “…given that the 

replacement of Duct and Poles when viewed over a longer term has not matched 

the expected re-investment profile, Vodafone would strongly suggest that the 

current asset lives for such infrastructure does not match their economic lives 

and Vodafone would strongly urge a review and potential lengthening of 

infrastructures assets such as those for Poles and Duct.”136 As an example, 

Vodafone highlighted that the regulatory asset life for poles is set at 30 years, 

which implies a replacement / reinvestment requirement of 3.3% per annum. 

However, Vodafone stated that “eir themselves have not had to make this level 

of re-investment.”137 and it considered that “…it is now incumbent on ComReg to 

review what an appropriate replacement ratio should be and thus what the 

                                            
131 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 2/3. 
132 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 3. 
133 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 2. 
134 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
135 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
136 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 7, at Annex 8. 
137 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 8, at Annex 8 
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economic deprecation should be when reviewing appropriate Pole cost 

modelling.”138  Vodafone made a similar point relating to ducts.  

4.106 In addition, in its letter, Vodafone requested that ComReg “Justify to Vodafone 

and the industry why eir requires an 8% uplift due to Poles replacement (with a 

5% factor for Ducts), given that ComReg should at the very least have divided 

this between end of life Poles replacement, which should in no way be completed 

on a forward looking basis as these investments should already have been made; 

and additional pole investment being made due to the rollout of Next Generation 

Access (justified and proven).”139 

4.107 In its letter, Vodafone also referred to Eir’s response to the Consultation 

Document and stated that it “…has serious concerns with regard to the eir 

suggested recognition of a ‘substantial pole replacement in the medium 

[term]’.”140  

4.108 Vodafone in its letter of 2 December, also stated that ComReg should “Explicitly 

detail how ComReg will monitor the necessary and efficient capital investments 

used to justify pricing; and where such capital investments are not occurring, 

detail a mechanism for ensuring that pricing will be reflective of any such 

variances.” 141 

4.109 Vodafone strongly encouraged ComReg to “Accept eir’s offer of a holistic and 

multi-period review (historical and forward looking) of the necessary Pole (and 

Duct) infrastructure investment that the use of Infrastructure Renewals 

Accounting implies.”142 

4.110 CEG stated that “An asset that is fully depreciated in accounting terms can have 

economic value if it is being used to generate valuable services. In particular, its 

economic value can be calculated by considering what costs would be incurred 

to (efficiently) replace the asset to provide the same services and taking into 

account the actual remaining useful life of the asset (rather than the book value 

of accumulated depreciation)...”143 

4.111 CEG stated that “Pricing pole access on the basis of forward looking costs would 

both avoid undervaluing productive assets and send the correct economic 

signals to both the same market and downstream markets for customers that use 

pole assets.”144  

                                            
138 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 8, at Annex 8 
139 ibid, page 11, at Annex 8. 
140 ibid. 
141 ibid, page 12, at Annex 8. 
142 ibid, page 11, at Annex 8. 
143 CEG Report, page 12. 
144 ibid, page 13. 
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4.112 In addition, CEG added that “Pricing access to the pole infrastructure at a level 

that is below the long-run cost of replacement will also undermine competing 

infrastructure by devaluing the value of assets in parallel existing or future 

networks…particular concern…given the rollout of SIRO’s network... 

Underpricing of Eir’s pole network would reduce the returns to the use of 

alternative networks and thus risk deterring such investment.”145  

4.113 Furthermore, CEG believed that “A further issue associated with pricing below 

forward looking costs is that it means the demand side of the market is receiving 

price signals that do not reflect the long run economic costs of service provision. 

This could lead to inefficient or unsustainable entry including potentially by 

National Broadband Plan bidders.”146  

4.114 Eir believed that using primarily a top down valuation of re-usable assets for 

pricing access services “…is substantially flawed...because it is based on the 

current net book value of these assets after the combined effect of a historic peak 

of investments in years separated from the modelling year by the length of the 

regulated asset life and the particular implementation of a change in regulated 

asset lives in 2009.” 147 In addition, Eir considered that “The construction by 

ComReg of an indexed Regulated Asset Base using this pattern of investment is 

such that the annual charge on the re-usable assets is currently at a historic low 

level and will increase through the control period to the extent that – if the same 

approach is used in the next price control - there will be a substantial increase in 

price levels for regulated access services.”148  

4.115 CEG considered that “…around  of poles are being treated as fully depreciated 

and hence excluded from the cost base… current users of poles are not 

contributing to the recovery of the costs of the majority of the poles in use and 

prices for services that make significant use of pole infrastructure are likely to 

need to rise significantly in the future as fully depreciated poles are replaced.”149 

Eir also noted this issue stating that “…snapshot of the Eir asset register in 2013 

used by ComReg is not an appropriate basis ...[as] the current base of poles is 

aged to the extent that more than half the poles do not attract any depreciation 

charges” 150 

4.116 CEG also considered that using historic costs for poles at a point in the 

investment cycle where most of the assets have been written down to zero value 

in accounting terms “…will also lead to unstable prices to end customers over 

regulatory periods...because of the ‘lumpy’ nature of the initial investment in the 

                                            
145 CEG Report, page 13. 
146 CEG Report, page 14. 
147 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 21. 
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149 CEG report, page 12. 
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pole asset base...responding by setting artificially low prices today and then 

significantly increasing the prices at some (currently uncertain) point in the future 

will not provide the pricing stability that enables network operators to invest in 

sustainable communication services over the long term and that avoids price 

spikes to consumers.”151 

4.117 CEG stated that ComReg’s estimation of the cost of poles in the TD model based 

on Eir’s capital investment in poles for 2015 and assuming the same number of 

poles replaced each for the three year control period “… is much lower than the 

expenditure on poles that will be required over the medium to longer term, 

particularly taking into account that the large number of poles dating from around 

1980 and which will need replacing over the next few years…”152 Eir also made 

a similar point stating that “While the proposed treatment of poles takes into 

account some replacement of poles, it does not address the sharp rise in 

replacement costs over the medium term...”153 

4.118 CEG stated that: “There is an alternative approach available to ComReg …the 

approach of Infrastructure Renewal Accounting (IRE) was developed precisely 

to address long-lived assets where the precise asset life is uncertain…”154 CEG 

explained that “Under IRE, an infrastructure renewal charge would be set to allow 

for losses in asset value over time and for the need for asset maintenance of the 

pole network as a whole. The precise charge would be based on the average 

long-term forecast expenditure required to renew the infrastructure, such as over 

a 20 year period. This cost would be converted into a smoothed annuity over the 

relevant period. While Eir’s actual expenditure on pole replacement may vary 

between years, the infrastructure renewal charge would be relatively stable. It 

would be adjusted only gradually as the forecast long-term expenditure is 

reviewed. Differences in any year between the charge level and the expenditure 

would be added/deducted from an account with the Weighted Average Cost of 

Capital applied. As such, the charges over time would only recover costs 

including a return on capital.”155  

4.119 CEG further added that: “The IRE approach overcomes the problem of the 

current approach of prices being artificially low in some years (because of 

incorrectly estimated asset lives) and achieves much more stable pricing over 

time. IRE also assists the financial management of the access provider and 

contributes to the financing of future capital expenditure.”156 
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4.120 CEG suggested that “One approach to estimate the medium term average pole 

expenditure is to use information on Eir’s total number of poles and an estimated 

average life of poles of 30 years. We have estimated what annuity would recover 

the expenditure on pole replacement as forecast in the draft model over the next 

3 years as well as, for later years, the higher amount of expenditure that that 

would be consistent with the long-term average annual number of poles needing 

to be replaced (i.e. assumed to be equal to Eir’s total poles divided by 30). ” 
157 

4.121 CEG considered that “By setting prices higher now so as to recover this annuity, 

revenues can be accumulated over the initial years that reduce the extent to 

which prices will need to be raised in the future.”158  

4.122 In the subsequent Eir / CEG clarifications of 10 November 2015, CEG confirmed 

that under the IRE approach “The investment in poles over the years 2016-2018 

is the same as assumed in the [ComReg] Consultation”159 However, from 2019 

onwards, CEG stated that “…substantially more poles  will need to be replaced 

on average per year.” 160 CEG explained that “The IR approach effectively brings 

forward the generation of revenues to help cover some of this future expenditure 

and thereby achieve more stable pricing over time.” 161   

4.123 On 17 November ComReg sought further clarification from Eir on whether the 

projections noted for the period from 2019 onwards, at paragraph 4.122, were 

deemed be representative of actual pole replacement numbers each year. In the 

case where the numbers provided were not considered representative, ComReg 

requested Eir to provide the level of annual pole replacement they anticipate 

taking place each year from 2019 to 2024. 

4.124 In the subsequent Eir clarifications of 24 November 2015, Eir confirmed that “The 

CEG analysis is not based on any particular set of plans by open eir for pole 

replacement.”162 Eir added that “It is simply contrasting the model that applies for 

the period of the control…with an increased rate of pole replacement required 

later arising from the increased ageing of the pole base arising from limited 

replacement during the control period. This is contrasted with the IRE approach 

where a continuous investment to replace the pole base over the regulated asset 

life is used to develop a constant annual charge.”163 

                                            
157 CEG Report, page 16. 
158 CEG Report, page 16. 
159 See page 2 of CEG Memorandum in Annex 8. 
160 See page 2 of CEG Memorandum in Annex 8. 
161 See page 2 of CEG Memorandum in Annex 8 
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page 1, at Annex 8. 
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4.125 With regard to Eir’s view on the level of annual pole replacement anticipated from 

2019 to 2024, Eir confirmed that “…the average level of pole replacement 

between FY16 and FY20 is likely to be close to .”164  Eir based its estimate on 

“a base level of close to  per annum that arises from the clearance of faults 

and damage to the network by weather and third parties.” and “a combination of 

the pole testing programme and deployment of new cable on overhead routes.” 

165 Eir added that depending on its success for the NBP tender or should another 

bidder opt to deploy fibre optic cable on eir poles “This will drive further 

replacement at a rate that is hard to anticipate at this point.” 166 

4.4.3 ComReg’s Position: 

Appropriate costing methodology for specific assets: 

4.126 ComReg notes that the majority of respondents agreed that Eir’s Indexed RAB 

approach should apply to Reusable Assets while a BU-LRAIC+ methodology 

should apply to Non-reusable Assets and active assets. 

4.127 Further to Vodafone’s point, at paragraphs 4.91, 4.92, 4.93(i) and 4.93(iii), 

regarding consistency of approach with the 2013 Recommendation, the definition 

of Reusable Assets167 and Non-reusable Assets168, justification for D-side 

infrastructure being included in non-replacement and the use of BU-LRAIC+ 

costs for Non-reusable Assets, ComReg notes that paragraph 33 of the 2013 

Recommendation states that "NRAs should value all assets constituting the RAB 

of the modelled network on the basis of replacement costs, except for reusable 

legacy civil engineering assets.” [emphasis added] Hence, our approach is 

consistent with that set out in the 2013 Recommendation. See also paragraphs 

4.128-4.130. 

4.128 Furthermore, Paragraph 31 of the 2013 Recommendation further specifies that 

a BU-LRIC+ costing methodology should be used: 

“NRAs should adopt a BU LRIC+ costing methodology that estimates the current 
cost that a hypothetical efficient operator would incur to build a modern efficient 
network, which is an NGA network...” 
 

4.129 The difference between Reusable Assets and Non-reusable Assets is that 

copper cables will be replaced by fibre cables in the future while trenches and 

                                            
164 Eir note on “Additional information from meeting of 22nd October and mail of 17th November”, 
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ducts can be reused for NGA purposes. Even if, to date, copper cables are only 

being replaced by fibre cables by Eir in the Exchange side (or E-side) of the 

network, there are plans by operators, including SIRO and Eir, to further deploy 

fibre up to the home (FTTH). Therefore, the rationale is to consider that all cables 

(Distribution side (or D-Side) and E-Side) will at some stage in the medium to 

long term be replaced by fibre. Hence, copper cables are defined as Non-

reusable Assets. 

4.130 Furthermore, for Non-reusable Assets, it is important to send the correct build-

or-buy signal, so that an OAO is encouraged to take an efficient investment 

decision. ComReg believes that such a build-or-buy signal is best ensured by 

adopting a BU LRAIC+ methodology, based on replacement costs. In Chapter 4, 

paragraph 4.147 of the Consultation Document ComReg specified that unlike the 

Reusable Assets, the copper cables or Non-reusable Assets, especially in the 

LEA, are likely to be replaced by optical fibre — at least on the E-side. ComReg 

considers that in these areas OAOs should be encouraged to invest in the 

alternative NGA-based infrastructure. 

4.131 With regard to Vodafone’s point at paragraph 4.91 regarding the impact on Eir’s 

operating costs, in particular the cost of repair and maintenance, would be much 

greater than the percentgage of poles and ducts replaced, ComReg’s review of 

the Eir’s access network costs indicates that repair and maintenance costs are 

much more sensitive to the condition of Eir’s cable network than to the condition 

of poles and ducts. Deploying new copper cables reduces the incidence of faults 

in the network and so replacing a percentage of existing cables with new cables 

has a much more significant impact on the level of repair and maintenance costs 

than would arise due to the replacement of an equivalent percentage of poles 

and ducts.  

4.132 Therefore, where the Revised CAM values copper cables on an MEA basis the 

cost analysis assumes a much lower Line Fault Index (LFI) than is actually 

experienced in Eir’s existing network. Consequently the lower LFI due to the 

assumption of new cables means the level of repair and maintenance costs can 

be reduced significantly from the levels evident in Eir’s HCAs as the model can 

allow for fewer maintenance staff than Eir actually employ.  This reduction in 

repair and maintenance cost is significantly larger than the percentages of poles 

and ducts that are assumed to be replaced in the Revised CAM. 

4.133 With regards to Vodafone’s point at paragraph 4.93(i) regarding the detailed 

rationale as to the basis (not just the proposed % replacement factors) for using 

a simplified Bottom Up approach, ComReg refers to paragraphs 4.138 to 4.144 

on the treatment of poles and ducts. 

4.134 In relation to Vodafone’s point at paragraph 4.93(ii) regarding the use of a BU 

model for other passive local loop assets and non-reusable civil engineering 
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assets, the use of the BU-LRAIC+ valuation is relevant when assets are 

replicable or when assets need to be renewed i.e., active assets and copper 

cables. In the TERA Report, at Annex 6, TERA state that “The [BU] model sends 

correct build-or-buy signals, and so is especially relevant where there is 

infrastructure based competition or where infrastructure needs to be 

renewed."169  Please refer to Chapter 4, subsection 4.3.3 of the Consultation 

Document for further discussion on asset replicability and the use of the BU-

LRAIC+ valuation to send appropriate build-or-buy signals to the market place.  

4.135 With regards to Vodafone’s submission that the rationale for applying a BU 

approach between LLU and VUA appears directly at odds with the principle of 

‘replicable investment’ see paragraph 4.93(ii), we do not agree. The main point 

is that certain assets i.e., other passive local loop assets and non-reusable civil 

engineering need replacing in some parts of Eir’s legacy network unlike trenches, 

ducts and poles which can be reused for NGA. As set out in paragraphs 4.127 

and 4.128, these assets should be valued at replacement costs. This is 

consistent with the 2013 Recommendation.  

4.136 Further to the point raised by Eir at paragraph 4.95 regarding Eir’s view that the 

BU-LRAIC+ approach should be applied to price services in all areas with a 

realistic prospect of future network rollout, ComReg considers that 

announcements by SIRO to roll-out network infrastructure in certain areas are 

only indicative and may be subject to change. Please also see paragraphs 6.37 

- 6.41. 

4.137 Having considered the submissions from respondents we remain of the view that 

Eir’s Indexed RAB should be applied to Reusable Assets while a BU-LRAIC+ 

methodology should be applied to Non-reusable Assets and active assets for the 

reasons set out at paragraphs 4.126 to 4.136 above and for the reasons set out 

in Chapter 4, paragraphs 4.106 to 4.122 of the Consultation Document.  

Appropriate reuse and replacement factor:  

4.138 ComReg notes that while BT and ALTO agreed that Reusable Assets should 

take account of reuse and replacement factors, other respondents disagreed in 

particular with the proposed replacement factor for poles. 

4.139 E-net and Vodafone raised issues (see paragraphs 4.99 and 4.101 and 

paragraphs 4.104 and 4.106 respectively) regarding their disagreement of the 

inclusion of a replacement factor based on BU-LRAIC+ costs in determining the 

valuation for poles. However, ComReg remains of the view that a replacement 

adjustment based on the BU-LRAIC+ costs is required if a full NGA network is 

deployed for a number of reasons set out below:    

                                            
169 TERA Report, page 62. 
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(i) ComReg considers that a complete (100%) re-use of the existing poles 

and ducts would only be appropriate if Eir could roll-out its NGA network 

without any need to replace existing pole or duct assets. However, 

deriving the pole access price on the basis of a complete TD valuation 

may result in a price shock in future years in the case where a signficiant 

increase in investment in Eir’s pole infrastructure is required. This point 

was raised by CEG (see paragraph 4.116) where it noted that using 

historic costs for poles will lead to unstable prices to end customers over 

regulatory periods.  

Therefore, in setting the appropriate pole and duct access prices our 

approach needs to balance the reutilisation of exising poles and ducts 

(Reusable Assets) as well as the requirement to replace poles and ducts 

in the future — both in the normal course of business and to take account 

of the additional investment in poles and ducts for the deployment of NGA. 

This approach is also consistent with the 2013 Recommendation which 

clearly separates civil engineering assets that can be reused to those that 

cannot be reused. See paragraphs 4.127-4.130. 

(ii) As noted in Chapter 4, paragraph 4.119 of the Consultation Document, 

the TD valuation of Reusable Assets is derived by taking Eir’s accounting 

NBV directly from its accounts and projecting the NBV forward by 

including an allowance for future investment in related network assets 

over the Price Control Period (Eir’s Indexed RAB).  In Chapter 4, 

paragraph 4.126 of the Consultation Document, ComReg stated that 

“…the TD valuation of poles in the model takes account of Eircom’s 

forecasted capital costs associated with ongoing annual investment in 

poles over the three year price control period”. This ‘ongoing annual 

investment’ is intended to reflect a ‘business as usual’ scenario and is not 

meant to include the potential incremental investment that would be 

associated with NGA deployment. In the case of ‘business as usual’ 

investments, our model assumes investment spend of  poles each year 

based on a TD valuation (or Eir’s Indexed RAB).  

(iii) In the context of replacement of poles and ducts we consider that the BU-

LRAIC+ cost (BU valuation) would apply to those non-reusable poles and 

ducts. The replacement factor (of 8% in the case of poles and 5% in the 

case of duct) is derived with reference to the need to replace existing CEI 

assets in order to support the deployment of NGA services in all parts of 

Ireland. The analysis undertaken by ComReg indicates that building such 

a network will necessitate Eir having to replace a greater number of poles 

and ducts in order to deploy fibre cables more extensively in the access 

network than has been the case to date. Failure to recognise the cost of 

replacing this element of poles and ducts could mean that the charges for 
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wholesale access services would undermine the business case for NGA 

investments. Therefore, the purpose of recognising the requirement for 

asset replacement (at 8% for poles and 5% for ducts) based on BU-

LRAIC+ costs is to ensure that in the long run current prices provide the 

correct build or build incentives with regard to NGA investment decisions. 

(iv) ComReg is conscious of the fact that NGA deployment would accelerate 

the level of replacement beyond what would be required in the ongoing 

‘business as usual’ context. It is the costs associated with this accelerated 

level of replacement that ComReg is modelling by including a replacement 

factor of 8% in the case of poles and 5% in the case of ducts.  

(v) In the context of poles, NGA deployment can be expected to result in two 

forms of incremental investment: 

 Accelerated replacement of poles as the deployment of NGA overhead 

fibre optic cables would require Eir to test all poles where new cable is 

deployed. This would result in a significantly larger proportion of the 

existing pole base being tested than in the ‘business as usual’ case. 

Consequently, a higher number of poles are expected to be identified 

as requiring replacement. 

 The addition of new poles, for example, poles that are required to serve 

customers that have not previously been served by copper.   

(vi) As per the 2013 Recommendation, the inclusion of the replacement factor 

in the Revised CAM model is intended to account for the fact that not all 

poles can be reused for the deployment of NGA. In estimating the level of 

Non-reusable Assets ComReg are conscious of the fact that potentially 

over  of Eir’s pole base is in the NBP footprint. Deploying NGA to serve 

the customer base in the NBP would therefore result in an accelerated 

level of pole testing with a consequent increase in the number of poles 

that would need to be replaced.  

(vii) To determine how the level of pole replacement consistent with NGA 

deployment might differ from the ‘business as usual level’ already 

incorporated in the projected TD figures, ComReg estimated the number 

of poles that would be identified as needing replacing if over  of the pole 

base was tested and compared this with the ‘business as usual’ 

replacement figure in the Price Control Period, which arises from testing 

the entire pole base over a period of 12 to 14 years.  

4.140 Enet’s points out at paragraphs 4.100 and 4.103 that in a ‘business as usual’ 12 

year testing cycle an operator would test in the order of 8% of its pole base each 

year which, with a failure rate of 15%, is consistent with the replacement of 1.2% 
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of the pole base each year, resulting in 3.6% of poles being replaced over the 3 

years of the price control170. However, if the deployment of NGA requires, for 

example, 85% of the pole base to be tested then the 15% failure rate would result 

in 12.75% of the pole base being identified as needing replacement. Therefore, 

NGA deployment can be expected to result in a much higher level of pole testing 

than is undertaken in the ongoing ‘business as usual’ testing cycles that underpin 

the projection of the TD cost of poles.  It is this differential between the level of 

pole replacement required to support NGA deployment and the lower level of 

ongoing pole replacement that would occur if NGA was not deployed that 

necessitates the inclusion of the replacement factor.  

4.141 Therefore, our view is that pole access prices should be based on Eir’s Indexed 

RAB on the basis of 92% reuse of Eir’s pole base (absent NGA roll-out) using 

projected TD costs and in addition an allowance of an additional 8% for the 

accelerated level of pole replacement due to NGA deployment based on BU-

LRAIC+ costs. The 8% replacement factor allows for  poles over the long run 

based on the BU valuation while in the ‘business as usual’ case we have allowed 

for  poles each year from 2016-2018 based on TD valuation.  

4.142 Similarly, Eir’s experience to date in rolling out NGA in some exchange areas 

provides evidence that an additional 5% of duct infrastructure needs to be 

replaced to accommodate FTTC fibres. Our view is that duct access prices 

should be based on Eir’s Indexed RAB on the basis of 95% reuse of Eir’s duct 

base (absent NGA roll-out) using projected TD costs. In addition, there is a 

provision of an additional 5% for duct replacement due to NGA deployment 

based on BU-LRAIC+ costs.   

4.143 As noted by CEG, at paragraphs 4.111-4.113, that forward looking costs should 

be used to send correct economic and pricing signals and given the views raised 

by CEG and Eir at paragraph 4.117 that ComReg’s estimation of the cost of poles 

in the TD model is much lower than the expenditure on poles that will be required 

in the medium to long term, ComReg notes that CEG’s and Eir’s assessment of 

ComReg’s approach to deriving pole access prices appears to be predicated on 

the basis that ComReg’s approach is not forward looking and is over reliant on 

Eir’s historic costs and current actual investment volumes. However, this would 

only be the case if ComReg set pole prices solely on TD data. As explained in 

paragraphs 4.139-4.142 while ComReg’s approach uses TD HCA costs for 

Reusable Assets it also incorporates a replacement factor in the price calculation 

— which captures the incremental level of investment that would be associated 

with the level of pole replacement required to support NGA deployment in the 

future. Given that future NGA deployment could potentially require access to the 

vast majority of Eir’s pole network ComReg considers that the inclusion of a 

                                            
170 As the model is projecting forward from 2014 the TD projections of costs up to 2019 actually include 
four years (2015 to 2019) of additional investment at  of poles per annum.  
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replacement factor based on BU-LRAIC+ costs (forward looking costs) is 

appropriate for estimating the long-run cost of pole replacement and service 

provision. 

4.144 In particular, the inclusion of a replacement factor ensures that access seekers 

are exposed to market prices which are sustainable in the long run to support 

efficient market entry decisions and avoid price instability for end-users. In 

deriving the pole access price ComReg has assessed past levels of pole 

investment and estimated how future pole investment is expected to evolve with 

the implementation of the NBP and with widespread NGA deployment. This is to 

ensure that prices reflect forward looking long-run costs thereby encouraging 

investment by Eir in replacing poles with new poles when existing poles come to 

the end of their economic lives, while promoting sustainable entry by NBP 

bidders without undermining the value of similar assets in parallel competing 

networks.   

4.145 With regard to the proposed IRE approach suggested by Eir and CEG 

paragraphs 4.118-4.125, ComReg does not agree with the CEG approach for a 

number of reasons as discussed below:  

(i) The IRE approach suggested by Eir and CEG is designed to set higher 

prices now so that “revenues can be accumulated over the initial years 

that reduce the extent to which prices will need to be raised in the 

future171”. Rather than setting prices that can be expected to rise as the 

underlying costs of the pole infrastructure rises the CEG approach favours 

setting an average price based on the forecasted costs of long term pole 

investment over a 10 year period, compared with ComReg’s 3 year Price 

Control Period.  

While the adoption of a pole price based on the average cost of long-term 

forecast expenditure to renew infrastructure over a period of say 20 years 

can be monitored to ensure that Eir do not over-recover costs over the 

entire life of the poles, it will inevitably lead to Eir over-recovering costs 

during the current Price Control Period. The reason why the IRE approach 

proposed by CEG results in lower price increases in the future is because 

it starts with higher prices in the current Price Control Period. Unit pole 

costs will rise as older poles are replaced by newer poles so an average 

price based on long-term investment costs will be higher than the forward 

looking unit costs that arise during the specific period of the price control.  

ComReg considers that investment decisions are better informed by a 

forward looking view of the costs as they apply during the Price Control 

Period with an indication as to how those prices are expected to evolve 

                                            
171 CEG report: page 16, para 52. 
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beyond that. Better aligning prices with costs in this way will promote 

efficiency by ensuring that Eir can invest with the expectation of getting 

an adequate return on their investment while other operators continue to 

face build or buy decisions appropriate to the period in which the 

investment is likely to be made. The fact that pole prices can be expected 

to rise in the future (as older poles are replaced by newer poles) should 

not deter efficient current investment decisions provided that stake-

holders have a clear indication as to how pole prices are expected to 

evolve. 

(ii) ComReg considers that CEG has not given adequate attention to the 

forward looking aspect of ComReg’s approach, as discussed at 

paragraphs 4.139 to 4.144. Moreover, the alternative approach proposed 

by CEG of deriving a charge “based on the average long-term forecast 

expenditure required to renew the infrastructure, such as over a 20 year 

period” may give assurance to Eir that it can finance future capital 

expenditure but it may also distort investment decisions for other 

operators. In particular, as noted in paragraph 4.124, Eir are unable to 

substantiate such a forward looking pole replacement programme as 

required for the IRE approach. See also paragraph 4.148 

(iii) CEG’s approach requires the cost of current and future investments over 

the suggested 20 year period to be be converted into a smoothed annuity. 

This means higher prices in the Price Control Period that enable Eir to 

generate funds to finance future investments but creates a material 

disjoint between the regulated prices and the investment profile.  

The approach in the Revised CAM recognises current and future 

investment needs but, rather than using a smoothed annuity, it sets prices 

that will rise as the cost of the investments increase. ComReg has 

assessed Eir’s ‘business as usual’ budget plans and the implication of a 

more extensive NGA rollout for infrastructure investments and we have 

derived prices that should be consistent with that pattern of capital 

expenditure. This should ensures that any future price shocks are 

minimised while striking the required balance between allowing Eir 

recover its costs for wholesale CGA services while maintaining sufficent 

incentives to encourage efficient NGA investments.  

The scheduled annual review during the Price Control Period, as 

discussed at Chapter 12, should also provide price certainty to operators, 

including Eir, as prices can be revised where material and sustainable 

changes regarding potential over / under investment by Eir in its pole 

network (compared with forecasts in the Revised CAM) are identified. 
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4.146 In relation to Vodafone’s submission at paragraph 4.109 that ComReg should 

accept the offer of a holistic and multi-period review (historical and forward 

looking) of the necessary infrastructure investment that the use of Infrastructure 

Renewals Accounting implies, ComReg intends to review Eir’s investments in 

poles each year, and this review should allow ComReg to determine if the 

assumptions regarding pole investment contained in the Revised CAM remain 

appropriate.  

4.147 With regard to Vodafone’s views that ComReg should consider the IRE approach 

suggested by Eir / CEG, ComReg considers that the IRE approach is not 

appropriate for the reasons set out at paragraph 4.145. Furthermore, Eir / CEG 

did not provide any substantiated detail on the anticipated level of pole 

replacement over the medium term with Eir confirming that “The CEG analysis is 

not based on any particular set of plans by open eir for pole replacement.”172 but 

rather “…is simply contrasting the model that applies for the period of the control 

…with an increased rate of pole replacement required later arising from the 

increased ageing of the pole base arising from limited replacement during the 

control period...”173  

4.148 In addition, as part of ComReg’s request for information from Eir by way of a 

Section 13D174 request for data on Eir’s forecasted pole replacement over the 

Price Control Period Eir responded by stating that “…” Therefore, absent a 

fully justified and well grounded forward looking replacement approach from Eir, 

we consider that our approach of allowing a replacement rate of 8% for poles 

and 5% for ducts should provide the appropriate economic and pricing signals to 

operators, including Eir, over the Price Control Period, as discussed at 

paragraphs 4.139 - 4.144. 

4.149 We note the point raised by E-net at paragraph 4.102 that there is no means of 

control as to where the funding emanating from the adjustment will be invested 

and this could lead to unnecessarily high end user prices and in addition the 

views of Vodafone (at paragraph 4.108) on how ComReg would monitor the 

necessary and efficient capital investments used to justify pricing, ComReg 

refers to the annual review of pole investments as discussed in Chapter 12, 

paragraphs 12.19 to 12.21. 

4.150 Furthermore, the Revised CAM includes a replacement factor of 8% to allow for 

the additional level of pole replacement that is deemed necessary to support the 

                                            
172 Eir note on “Additional information from meeting of 22nd October and mail of 17th November”, 
page 1, at Annex 8. 
173 Eir note on “Additional information from meeting of 22nd October and mail of 17th November”, 
page 1, at Annex 8. 
174 Section 13D(1) of the Communications Regulation Act 2002 (No. 20 of 2002), as amended provides 
that: “The Commission may at any time, by notice in writing, require an undertaking to provide it with 
such written information as it considers necessary to enable it to carry out its functions or to comply 
with a requirement made to it by the Minister under section 13B.” 
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deployment of NGA. Therefore, ComReg would expect that, should NGA be 

deployed more extensively in the D-Side of Eir’s network, Eir’s level of pole 

replacement will increase with the result that the investment costs reported in 

Eir’s Top Down costs will also increase.  

4.151 For example, were Eir to fully deploy an NGA network by 2020 then its 

investment in poles over this period should align with the pole investments 

allowed for in the Revised CAM. As a consequence, when the Revised CAM is 

updated in subsequent price control reviews to cover the period post 2020, the 

TD pole costs should already include the investments consistent with a fully 

deployed NGA network and ComReg would not need to include a further re-

placement factor for poles in the 2020 version of the model. In the likely scenario 

the NGA network is only partly deployed ComReg would still expect that the re-

placement factor could be revised downwards to account for the level of pole 

replacement for NGA that has taken place by that date.  

4.152 There is also a possibility that ComReg may have under-estimated the level of 

pole replacement necessitated by the deployment of NGA. On the other hand, if 

the NGA network is only partly deployed during the Price Control Period then the 

level of investment evident in the Eir’s accounts at the end of the period would 

still be expected to be lower than the level of investment allowed for in the BU 

valuation. It is only when an NGA network is fully deployed to all parts of the 

country that the associated additional investment allowed for in the BU valuation 

for replacement assets will become evident in Eir’s accounts. Therefore, the 

annual review of pole investment by Eir, as discussed in Chapter 12, 

paragraphs12.19 - 12.21, may result in a review of the pole access price by 

ComReg should there appear to be evidence of a significant over or under 

recovery of costs. 

4.153 We consider that paragraphs 4.151-4.152 also addresses the concerns raised 

by ALTO at paragraph 4.98 where it pointed out that where Eir commercially 

decide to underinvest the industry should not be penalised. We consider that in 

order to provide the appropriate investment signals to operators going forward 

and to ensure cost recovery for Eir we must allow for a level of pole replacement 

for the deployment of the NGA network. See paragraphs 4.139-4.142. 

4.154 Further to Vodafone’s views at paragraph 4.105 and CEG’s views at paragraph 

4.110 regarding the economic value of assets, ComReg considers that the use 

of economic value (which is equal to the net present value of future revenues 

generated by an asset) is circular in the context of cost oriented prices, since 

prices are set by reference to costs. The objective of cost orientation is to ensure 

cost recovery (plus a reasonable rate of return) of the respective assets. In the 

TD approach, this means that where an assets is fully depreciated but still in use, 

no further costs are recouped for that asset regardless of the economic lifetime 

as the costs have already been recovered by the operator. Also, the asset is only 
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replaced on the basis that it is necessary to do so for network operational reasons 

(e.g., NGA roll-out) or health and safety reasons and not because the asset has 

reached the end of its regulated asset life. Therefore, the assumed asset life 

does not affect the quantity or timing of asset deployment in the Revised CAM 

and the level of cost recovery for each asset is the same regardless of whether 

we use the economic life or the regulatory asset life of the asset. ComReg 

considers that it is also preferable to use TD costs to derive the value of Reusable 

Assets as it avoids the over recovery of costs.175 

4.155 In relation to E-net’s views at paragraph 4.103 that the proposed replacement 

rate indicates a life of 17.5 years, ComReg does not agree that E-net’s analysis 

reflects either the level of pole replacement or the asset life allowed for in the 

Revised CAM. Firstly, E-nets views that a regulated asset life of 30 years implies 

a replacement rate of 3.33% of the pole base each year is not consistent with the 

observed levels of replacement. This is confirmed in Eir’s comment that “a large 

share of eircom’s poles is already over 30 years old and will need replacing in 

the medium term176”. Indeed the percentage of pole replacement allowed for in 

the TD ‘business as usual’ scenario at  is significantly less than 3.33%. 

Therefore, the level of replacement allowed for in the ‘business as usual’ case is 

the rate of  based on the TD cost data from Eir. However, as noted at 

paragraph 4.140, NGA deployment can be expected to result in a much higher 

level of pole testing than is undertaken in the ongoing ‘business as usual’ testing 

and it is this differential between the level of pole replacement required to support 

NGA deployment and the lower level of ongoing pole replacement that would 

occur if NGA was not deployed that necessitates the inclusion of the replacement 

factor of 8% for poles and 5% for ducts as described at paragraphs 4.139 - 4.144. 

4.156 Secondly, we disagree with E-net’s calculation of deriving the asset life for the 

level of investment allowed for in a BU model, by simply dividing the percentage 

of the asset base that has been valued on a current cost basis by the number of 

years in the price control. For clarity, in the Revised CAM, poles are valued on a 

current cost basis only if they are being replaced either for “business as usual” 

reasons or in order to support NGA roll-out. Poles which do not have to be 

replaced continue to be valued on the basis of the TD HCA costs even if the pole 

cost is fully depreciated in Eir’s accounts. Therefore, the asset life of poles 

remains 30 years in the Revised CAM regardless of the percentage of the poles 

that are assumed to be replaced or the fact the price control is to apply for three 

years. 

4.157 ComReg notes the views of Eir at paragraph 4.114, that using primarily a TD 

valuation of Reusable Assets for pricing access services “…is substantially 

                                            
175 It is also worth noting, as set out in ComReg Decision D03/09, that the asset lives determined in 
D03/09 adequately reflect their useful economic life for regulatory purposes. 
176 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, paragraph 3.8. 
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flawed...because it is based on the current net book value of these assets after 

the combined effect of a historic peak of investments in years separated from the 

modelling year by the length of the regulated asset life and the particular 

implementation of a change in regulated asset lives in 2009.” 177 and CEG’s point 

(see paragraph 4.116) regarding the use of historic costs for poles at a point in 

time in the investment cycle where most of the assets have been written down to 

zero value in accounting terms “…will also lead to unstable prices to end 

customers over regulatory periods…”. ComReg considers that it is appropriate 

to value Reusable Assets on the basis of the current net book value as this 

represents the costs that Eir has incurred in deploying those assets and therefore 

the costs that Eir should recover in future wholesale prices. In particular, there is 

no evidence that Eir has not already recovered the historic depreciation costs of 

its access network assets to date as the Wholesale Access market has 

consistently shown returns in excess of the regulated WACC in recent years. 

Furthermore, we do not agree with Eir “that the annual charge on the re-usable 

assets is currently at a historic low level and will increase through the control 

period”178. Eir will only incur additional costs over and above the current NBV of 

an asset if it has to replace that asset but if that asset can be reused we see no 

reason why the annual charge should increase. It is only when Eir have to replace 

an asset that the annual charge will increase and for this reason the Revised 

CAM is using a BU approach rather than a TD approach to derive the cost of 

replacement assets.  The inclusion of a replacement factor is intended to capture 

the estimated increase in asset investments required in future years, which 

ensures that ComReg’s approach is appropriate for estimating the long-run cost 

of both reusable and replacement assets, as discussed below at paragraphs 

4.139 to 4.142.  

4.158 In response to the views of CEG and Eir (see paragraphs 4.115 - 4.116) that as 

poles (which are fully depreciate but still in use) are not included in the cost 

calculation this gives rise to price increases in the future as fully depreciated 

poles are replaced, ComReg agrees. See also paragraph 4.157. 

4.159 Having considered the submissions from respondents our approach for 

determining pole access prices by taking account of Eir’s Indexed RAB based on 

92% reuse of Eir’s pole base (absent NGA rollout) using projected TD costs while 

in addition taking account of 8% of pole replacement for NGA deployment based 

on BU-LRAIC+ costs remains appropriate for the reasons set out at paragraphs 

4.138 to 4.158 above and for the reasons set out in Chapter 4, paragraphs 4.123 

to 4.143 of the Consultation Document. 

                                            
177 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 21. 
178 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 21. 
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4.160 ComReg maintains the view that it is appropriate to determine duct access prices 

by taking account of Eir’s Indexed RAB based on 95% reuse of Eir’s duct base 

(absent NGA roll-out) using projected TD costs while in addition taking account 

of 5% for duct replacement for NGA deployment based on BU-LRAIC+ costs 

remains appropriate for the reasons set out at paragraphs 4.138 to 4.158 above 

and for the reasons set out in Chapter 4, paragraphs 4.123 to 4.143 of the 

Consultation Document. 

4.4.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

Appropriate costing methodology for specific assets 

4.161 Eir’s Indexed RAB should be applied to Reusable Assets (and non-replicable 

assets) where the objective is to ensure that there is no over-or-under recovery 

of costs. 

4.162 The BU-LRAIC+ methodology should be applied to Non-reusable Assets (or 

replicable assets) where the objective is to encourage the deployment of 

alternative infrastructure.  

4.163 For active assets (line card, backhaul, etc.) a BU-LRAIC+ methodology should 

be applied with an adjustment for economies of scale. 

Appropriate reuse and replacement factors  

4.164 Pole access prices are based on Eir’s Indexed RAB on the basis of 92% reuse 

of Eir’s pole base (absent NGA roll-out) using projected TD costs. In addition, 

there is a provision of an additional 8% for pole replacement due to NGA 

deployment based on BU-LRAIC+ costs. 

4.165 Duct access prices are based on Eir’s Indexed RAB on the basis of 95% reuse 

of Eir’s duct base (absent NGA roll-out) using projected TD costs. In addition, 

there is a provision of an additional 5% for duct replacement due to NGA 

deployment based on BU-LRAIC+ costs.   
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Chapter 5  

5 Cost Modelling 

5.1 Introduction 

5.1 This chapter looks at the modelling approach used to determine the appropriate 

level of costs associated with LLU, SLU, SB-WLR, SABB, CEI and dark fibre. 

The model is referred to throughout this Decision Document as the revised 

copper access model (the ‘Revised CAM’). 

5.2 In Chapter 5 of the Consultation Document we discussed our preliminary view 

on how the copper access network should be dimensioned in order to determine 

the number of assets required to meet the network demand and how this should 

be linked to exchanges (or MDFs) in order to aggregate individual exchange 

areas into sub-national areas i.e., the LEA. In Chapter 5 of the Consultation 

Document we also discussed our preliminary view regarding the level of 

investment and the costs associated with running the access network based on 

the assets required and the level of demand associated with the dimensioned 

copper access network.  

5.3 The respective points are discussed under the following headings: 

1. Network dimensioning and network costing; 

2. Network cost allocation - line volumes; and 

3. Network cost allocation - determination of prices. 

5.2 Network dimensioning and network costing:  

5.2.1 Overview: 

5.4 ComReg’s modelling approach was based on three phases, as described in 

detail in Chapter 5 of the Consultation Document and as illustrated in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Illustration of cost modelling approach for Eir’s wholesale access 
network 

 

Source: TERA 

5.5 In summary, the proposed modelling approach, as set out in Chapter 5 of the 

Consultation Document, was based on the following three phases: 

1. Phase 1: Network dimensioning: this phase derives the number of 

assets based on the total demand i.e., steps 1 to 3 of Figure 4. 

2. Phase 2: Network costing: this phase derives the annual cost of the 

network. Operating costs for the network are calculated using Eir’s TD 

data as a starting point and applying efficiency adjustments. Phase 2 is 

captured in steps 4 to 7 of Figure 4. 

3. Phase 3: Network cost allocation: this phase derives the costs of the 

individual services, i.e., step 8 of Figure 4. 
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5.6 For a detailed discussion on the proposed modelling approach please refer to 

the Consultation Document, Chapter 5, subsections 5.4 – 5.6.  

5.2.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document: 

5.7 There was general agreement from respondents regarding the proposed 

principles, inputs and assumptions of the Revised CAM but a number of points 

were also raised.  

5.8 Vodafone welcomed “…the use of a Top Down Based RAB, as well as the stated 

efficiencies adjustment.” 179 Vodafone also submitted a letter to ComReg on 16 

December regarding its review of the non-confidential version of the Revised 

CAM. Please refer to Annex 10 for a summary of the points raised as well as 

ComReg’s consideration of them. 

5.9 BT generally agreed with ComReg, adding that “it is too early to factor SIRO and 

NBP into the model as these networks are not yet built (or even finalised) in the 

case of NBP and at the launch phase in the case of SIRO.”180 Eir stated that it 

“…generally agrees with the principles, inputs, and assumptions that inform the 

Bottom-Up modelling of the necessary assets for the CAM.”181  

5.10 The points raised by respondents are addressed under the various headings 

below. 

Tilted annuity and price trends:  

5.11 Eir noted “several serious issues of principle with the form of tilted annuity that is 

used to develop the annual charge on these assets through the price control 

period.” Eir believed that the proposed tilted annuity approach “…will require 

significant price increases over the longer term for services priced using Bottom-

Up modelling”182 and that “a standard annuity path should instead be adopted 

which would provide for greater price stability and a better expectation of cost 

recovery over time which will support efficient investment.”183   

5.12 CEG made similar points to that of Eir, suggesting that if ComReg is not willing 

to allow higher prices in the future  “...it should set prices according to a constant 

annuity - allowing slightly higher prices now that will (all else being equal) remain 

nominally constant and ensure full recovery of investment.” 184 CEG stated that 

                                            
179 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 5. 
180 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 5. 
181 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 21. 
182 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 5. 
183 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 12. 
184 CEG Report, page 57. 
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“A standard annuity allows equal recovery of capital cost (depreciation and return 

of capital) of an asset in every period of an asset’s life...”185 

5.13 CEG, stated that “In setting prices based on tilted annuity depreciation, ComReg 

must continue to allow the capital cost implied by its tilted annuity approach over 

the asset life for each asset.” 186 CEG stated that if this did not happen then the 

approach “…will be time inconsistent and will effectively truncate the future 

recovery of capital that is embodied in the current decision…[and]…will create 

an expectation of under-recovery which will lead to under-investment.” 187 

5.14 CEG stated that “it is not credible that ComReg will allow the LLU and SLU prices 

implied by the tilted annuity path set in its current decision in the future because:  

(i) It is likely ComReg will consider prices based on a  capital charge for 

LLU and a  capital charge for SLU as unreasonably high (note they are 

growing at  per year, respectively, which is faster than inflation); 

(ii) The paths could result in prices that are materially above EC guidance;  

(iii) ComReg’s current approach will result in SABB and SB-WLR prices 

converging on LLU prices, which is likely to be unacceptable to ComReg; 

(iv) The price paths could create a price squeeze particularly in urban areas 

if retail prices are not growing commensurately. That is, in the future the 

margin between retail and regulated input prices (e.g., for the LLU or 

SABB) will be reducing if retail prices are not growing at a faster rate than 

the regulated input prices; 

(v) In the past, ComReg has left prices constant at the end of regulatory 

periods instead of resetting prices and ComReg proposes that it may do 

so again. This would lead to significant under-compensation under the 

tilted annuity approach.”188 

5.15 CEG compared the prices for SABB and SB-WLR with the price for LLU, stating 

that “...Eir’s prices for SABB and SB-WLR services, which rely on largely the 

same assets as the LLU service, are set on a historical cost accounting basis 

with straight-line depreciation...”189 CEG considered that the prices for SABB and 

SB-WLR should “...be set with a margin over the price for LLU. SABB and SB-
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WLR services are downstream services and use active assets (line card, 

backhaul) on top of LLU.”190 

5.16 Vodafone, in its letter of 2 December 2015, noted “…the most serious error 

contained in the Annuity formula”191 and explained that “...instead of economic 

lives being used, current regulatory accounting lives have been used.” 192 

Vodafone reiterated their points from Chapter 4 that “…the observed 

replacement and reinvestment profile of infrastructure assets, such as Poles and 

Duct, are not aligned with these current asset lives.” 193 

Consistency of approach for similar assets: 

5.17 CEG stated that there is inconsistency by ComReg in relation to its decision on 

its depreciation methodology stating that “The application of different 

depreciation approaches to different services is inconsistent with its decision, 

earlier in the Draft Decision, to determine a costing methodology for each asset 

and to apply that same costing methodology for every service that uses that 

asset.”194 

Payment terms: 

5.18 CEG disagreed with ComReg’s approach on the assumed time lag between 

investment expenditure and generation of revenues. CEG considered that “... an 

operator would not be able to realise revenues at the same time as the 

investment is made, and a time to build of 6 to 12 months is realistic and 

efficient…”195 Furthermore, CEG considered that for suppliers “...a payment term 

of 1-2 months seems reasonable so that if Eir receives revenues 7.5 months after 

incurring expenditure then it would be incurring expenditure around 6 months 

before receiving revenues...”196 

5.19 Vodafone in its letter of 2 December 2015 disagreed with Eir / CEG’s response 

to the Consultation Document with regard to the payment terms where CEG are 

proposing a delay of between 6 and 7.5 months stating that “If this was a pure 

tilted annuity model then Vodafone would agree, but it is not, as the NBV, from 

eir Separated Accounts, already includes the Fixed Asset related WIP (Work in 

Progress) and thus eir is already being compensated in advance on assets under 
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construction and thus there is no need for an adjustment in the payment period 

to reflect for this construction (thus non-revenue) generating period.” 197 

Formula errors: 

5.20 CEG noted two errors in the Revised CAM as follows: 

(i) “….an error in the calculation of accounting NBV for investment made 

during 2010-2014... As a result, the accounting NBV calculated by the 

spreadsheet is over-depreciated. The effect of this error is to reduce the 

annuity compensation for reusable assets by around  annually…”198  

(ii)  “…an error in the way the payment term has been implemented in the 

tilted annuity formula in the draft model… There is no reason why the 

calculation in the draft model subtracts six months from the payment term 

(the payment term is intended to reflect the time to build). The effect of 

subtracting six months from the payment term, when the payment term is 

set to zero, would imply that revenues are being received 6 months in 

advance of the investment even being made.”199 

Treatment of Non-reusable Assets: 

5.21 Vodafone questioned “…the logic behind the uplift of costs, and prices, for “non-

reusable” assets and would strongly encourage a revisit of this by ComReg…”200 

5.22 Vodafone raised concerns around the use of BU modelling for “…civil 

engineering costs between E and D side cables.”201 Vodafone stated “that this is 

not in line with TERA’s overall approach, whereby all civil engineering costs are 

to be treated as costs for the Top Down model.”202 

Other issues: 

5.23 BT did not agree with paragraphs “…5.42 and 5.43, and 5.44” 203  stating that 

“…the clarity concerning a customer’s serving exchange has become less certain 

with the re-homing of cabinets to different exchanges.” 204 BT suggested that “the 

network deployment at the street level needs to be modified to include re-homed 

cabinets.”205  
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5.24 Vodafone stated that “we would need to understand how costs have been 

adjusted for efficiencies, for example how are SB-WLR repair and provisioning 

costs adjusted to reflect these efficiencies, with specific focus on how, for 

example, the efficient LFI and SLA requirements have been modelled and costed 

by ComReg...”206. 

5.25 Vodafone also suggested that “...a comparison between the costing 

methodologies employed …[and] results of the proposed modelling approach 

…[and]… outputs of Eir annual regulatory accounts, would ensure that there is 

sufficient reassurance and reconciliations provided …[and] that Eir is both 

rewarded for recovering it’s (efficiently incurred) costs…”207 Vodafone further 

added that “...this would provide the reassurance to the industry that any 

inefficiencies are not recovered from other wholesale products, while ensuring 

the Eir has the necessary encouragement to continue with efficient investments 

and practices.”208 

5.2.3 ComReg’s Position: 

5.26 ComReg notes that there was general agreement from respondents regarding 

the proposed principles, inputs and assumptions of the Revised CAM. ComReg’s 

position with regard to the points raised by respondents are addressed under the 

relevant headings below. 

Tilted annuity and price trends: 

5.27 Further to Eir and CEG’s submissions’ at paragraphs 5.11-5.13 regarding 

ComReg’s approach on tilted annuities and their view that a standard annuity 

should be adopted instead, ComReg has considered the views of Eir and CEG 

and while we acknowledge the fact that the titled annuity formula may result in 

price increases in future that there are a number of considerations: 

 Firstly, we acknowledge the views of CEG at paragraph 5.13 that 

deviating between alternative tilted annuity approaches over the asset life 

for each asset may lead to an expectation of under-recovery and under-

investment, and we would generally agree with this. It is important to note 

that our approach is consistent with the approach adopted in the CAM in 

2010 and in the Consultation Document except that (1) we have decided 

to rebase the price trends to take account of actual price evolution for the 

period between 2009 and 2013 rather than using forecasts (as was the 

case in 2010 LLU Pricing Decision and in the Consultation Document) and 

(2) we are taking account of the change to the valuation for ducts and 

poles as discussed in paragraphs 4.138 to 4.144. Therefore, we note, that 
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while this introduces a small inconsistency with the price indices used in 

the previous CAM, ComReg does not consider that this would have an 

impact on Eir’s ability to recover its costs given that the historic indices 

affected wholesale prices (mainly LLU) which accounted for a relatively 

small portion of Eir’s overall revenues. If appropriate, for the next price 

control period, the relative merits of the continuation of the tilted annuity 

approach and deviation of same would be one of the factors considered 

by ComReg at that time. 

 The future price increases are driven by the ongoing increases in copper 

access network asset prices which inevitably feed into increases in the 

average cost of services carried over that network. Eir’s preference for 

using a standard annuity rather than a tilted annuity to determine the 

timing of cost recovery may result in lower price increases in the long run 

only by starting with higher prices during the Price Control Period. The 

standard annuity sets a constant price even when the cost of the 

underlying asset is changing e.g., the underlying cost of copper increases 

so the unit cost of the service will also increase. A tilted annuity would 

factor these increases into the price trend while a standard annuity does 

not. Therefore, the standard annuity approach may lead to a steeper 

increase when the price is reviewed in the next control period, as opposed 

to using a tilted annuity which sets the price each year.  

 ComReg are also conscious that having a constant price for the three 

years of the price control based on the average costs observed in that 

period can mean that there is a potential price ‘spike’ when the price 

control is reset, as prices will need to be adjusted to the higher unit costs 

expected in the future. As the Revised CAM is capable of calculating a 

monthly or annual price for each year of the Price Control Period ComReg 

considers that there is merit in setting prices for the wholesale access 

services under review based on the costs that are calculated each year. 

This will result in prices that will rise as the underlying average costs rise 

but should ensure a smoother evolution in those wholesale prices and 

reduce the need for future price spikes, as discussed in paragraphs 5.125 

to 5.128.  

 ComReg considers that setting a monthly or annual price for each year of 

the Price Control Period is also more aligned with the tilted annuity 

approach adopted in the Revised CAM, which is implemented to ensure 

that calculated annual costs reflect the expected changes in the prices of 

the underlying assets. ComReg also notes that the tilted annuity approach 

is widely used by NRAs in setting regulatory prices. 
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5.28 Having considered the subsmissions from respondents, ComReg remains of the 

view that a tilted annuity is the appropriate approach to determine the timing of 

cost recovery but we consider that the network price indices should be rebased 

to reflect the recent history of price changes i.e., for the period between 2009 

and 2013. The tilted annuity approach also ensures consistency with the pricing 

approach taken in other regulatory contexts. 

5.29 With regard to points raised by CEG at paragraph 5.14 ComReg notes the 

following: 

(i) In relation to the point that the required level of future LLU and SLU prices are 

not credible – as the prices are growing at  per year, respectively, which is 

faster than inflation, ComReg would like to point out that the LLU and SLU price 

increases year-on-year relate to a combination of factors including: assumed 

volume decline year on year (see paragraph 5.96),  an increase in assumed 

investment year-on-year to replace Non-reusable Assets using BU costs (see 

paragraphs 4.139-4.144), and the movements in price trends year-on-year. 

In any event we have decided to set a cost oriented monthly or annual price for 

each year of the Price Control Period for each of the wholesale fixed access 

services under review, as set out at paragraphs 5.125 to 5.128. For LLU and 

SLU, these prices would not prevent Eir from charging lower prices for LLU and 

SLU monthly rental, when appropriate, provided that any proposed lower 

charges are subject to ComReg’s prior approval and that Eir is in compliance 

with its regulatory obligations (including for the avoidance of doubt to charge 

prices consistent with the Revised Copper Access Model) and other laws. Eir 

has access to the entire cost model (including costing data) and the associated 

assumptions used in the modelling process in determining the current charges. 

In addition, during the Price Control Period, Eir should be aware of the actual 

level of unbundling undertaken by operators at large and small exchanges (or 

at cabinets) as well as the actual length of lines being unbundled by operators 

at those exchanges (or cabinets). Changes in these factors may mean that Eir 

may be able to justify (to the satisfaction of ComReg) that LLU and / or SLU 

monthly rental prices should be revised below the current charges set by 

ComReg in this Decision.  

(ii) In relation to the point that price paths could result in prices that are materially 

above European Commission guidance, ComReg notes that the 2013 

Recommendation sets out an “average monthly rental access price for full 

unbundled copper local loop within a band between €8 and €10”209. The full 

average LLU price of €10.84 (including fault repair costs) determined in this 
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Decision is not materially outside the band specified. We consider that given 

Ireland’s topography and line density, cost oriented prices for access line 

services can be higher than EU averages where objectively justified. A BEREC 

report on the review of the draft 2013 Recommendation considered that €8-10 

price range should not be mandatory and prices outside this range should be 

acceptable if they can be objectively justified.210  

(iii) In relation to CEG’s point at paragraph 5.14 (iii) and paragraph 5.15 that the 

current approach will result in SABB and SB-WLR prices converging on LLU 

prices, ComReg notes that this is not possible since the SB-WLR price is 

determined as the higher of either the TD costs of providing SB-WLR nationally 

or a combination of the BU costs (derived with tilted annuities) and TD costs of 

providing SB-WLR in the Modified LEA, as discussed in Chapter 6. The SABB 

price relates to the specific TD costs of providing SABB Outside the LEA only. 

Therefore, our pricing approach for SB- WLR and for SABB Outside the LEA is 

always set so as to ensure sufficient margin over LLU. A BU approach is 

considered for setting prices in the more competitive parts of the country as it 

provides the appropriate “build or buy” signals to the market place and 

encourages efficient investment and innovation in new and enhanced 

infrastructures.  

(iv) In relation to the point that the margin between retail and regulated input prices 

(e.g., for the LLU or SABB) will be reducing if retail prices are not growing at a 

faster rate than the regulated input prices, ComReg notes that this may be true 

under certain circumstances. However, the reason for using a BU approach for 

setting wholesale prices in the more competitive parts of the country (Modified 

LEA) is that this approach sends the appropriate “build or buy” signals to the 

market place and encourages efficient investment and innovation in new and 

enhanced infrastructures. This is best achieved by using a tilted annuity as the 

“higher prices now” implied by the constant annuity would distort investment 

signals during the period of the price control.  If the retail prices prevailing in the 

future are not sufficiently above the price of copper access wholesale services 

appropriately derived from the projected current costs then this may signal may 

imply that (i) the continuing provision of copper based services at that time is 

no longer efficient and instead incentivise investment in alternative 

infrastructures capable of delivering the retail services to customers in a more 

cost effective manner and/or (ii) that the prevailing retail prices are too low. In 

any event, the LLU price can be reduced as set out at (i) above which means 

that Eir can reduce it subject to ComReg’s approval. In addition, the regulatory 

mechanism discussed in Chapter 12 means that Eir has the flexibility, subject 

to ComReg’s regulatory approval, to reduce the wholesale access price for 
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SABB Outside the LEA below the regulated price subject to a price floor which 

should be set by reference to the BU-LRAIC+ costs in the Modified LEA. 

(v) In relation to the point that ComReg has left prices constant at the end of the 

regulatory periods instead of resetting prices, this has been addressed at 

paragraphs 5.132-5.133. 

5.30 In response to Vodafone’s views at paragraph 5.16 that economic lives instead 

of regulatory asset lives should be used in the annuity formula, this point is 

addressed in Chapter 4, paragraph 4.154. ComReg reviewed Eir’s asset lives in 

ComReg Decision D03/09211 and we consider that the current regulatory asset 

lives remain relevant at this time.  

Consistency of approach for similar assets: 

5.31 In response to CEG’s views (at paragraph 5.17) that there is inconsistency in 

relation to the depreciation methodology between different services and assets, 

ComReg does not agree. The depreciation approach is the same for most 

products i.e., LLU, SLU, poles, ducts, trenches and dark fibre. Similarly, while 

the depreciation approach is consistent for SB-WLR the price derived for SB-

WLR is based on the higher of the TD costs of providing SB-WLR nationally or a 

combination of the BU approach and TD costs in the Modified LEA. For SABB, it 

is important to keep in mind that the economics are very different since we are 

only addressing the SABB price Outside the LEA.  

Payment terms:  

5.32 In relation to CEG’s views at paragraph 5.18 that ComReg should have an 

average delay of 7.5 months between investment expenditure and receipt of 

revenues from that investment, ComReg does not consider that the example of 

New Developments is relevant in the case of the BU modelling approach 

undertaken in the Revised CAM. New developments experience longer average 

delays before revenues can be realised as new houses need to be sold before 

demand for telecoms services can be provided. However, the Revised CAM is 

developed on the basis of the operator deploying a network sized to meet the 

level of demand existing during the Price Control Period.  Therefore, the delay 

between investment being funded and revenues being realised can be assumed 

to be much shorter than in the example provided by CEG. 

5.33 Nevertheless, ComReg has reviewed the assumptions and valuations used in 

the Revised CAM and we consider that a 3 month delay period seems 

reasonable in the context of LLU. This is also consistent with Eir’s view as set 

out in the CEG report which highlighted that “…eircom advises that when building 

into new housing developments they typically experience a 3 month lag before 
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any of the premises are sold and the first customers take the service while they 

expect a further nine months before all homes are purchased and all services 

are taken.”212    

5.34 As customers take the service between 3 months and 9 months, which is 6 

months on average, and if we remove the 3 months before the first connection 

takes place (which seems to be specific to housing estates) this results in a time 

lag of 3 months on average. This has an impact of increasing the LLU price by 

13 cents per month. We note Vodafone’s disagreement at paragraph 5.19 that 

“….eir is already being compensated in advance on assets under construction 

and thus there is no need for an adjustment in the payment period to reflect for 

this construction (thus non-revenue) generating period.”213 However, ComReg 

considers a 3 month delay on the basis that this represents the average delay 

experienced by Eir between investment expenditure and the receipt of revenues 

from that investment.  

5.35 ComReg considers that it is appropriate to apply the 3 months delay to both the 

BU and TD capital valuations in the context of the provision of the LLU service 

as the LLU price is intended to inform the OAO’s decision with regards to whether 

it should buy the service from the incumbent or build in its own infrastructure to 

provide the service. As the OAO would be expected to face a delay between 

investing in its own infrastructure and generating revenue from the services it 

would ultimately provide using this infrastructure, a 3 month payment term is 

appropriate. 

5.36 However, in the context of infrastructure access services i.e., access to poles 

and ducts, ComReg does not consider it appropriate to have a payment term 

time lag. The access price is intended to ensure that the Incumbent is capable of 

recovering the costs of the investments it has made in these assets as, in the 

majority of cases, the OAO is seeking access to infrastructure that already exists. 

Furthermore, the Incumbent is already generating revenues from services (which 

uses infrastructure access) such as SB-WLR. Even when it is necessary to 

replace a pole or a section of duct to facilitate infrastructure access by an OAO 

the incumbent can immediately generate revenue from the replacement 

infrastructure once it is deployed.  Therefore, ComReg considers that the 

payment term should be zero months in the case of infrastructure access.  
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Formula errors: 

5.37 With regards to the error noted by CEG at paragraph 5.20(i) in relation to the 

calculation of the accounting NBV for investments made during 2010-2014, 

ComReg acknowledges the error and this has since been modified in the Revised 

CAM.  

5.38 At paragraph 5.20(ii) CEG stated that there is an error in the way the payment 

term has been implemented whereby the calculation in the Revised CAM 

subtracts six months from the payment term, when the payment term is set to 

zero, which would imply that revenues are being received 6 months in advance 

of the investment even being made. However, ComReg notes that without the 

subtraction of 6 months, the formula would already embed a 6 month time period 

and therefore ComReg considers that this aspect of the calculation is 

implemented correctly.  

5.39 ComReg also noted an error where the costs associated with one category of 

chambers in Dublin was used for Provincial areas and vice versa. This has now 

been corrected in the Revised CAM. 

Treatment of Non-reusable Assets: 

5.40 Further to the point raised by Vodafone at paragraph 5.21 that ComReg should 

revisit the uplift of costs and prices for Non-reusable Assets, this is addressed in 

Chapter 4, paragraphs 4.138 to 4.144. 

5.41 With regards to Vodafone’s submission at paragraph 5.22 that the division of civil 

engineering costs between E and D side cables in the Bottom-Up model is not in 

line with TERA’s overall approach, whereby all civil engineering costs are to be 

treated as costs in the TD model, this is addressed in Chapter 4, paragraphs 

4.127 to 4.130. 

Other issues: 

5.42 In relation to BT’s point (see paragraph 5.23) that network deployment needs to 

be modified to include rehomed exchanges, ComReg does not agree. ComReg 

considers that the scorched node approach adopted in the Revised CAM is 

reasonable as it assumes that nodes (including cabinets and MDFs) are located 

consistent with Eir’s network design but the model then links customers to these 

nodes in an efficient manner. The fact that in reality Eir may have linked some 

customers to nodes in a less efficient way is not relevant from a BU modelling 

perspective. 

5.43 ComReg’s notes Vodafone’s submission (see paragraph 5.24) where they 

request an understanding on how costs have been adjusted for efficiencies, in 

particular, SB-WLR repair and how provisioning costs and the efficient LFI have 

been modelled and costed by ComReg. Please see paragraphs 5.44-5.70. 
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5.44 As detailed in Chapter 6, the monthly price for SB-WLR is in summary the higher 

of (i) the national TD costs (including a BU cost for the line card); or (ii) the BU 

costs for the Modified LEA.  

5.45 As such, the network that is modelled under TD is assumed to have the same 

investment history as Eir’s existing network. Therefore, the TD cost modelling 

assumptions used do not have the same level of operating cost savings as under 

a BU approach.  

5.46 Similarly, an existing network comprised of older cables tends to experience 

higher fault rates and require more staff to maintain it. As a result a TD approach 

allows for a higher number of front line staff to cater for the higher LFI consistent 

with the age profile of the cables in Eir’s existing copper access network. 

Nonetheless, the staff reduction programmes and the subsequent changes to 

work practices undertaken by Eir in recent years has resulted in reductions in the 

levels of direct network operating costs — such as repair and maintenance and 

installation and provisioning. In the Consultation Document, the TD approach 

used to derive the SB-WLR prices was based on costs which included as part of 

their modelling assumptions continuation of such increased cost efficiencies.  

5.47 A review of Eir’s 2015 HCAs published in November 2015 showed significant 

year-on-year reductions in the costs reported in the Wholesale Fixed 

Narrowband Access market than those anticipated for that year (in the original 

Revised CAM as part of the Consultation Document).  

5.48 In the Explanatory Report published by Eir in the annex to the 2015 HCA 

Separated Accounts214, Eir stated that overall operating costs had declined year-

on-year in the Wholesale Fixed Narrowband Access market by 14%.  

5.49 Eir attributed the operating cost decline of 14% to several factors including: the 

impact of storm events in 2013/14 that were not repeated in 2014/15, as well as 

the increased efficiencies arising from staff reductions in December 2013 and 

the full year impact of revised work practices in 2014/15.  

5.50 In reaching its Final Decision, ComReg is cognisant that using TD HCAs to inform 

future cost projections that the impact of one-events must be taken into account 

so as not to either i) overstate as may have been the case based on the 2013/14 

HCAs; or (ii) understate in the case of 2014/15 HCAs, the underlying cost trends 

evident in the reported HCAs.   

                                            
214 2014/15 HCAs, Annex 1, page 35. 
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5.51 ComReg acknowledges that re-basing the prices for wholesale services to align 

with the outturn in any particular year could lead to fluctuations in the derived 

wholesale charges. A more stable pricing regime is ensured if the price 

adjustments are confined to only significant and sustainable deviations from the 

modelled levels of costs or network volumes. Therefore, in reviewing the 

modelled operating costs against the results reported in the HCAs we have 

isolated the impact of one-off events that distort the long term cost trends while 

still allowing the influence of more sustainable changes (for example, increased 

efficiencies due to lower headcounts and revised work practices) to feed through 

to wholesale charges.  

5.52 As part of a more detailed review to understand such drivers of potential 

fluctuations in the underlying HCAs associated with the Wholesale Fixed 

Narrowband Access market ComReg noted a number of factors in respect of: 

 Installation and Provisioning Costs; 

 Repair and Maintenance Costs; 

 Network Support Costs; 

 Fixed and Common Costs; and 

 Capital Costs 

5.53 These are discussed in turn below.    

Installation and Provisioning costs: 

5.54 Eir’s Explanatory Report in comparing the 2014/15 accounts to the 2013/14 

noted that the observed decline (of 49%) in Installation and Provisioning costs 

was partly due to changes in work practices adopted since 2014. In addition, Eir 

stated that in 2014/15 there was a greater dependency on the use of contract 

staff to perform connections. However, Eir also stated that a number of one-off 

events contributed to the observed cost reduction and Eir expected the ongoing 

level of installation and Provisioning costs in the future to increase from the 

2014/15 level215. 

5.55 However, the Installation and Provisioning costs in the Revised CAM had already 

normalised the level of these costs by applying the average connection costs 

expected over the Price Control Period to the average number of connections 

forecast to occur during the same period.  
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5.56 As the average connection costs that were applied in the Revised CAM in the 

Consultation Document already reflected the efficiencies arising from the revised 

work practices and the renegotiated contractor rates no further changes to the 

level of Installation and Provisioning costs included in the final Revised CAM 

were considered necessary. 

5.57 As a result the overall level of Installation and Provisioning costs included in the 

Revised CAM are closer to the 2013/14 costs than the 2014/15 costs and as the 

total number of connections are forecast to be higher than those in 2013/14 the 

average cost per connection are 10% lower. The net result being that the 

Installation and Provisioning costs in the Revised CAM remains unchanged. 

Repair and Maintenance costs: 

5.58 In the Consultation Document, using the TD approach ComReg had based the 

projection of Eir’s future repair and maintenance costs on the operational staff 

numbers that Eir planned to deploy to its service assurance teams (which 

supports its access network) over the Price Control Period and used the wage 

rates that applied in December 2013.  

5.59 This projected headcount was intended to reflect the efficiencies arising from the 

revised work practices being adopted by Eir (subsequent to the financial year 

ending June 2014). In addition, the Revised CAM also allowed for additional 

resources to cater for the increased fault arrival patterns that accompany 

significant storm events. 

5.60 However, in reviewing the 2014/15 accounts it is now apparent that the Repair 

and Maintenance costs included in the 2013/14 accounts were significantly 

higher due to the additional resources required to deal with the higher number of 

fault arrivals — due to the storm events in that year. As such, the continued 

efficiencies and cost savings (see paragraph 5.58-5.59) using the 2013/14 HCAs 

as a reference point provided too high a starting position to reflect achievable 

efficiencies over the Price Control Period (i.e., the actual level of costs should be 

lower relative to those originally assumed in the Revised CAM due to the higher 

starting point). Therefore, in the final Revised CAM, ComReg has factored in a 

further reduction to the repair and maintenance field staff headcount over and 

above the reduction on the 2013/14 levels originally assumed in the Consultation 

Document.  
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5.61 However, we also acknowledge the fact that the level of storm activity was lower 

than average in 2014/15 and that to re-base the costs to 2014/15 levels could 

understate the level of costs that are likely to arise during the Price Control 

Period. Already, there is evidence of an increase in storm activity in 2015/16 

(compared to 2014/15) which is expected to result in an increase in repair and 

maintenance costs from that reported in 2014/15 HCAs. Consequently, ComReg 

still allow for additional resources to cater for storm activity over and above the 

base level headcounts provided by Eir.  

5.62 Taking into account ComReg’s positions in paragraph 5.60-5.61, the repair and 

maintenance costs in the final Revised CAM are 7% lower than the costs 

previously included in the Revised CAM in the Consultation Document. While 

this figure is lower than the repair and maintenance costs that were originally 

included in the Revised CAM in the Consultation Document it is still higher than 

the equivalent repair and maintenance costs reported in the 2014/15 HCAs and 

is, in ComReg’s view, more consistent with the typical level of storm events per 

year that is expected over the price control period. 

Network support costs: 

5.63 The Eir Explanatory Report identified that the level of “Network Support Costs” 

reported against the Wholesale Fixed Narrowband Access market declined by 

17% in the 2014/15 compared to 2013/14.  

5.64 Network support costs can be considered as an indirect cost — as they include 

the costs associated with line managers and work management centres that 

manage and support the front line staff involved in maintenance and provisioning 

activities. Consequently, the reduction in reported network support costs in the 

2014/15 HCAs is only partly due to the increased efficiencies arising from the 

restructuring programmes adopted by Eir — as network support costs to the 

Wholesale Fixed Access Narrowband market will also tend to fluctuate in line 

with the allocation of direct network costs such as repair and maintenance.  

5.65 As part of the review of the Revised CAM in light of Eir’s 2014/15 HCAs the model 

now flexes the 2014/15 network support costs to increase in line with the 

modelled increase in the direct 2014/15 repair and maintenance costs. 

Consequently, this ensures that ongoing efficiency gains evident in the 2014/15 

HCAs are captured in the projected costs.     
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Fixed and common costs: 

5.66 The level of fixed and common operating costs have also been reviewed in the 

Revised CAM in light of Eir’s 2014/15 HCAs. In order to capture the full year 

effect of the cost restructuring programmes adopted by Eir in the Revised CAM 

the projected fixed and common costs are now set as the average of the costs 

reported in the 2013/14 and 2014/15 HCAs.  

Capital costs: 

5.67 In Eir’s Explanatory Report attached as an annex to the published HCAs, Eir also 

noted that depreciation charges in the Wholesale Fixed Narrowband Access 

market in 2014/15 declined by 4%216.  

5.68 In the Wholesale Fixed Narrowband Access market the majority of the 

depreciation charge is due to network assets including copper cables, poles and 

ducts. Part of the reason for the observed decline in the depreciation charge is 

that the growth in current generation SABB is attracting a proportion of these 

network costs out of the narrowband access market into the broadband access 

market as the current generation SABB service requires full use of the copper 

line. However, the Revised CAM derives the TD costs of a copper pair with 

reference to all services using the copper access network so the migration of 

copper access costs from narrowband to broadband services is already captured 

in the modelling algorithms and no further adjustments are required to the model 

inputs. In addition, while the HCA Statements continue to use straight line 

depreciation to determine the annual depreciation charges against assets each 

year, as noted in paragraph 4.80, the Revised CAM uses a tilted annuity to 

annualise costs. Consequently, the application of the asset price index means 

the level of depreciation reported in the HCA Statements can differ from the 

equivalent annualised costs calculated in the Revised CAM.  

5.69 As per ComReg Decision D15/14217 a Weighted Average Cost of Capital 

(‘WACC’) of 8.18% is used in the Revised CAM. The WACC is applied to the 

projection of capital costs extracted from Eir’s 2013/14 HCA Statements, with the 

exception of the active assets relating to line cards (which is calculated on a BU 

basis). As a result, based on the forward looking assumptions used, all things 

being equal, the derived SB-WLR price per year allows Eir to recover its 

efficiently incurred costs plus a reasonable return on its investment over the Price 

Control Period.  

                                            
216 2014/15 HCAs, Annex 1, page 35. 
217 ComReg Document No 14/136: Cost of capital; 18 December 2014. 
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Overall impact of review 

5.70 As a consequence of the review the projected level of TD operating costs in the 

Revised CAM is now lower than those used in the Consultation Document. These 

cost reductions primarily relate to the operating cost associated with the copper 

access line and have resulted in reductions to the prices of SB-WLR nationally 

and SABB services Outside the LEA from the prices consulted on. Please see 

Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 respectively. 

5.71 ComReg’s notes Vodafone’s submission (see paragraph 5.24) where they 

request an understanding on how SLA requirements have been modelled and 

costed by ComReg. As set out in the Consultation Document (see paragraph 

5.260), “In reviewing the operating costs associated with SB WLR in Eircom’s 

2014 HCAs, ComReg noted approximately  related to Service Level 

Agreement (‘SLA’) penalties paid by Eircom to OAOs. ComReg considers that 

such penalties should not be included in the projection of actual efficient costs 

used to inform the SB WLR price.  ComReg has based the projection of Eircom’s 

future operating costs on the staffing levels that Eircom have identified in relation 

to the service assurance and development of its copper access network. 

Therefore, ComReg is of the view that the level of staff allowed for in the Revised 

CAM should be sufficient to enable Eircom to comply with its SLAs. In addition, 

setting targets and the enforcement of SLA penalties is intended to provide 

Eircom with incentives to improve the quality of service in its access network. 

ComReg considers that if it was to allow Eircom to recover the costs of SLA 

penalties it pays to OAOs from wholesale charges it levies on OAOs it would 

reduce these incentives”. ComReg maintains that view.218 

5.72 In relation to Vodafone’s views at paragraph 5.25 regarding the need for a 

comparison between the costing methodologies, results from the model and the 

outputs of Eir’s regulatory accounts, ComReg would like to point out that as part 

of the update to the Revised CAM, and in particular in relation to the TD 

information in the model, ComReg has carried out a detailed comparison with 

the outputs of Eir’s annual regulatory accounting information. However, our 

objective is also to provide the right incentives to invest and “build or buy” which 

means departing from Eir’s actual costs. As such, the prices derived from the 

model will differ from the Eir HCA's for a number of reasons, including the fact 

that there is a different regulatory asset base applied in the model (consisting of 

both TD assets and BU assets) and given adjustments to costs and volumes to 

                                            
218 We also note the current dispute 
(http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg_15127.pdf) which centres on provisions 
within Eir’s SLAs relating to the repair of faults in LLU services and SB-WLR services. Depending on 
the outcome of that dispute, it may have an impact on Eir’s HCAs (which would be identifiable as part 
of Eir’s annual review, see Chapter 12).  

http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg_15127.pdf
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account for efficiencies and expected volumes movements. Please also see the 

annual review, as discussed in Chapter 12, paragraphs 12.17 - 12.21.  

5.73 Having considered the submissions from respondents, the network dimensioning 

approach and network costing approach (steps 1 – 7 in Figure 4) in the Revised 

CAM remains appropriate for the reasons set out at paragraphs 5.26 to 5.70 

above and in Chapter 5 of the Consultation Document, except for slight 

modifications. We have rebased the price trend data to reflect actual price 

evolutions between 2009 and 2013 in the tilted annuity (at step 4 in Figure 4) as 

discussed in paragraph 5.27. In addition, we have revised the payment terms (at 

step 6 in Figure 4) as discussed in paragraphs 5.32-5.34 as well as taking into 

account the error noted at paragraph 5.37 in relation to the depreciation formula 

and incorrect chamber prices at paragraph 5.39.  

5.74 The network cost allocation phase, or Step 8 in Figure 4, is discussed in 

subsection 5.3 and 5.4 below. 

5.2.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

5.75 The network dimensioning approach and network costing approach (steps 1 – 7 

in Figure 4) in the Revised CAM remain appropriate.  

5.76 For payment terms (at step 4 in Figure 4) we have revised the average delay 

between investment expenditure and receipt of revenues from that investment 

from 0 months to 3 months for provision of services only. 

5.77 For tilted annuity (at step 6 in Figure 4), the formula applied remains unchanged 

(as previously applied in 2010) except we have rebased the price trend data to 

reflect the actual price evolutions between the period of 2009 and 2013 rather 

than using forecasted data.  

 

5.3 Network Cost Allocation – line volumes: 

5.3.1 Overview: 

5.78 In Chapter 5 of the Consultation Document we set out our preliminary views 

regarding the movement of line volumes over the price control period. We 

proposed that line volumes in the BU model approach should remain constant 

(stable) over the proposed price control period. With regard to SB-WLR and in 

line with the TD approach, we proposed that the projected future decreases in 

line volumes for SB-WLR over the price control period should be reflected in the 

Revised CAM.  
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5.3.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document: 

5.79 ALTO agreed while Vodafone agreed in principle, regarding the assumptions for 

line volume movements over the price control period. Eir (and CEG) disagreed. 

Assumptions on declining volume of lines: 

5.80 ALTO agreed with ComReg’s assumption that the volumes in the BU model 

should remain stable over the proposed price control period while the volumes 

in the TD model (for SB-WLR) should reflect projected volume decline. 

5.81 While Vodafone agreed “in principle”219 with ComReg's assumptions on volumes, 

Vodafone noted that “the line basis used in the calculation of the wholesale 

services unit prices should take account of the most recent developments in the 

telecommunications markets, as well as the improving macro-economic 

conditions...”220 Vodafone made particular reference to “… the continuing growth 

in Standalone Broadband service, which would appear to be having the effect of, 

at the very least, stabilising the Access Line volumes.”221 It also stated that it 

would need to understand “…how the line base and potential growth in the 

underlying Access Line based over the period in incorporated into the modelling 

of the SB-WLR proposed pricing.”222 In Vodafone’s letter of 2 December 2015, it 

made reference to Eir’s response to the Consultation Document with regard to 

volume loss of retail access lines and in particular that these losses are only 

being partly offset by increases in wholesale line numbers. Vodafone referenced 

Eir’s most recent Quarterly presentation, and the Eir Separated Accounts for 

June 2015, where it reiterated its view that “…it would appear as if the total local 

access line base (when including Standalone Broadband lines) is 

stabilising...[and] that the underlying access line base could in fact start to grow 

over the period of this pricing control in the light of the continuing demand and 

growth of Standalone Broadband services.”223 Vodafone considered that “… the 

ComReg approach of assuming a stable access line could actually be viewed as 

favourable to eir.” 224 

5.82 Eir disagreed with ComReg’s assumption that the volumes in the BU model 

should remain stable over the proposed Price Control Period while the volumes 

in the TD model (for SB-WLR) should reflect projected volume decline stating 

that “…both the BU and TD elements of the cost model should reflect the likely 

structural decline in the volumes of services delivered over the Eir fixed access 

network…”225  

                                            
219 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 6. 
220 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 6. 
221 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 6. 
222 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 8. 
223 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 9, at Annex 8. 
224 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 9, at Annex 8. 
225 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 22 
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5.83 Eir stated that “…for a fixed access service the unit costs will increase as service 

volumes decline and the total volumes of services delivered over Eir’s fixed 

network are in structural decline…”226.  The reasons noted by Eir to substantiate 

its view included “…the delivery of broadband and voice services over cable 

networks, the roll-out of the SIRO fibre network using ESB infrastructure, and the 

intention of the state intervention to fund NGA in areas where Eir delivers fixed 

voice and CGA broadband service...”227 

5.84 Eir stated that “The Bottom-Up assumption is based on an incorrect 

understanding of the European Commission’s Recommendation on Costing 

Methodologies which clearly states that losses to rival network operators should 

be taken into account…"228  

5.85 CEG also supported Eir’s point that “The Commission’s Recommendation states 

(recital 39) “Only traffic volume moving to other infrastructures (for example 

cable, mobile), which are not included in the cost model, will entail a rise in unit 

costs.” 229 CEG stated that “…while the recommendation explicitly references 

cable and mobile networks, any loss of volumes to a rival network will limit an 

operator’s ability to recover its fixed and common costs and increase unit 

costs…”230 CEG considered that “Consistency with the Recommendation 

requires that ComReg develop a reasonable forecast of the likely loss in volumes 

from Eir’s network to rival network infrastructures…[and] One approach...is to 

consider overall demand for lines in Ireland and then potential loss to rival 

networks such as UPC and SIRO.”231 

5.86 In addition, Eir stated that line loss to rival networks “...is particularly likely in the 

LEA and this will result in SB-WLR being increasingly focused on the higher cost 

rural areas.” 232 As a result Eir considered that “ComReg needs to take this into 

account to ensure that the price for SB-WLR reflects the actual cost of service 

provision…”233 

5.87 Eir stated that it “…has experienced a significant loss in retail lines that has only 

been partly offset by increases in wholesale line numbers...[and]...Eir would 

experience annual average line loss of  over 2016 to 2018.”234 

                                            
226 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 22. 
227 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 22. 
228 Eir Response to Consultation, page 4. 
229 CEG Report, page 22. 
230 CEG Report, page 22. 
231 CEG Report, page 23. 
232 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
233 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
234 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 11. 
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5.88 In respect of the Revised CAM provided as part of the consultation process 

CEG’s submission stated that “...we have used Eir’s total number of lines at June 

2015 …”235 and then assumed two scenarios. In the first scenario “…the rate of 

line loss over the last year will continue in 2016, 2017 and 2018 but will be 

supplemented by additional lines loss to SIRO...”236 The second scenario “..uses 

the forecast line loss from Eir’s Five Year Plan”237. CEG suggested that at a 

minimum ComReg should “…adopt the first scenario or give further consideration 

to impacts of higher rates of line loss as assumed in our second scenario.”238 

5.89 In the Eir/ CEG clarifications of 10 November 2015, CEG provided further details 

on the approach applied by CEG to estimate the likely loss of lines to SIRO. CEG 

explained that “The forecast loss in lines to SIRO was calculated by first 

identifying the total number of WLR lines provided in the exchange areas that 

SIRO has announced will form part of its initial roll-out to 2018.” In addition, CEG 

assumed that “...  of WLR lines in these exchange areas will be transferred to 

SIRO over the period to 2018.”239  

Annual review: 

5.90 CEG expressed concerns that “…the proposed annual reviews [of the TD model] 

would effectively turn the regulation into a revenue cap rather than price cap. 

This has the potential to cause unintended adverse consequences as a result of 

the perverse incentives that revenue cap regulation can create.”240 

5.91 CEG suggested that ComReg should “…set prices over the regulatory period on 

the basis of estimated annual costs that reflect the best forecasts of line numbers 

given available information…[and that]...a greater loss in lines than included in 

the draft model is warranted by the most recent information on line losses and 

market developments….”241 

5.3.3 ComReg’s Position: 

Assumptions on declining volume of lines: 

5.92 In response to Vodafone’s point at paragraph 5.81 where it refers to Eir’s recent 

Quarterly presentation and states that it appears that Eir’s line base is stabilising, 

including volumes of SABB lines, ComReg notes that in the Eir HCAs for the year 

ended June 2015 the volumes for copper access services is 1,355,938 for 

2015242 compared with 1,361,936 in 2014243. These volumes reflect the use of 

                                            
235 CEG Report, page 24. 
236 CEG Report, page 24. 
237 CEG Report, page 25. 
238 CEG Report, page 26. 
239 See CEG Memorandum, page 5 in Annex 8. 
240 CEG Report, page 4. 
241 CEG Report, page 29. 
242 Eir HCAs 2015, page 23. 
243 Eir HCAs 2015, page 24. 
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the copper network by all services including SABB and indicate a year-on-year 

decline on average copper line volumes of less than 0.5%. Therefore, it is difficult 

to establish at this point whether volumes are stabilising or continuing a 

somewhat moderate decline. 

5.93 Further to Eir’s view, at paragraphs 5.82-5.83, that both the BU and TD models 

should reflect likely decline in volumes to other networks in order to be consistent 

with the 2013 Recommendation (as submitted by Eir and CEG at paragraphs 

5.84-5.85), ComReg acknowledges that the European Commission impact 

assessment states that: "In the proposed methodology, the model includes both 

copper and NGA lines, and therefore only traffic volumes moving to other 

infrastructures (e.g. cable, mobile and alternative operators’ fibre) would 

entail an inflation of unit costs”244 (emphasis added). Therefore, ComReg notes 

that volume losses to rival networks is consistent with the 2013 

Recommendation. As such, ComReg has revised its preliminary view and line 

losses are now accounted for in the BU model as well as the TD model. See 

paragraphs 5.94-5.101. 

5.94 In terms of volume loss to other infrastructures, ComReg considers that the 

impact of the NBP is only relevant for SB-WLR and not for LLU given the unlikely 

take-up of LLU in those areas. However, the impact of the NBP on SB-WLR 

volumes is beyond the current Price Control Period given that even if the network 

build commences during this period, building such a network takes time and once 

it is built, customers do not automatically switch. The impact of volume loss to 

the SIRO network is considered at paragraph 5.95.   

5.95 ComReg notes Eir’s submission, as set out in paragraph 5.87, that there should 

be an annual line loss of  over the period of 2016 to 2018. For SB-WLR 

nationally and for SABB Outside the LEA, given that our pricing approach is 

reflective of Eir’s TD costs, we remain of the view that the line volumes for these 

services should be reflective of Eir’s actual customer base. Based on the up-to-

date volume data provided by CEG / Eir as part of their submissions to the 

Consultation Document we have revised the annual line loss to  for SB-WLR. 

This is based on the natural line loss of  which is reflective of the line loss 

recorded by Eir / CEG to the year end June 2015 plus a further decrease of  

to take account of volume movements from Eir’s network to the SIRO platform 

by the end of 2018. The key difference between the volume loss of   suggested 

by Eir and the volume loss of  by ComReg is the volume decline as a result of 

migration to the SIRO platform. This is discussed at paragraph 5.98. 

5.96 For LLU, we proposed in the Consultation Document that given that the LLU price 

is modelled based on a BU approach that the line volumes should remain 

                                            
244 http://ec.europa.eu/smart-regulation/impact/ia_carried_out/docs/ia_2013/swd_2013_0329_en.pdf, 
page 44. 

http://ec.europa.eu/smart-regulation/impact/ia_carried_out/docs/ia_2013/swd_2013_0329_en.pdf
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constant — the BU model is based on the costs and volumes of a hypothetical 

operator in the Irish market where the volumes are not expected to decline. While 

ComReg notes that this approach has its merits we consider that in light of the 

submissions to the Consultation Document that it may be more prudent to take 

account of volume base decline for LLU / SLU. This approach would be 

consistent with 2013 Recommendation, discussed at paragraph 5.93, as the 

2013 Recommendation recognises that loss of volumes to other infrastructures 

(cable, mobile) should be taken into account and removed from the overall line 

base. Therefore, consistent with the annual volume base loss for SB-WLR, we 

consider that the BU model for LLU / SLU should take account of an annual line 

loss of . See paragraph 5.96. 

5.97 Further to CEG’s submission, at paragraph 5.88 where it updated the model for 

two scenarios (1) to take into account the fact that Eir’s rate of line loss last year 

will continue for 2016 – 2018 and will be supplemented by the loss of volumes to 

SIRO and (2) the forecast line loss from Eir’s 5 year plan, ComReg notes the 

following: 

5.98 In relation to scenario 1, and further to the clarifications provided from CEG / Eir 

on 10 November 2015 that  of WLR lines in the exchange areas that SIRO has 

announced will be transferred to SIRO over the period to 2018, ComReg 

considers that while the assumptions used by CEG appear in general to be 

reasonable (line loss of  to June 2015 and migration of volumes to SIRO by 

2018) it is unreasonable to assume customers will immediately migrate to the 

SIRO platform. SIRO’s rollout of FTTH will involve a number of phases so even 

if a  level of customer uptake is a reasonable assumption overall there will still 

be delays in the pace of customer migration. For example, if we take Eir’s 

assumption in the CEG report that “an average of 6 months time to build is likely 

to be somewhat conservative. In particular, eircom advises that when building 

into new housing developments they typically experience a 3 month lag before 

any of the premises are sold and the first customers take the service they expect 

a further nine months before all homes are purchased and all services are taken. 

Assuming a constant rate of connections between these dates would imply an 

average delay of 7.5 months between investment expenditure and receipt of 

revenues from that investment.”245 Therefore, we consider that on average the 

number of customers migrating each year to the SIRO platform during the Price 

Control Period will be less than that forecasted by Eir / CEG.246 This means that 

if the SIRO network is rolled-out in a given year and in a given area, then people 

will be migrated by around half way through the year. As such, even if the number 

of customers at the end of the year is  of the SB-WLR number, considering 

the time for people to migrate and time needed to build the network, we assume 

                                            
245 CEG Report, page 19. 
246  
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that the average number over the year is half of that calculated by CEG when 

the network is being constructed.    

5.99 In relation to scenario 2, ComReg considers that the rate of forecasted decline 

based on Eir’s 5 year forecast appears aggressive compared with the past 

evolution of line volumes. We believe that the assumptions under scenario 1 

better align with recent trends apparent in publically available data (e.g., 

ComReg’s and Eir’s quarterly reports) and the expected market developments 

including the launch of SIRO, growth in broadband (including SABB (current and 

next generation)) and the potential for continued economic recovery.  

5.100 With regards to Eir’s submission, as set out in paragraph 5.86, that SB-WLR will 

become increasingly focussed on rural areas and therefore the price needs to 

take this into account, this is addressed in Chapter 6, paragraph 6.118 (iii). 

5.101 Having considered the submissions from respondents, the approach for line 

volumes (step 8 in Figure 4) in the Revised CAM remains appropriate for the 

reasons set out at paragraphs 5.92 to 5.99 above and in Chapter 5 of the 

Consultation Document, paragraphs 5.271 to 5.275 except for modifications to 

the assumptions in the BU model where we now assume LLU / SLU line volume 

decline of  as discussed in paragraph 5.96. 

Annual Review: 

5.102 Further to CEG’s views at paragraphs 5.90 that the proposed annual review [of 

the TD model] would effectively turn the regulation into a revenue cap, ComReg 

does not agree. ComReg considers that the annual review, as discussed in 

Chapter 12, paragraphs 12.17-12.21, is a high level review of key parameters to 

assess any potential impact of observed changes in terms of current and future 

prices. The Revised CAM would only be reopened where significant and 

sustainable changes are noted to key parameters i.e., TD data from Eir’s HCAs 

or volume changes, during the Price Control Period. Please refer to Chapter 12, 

paragraph 12.17-12.21 for further details on the annual review. 

5.103 In relation to CEG’s point at paragraph 5.91 that the prices over the regulatory 

period should reflect the best forecasts of line numbers available and that a 

greater loss in lines is warranted, as noted in paragraph 5.92 line volumes appear 

to have stabilised somewhat between 2014 and 2015. However, we consider the 

potential for some line loss over the Price Control Period and have factored this 

into the Revised CAM as discussed at paragraphs 5.95 - 5.96. 
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5.3.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

5.104 For the purpose of setting the LLU / SLU price, the line volumes are expected to 

decline by  over the Price Control Period. 

5.105 For the purposes of setting the SB-WLR price, the SB-WLR line volumes are 

expected to decline by  over the Price Control Period. 

 

5.4 Network cost allocation - determination of prices: 

5.4.1 Overview: 

5.106 In Chapter 5 of the Consultation Document, we also considered a number of 

options in terms of setting the price for each of the access service, including a 

price per year for each service (e.g., a consistent monthly or annual charge for 

each year of the Price Control Period), an average price for each service over 

the Price Control Period (e.g., a single monthly or annual charge over the entire 

Price Control Period) and a price based on a glide path.  

5.107 In the Consultation Document we proposed that an average price for each 

service over the price control period was appropriate on the basis that it would 

avoid administrative costs and it was consistent with the way the wholesale rental 

prices were set in the past. 

5.108 Determining the unit price is referred to as Step 8 in Figure 4. 

5.4.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document: 

5.109 There was general agreement from the majority of respondents that an average 

price per service over the price control period was appropriate. However, a 

number of points were raised by some respondents. 

5.110 BT agreed with ComReg stating that an average price per service maintained 

“…a level of certainty in the market…”247 ALTO also agreed with ComReg but 

stated “…in circumstances where the other options available to ComReg appear 

to provide for more efficient and regular assessment as required and as chosen 

by ComReg at paragraphs 5.281 and 5.282.”248 

5.111 While Vodafone agreed in principle with ComReg it encouraged “…a more active 

review of pricing by ComReg in the context of developments in 

telecommunications markets, as well as the actual returns and investments level 

                                            
247 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 6. 
248 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 9. 
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being reported by Eircom.” 249 It also believed that given the “… potential for 

increasing access line volume growth, we would expect that this has been 

incorporated into the calculation basis of the average service prices.”250 

5.112 Enet also agreed that the average price per service was appropriate as it 

provides “…price stability and predictability” 251, “…operating and revenue 

stability to Eir” 252, “…continues to give the appropriate return on investment to 

Eir over the full period of the price control.” 253 as well as  eliminating 

“administrative overhead for the duration of the price control period.”254  

5.113 Eir disagreed with the average price per service over the price control period 

stating that it had “serious concerns with ComReg’s proposal ...”255 Furthermore 

Eir stated that “The current proposals will require large price increases in the next 

regulatory period. Such price instability risks deterring investment and does not 

appear credible.”256 

5.114 Eir considered that: “…the cost modelling to date has indicated that the unit costs 

for all services controlled by cost orientation will increase year-on-year both 

through and beyond the price control period... for three reasons; line volumes 

are in continuous and steady decline because of losses to other infrastructure 

providers; necessary re-investment in IT systems and civil infrastructure such as 

poles will ensure that recent reductions in capital charges will reverse; and the 

staff pay freeze since 2008 has ended and salary increases and performance 

management bonuses will raise operating costs.”257 

5.115 Eir also noted that ComReg “…in 2009 set a controlled price for ULMP based on 

the simple average of the increasing modelled annual cost over a three year 

control...to apply until the next review.” However, Eir stated that “The next review 

is still not complete…[and]...on the basis of the 2009 model of costs, the ULMP 

service has been priced below cost since the end of 2012.”258 

                                            
249 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 6. 
250 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 6. 
251 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 3. 
252 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 3. 
253 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 3. 
254 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 3. 
255 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 13 
256 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 5. 
257 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 22. 
258 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 22/23 
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5.116 Furthermore, Eir stated that with regard to SB-WLR “…Continuing to charge the 

controlled price will lead to a shortfall in Eir’s SB-WLR revenues below the 

modelled cost of more than  in that year.” 259 Eir suggested that “..the only 

circumstance where the price should be set based on the average cost over a 

three year control period is one in which ComReg would at the same time publish 

… the higher controlled price that will apply in the next three period should the 

review be delayed.”260 

5.117 CEG also raised concerns about holding prices constant stating that “If prices 

are to be set such that revenue equal costs (as estimated by the CAM) over the 

control period, then holding prices constant will depart from the efficient path of 

prices that have been estimated by the CAM.” 261 In particular, CEG highlighted 

that “…constant prices over time will distort consumption, i.e. prices are 

inefficiently high in year 1 and inefficiently low in later years when costs are 

increasing over time...”262  

5.118 CEG also considered that “ComReg’s proposed constant prices over time 

approach also directly undermines the purpose of employing a tilted annuity in 

the cost model…”263 

5.119 CEG considered that as the Revised CAM already estimates annual costs for 

each services “...there is no practical difficulty for ComReg to apply charge 

controls based on the estimated annual costs.” 264 CEG stated that this “….would 

better promote efficiency…”265 

5.120 CEG stated that “Option 3 [glide path] would have particularly poor incentive 

effects, and should not be considered... [as it] would involve setting prices at cost 

in year 1, adjusting for inflation in years two and three, and then reconciling 

revenues and costs at the end of the period and if necessary making a correction 

to deal with the over or under-recovery of costs.”266 

                                            
259 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 23. 
260 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 23. 
261 CEG Report, page 47. 
262 CEG Report, page 47. 
263 CEG Report, page 47.  
264 CEG Report, page 48. 
265 CEG Report, page 48. 
266 CEG Report, page 47. 
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5.121 CEG stated that “…the interests of consumers of telecommunication services in 

Ireland would be better served by ComReg rejecting all three proposals and 

moving to a conventional CPI-X approach...”267 CEG considered that CPI-X 

regulation “…provides regulated businesses with protection against unexpected 

changes in inflation.” 268 CEG further added that ComReg’s Option 1 (price per 

year) and Option 2 (average price for each service) “ … provide no protection 

against inflation risks, while Option 3 would provide protection to the business, 

but at long run cost to consumers ...”269 

5.122 CEG suggested that the CPI-X approach would work as follows: 

 “Using the CAM to estimate the efficient costs of service provision in the 
final year of the next control period (2018). 

 Calculating the discount factor - ‘X’ – needed to bring current prices to the 
efficient price level at the end of the control period. 

 In each year monitoring that Eir meets the required change in prices so 
calculated, once the appropriate correction for inflation has been 
incorporated.”270 
 

5.123 Vodafone, in its letter of 2 December 2015, referred to Eir’s views in its response 

to the Consultation document regarding the determination of average prices and 

stated that it “…would strongly disagree with eir’s assertion that stable pricing of 

this regulatory period would result in material discrepancy between the 

underlying cost and associated Revenues.”271 Vodafone highlighted “…the 

significant improvement in returns in the Wholesale Access Markets that are now 

reported in eir’s Separated Accounts for the Year Ended 30 June 2015.” 272  

5.124 Vodafone also stated that “…we would strongly disagree with a move away from 

cost orientated pricing as suggested by eir (and CEG) through the use of a CPI+ 

regime…[as]...this would lead to even greater and ever increasing deviation 

between the underlying costs of regulated services, and the pricing of such 

services, to the detriment of the industry and consumers.” 273 

                                            
267 CEG Report, page 48. 
268 CEG Report, page 48. 
269 CEG Report, page 48. 
270 CEG Report, page 48. 
271 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 9, at Annex 8. 
272 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 9, at Annex 8. 
273 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 9, at Annex 8. 
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5.4.3 ComReg’s Position: 

5.125 In relation to the concerns raised by Eir and CEG at paragraphs 5.113-5.119 

regarding the use of an average price over the Price Control Period, ComReg 

considers that taking into account the reasons put forward by Eir and CEG in its 

submissions to ComReg, it may be more pragmatic to determine a price each 

year e.g., a consistent monthly or annual charge for each year of the Price 

Control Period.  

5.126 ComReg’s objective is to provide the appropriate price signals to operators, 

including Eir, over the Price Control Period. An average price e.g., a single 

monthly or annual charge over the entire Price Control Period may lead to a price 

spike at the start of the next regulatory period as the prices may need to be 

adjusted to reflect appropriate costs. 

5.127 While we acknowledge the fact that BT, ALTO and E-net (see paragraphs 5.110 

and 5.112) agreed with an average price on the basis that it provides certainty, 

price stability and predictability, we consider that determining a consistent 

monthly or annual charge for each year of the Price Control Period also achieves 

the objectives of price certainty, stability and predictability and therefore for 

reasons set out in paragraphs 5.125-5.126 it seems more pragmatic to determine 

a price for each year rather than an average price. See also paragraph 5.128. 

5.128 Furthermore, the Revised CAM already estimates the annual costs for each 

service and therefore it is easy to determine a consistent monthly or annual 

charge for each year of the Price Control Period. ComReg also notes that 

determining a price each year is more consistent with the use of a tilted annuity, 

as discussed in Chapter 5, paragraphs 5.27 to 5.28. In addition, this approach 

should provide reasonable incentives for operators to migrate over time to NGA 

as the trend in prices for wholesale services is consistent with the trend in the 

underlying asset prices providing operators with efficient incentives to invest as 

appropriate.  

5.129 With regard to Vodafone’s point at paragraph 5.111 that unit prices should 

undertake a more active review of pricing in the context of developments in 

telecommunications markets, please see paragraph 5.92. In addition, the annual 

review discussed at paragraph 12.17 requires Eir to review the inputs and 

assumptions of the Revised CAM annually. However, we would only reopen the 

model where there are significant and sustainable changes noted.  Furthermore, 

with respect to Vodafone’s submission regarding actual returns and investments 

level being reported by Eir, ComReg refers to Annex 10, paragraph A 10.6 

regarding differences between pricing cost models and Eir’s HCAs.  

5.130 In relation to Eir’s view (see paragraph 5.115) that on the basis of the 2009 model 

of LLU costs, the LLU service has been priced below cost since the end of 2012, 
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ComReg does not agree. ComReg would like to point out that the methodology 

for determining the LLU price has been amended in this Decision Document to 

take account of the 2013 Recommendation. Therefore, there is no direct 

comparison between the previous LLU price of €9.91 and the price determined 

in this Decision. In any event, Eir had access to the model and could have 

proposed changes to the underlying assumptions, subject to ComReg approval, 

pursuant to the NGA Decision (D03/13). 

5.131 Further to the points raised by CEG at paragraphs 5.121-5.122 regarding a move 

to a CPI-X approach, ComReg considers that a CPI-X approach could lead to 

more uncertainty and instability for other operators when compared with setting 

annual prices based on the outputs of the Revised CAM. In addition, as set out 

in Chapter 5, paragraph 5.284 of the Consultation Document, a CPI-X approach 

is more difficult to implement as a price adjustment may be required at the end 

of the price control period to account for any over / under recovery of costs over 

the price control period – prices are set by reference to costs adjusted by CPI 

rather than actual costs derived from the model. We also note Vodafone’s strong 

disagreement with a move to a CPI-X approach on the basis that “…this would 

lead to even greater and ever increasing deviation between the underlying costs 

of regulated services, and the pricing of such services, to the detriment of the 

industry and consumers.” 274 

5.132 Having considered the submissions from respondents, in particular the issues 

raised by Eir and CEG, ComReg has decided to specify a consistent monthly or 

annual charge for each year of the Price Control Period, in line with the annual 

costs in the Revised CAM. Please refer to Chapter 13 for the details of the annual 

prices for each of the wholesale access services. 

5.133 Taking into account the submissions from Eir at paragraphs 5.113-5.116 

regarding the price levels beyond the Price Control Period, ComReg considers 

that it seems prudent to include indicative prices for the first two years beyond 

the Price Control Period for transparency purposes. This should ensure that in 

the case where the next pricing review is not complete by the end of the current 

Price Control Period that prices in year 4 can continue to be informed by cost 

information extracted from the Revised CAM. This should also ensure that Eir 

can recover its efficient costs. Please refer to Chapter 13 for the details of the 

annual prices for each of the wholesale access services beyond the Price Control 

Period. For the avoidance of doubt, the obligation of cost orientation remains with 

Eir — consequently, should Eir wish to pre-notify a price change outside the Price 

Control Period, Eir would be required to demonstrate (to the satisfaction of 

ComReg) that those proposed prices are compliant with its obligations. See also 

Chapter 6. 

                                            
274 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 9, at Annex 8. 
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5.134 In the Consultation Document, the prices for LLU and SLU were described as 

being a “maximum” and in the Draft WPNIA Decision Instrument as requiring 

inter alia that respective prices be “no more than”. In order to avoid any ambiguity 

and to provide clarity in terms of the pricing process for LLU and SLU we have 

removed reference to “maximum” and / or “no more than” with regard to the LLU 

and SLU prices. The pricing process for LLU and SLU is based on the fact that 

the Revised CAM currently determines the rental prices for LLU / SLU for each 

of the relevant years in the Price Control Period. In addition, Eir has the 

opportunity to reduce these prices subject to their cost orientation obligation 

(including justification of any changes by way of the Revised CAM) and subject 

to ComReg’s approval. Therefore, as the pricing process allows Eir to propose 

reductions to the LLU / SLU prices we consider that it is clearer to just refer to 

the LLU / SLU prices (i.e., therefore price points).275  

5.4.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

5.135 The wholesale access services should be based on a consistent monthly or 

annual charge for each year of the Price Control Period in line with the annual 

costs in the Revised CAM. Please see Chapter 13. 

                                            
275 This clarification is consistent with the process for updating LLU / SLU prices pursuant to the NGA 
Decision, where Eir must charge the lower of (i) a specified price; or (ii) a maximum price determined 
by the relevant model (i.e., a price point). 
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Chapter 6  

6 Pricing approach: LLU, SLU, SB-WLR 

6.1 Introduction 

6.1 In this chapter we determine the approach for setting the prices for LLU, SLU 

and SB-WLR. 

6.2 This chapter combines our decision on the appropriate costing methodologies 

(Chapter 4) and dimensioning the Revised CAM model (Chapter 5) to determine 

the output rental price(s) for LLU, SLU and SB-WLR.  

6.3 In Chapter 6 of the Consultation Document we discussed market developments 

across the access markets and in particular in relation to developments in the 

LEA and Outside the LEA. Please refer to Chapter 6 of the Consultation 

Document and in particular paragraphs 6.6 – 6.37 for further details on market 

developments. 

6.4 The respective discussion is considered under the following headings: 

1. Determining the LLU price; 

2. Determining the SLU price;  

3. Determining the SB-WLR price; and 

4. Determining pricing principles for SB-WLR ISDN PRA/FRA prices. 

6.2 Determining the LLU price 

6.2.1 Overview: 

6.5 In Chapter 6 of the Consultation Document ComReg proposed that the maximum 

national LLU monthly rental price should be €10.19 (or €11.15 including fault 

repair costs).276 

6.6 ComReg was of the preliminary view that the monthly rental price for LLU should 

be based on a BU-LRAIC+ model for the LEA, whereby the BU-LRAIC+ 

approach should be applied to those assets that cannot be reused for NGA 

services (Non-reusable Assets) and Eir’s TD data (or Eir’s Indexed RAB for 

Reusable Assets) should be applied to those assets that can be reused for NGA 

services e.g., ducts and poles.  

                                            
276 See paragraph 5.134. 
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6.7 We considered that our proposed approach for LLU should send the appropriate 

‘build or buy’ signals as it relies on the assumption that only lines in urban areas 

are likely to be unbundled. Given the high cost of lines in rural areas, we 

considered that an LLU price based on national costs could raise the LLU price 

to a non-competitive level — in particular in those areas where LLU may be viable 

(i.e., in urban areas) — and we considered it not to be appropriate given the 

‘build-or-buy’ signals are not relevant for private operators in rural areas. 

6.8 Please refer to the Consultation Document, Chapter 6, paragraphs 6.49 – 6.88 

for further details on the LLU pricing approach. 

6.9 In Chapter 6 of the Consultation Document, we proposed that for the purposes 

of the draft decision that the current LEA Footprint should remain fixed at 252277 

exchanges for the purposes of setting the LLU price for the price control period.  

6.10 ComReg considered that the LLU price should not fluctuate with movements in 

the number of exchanges in the LEA during the price control period in order to 

provide certainty and price stability to operators in terms of infrastructure 

investment over the next few years. 

6.11 The submissions to the Consultation Document and ComReg’s position are 

discussed under the following headings: 

 LLU pricing methodology; and 

 LEA footprint. 

6.2.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document: 

LLU pricing methodology: 

6.12 ALTO and BT agreed with ComReg’s proposed pricing approach for the LLU 

monthly rental price. 

6.13 Vodafone agreed in principle, however it reiterated its concerns regarding “the 

logic behind the uplift of costs, and prices, for “non-reusable” assets and would 

strongly encourage a revisit of this by ComReg.”278 

6.14 Eir stated that it has “…serious concerns with a number of aspects of the cost 

modelling approach that underlies ComReg’s proposed prices for LLU.”279 

6.15 Eir noted the following: 

                                            
277 Please note that in the Consultation Document 15/67 we used 248 exchanges (instead of 252) for 
price setting purposes given that there are 4 cabinets included in the 252 exchanges which overlap 
with exchanges / MDFs in the LEA. 
278 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 6. 
279 Eir Response to Consultation, page 23. 
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(i) “The treatment of pole costs ignores the substantial need for pole 

replacement in the medium term; 

(ii) The model needs to include a reasonable delay, such as 6 months, 

between investment expenditure being incurred and revenues being 

received; 

(iii) The assumption in relation to volumes needs to reflect a reasonable 

forecast of volume loss to other networks; 

(iv) The NBV of the assets in the modelling is understated because it assumes 

more depreciation has been allowed to date than is the case; 

(v) The future path of LLU prices is not credible.”280 

6.16 Eir noted that “… should there be take-up of LLU outside the LEA, then the price 

for LLU in those areas would need to reflect the cost of supply outside the 

LEA.”281 

6.17 Sky stated that it: “…is concerned that despite essentially maintaining a costing 

approach that has been in place for several years now (BU-LRAIC+) to set price 

ceilings for SLU and LLU, the results of the most recent assessment of the 

maximum monthly rental prices highlights a substantial difference in the relative 

prices of the two services.”282 

6.18 With regard to the proposed reduction to the SLU monthly rental charge Eir 

sought clarity on the mechanism to be used to determine consistency between 

the LLU price and the SLU price as “…ComReg has not asked specifically for 

comments on the proposal that any reduction to the SLU monthly rental charge 

is consistently applied to the LLU monthly rental charge, where appropriate, 

using the Revised Copper Access Model.”283 

6.19 Eir also stated that “…annual prices should be set based on a conventional “CPI-

X” approach (consistent with the predicted cost trend) rather than on the 

ComReg’s proposal of averaging prices over years.”284 

                                            
280 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 23. 
281 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 23. 
282 Sky Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
283 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 24. 
284 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 23. 
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6.20 Separately, in the Eir August Letter, Eir stated that there is a “…level of 

complexity added by the impact of EVDSL on ULMP and SLU pricing that has 

not been addressed in the current draft of the consultation paper.”285 Eir stated 

that “… exchange launched VDSL have led to the use of exchange launched 

loops for NGA purposes...” and that the “... useful limit of 1km loop length will 

apply to the ULMP full loop as it does to the sub loop in the case of cabinet 

launched VDSL.” Eir noted a number of possible approaches to settling LLU and 

SLU prices “…such as reducing the ULMP price to recover the cost of the shorter 

loops used to provide service from OAO EVDSL ports - only for those loops 

connected to EVDSL equipment, or allowing the OAO to order SLU at all LLU 

exchanges - but only for services connected to EVDSL equipment.” 

LEA footprint:  

6.21 Eir and ALTO agreed to lock in the LEA footprint for the purposes of setting the 

LLU monthly rental price, while Sky, Vodafone and BT raised some concerns.  

6.22 Eir agreed with ComReg stating that “... solely for the purposes of setting prices 

for ULMP the relevant LEA should be locked-in at the set of MDFs where OAOs 

currently rent unbundled loops as this set is unlikely to grow.”286 

6.23 Eir also stated that “…to the extent that the LEA is used to reflect the areas where 

network investment by rival operators has occurred, or is likely to occur, then the 

definition of the LEA should be based on a forward-looking assessment of the 

prospect for new investment…”287 

6.24 Furthermore, Eir considered the LEA for the purpose of implementing the NRT 

in ComReg Decision D04/13 “…should continue to be amended where additional 

exchange areas meet the various criteria.”288 

6.25 BT believed that ComReg should reconsider the 5km line length limit for LLU 

based on the 2010 CAM, stating that “…[for] ULMP carrying ADSL2+ ...we 

believe the average distance between the exchange and the cabinet will be about 

3.5km leaving circa 1.5 usage range from the cabinet which is not that dissimilar 

to the VDSL modelled distance.”289 

6.26 Sky aired its disappointment that “… that despite the problems with the current 

definition of Large Exchange Area’s (LEA’s) ComReg has at this juncture chosen 

not to amend the definition but rather appears to have deferred the opportunity 

to do so.”290 

                                            
285 ComReg Document 15/67d: http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg1567D.pdf 
286 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 24. 
287 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 24. 
288 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 24. 
289 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 6/7. 
290 Sky Response to Consultation 15/67, page 1. 

http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg1567D.pdf
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6.27 Vodafone disagreed “that the launch of SIRO will act as a competitive constraint 

in the medium term.” 291 Vodafone stated that SIRO will only be present in 

predefined urban areas as its “...ambition is to pass 500,000 homes in the 

medium term which is only a quarter of the target set by Eir of 1.9ml homes.”292  

Vodafone also noted that “… following the SIRO announcements.… Eir have 

increased their ambition in terms of homes passed for both FTTC and FTTH.” 293 

Vodafone considered that “There is a clear ambition of Eir in both LEA and non-

LEA areas to reassert their dominant position.”294 

6.2.3 ComReg’s Position: 

LLU pricing methodology: 

6.28 ComReg notes that while there was general agreement from BT, ALTO and 

Vodafone regarding the pricing approach for LLU that Eir disagreed. 

6.29 Further to Vodafone’s point at paragraph 6.13 regarding the approach for Non-

reusable Assets, this point is addressed in Chapter 4, paragraphs 4.126 to 4.130. 

6.30 With regards to the views raised by Eir at paragraph 6.15, ComReg considers 

that these points are addressed as follows: 

(i) In relation to the treatment of poles and pole replacement, please refer to 

Chapter 4, paragraphs 4.139 - 4.144; 

(ii) In relation to the time lag between investment and revenues received, 

please refer to Chapter 5, paragraphs 5.32 - 5.36; 

(iii) In relation to the volume decline, please refer to Chapter 5, paragraphs 

5.93 - 5.101; 

(iv) In relation to the point that the NBV of the assets is understated, please 

refer to Chapter 4, paragraph 4.157; and 

(v) In relation to the future path of LLU prices, please refer to Chapter 5, 

paragraphs 5.125 - 5.128. 

6.31 In relation to Eir’s point at paragraph 6.16 regarding the take-up of LLU Outside 

the LEA, ComReg considers that in the unlikely event that an exchange is 

proposed to be unbundled by an OAO which is Outside the Modified LEA the 

national LLU monthly rental would still apply. ComReg believes that it is unlikely 

that all the exchanges in the Modified LEA footprint would be unbundled even in 

the long-term, consequently, the proposed exchange to be unbundled should 

                                            
291 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 7.  
292 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 7.  
293 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 7.  
294 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 7.  
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have a close proxy of an exchange which is not currently unbundled but is within 

the Modified LEA footprint. As such, ComReg considers that the pricing signals 

of a national monthly price based on a specific geographic area is consistent with 

the existing regulatory framework as to how LLU is priced nationally and provides 

a practical and fair solution to LLU pricing that takes into account the interests of 

Eir, industry and consumers. In any event, ComReg notes that Eir has access to 

the entire cost model (Revised CAM). In the unlikely event that there is take-up 

of LLU Outside the Modified LEA, Eir can assess the likely impact in terms of the 

LLU price which would be subject to ComReg’s approval. Please refer to 

paragraph 5.29 (i) for further details. 

6.32 In relation to Sky’s point at paragraph 6.17 regarding the gap between the price 

for LLU and SLU, ComReg notes that the choice of pricing parameters / 

assumptions used to determine the LLU and SLU prices has an impact on the 

pricing relativity between both services. In the previous copper access model in 

2010, SLU was calculated over a small number of cabinets with more than 300 

lines and located in the major urban areas i.e., Dublin, Cork, Galway, Limerick 

and Waterford, on the basis that SLU was unlikely to be used outside those areas 

during the price control period. In addition, the SLU price in 2010 did not have 

any limit to the loop length. However, in the Consultation Document, the SLU 

price was calculated based on SLU lines less than 1km from the serving cabinet, 

which has since been amended to 1.5km as a result of further information 

obtained from BT as part of the consultation process, as discussed in paragraph 

6.80.   

6.33 In addition, the modelling of SLU costs in the Revised CAM is now more accurate 

given more extensive and detailed geo-marketing data as well as more advanced 

modelling tools (as the exact route from each home to each cabinet is determined 

in the model) which allows us to calculate precisely the cost of copper local loops 

shorter than 1.5km. The table below illustrates the different parameters / 

assumptions used to determine the price for LLU and SLU which should help 

explain the price gap between the two services.  
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Figure 5: Difference in parameters used to set the LLU and SLU prices 

Description LLU price SLU price 

Number of exchanges / 
cabinets 

237 exchanges**  All exchanges 

Loop Length 5km (see para 6.43) 1.5km (see para 6.80).   

 

** Discussed at paragraphs 6.47 and 6.38 - 6.40. 

 

6.34 Further to Eir’s point at paragraph 6.18 relating to the proposed SLU price 

reduction and the mechanism to be used to determine consistency between the 

LLU price and the SLU price, it is important to note that this Decision Document 

does not amend the pricing structure set out in the NGA Decision except for an 

update to the SLU and LLU prices and an updated copper access model.  See 

paragraphs 6.83-6.85. 

6.35 In response to Eir’s point at paragraph 6.19 relating to the CPI-X approach, this 

point is addressed at Chapter 5, paragraph 5.131. 

6.36 With regard to Eir’s point at paragraph 6.20 on the impact of EVDSL on ULMP 

and SLU prices, ComReg notes that in our letter correspondence295 with Eir in 

August 2015 we stated that we welcomed Eir’s views on an appropriate 

alternative treatment in the context of EVDSL and in particular with regard to Eir’s 

view that a limit of 1 kilometre should apply to full LLU. However, no further 

details or commentary have been provided by Eir in this regard. ComReg 

considers that the LLU price should not include the scope of EVDSL lines as the 

areas where EVDSL is deployed is not likely to have infrastructure based 

competition.296  

LEA footprint: 

6.37 ComReg notes that while there was general agreement from ALTO and Eir to 

lock in the LEA footprint for the purposes of setting the LLU price, the other three 

respondents raised points for further consideration by ComReg. 

6.38 Since publication of the Consultation Document an additional 109 exchanges 

were added to the LEA footprint, . This increase in the footprint of the LEA 

would have resulted in an increase in the LLU price of circa €0.75c. 

                                            
295 ComReg letter of 13 August 2015 at 
http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg1567D.pdf 
296 Please see ComReg Information Notice 15/85 for further details on how EVDSL exchanges are 
assessed for inclusion or otherwise in the LEA. 
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6.39 While ComReg considers that for the purposes of this Decision the LEA footprint 

should be fixed / locked-in during the Price Control Period in order to provide 

certainty and price stability to operators in terms of infrastructure investment over 

the next few years, we have given further consideration to the appropriate 

footprint for build/buy signals. For the purposes of this Decision, we have also 

decided to exclude qualifying exchanges based on Criterion 5 from the LEA 

footprint, as defined in the Bundles Decision and in the WBA Pricing Decision, 

which we have termed the ‘Modified LEA’. See also paragraph 1.9. The Bundles 

Decision identified Criterion 5 exchanges as exceptional exchanges which either: 

(a) is surrounded by a qualifying exchange; or (b) serves fewer than 500 

residential premises and is located either adjacent to or in reasonable proximity 

to qualifying exchanges; or (c) is determined to the satisfaction of ComReg to 

have an economic affinity with adjacent qualifying exchanges. In the Bundles 

Decision we considered that the LEA may create ‘islands’ or ‘pockets’ of 

exchanges that do not meet any of the primary criteria (i.e., criteria 1-4) but are 

surrounded by exchanges and neighbouring communities that do. In the Bundles 

Decision, ComReg considered that to exclude such exchanges would be 

inconsistent with commercial dynamic outcomes of competitive markets where 

the same bundle / offering would not be available on equal terms in neighbouring 

exchanges. However, in the context of this Decision and setting appropriate price 

signals for wholesale fixed access services such as LLU, the same objectives 

are not relevant — in that we are not trying to encourage infrastructure-based 

competition in those specific types of exchanges covered by Criterion 5. See also 

paragraph 6.40. 

6.40 Furthermore, those exchanges included in the LEA under Criterion 5 have on 

average fewer than c.650 homes. The relative addressable market of these 

exchanges may be too small to justify commercial infrastructural-based 

investments by OAOs. ComReg considers that these exchanges should be 

excluded on the basis that infrastructure-based competition and fibre roll-out are 

unlikely in these areas. As noted by Eir, the LEA should reflect “…the areas 

where network investment by rival operators has occurred, or is likely to 

occur…”297. By excluding those Criterion 5 exchanges the impact on the LLU 

price per line per month is a reduction of €0.47. 

6.41 We note Eir’s point at paragraph 6.23 that the LEA should be used to reflect the 

areas where network investment by rival operators has occurred, or is likely to 

occur. Firstly, ComReg considers that there are some areas in the Modified LEA 

where future infrastructure investment is unlikely to occur i.e., those Criterion 5 

exchanges noted at paragraph 6.39. Secondly, there is also the unknown 

footprint where the likes of SIRO have made public announcements regarding 

indicative network rollout but this rollout may or may not materialise. Therefore, 

                                            
297 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 24. 
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in these two cases it is more prudent to exclude these areas from the Modified 

LEA as it may create inappropriate pricing signals to other operators.  

6.42 ComReg acknowledges and agrees with Eir’s point at paragraph 6.24 that in line 

with ComReg Decision D04/13 that the LEA should continue to be amended 

where additional exchanges meet the various criteria. For an exchange to be 

included in the LEA, it must meet one of the criteria specified in the ComReg 

Decision D04/13 and be approved for inclusion by ComReg.  

6.43 In relation to BT’s point at paragraph 6.25 that ComReg should reconsider the 

5km line length limit for LLU, ComReg has considered the data provided by BT 

in this regard. Based on data provided by BT . Consequenlty, we are of the 

view that the 5km line length limit from the exchange should be reinstated, 

consistent with the approach in the 2010 LLU Pricing Decision. This means that 

the cost of lines longer than 5km are excluded from the LLU price calculation on 

the basis that these lines are unlikely to be technically capable of carrying 

broadband as OAOs who use LLU to deliver broadband are only likely to use 

lines that are less than 5km from the exchange to the premises. In addition, as 

illustrated in the graph below in theory at 5kms from the exchange to the 

premises, speeds are likely to be less than 1Mbps.  

Figure 6: DSL speeds by length of line  

 

6.44 With regard to Sky’s point at paragraph 6.26 that ComReg has chosen not to 

amend the definition of the LEA, ComReg notes Sky’s comments but would like 

to clarify that the current consultation process is a review of the costing 

methodologies and prices for key current generation wholesale access services 

and not a review of the criterion used to establish likely exchanges for inclusion 

in the LEA with respect to the pricing flexibility allowed therein pursuant to the 

Bundles Decision. Separately, ComReg are in the process of consulting on 

Market 3a and 3b which includes an assessment of overall market conditions in 
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terms of competition. Consequently, the appropriateness of the LEA definition for 

Bundles pricing purposes will be assessed as part of that review.  

6.45 In relation to Vodafone’s views at paragraph 6.27 where it disagreed that the 

launch of SIRO will act as a competitive constraint in the medium term and that 

Eir has a clear ambition in both the LEA and non-LEA areas to re-assert its 

dominant position, ComReg refers to Annex 7, paragraph 18. As part of 

ComReg’s ongoing review of Markets 3a and 3b, ComReg expects to publish a 

consultation in Q2 2016 which, amongst other things will consider the relevance 

and competitive impact of SIRO’s product offering. Without prejudice to this 

analysis, given the scale, coverage and timing of SIRO’s network roll-out, in the 

short to medium term ComReg considers that Eir will continue to be the 

predominant WPNIA provider. 

6.46 Having considered the submissions from respondents, the pricing approach for 

determining the LLU monthly rental price remains appropriate for the reasons set 

out at paragraphs 6.28 to 6.45 above and for the reasons set out in Chapter 6 of 

the Consultation Document, at paragraphs 6.47 to 6.84. However, we have 

modified the loop line length as discussed at paragraph 6.43; we have decided 

to exclude Criterion 5 exchanges from the LEA footprint (i.e., the Modified LEA), 

as discussed at paragraphs 6.39 - 6.41 and we have adjusted the assumptions 

on volume to reflect volume decline of  as set out in paragraphs 5.93-5.99.  

6.47 The list of 237 exchanges (which make up the Modified LEA footprint) used to 

determine the LLU price in the context of this Decision is set out at Annex 14.  
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6.48 Figure 7 shows the changes to the LLU price since the consultation (15/67). 

Figure 7: LLU price 

Description  Para ref € 

LLU average price per 15/67  €10.19* 

Adjustments following Consultation 

15/67: 
  

5km line length restriction 6.43 (1.20) 

Volume loss 5.96 0.40 

Modified LEA footprint: 

Addition of 109 exchanges      + 0.75 

Exclusion of Crit. 5 exchanges (0.47) 

 

6.38 - 6.40 

 

0.28 

 

Payment term change 5.32 - 5.35  

 

0.21 

6.49  

Price trend change 5.27 

Depreciation formula corrected 5.37 

Mistake in chamber prices 5.39 

Recategorisation of Dublin 
exchanges 

8.69 

LLU average price per Decision  9.88* 

*Excluding fault repair and provisioning costs 

6.50 The LLU monthly rental prices for each year of the Price Control Period (2016-

2019) and the indicative prices for 2019/20 and 2020/21 are set out in Chapter 

13, Figure 17. 

6.2.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

6.51 For LLU, the monthly rental charge should be derived based on the BU-LRAIC+ 

methodology for Non-reusable Assets and Eir’s Indexed RAB for Reusable 

Assets in the Modified LEA.  
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6.52 The cost of LLU lines longer than 5km should be excluded from the LLU monthly 

rental price. 

6.53 The Modified LEA footprint for the purposes of setting the LLU price over the 

Price Control Period should be set at 237298 exchanges. 

6.54 For the national LLU monthly rental charge, Eir should charge the lower of: 

(a) The national LLU monthly rental price based on the average cost of 

providing LLU in the Modified LEA as determined by the Revised CAM in 

ComReg Decision D03/16; or 

(b) The LLU monthly rental charge as amended by changes made by Eir to 

the main parameters of the Revised Copper Access Model under ComReg 

Decision D03/16 and subject to prior approval by ComReg.  

6.55 Eir should ensure that any reduction to the SLU monthly rental charge (as a result 

of the margin squeeze between SLU and VUA) is consistently applied to the LLU 

monthly rental charge, where appropriate, using the Revised Copper Access 

Model. 

6.56 The LLU monthly rental prices for the Price Control Period (2016-2019) and the 

indicative prices for 2019/20 and 2020/21 are set out in Chapter 13, Figure 17. 

6.3 Determining the SLU price 

6.3.1 Overview:  

6.57 In Chapter 6 of the Consultation Document ComReg proposed that the maximum 

national SLU monthly rental price should be €5.88 (including fault repair 

costs).299  

6.58 ComReg was of the preliminary view that the monthly national rental price should 

be based on a national BU-LRAIC+ model whereby the BU-LRAIC+ approach 

should be applied to those assets that cannot be reused for NGA services (Non-

reusable Assets) and Eir’s TD data (or Eir’s Indexed RAB for Reusable Assets) 

is applied to those assets that can be reused for NGA services (e.g., ducts and 

poles).  

                                            
298 Please note that we use 237 exchanges (instead of 243 exchanges) for price setting purposes given 
that there are some cabinets included in the 243 exchanges which overlap with exchanges / MDFs in 
the LEA. 
299 See paragraph 5.134. 
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6.59 In addition, we proposed that the SLU costs should be adjusted to reflect the fact 

that lines greater than 1km are unlikely to be technically capable of supporting 

the required standard of broadband services. Therefore, we proposed that the 

cost of SLU lines longer than 1km should be excluded from the SLU price 

calculation.  

6.60 We considered that our proposed approach for SLU should send the appropriate 

‘build or buy’ signals as it relies on the assumption that there could be a demand 

for SLU lines nationally — including in the less economic exchanges (i.e., in rural 

areas). The demand for SLU may emerge in rural areas where private operators 

may require SLU to deliver broadband services as part of the NBP. In addition, 

we considered that a national SLU price is appropriate given that SLU is a direct 

input into Eir’s regulated VUA price (which is relevant for urban areas).  

6.61 Please refer to the Consultation Document, Chapter 6, paragraphs 6.92 – 6.124 

for further details on the SLU pricing approach. 

6.3.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document: 

6.62 There was general agreement from the majority of respondents regarding the 

proposed pricing approach for setting the monthly rental price for SLU. However, 

there was some points raised by respondents and these are set out below under 

the relevant headings. 

Impact of VDSL: 

6.63 Eir agreed “…in principle that national prices may be acceptable where the 

deaveraged prices differ to a very small extent.”300  

6.64 However, Eir explained that “The current SLU service and pricing approach are 

predicated on an alternative operator connecting to the Eir copper access 

network at a street cabinet and using their own electronics to launch VDSL 

services to customers served via that street cabinet.”301 However, Eir further 

added that since “…VDSL services can be launched from Eir MDF sites 

operators locating electronics at such MDFs can launch VDSL services from 

MDFs as well as from street cabinets.” 302 Eir considered that this raises the issue 

as to whether the service that the operator uses in serving such customers “...is 

ULMP or exchange launched SLU.” 303 and therefore Eir considered that 

ComReg need to resolve the definition of LLU services before the price for SLU 

and LLU can be reviewed. 

                                            
300 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 25. 
301 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 24. 
302 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 24. 
303 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 24. 
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6.65 While BT “…generally agree…”304 with the approach for SLU, for exchange 

launched VDSL, BT considered that the model needs to be updated to consider 

EVDSL as … this technology will address a significant part of the market (circa 

at least  premises)...” 305 

6.66 In addition, BT considered that for D-Side Distances “...the cabinet downstream 

bitrate is still over 36Mbit/s at 1km and circa 30Mbit/s at 1.2km.”306 BT referred 

to the Government’s minimum target rate for the National Broadband Plan is 

30Mbit/s and that our model should at least consider this distance. BT also 

referred to the TNO report307, published by ComReg, where “…the graph [Figure 

9] suggests a broadband service at 18 to 20mbit/s is still commercially viable at 

1.5km …”308 BT suggested that as “eir Group are offering lower speed VDSL 

profiles …at least change 1km to 1.2km and consider whether the workable 

distance should be 1.5km” 309 

Price gap between SLU and LLU: 

6.67 Sky raised concerns around the price gap between LLU and SLU compared to 

the previous gap under ComReg Decision D01/10 stating that “The newly 

proposed price ceilings for the services will create a permissible gap of 

€4.31...[with]...LLU prices being 73% higher than SLU by comparison to an 

existing permissible premium of just 17%.”310 Sky considered that “… this 

magnitude of change requires a comprehensive explanation from ComReg.”311 

6.68 Sky stated that “...the proposed price reduction for SLU (at this late stage) is 

unlikely to deliver any material benefits from a competitive perspective at the 

wholesale level through infrastructure investment.”312 

6.69 Furthermore, Sky stated that “The only practical impact of the newly proposed 

SLU price ceiling will be with respect to how it affects relevant margin squeeze 

tests.”313 Sky further added that “The newly proposed ceilings means that 

products/bundles derived from LLU/LS could now be at a relative disadvantage 

(from a pricing perspective) to Eir’s NGA SABB by virtue of the widening of the 

gap between the ceilings.” 314 Sky stated that under the new pricing proposal “Eir 

retail can reduce its NGA SABB by an extra €2.43 (€4.31 less €1.88) per month 

relative to the price of a LLU bundle it is competing with...the impact of the 

                                            
304 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 6. 
305 BT Response to Consultation, page 6. 
306 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 6. 
307 Impact Analysis of VDSL2 from the local exchange (EVSDL) on VDSL2 from the cabinet (CVDSL) For the 

Irish access network. TNO report 2015 R10267. See figure 9.   
308 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 7. 
309 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 7. 
310 Sky Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
311 Sky Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
312 Sky Response to Consultation 15/67, page 5. 
313 Sky Response to Consultation 15/67, page 5. 
314 Sky Response to Consultation 15/67, page 5. 
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proposal therefore at best, ignores or at worst, totally undermines ComReg’s 

Decision in D03/13.”315  

6.70 BT stated that “they are disappointed with the ComReg proposal to reduce the 

SLU price which hands eir Group a new lever to reduce Wholesale and Retail 

NGA services at a time and to a level of its choice (within a pricing window)”316 

6.71 ALTO also noted the gap between the SLU and LLU prices and queried “… what 

if anything has changed?”317 ALTO added that “the costing methodology being 

proposed for both SLU and LLU is exactly the same…thus ...why is there such a 

discrepancy between old and new pricing...”318  

6.72 ALTO stated that “The implications of the significant drop in SLU pricing has all 

come too late for competition…The only implication of this new ceiling therefore 

that we see is that it effectively relaxes the margin squeeze test on eircom for 

NGA SABB…[and]… ALTO members find this position problematic.”319 

Methodology for Reusable Assets and Non-reusable Assets: 

6.73 Vodafone “accept in principle” the approach adopted by ComReg but reiterated 

that they “…strongly question the approach in using a BU-LRAIC+ methodology 

for Non-reusable Assets...” 320  

6.74 Vodafone also reiterated its point that “…ComReg has already taken in 

consideration Eir’s investment in Duct and Poles for the period 2015 to 2018 and 

as this period corresponds to when remaining NGA investments are to be made, 

we again question the logic of the stated percentages for Poles and Duct 

replacements.”321 

6.75 In its letter of 2 December 2015, Vodafone reiterated its strong disagreement 

“…with an unsubstantiated use of uplifts of 8% on Poles and 5% for Ducts (non-

reusable elements) and the argument from eir that this is not enough.”322 

6.76 Vodafone added that “…this is reflective of both an underinvestment by eir in the 

past, as well as a reflection that the replacement cycle for Poles and Ducts is 

longer than the regulated asset lives.” 323 and “If some element of additional 

replacement were to be used then more realistic asset lives will have to be used 

in the Pricing models.” 324 Vodafone called on ComReg “...to commence such a 

                                            
315 Sky Response to Consultation 15/67, page 5. 
316 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 1. 
317 Alto Response to Consultation 15/67, page 3. 
318 Alto Response to Consultation 15/67, page 3/4. 
319 Alto Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
320 Vodafone Response to Consultation, page 8. 
321 Vodafone Response to Consultation, page 8. 
322 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 9, at Annex 8. 
323 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 9, at Annex 8. 
324 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 9, at Annex 8. 
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review as soon as possible, but note this review should not delay the 

implementation of revised wholesale access pricing with the move to cost 

orientation but that the prices are adjusted once this review is completed.”325 

6.3.3 ComReg’s Position: 

6.77 ComReg notes that there was general agreement among respondents regarding 

the pricing approach for the SLU monthly rental price. ComReg’s position with 

regard to the points raised by respondents are addressed under the relevant 

headings below. 

Impact of VDSL: 

6.78 Further to Eir’s point at paragraph 6.64 that in light of the launch of VDSL that 

the definition of LLU needs to be resolved before LLU and SLU prices can be 

set, ComReg considers that the definitions of LLU and SLU are such that there 

is no confusion in terms of delivery of service and therefore no changes are 

deemed to be required. 

6.79 In relation to BT’s point at paragraph 6.65 that the model needs to be updated to 

consider EVDSL, ComReg considers that EVDSL does not impact the access 

network, as the network continues to be based on the copper loop from the 

exchange, therefore no changes are required to the Revised CAM. 

6.80 In response to BT’s proposal at paragraph 6.66 that the line length from the 

cabinet for SLU should be limited to 1.5km (as opposed to 1km in the 

Consultation Document), ComReg has considered the data provided by BT and 

we are of the view that the line length limit should reflect BT’s proposal of 1.5km.  

Price gap between SLU and LLU: 

6.81 In relation to Sky’s point at paragraph 6.67 and ALTO’s point at paragraph 6.71, 

regarding the gap between the price of LLU and SLU, ComReg has discussed 

the cost modelling choices for setting the SLU and LLU prices at paragraphs 6.32 

- 6.33.  

6.82 The price gap between LLU and SLU is to cover the costs from the home to the 

cabinet. As previously set out in the NGA Decision, the link between copper and 

fibre is established where the SLU cost oriented price (Market 4 product) is the 

key cost input to the cost stack for VUA (Market 5 product) in the margin squeeze 

model, given that it reflects the cost from the home to the cabinet. This approach 

ensures that copper and fibre based services are priced consistently relative to 

their cost of provision.  

6.83 In relation to Sky’s point at paragraph 6.68 that the proposed SLU price reduction 

is unlikely to deliver any material benefit from a competitive perspective, 

                                            
325 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 9, at Annex 8. 
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ComReg considers that the demand for SLU may emerge in rural areas where 

private operators may require SLU to deliver broadband services as part of the 

NBP. Please also see paragraphs 3.32 - 3.34.  

6.84 With regard to Sky’s point at paragraph 6.69, BT’s point at paragraph 6.70 and 

ALTO’s views at paragraph 6.72 that the price reduction to SLU will allow Eir to 

reduce the price of its NGA services, ComReg would like to clarify that NGA 

services (VUA and NGA Bitstream) are subject to a margin squeeze regime. 

Therefore, a change in the current anchor prices for SLU does not necessarily 

lead to a change in the price for VUA and NGA Bitstream (i.e., the relative 

economic space may simply increase between VUA and SLU which would not 

result in a required price change to NGA products/services). Furthermore, an 

increase in the gap between LLU and SLU should facilitate the migration by 

OAOs from LLU to VUA.  

6.85 However, price consistency between SLU and LLU is relevant where the SLU 

price is reduced as a result of the margin squeeze test between SLU and VUA. 

In the NGA Decision ComReg imposed a margin squeeze test between the VUA 

service in Market 5 and the SLU service in Market 4. This should ensure that 

VUA is not priced so low that it would dis-incentivise investment by alternative 

infrastructure operators during the transition to NGA services. If a reduction to 

the SLU price is required under the VUA to SLU margin squeeze test so also 

would a reduction be required to the LLU price, as appropriate, using the relevant 

parameters of the Revised CAM. Eir must continue to respect the link that is 

already established between the price of SLU and VUA as set out in the NGA 

Decision. The key point is the link between LLU and VUA in order to ensure that 

there is no inappropriate discrimination between users using the same asset, as 

both products share similar infrastructure inputs.  

Methodology for Reusable Assets and Non-reusable Assets: 

6.86 Further to Vodafone’s point at paragraph 6.73 regarding the use of BU-LRAIC+ 

approach, this is addressed in Chapter 4, paragraphs 4.126-4.130.  

6.87 In response to Vodafone’s point at paragraphs 6.74 that ComReg has already 

taken into consideration Eir’s investment in Duct and Poles for the period 2015 

to 2018, this is addressed in Chapter 4, paragraphs 4.139 to 4.144.  

6.88 With regard to Vodafone’s point at paragraph 6.75 in relation to its disagreement 

of the replacement rate incorporated for ducts and poles, this is addressed in 

Chapter 4, paragraphs 4.139 to 4.144.  

6.89 In relation to Vodafone’s point at paragraph 6.76 about the review of asset lives, 

this is addressed in Chapter 4, paragraph 4.154. 
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6.90 Having considered the submissions from respondents, the pricing approach for 

determining the SLU monthly rental price remains appropriate for the reasons 

set out at paragraphs 6.77 to 6.89 above and for the reasons set out in Chapter 

6 of the Consultation Document, at paragraphs 6.89 to 6.121 except for the 

modification to the sub-loop line length as discussed at paragraph 6.80. 

6.91 Figure 8 shows the changes to the SLU price since the consultation (15/67). 

Figure 8: SLU price 

Description  Para ref € 

SLU average price per 15/67  €5.88* 

Adjustments following 
Consultation 15/67:  

  

Line restriction at 1.5km 
(rather than 1km) 

6.80 0.30 

Reallocation of fixed and 
common costs due to line 
restriction 

Annex 11 (0.85) 

Volume loss 5.96 0.17 

Payment term change 5.32-5.35  

 

0.10 

 

Price trend change 5.27 

Depreciation formula 
corrected 

5.37 

Mistake in chamber prices 5.39 

Recategorisation of Dublin 
exchanges 

8.69 

SLU average price as per 
Decision 

 €5.60* 

*Includes fault repair costs 

6.92 The SLU monthly rental prices for each year of the Price Control Period (2016-

2019) and the indicative prices for 2019/20 and 2020/21 are set out in Chapter 

13, Figure 18. 
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6.3.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

6.93 The monthly rental charge for SLU should be derived based on the BU-LRAIC+ 

methodology for Non-reusable Assets and Eir’s Indexed RAB for Reusable 

Assets nationally. 

6.94 The cost of SLU lines longer than 1.5km should be excluded from the SLU price. 

6.95 For the national SLU monthly rental charge Eir should charge the lowest of:  
 

(a) The national SLU monthly rental charge based on the average cost of 

providing SLU nationally as determined by the Revised CAM in ComReg 

Decision D03/16;  

(b) The SLU monthly rental charge as amended by changes made by Eir to 

the main parameters of the Revised Copper Access Model under ComReg 

Decision D03/16 and subject to prior approval by ComReg; or 

(c) A revised SLU monthly rental charges based on the margin squeeze test 

between SLU and VUA (per ComReg Decision D03/13) and subject to 

prior approval by ComReg. 

6.96 The SLU monthly rental prices for the Price Control Period (2016-2019) and the 

indicative prices for 2019/20 and 2020/21 ar set out in Chapter 13, Figure 18. 
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6.4 Determining the SB-WLR price 

6.4.1 Overview: 

6.97 In Chapter 6 of the Consultation Document ComReg proposed that the SB-WLR 

monthly price should be set based on the higher of: 

(i)  Eir’s TD costs adjusted for efficiencies associated with the provision of 

SB-WLR nationally, resulting in a monthly SB-WLR price of €16.72; or 

(ii) A combination of the BU-LRAIC+ costs and Eir’s TD costs for the provision 

of SB-WLR in the LEA, resulting in a monthly SB-WLR charge of €12.51. 

6.98 ComReg considered that the proposed approach achieves a balance of allowing 

Eir to recover its national efficiently incurred costs while at the same time 

ensuring that there are appropriate investment incentives in urban areas. This 

balance is achieved by the fact that the SB-WLR price is always the higher of (i) 

or (ii) at paragraph 6.97.  

6.99 Please refer to the Consultation Document, Chapter 6, paragraphs 6.130 – 6.168 

for further details on the SB-WLR pricing approach. 

6.4.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document: 

6.100 The majority of respondents generally agreed that the monthly rental price for 

SB-WLR should be based on the higher of Eir’s actual top down costs (adjusted 

for efficiencies) for the provision of SB-WLR nationally or the BU-LRAIC+ costs 

for Non-reusable Assets and active assets with Eir’s Indexed RAB applied to 

Reusable Assets for the provision of SB-WLR in the LEA. 

6.101 Sky “…agrees with ComReg’s proposal that WLR should be priced nationally 

(€16.72) rather than on a de-averaged basis inside and outside the LEA….”326 

6.102 Furthermore Sky stated that it “…favours a nationally averaged WLR pricing 

approach that includes the cost of provisioning and repair as proposed by 

ComReg ….”327 and that “…the proposal should be introduced no later than 1 

January, 2016.”328 Sky also considered that “… based on ComReg’s assessment 

of the true cost of WLR (€16.72) nationally against what eircom has been 

charging nationally for the service since 2007 (€18.02)…explain[s] why Eir chose 

not to increase WLR charges in line with allowances under the Retail Price Cap 

                                            
326 Sky Response to Consultation 15/67, page 3. 
327 Sky Response to Consultation 15/67, page 1. 
328 Sky Response to Consultation 15/67, page 1. 
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for several years and why ultimately it could afford to discount WLR pricing (in 

May 2013) within the LEA as part of its NGA roll-out strategy.”329 

6.103 BT considered that the proposed option for SB-WLR pricing would appear to be 

a “…workable compromise.”330 

6.104 ALTO “agrees with ComReg.” and added that it “…agrees with ComReg’s 

analysis that the eircom’s Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies for the provision 

of SB-WLR nationally (with active equipment based on BU-LRAIC+ costs) or BU-

LRAIC+ costs for Non-reusable Assets and active equipment with eircom’s 

Indexed RAB applied to Reusable Assets for the provision of SB-WLR in the 

LEA.”331 

6.105 While Vodafone “…agrees with the approach adopted by ComReg in the pricing 

of SB-WLR…”332 it considered that “SB-WLR should be significantly lower”.333 

6.106 Vodafone in its letter of 2 December 2015, made reference to the points noted 

by Eir in its response to the Consultation Document stating that “…the use of its 

own Separated Accounts costing inputs (adjusted for efficiencies) when pricing 

of SB-WLR, and SABB outside of LEA understates the true economic value of 

these assets, and Vodafone has some sympathy and understanding for this...”334  

6.107 Vodafone further highlighted in its letter that Eir notes that “ a significant element 

of the SB-WLR line card assets are heavily depreciated and that to price on this 

basis would not reflect their ‘economic value’, and could if priced at such levels 

provide a dis-incentive to investment.” 335 Vodafone suggest that “The most 

obvious solution is to reallocate NBV and depreciation costs from eir’s next 

generation cost base, in particular, from eir’s Broadband cost base.” 336 Vodafone 

explained that “This would reflect the reality that eir funded its next generation 

investments and rollout from the profits made in current generation products and 

services, for example from SB-WLR.” 337  

6.108 Eir noted a number of changes which it considered would be required to the 

underlying costing approach for SB-WLR, as follows: 

                                            
329 Sky Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
330 BT Response to Consultation 16/67, page 7. 
331 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 10. 
332 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 8. 
333 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 9. 
334 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 10, at Annex 8. 
335 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 10, at Annex 8. 
336 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 10, at Annex 8. 
337 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 10, at Annex 8. 
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(i) “pole costs should be recovered using Infrastructure Renewals 

Accounting that takes into account a long-term forecast for pole 

replacement 

(ii) the definition of the LEA for the Bottom-Up modelling should reflect a 

longer term view of the areas where rival networks are likely to be rolled 

out 

(iii) the national cost for SB-WLR should reflect the actual mix of the provision 

of SB-WLR as between the LEA and outside the LEA 

(iv) the tilted annuity should be replaced with the use of a flat annuity so as to 

provide for a more stable and credible future path of prices; and 

(v) volumes in the Bottom-Up and Top-Down modelling should reflect a 

reasonable forecast of the loss in volumes to rival networks.”338 

6.109 Eir further added that by using “…Eir’s actual costs adjusted for efficiencies there 

is an issue with the alignment of the approach to using the reported Eir costs in 

recent financial years to the actual SB-WLR service that will be delivered during 

the price control period.”339 Eir stated that they have “…already engaged industry 

stakeholders around a number of service enhancements…”340 with regard to 

“…enhanced provisioning and a streamlined repair process.”341 Eir stated that 

“The additional costs of these enhancements have not been recognised in 

modelling to date and will not be recovered from the price level proposed for SB-

WLR monthly rental at Figure 44.”342 

6.110 CEG stated that the “…proposed price does not reflect the current geographic 

take-up of SB-WLR (which is skewed towards the significantly higher cost rural 

areas) nor does it reflect how developing competition in the LEA will result in 

further falls in the use of SB-WLR in the LEA.”343  

6.111 CEG stated that “…in not reflecting the actual geographic split of demand for SB-

WLR, the proposed price will require Eir to supply SB-WLR below cost.” 344 CEG 

further added that “Eir would be faced with intensifying infrastructure-based 

competition in the LEA and a requirement to supply SB-WLR significantly below 

costs to service providers outside the LEA.”345  

                                            
338 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 26. 
339 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 26. 
340 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 26. 
341 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 26. 
342 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 26. 
343 CEG report, page 10. 
344 CEG report, page 11. 
345 CEG report, page 11. 
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6.112 CEG also considered that “…ComReg should reflect an updated definition of its 

LEA in its regulation to reflect SIRO’s likely rollout not only to the end of 2018 but 

into its second phase.”346 CEG stated that by “Ensuring that the definition of the 

LEA is based on a forward-looking assessment of likely network roll-out will help 

to avoid undermining investment incentives…”347  

6.113 In addition, CEG considered that “As the purpose of BU-LRAIC+ methodology is 

to protect investment incentives it is precisely those areas where there is the 

potential for new investment for which the BU-LRAIC+ methodology is crucial. 

Accordingly, ComReg should ensure that its application of bottom-up modelling 

estimates the bottom-up cost for the area of the LEA defined to include the areas 

where SIRO will be likely to be rolled out to as further information becomes 

available.”348  

6.4.3 ComReg’s Position: 

6.114 We note that the majority of respondents generally agreed with the pricing 

approach for SB-WLR. 

6.115 Further to Sky’s point at paragraph 6.102 that the revised SB-WLR price should 

be introduced no later than 1 January 2016, we recognise that the completion of 

the Revised CAM is an important matter and have endeavoured to complete the 

process in an efficient manner.  

6.116 While Vodafone considered at paragraph 6.105 that SB-WLR should be 

significantly lower, ComReg notes that it has considered all of the key issues 

raised by respondents in the relevant chapters throughout the Decision 

Document. In addition, please see paragraphs 5.43 to 5.70 in Chapter 5 where 

we have outlined how we have revised the level of operating costs in the Revised 

CAM to take account of variations between Eir’s HCAs for 2013/14 and 2014/15 

and how this has been reflected in the context of SB-WLR costs in the model. 

Please also see Figure 9 and Figure 10 below for changes to the SB-WLR price 

since the Consultation Document. 

                                            
346 CEG report, page 11. 
347 CEG report, page 11. 
348 CEG report, page 11. 
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6.117 Further to Vodafone’s views at paragraph 6.106 - 6.107 that a significant element 

of the SB-WLR line card assets are heavily depreciated and that to price on this 

basis would not reflect their ‘economic value’, ComReg would like to clarify that 

active assets i.e., line card, is based on the BU-LRAIC+ costs and not based on 

TD costs. The BU-LRAIC+ approach for active assets i.e., line cards should 

provide the correct pricing signals for replacement of such assets given that line 

cards have a short lifetime and must be replaced more often than cables and civil 

engineering assets. Please see Chapter 6, subsection 6.6.3 of the Consultation 

Document. With regards to Vodafone’s point on economic value of assets, this 

is addressed in Chapter 4, paragraph 4.154.  

6.118 In response to Eir’s view at paragraph 6.108 regarding a number of changes 

which it considered would be required to the underlying costing approach for SB-

WLR, ComReg notes the following: 

(i) With regards to pole costs, in particular the IRE approach, this point is 

addressed in Chapter 4, paragraph 4.145. It is important to note that the 

SB-WLR price based on the TD costs or Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for 

Efficiencies nationally (with BU-LRAIC+ costs applied to the active 

equipment) would not include the provision for replacement of Non-

reusable Assets i.e., it does not include an additional 8% replacement of 

the  pole base or additional 5% replacement of ducts.  

Instead the SB-WLR price based on Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for 

Efficiencies nationally would only reflect Eir’s projected “business as 

usual” reinvestment in poles of  each year over the three year Price 

Control Period. However, if it were the case that Eir invested significantly 

more in its copper access network, this investment should flow through its 

HCAs. Therefore, our approach should allow Eir to recover any money 

invested in maintaining or upgrading its copper access network on the 

basis that Eir will have the assurance that what it spends can be recovered 

via the prices it can charge for SB WLR services by means of 

reconciliation to Eir’s HCAs.  

(ii) With regards to Eir’s point at paragraph 6.108 and CEG’s views at 

paragraphs 6.112 and 6.113 on the definition of the LEA, and in particular 

that the LEA for the BU model should reflect forward looking investment, 

this is addressed in paragraph 6.41. 

(iii) With regards to Eir’s view at paragraph 6.108 and CEG’s views at 

paragraphs 6.110 and 6.111 that the national cost for SB-WLR should 

reflect the actual mix of provision of SB-WLR between the LEA and 

Outside the LEA, ComReg considers that SB-WLR is a national product 

with a significant amount of self-supply and as such the national approach 

adopted by ComReg is appropriate.  
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Eir is subject to the obligation of non-discrimination and when Eir Retail 

sells line rental it has to purchase the SB-WLR line from Open Eir 

(Wholesale). As a consequence, the geographic mix used by ComReg is 

the mix of SB-WLR as a whole (retail and wholesale lines).  

(iv) With regards to the the tilted annuity formula, and in particular Eir’s view 

that the formula should be replaced by a flat annuity, this is addressed in 

Chapter 5, paragraph 5.27. 

(v) With regards to volume forecasts, and in particular Eir’s view that volumes 

should reflect reasonable volume loss to rival networks, please see 

Chapter 5, paragraphs 5.93-5.99. 

6.119 Further to Eir’s submission at paragraph 6.109 that the additional costs of the 

service enhancements have not been recognised in the SB-WLR modelling to 

date, this point is addressed in Chapter 4, paragraph 4.65. 

6.120 Having considered the submissions from respondents, the pricing approach for 

determining the SB-WLR monthly rental price remains appropriate for the 

reasons set out at paragraphs 6.114 to 6.119 above and for the reasons set out 

in Chapter 6 of the Consultation Document, at paragraphs 6.125 to 6.166.  

6.121 Figure 9 and Figure 10 shows the changes to the SB-WLR monthly average price 

since the consultation (15/67). 

Figure 9: SB-WLR price – TD national 

Description  Para ref € National 

SB-WLR average price per 15/67  €16.72* 

Adjustments following Consultation 

15/67: 
  

Revised volume loss 5.95 
(0.03) 

Depreciation formula corrected 5.37 

OPEX 5.43-5.70 (0.51) 

SB-WLR average national price per 
Decision 

 16.18* 

*Includes fault repair and provisioning costs 
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Figure 10: SB-WLR price – BU costs based on Modified LEA 

Description  Para ref € LEA 

SB-WLR average price per 15/67  €12.51* 

Adjustments following Consultation 

15/67: 
  

Volume decline 5.95 0.49 

Modified LEA footprint: 

Addition of 109 exchanges       

Exclusion of Crit. 5 exchanges  

6.38-6.40  

 

 

0.43 Payment term change 5.32-5.35 

Price trend change 5.27 

Depreciation formula corrected 5.37 

Mistake in chamber prices 5.39 

Recategorisation of Dublin exchanges 8.69 

SB-WLR average Modified LEA 
price per Decision 

 €13.43* 

*Includes fault repair and provisioning costs 

6.122 The SB-WLR monthly prices for each year of the Price Control Period (2016-

2019) and the indicative prices for 2019/20 and 2020/21 are set out in Chapter 

13, Figure 20. 

6.4.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

6.123 For SB-WLR the monthly rental charge should be derived based on the higher 

of: 

(i) Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies for the provision of SB-WLR 

nationally with the BU-LRAIC+ costs applied to the active equipment; or 
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(ii) BU-LRAIC+ costs for Non-reusable Assets and active equipment and Eir’s 

Indexed RAB for Reusable Assets for the provision of SB-WLR in the 

Modified LEA.349 

6.124 In each year of the Price Control Period, Eir should charge a monthly rental for 

SB-WLR which is the higher of the National or Modified LEA price for that given 

year, per Figure 11. 

Figure 11: Monthly price for SB-WLR – National and Modified LEA price 

Total Monthly SB-WLR 
Charge 

€ National € Modified 
LEA 

1 July  2016 – 30 June 2017 15.91* 12.90* 

1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018 16.20* 13.44* 

1 July 2018 – 30 June 2019 16.41* 13.95* 

1 July 2019 – 30 June 2020 16.59* 14.47* 

1 July 2020 – 30 June 2021 16.82* 15.07* 

* Includes rental costs, fault repair costs and connection / provisioning costs 

6.125 Please see Chapter 13, Figure 20 for the SB-WLR monthly national price for the 

years covered by the Price Control Period and the indicative prices for 2019/20 

and 2020/21. 

 

  

                                            
349 Please see paragraphs 6.47 and 6.38 - 6.40 for details on Modified LEA footprint used to set the 
SB-WLR price. 
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6.5 Determining pricing principles for SB-WLR ISDN BRA, 

PRA / FRA    

6.5.1 Overview: 

6.126 In Chapter 6 of the Consultation Document we considered the pricing principles 

that should apply with regard the delivery of SB-WLR by ISDN via primary rate 

access (‘PRA’) and fractional rate access (‘FRA’). We acknowledged that while 

the costs related to SB-WLR ISDN PRA and FRA were not captured to date in 

the model we proposed that the pricing principles established in relation to the 

SB-WLR PSTN service (at subsection 6.4 above) should also apply in the context 

of SB-WLR ISDN PRA and FRA services. Therefore, we proposed that Eir should 

be required to charge the higher of:  

 Eir's TD costs adjusted for efficiencies for the provision of SB-WLR ISDN 

nationally; or 

 A combination of the BU-LRAIC+ costs and Eir's TD costs for the 

provision of SB-WLR ISDN FRA and PRA services in the LEA. 

6.127 Chapter 6 of the Consultation Document also set out that the ISDN BRA pricing 

principles should be consistent with SB-WLR.  

6.5.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document: 

6.128 ALTO agreed that the SB-WLR ISDN PRA and FRA services should follow the 

same pricing principles as that of SB-WLR PSTN services while BT and Eir 

disagreed. 

6.129 ALTO agreed with ComReg stating that “…for SB-WLR ISDN FRA and PRA the 

same solution should be adopted.”350 

6.130 BT stated that “The FRA and PRA services fall within the business market and 

in many ways are akin to leased line infrastructure rather than the consumer 

services that are largely addressed by this price control consultation…”351 

6.131 BT considered that “...it [is] reasonable to assume that FRA and PRA services 

will be increasingly replaced by new IP based solution such as SIP Trunking to 

the benefit of end customers.” 352 As a result, BT suggested that “…regulatory 

intervention at this time will be counterproductive by undermining investment 

plans to deliver innovative substitute services.” 353 and it did not agree that 

                                            
350 Alto Response to Consultation 15/67, page 11. 
351 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 7. 
352 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 7. 
353 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 7. 
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“...ComReg should propose price reductions to FRA and PRA services as it will 

create uncertainty and potentially undermine new investment.”354 

6.132 Eir disagreed with our approach on the basis that “…. almost all of the assets 

specific to the Eir ISDN services have been fully depreciated and setting the price 

on the basis of the “actual” costs sends the wrong price signal to other operators 

self-providing ISDN services.”355 Furthermore, Eir stated that “…deep reductions 

in the Eir SB-WLR prices for ISDN BRA, FRA, and PRA will favour other 

operators who chose not to invest and self-provide as the market price for retail 

ISDN services will fall towards the new SB-WLR rates. This will, in effect, strand 

the investments made by operators that built out access networks to business 

customers and invested in the core network capabilities to offer ISDN services to 

those customers.”356 

6.133 Eir suggested that “…regulation of SB-WLR for PSTN and ISDN services 

provides an opportunity for ComReg to utilise a tariff basket approach to promote 

efficiency and increase overall consumer benefits. By applying a single cap to a 

basket of PSTN and ISDN services, ComReg can ensure that for a given forecast 

output level Eir’s total implied revenues would be the same as they would be 

under two separate caps.”357  

6.134 Eir added that “If ComReg was minded not to allow such flexibility then it could 

achieve some of the consumer welfare benefits of a tariff basket by applying a 

different cost allocation to PSTN and ISDN services that reflects the higher value 

placed on the latter.”358 Eir suggested that previously “...ODTR/ComReg used 

the gradient in retail prices by time of day to determine the structure of wholesale 

interconnect prices by time of day.”359 

6.135 Separately, in the Eir August Letter, Eir referred to the 'Copper Access Model - 

Main Model - July 2015' stating that “…the results worksheet shows an output 

for ISDN BRA monthly rental based on the treatment that each service uses two 

copper pairs. In reality all ISDN BRA services are delivered over a single copper 

pair. ISDN FRA and PRA services are generally delivered over two copper pairs 

using HDSL technology to deliver a 2 Mbps bearer - but many use alternative 

fibre, co-axial cable, or radio, access to deliver the same bearer capability.”360 

6.136 In the Eir / CEG clarifications of 10 November 2015, Eir provided details of the 

business SIP361 trunking services which will be used for the future provision / 

                                            
354 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 7. 
355 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 27. 
356 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 27. 
357 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 27. 
358 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 28. 
359 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 28. 
360 ComReg Document No 15/67d http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg1567D.pdf 
361 Session Initiation Protocol. 

http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg1567D.pdf
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delivery of ISDN PRA and FRA services. Please see Annex 8 for the product 

sheet provided by Eir containing the details of the SIP trunking service. Eir stated 

that “Given that replacement of ISDN by SIP Trunking – and the equivalent 

Business VoIP services offered by other Operators – is at such an early stage 

that a reduction in ISDN wholesale prices could damage the take up of the new 

services.”362 Eir considered that “This would be particularly unfortunate as the 

ISDN platform is approaching end-of-life when equipment suppliers will no longer 

provide support or spares.”363 

6.137 ComReg sought clarification from Eir on whether it had a migration plan from 

ISDN PRA/FRA services to SIP trunking services and, if so, to provide ComReg 

with the details. ComReg also asked Eir to confirm if the SIP trunking service can 

be replicated by an alternative operator either using LLU or Bitstream. 

6.138 In the Eir clarifications of 24 November 2015, Eir confirmed that “...there is no 

current plan to retire the ISDN BRA, FRA, or PRA services.”364  

6.139 In addition, and in terms of replicability of the SIP trunking service by other 

operators, Eir confirmed that “In general the larger (by voice channel) 

implementations use symmetrical Ethernet access. This can be replicated by an 

operator using the open eir WSEA service. There are also instances of small site 

implementation where eir Business uses a Broadband access. In this context an 

Operator with their own VoIP platform, such as IMS, could replicate SIP trunking 

using either Bitstream or unbundled loops to access customers connected to the 

eir copper network.”  

6.5.3 ComReg’s Position: 

6.140 ComReg notes that ALTO agreed that the SB-WLR ISDN PRA and FRA services 

should follow the same pricing principles as that of SB-WLR PSTN services while 

BT and Eir disagreed. 

6.141 Further to the concerns raised by BT and Eir at paragraphs 6.131 and 6.132-

6.134 that ComReg’s approach for ISDN PRA and FRA services could 

undermine new investment while sending the wrong price signals to operators, 

ComReg notes that its proposal in the Consultation Document for setting the 

wholesale prices for ISDN PRA and FRA services was to base the costs of active 

assets on BU-LRAIC+ costs rather than on TD costs. This was to ensure that the 

costs relating to these assets transmit the correct build-or-buy signals so that 

OAOs are encouraged to climb the ladder of investment. ComReg acknowledges 

the fact that the reported costs for these services are declining as the assets 

                                            
362 Eir covering note “Additional Information from meeting of 22nd October”, page 2, Annex 8. 
363 Eir covering note “Additional Information from meeting of 22nd October”, page 3, Annex 8. 
364 Eir note “Additional Information from meeting of 22nd October and mail from 17th November”, page 
2, Annex 8. 
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specific to the provision of ISDN PRA and FRA services are reaching the end of 

their regulatory asset lives. Given that, in the case of SB-WLR ISDN PRA and 

FRA services, investments in active assets would have represented a significant 

proportion of the overall cost base the level of returns reported in the HCA 

accounts appear higher than would be the case if the BU-LRAIC+ costs of active 

assets are considered.  

6.142 ComReg also notes BT’s reference at paragraph 6.130 to FRA and PRA services 

falling within the business market and we are aware that these services are 

increasingly being provided over business access fibres. While this Decision 

Document is primarily concerned with copper access services, any determination 

of cost oriented charges for ISDN PRA and FRA services would have to consider 

the extent that fibre delivery is also used for such provision.  

6.143 We also note that there are issues concerning the current cost of the active 

equipment. ComReg is aware that FRA and PRA are declining products and Eir 

has informed ComReg that “the ISDN platform is approaching end-of-life when 

equipment suppliers will no longer provide support or spares”365. This appears to 

be similar to the situation in the UK where BT has indicated to Ofcom “that the 

main capital assets used in the provision of wholesale ISDN30 (i.e. line cards 

and concentrators) are no longer in manufacture and that to serve new demand 

it is currently re-using its existing stock366”. One consequence of this trend is that 

determining the current cost of replacing the existing equipment for the purposes 

of informing build / buy decisions becomes more subjective as it is no longer 

possible to reference existing supplier contracts.   

6.144 ComReg also notes BT’s point at paragraph 6.131 that it might be “reasonable 

to assume that FRA and PRA services will be increasingly replaced by new IP 

based solution such as SIP Trunking to the benefit of end customers367”. 

However, the take-up of such services to date remains low and ComReg is of 

the view that it would be premature to conclude that these possible alternatives 

could serve as a Modern Equivalent Asset (“MEA”) for the purposes of deriving 

the current cost to Eir of providing current generation ISDN PRA and FRA 

services.  

                                            
365 Eir covering note “Additional Information from meeting of 22nd October”, page 3, Annex 8.  
366 Ofcom: Fixed access market reviews: wholesale local access, wholesale fixed analogue exchange 
lines, ISDN2 and ISDN30; Volume 1; Section 17.13 
367 BT Response, page 8. 
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6.145 Therefore, ComReg considers that there are reasons why a rigorous assessment 

of the current cost of providing ISDN PRA and FRA services is problematic at 

this time. There is also a risk that setting wholesale prices that undervalue the 

active assets would discourage migration from a declining wholesale FRA and 

PRA service to newer and more efficient replacements (e.g., IP-based solutions). 

Setting prices below the efficient level of costs may also undermine investment 

incentives in newer technologies that are capable of providing similar services. 

This risk is compounded if the resulting prices are so low that they result in the 

stranded investments by other wholesale operators trying to compete with Eir in 

this market.  

6.146 Given the fact that supplies of replacement equipment are no longer readily 

available there is also a chance that signficiantly lower charges may result in an 

increase in the demand for current generation ISDN PRA/FRA services and Eir 

may not be a position to source the necessary equipment to meet that level of 

demand at a cost that would be sufficiently covered by the lower price levels. 

Similar concerns are relevant for the ISDN BRA service in so far as ISDN BRA 

is also supported on a legacy technology and has a relatively small and declining 

customer base (see paragraph 6.148). Therefore, for now we consider Eir should 

charge no more than the current rental prices for SB-WLR ISDN BRA, PRA and 

FRA and Eir should continue to keep these under review in line with its pricing 

obligations. 

6.147 In relation to Eir’s submission at paragraph 6.133 regarding the proposed tariff 

basket approach, ComReg acknowledges that a tariff basket approach could be 

relevant for products of a similar nature. However, SB-WLR PSTN, SB-WLR 

ISDN BRA and SB-WLR ISDN FRA/PRA address different types of consumers 

i.e., residential consumers are predominately associated with PSTN services 

while small to medium enterprises (‘SME’) are associated with ISDN BRA 

services and larger businesses are linked to ISDN FRA and PRA services. This 

is also recognised in the RFVA Decision where ISDN FRA / PRA services fall 

into a separate product market – high level voice access (‘HLVA’) market. 

Consequently a tariff basket approach could facilitate cross subsidies between 

groups of customers. As noted in Eir’s submission that “there is no reason that 

residential customers should be required to pay more so as to limit prices paid 

by business customers” this suggests that Eir could use the basket approach to 

price differentiate between different types of customers. However, while a basket 

approach can potentially have some benefits it could also distort competition by 

introducing greater uncertainty for OAOs regarding wholesale price levels. 

Therefore, ComReg considers that the approach described at paragraphs 6.141 

- 6.146 is more appropriate. 

6.148 In response to Eir’s view at paragraph 6.134 that if ComReg did not accept the 

tariff basket approach then ComReg could use gradient pricing similar to the 
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approach for interconnect prices, ComReg accepts that a gradient approach 

would be different from a price basket approach as the relative price differentials 

would be known and set in advance. However, this would still provide some level 

of price uncertainty for operators if the absolute level of prices was not also 

determined. In addition, a gradient approach makes most sense when the 

volume of services within the basket are broadly comparable. However, this is 

not the case with regard SB-WLR services. Based on the “Wholesale Fixed 

Narrowband Access” statement in Eir’s 2015 HCAs there are 1.2m SB-WLR 

PSTN lines, 64k SB-WLR ISDN BRA lines and 7k ISDN FRA/PRA lines368. As 

the volumes of ISDN BRA services are so low compared to PSTN services, an 

increase of €1 to ISDN BRA services is required to generate a decrease of €0.05 

cents to SB-WLR PSTN services.   

6.149 Furthermore, applying a gradient to interconnect voice services was justified on 

the basis that it resulted in a more efficient use of network resources as it was 

designed to discourage calls at peak times and promote greater utilisation at off-

peak times when there was spare capacity on the network.  There is no such 

obvious rationale to justify the introduction of a gradient between PSTN and ISDN 

services.  For these reasons ComReg consider that a gradient does not appear 

to be an appropriate mechanism to set the prices for these services.     

6.150 In relation to Eir’s clarifications at paragraphs 6.137 to 6.139 regarding the SIP 

trunking service, ComReg considers that Eir should continue to keep this under 

review. When it migrates the current ISDN PRA and FRA services over to the 

SIP trunking platform, Eir should ensure that it complies with its pricing 

obligations. 

6.151 With regard to Eir’s point at paragraph 6.135 that the Revised CAM shows an 

output for ISDN BRA monthly rental based on the treatment that each service 

uses two copper pairs instead of a single copper pair, ComReg would like to point 

out that the final Revised CAM is no longer used to determine the prices for ISDN 

given our views at paragraphs 6.141 - 6.146. 

6.152 Having considered the submissions from respondents, we have decided that Eir 

should charge no more than the current rental prices for SB-WLR ISDN BRA, 

PRA and FRA services for the reasons set out at paragraphs 6.141 to 6.149 

above. In addition, Eir should continue to keep these charges under review. 

                                            
368 Eir HCAs 2015, page 13. 
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6.5.4 ComReg’s Final Position:  

6.153 Eir should not charge in excess of the current SB-WLR ISDN BRA, PRA and 

FRA rental prices. Eir should keep these charges under review in line with its 

pricing obligations. 
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Chapter 7  

7 Pricing approach for SABB Outside 

the LEA 

7.1 Introduction 

7.1 In this chapter we determine the approach for setting the price for current 

generation SABB Outside the LEA. 

7.2 This chapter combines our decision on the appropriate costing methodologies 

(Chapter 4) and dimensioning the Revised CAM model (Chapter 5) to determine 

the output price for SABB Outside the LEA.  

7.3 In ComReg Decision D11/14369 (‘WBA Pricing Decision’) ComReg imposed the 

obligation of cost orientation with regard to the provision of SABB Outside the 

LEA. ComReg considered that Outside the LEA, Eir may price excessively for 

SABB services, given that there is little or no alternative infrastructure 

competition in this area. Therefore, ComReg’s objective is to protect those 

operators and, ultimately, consumers in rural areas from excessive prices where 

they decide to purchase a broadband only service from Eir. 

7.4 In this Decision Document we are further specifying the obligation of cost 

orientation (pursuant to the WBA Pricing Decision) with regard to the provision 

of current generation SABB Outside the LEA only.  

7.2 Determining the price for SABB Outside the LEA 

7.2.1 Overview 

7.5 In Chapter 7 of the Consultation Document ComReg proposed that the maximum 

monthly rental price for SABB Outside the LEA should be €22.16 (including fault 

repair and provisioning costs and excluding usage costs).  

7.6 ComReg was of the preliminary view that the monthly price for SABB, Outside 

the LEA, should be based on Eir’s TD costs (adjusted for efficiencies) associated 

with the provision of SABB Outside the LEA. 

                                            
369 ComReg Document 14/73R: Wholesale Broadband Access: Price control obligation in relation to 
current generation Bitstream; dated 9 July 2014. 
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7.7 We considered that the monthly SABB price Outside the LEA should ensure that 

there is no over or under recovery of costs by Eir. We also considered that the 

build or buy signals were less relevant in this area given the objective is not to 

stimulate alternative operator investment where it is clear no commercial 

operator might invest. In addition, the BU-LRAIC+ approach could lead to over-

recovery of costs and could give rise to significant increases in prices Outside 

the LEA. 

7.8 Please refer to the Consultation Document, Chapter 7, paragraphs 7.20 – 7.43 

for further details on the pricing approach for SABB Outside the LEA. 

7.2.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document: 

7.9 There was general agreement among respondents regarding the pricing 

approach for determining the monthly rental price for SABB Outside the LEA.  

7.10 Eir agreed with “….the principle that the use of the actual network cost outside 

the LEA is the correct basis for a price ceiling for current generation SABB.”370 

However, Eir reiterated its point about the “…short-term view of Eir’s “actual” 

costs...”371 Eir further added that it understands ComReg’s reasoning for the 

proposed use of Eir’s actual costs rather than to price SABB at the full BU-

LRAIC+ costs but Eir requested ComReg to ensure that the definition of the LEA 

“…correctly reflects the best information on the likely rollout of rival networks 

including SIRO’s plans.”372 

7.11 Eir noted a number of adjustments that it considered were required in relation to 

the estimation of Eir’s costs, as follows: 

(i) “the forecast loss in volumes needs to be updated to reflect the higher 

recent rate of line loss and likely market developments; 

(ii) pole costs should be recovered using Infrastructure Renewals Accounting 

that takes into account a long-term forecast for pole replacement; 

(iii) the tilted annuity should be replaced with the use of a flat annuity so as to 

provide for a more stable and credible future path of prices; and 

(iv) prices should be set over the regulatory period using a CPI-X 

approach.”373 

                                            
370 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 29. 
371 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 29. 
372 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 29. 
373 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 29. 
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7.12 BT “generally agree with ComReg’s preliminary view that the monthly rental price 

for SABB Outside the LEA should be based on eir Group’s Actual Costs Adjusted 

for Efficiencies with the active equipment based on the BU-LRAIC+ methodology 

for the provision of SABB Outside the LEA”374 assuming that this is for “…current 

generation SABB.”375  

7.13 However, BT stated that “…ComReg need to consider the input cost elements 

… on ULMP”. In this regard BT suggested that “…ComReg need to re-consider 

the D-Side working distances of ADSL2+...[to]…allow reduced prices for both 

current and next generation services based on the Unbundled Local Metallic 

Loop.”376 

7.14 ALTO disagreed with ComReg’s proposed alternative option of using BU-

LRAIC+ costs and Eir’s Indexed RAB for the provision of SABB Outside the LEA. 

ALTO considered that as “…this service will not use the Voice card in the 

exchange hence the most accurate comparison is the price of ULMP plus the 

port charge of BMB.”377 ALTO requested ComReg to consider this point carefully. 

7.15 Vodafone agreed in principle but questioned “…the need for a BU-LRAIC+ 

element to the pricing of this service.”378  Vodafone reiterated text from Section 

4.105 of the Consultation Document which stated that “The BU-LRAIC+ 

methodology is appropriate where the asset(s) concerned are replicable and 

where the objective is to encourage the deployment of alternative 

infrastructure.”379 Vodafone stated that this concept “…would appear not to be 

the case for SABB Active Assets in Non LEA areas.”380 Vodafone believed that 

this would lead to prices “…being set with the expectation that alternative 

providers would be able to purchase (elements of) LLU in these areas and invest 

in Broadband equipment.”381 However, Vodafone stated that this is not the case 

and “With the advent of SABB, the natural replacement for LLU in the NGA 

environment is VUA ….[and] it is to be expected that the same pricing principles 

would apply...” 382 Vodafone requested ComReg to revisit this pricing approach. 

                                            
374 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 8. 
375 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 8. 
376 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 8. 
377 ALTO Response to Consultation, page 11.  
378 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 9. 
379 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 9. 
380 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 9. 
381 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 9. 
382 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 9. 
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7.2.3 ComReg’s Position: 

7.16 ComReg notes that there was general agreement among the majority of 

respondents regarding the pricing approach to determine the maximum monthly 

rental price for SABB Outside the LEA.  

7.17 In response to Eir’s submission, at paragraph 7.10, regarding the scope of the 

LEA and the fact that it should include the likely rollout of rival networks, this point 

is addressed in Chapter 6, paragraph 6.41. 

7.18 Further to Eir’s other points raised at paragraph 7.11, this has already addressed 

these points as follows: 

(i) The forecast line loss is addressed in Chapter 5, paragraphs to 5.93 to 

5.99. 

(ii) The pole costs and the IRE approach have been addressed in Chapter 4, 

paragraphs 4.139 to 4.144 and paragraph 4.145, respectively. 

(iii) The tilted annuity is addressed in Chapter 5, paragraph 5.27. 

(iv) The CPI-X approach is addressed in Chapter 5, paragraph 5.131. 

7.19 At paragraph 7.12 BT sought confirmation that the pricing approach for SABB 

Outside the LEA relates to current generation only. ComReg confirms that this is 

correct. 

7.20 In relation to BT’s submission at paragraph 7.13 that we should reconsider the 

D-side working distances for LLU, this point is addressed in Chapter 6, paragraph 

6.43.  

7.21 In response to ALTO’s point at paragraph 7.14 relating to the alternative option 

of using BU-LRAIC+ for the provision of SABB Outside the LEA, ComReg notes 

that ALTO appears to have misinterpreted the text of paragraph 7.40 of the 

Consultation Document. ComReg agrees with ALTO that the costs of SABB 

comprises the costs of the local loop and the BMB related costs (including port 

charges). ComReg also agrees that the active equipment for SABB does not 

include the line card which is only required for SB-WLR. As set out in the 

Consultation Document (see paragraph 7.40 of the Consultation Document) it is 

not that the SABB price should recover the cost of the line card but that basing 

the SABB price Outside the LEA on the BU-LRAIC+ methodology for Non-

reusable Assets and active equipment (i.e., DSLAMs and BRAS for SABB) and 

using Eir’s Indexed RAB for Reusable Assets would result in a higher price than 

the combination of a national SB-WLR price plus BMB. Consequently, we agree 

with ALTO that there would be no incentive for operators to migrate from using a 

combination of SB-WLR and BMB to using a SABB service Outside the LEA. 
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Consequently, ComReg’s preliminary view in the Consutlaiton Document was 

that the price of SABB Outside the LEA should be based on Eir’s Actual Costs 

Adjusted for Efficiencies and with the BU-LRAIC+ methodology for the active 

equipment required for the provision of SABB Outside the LEA as this will allow 

Eir recover its costs while incentivising OAOs to migrate from SB-WLR and BMB 

to SABB when it is efficient to do so.  

7.22 With regard to ALTO’s point at paragraph 7.14, ComReg considers that using 

the price of ULMP plus the port charge of BMB to inform the SABB Outside the 

LEA price is not appropriate. The ULMP price is based on the costs of providing 

copper loops in the Modified LEA, while the SABB Outside the LEA price needs 

to recover the costs of providing copper loops outside the LEA. Please also see 

paragraph 7.21.  

7.23 Further to the point raised by Vodafone at paragraph 7.15 regarding the need for 

a BU-LRAIC+ element to the pricing of the SABB service Outside the LEA, 

ComReg notes that as set out in Chapter 7, paragraph 7.21 of the Consultation 

Document, the only element that is priced on BU-LRAIC+ costs is the active 

equipment. All other assets relating to the provision of SABB Outside the LEA 

are based on TD costs. For the area Outside the LEA a BU-LRAIC+ approach 

for active assets ensures that Eir can replace these assets and invest in these 

assets, as appropriate. Please also see paragraphs 7.21-7.22.  

7.24 In relation to Vodafone’s submission at paragraph 7.15 regarding their view that 

the same pricing principles should apply for LLU and VUA, this point is addressed 

in Chapter 4, paragraph 4.135.  

7.25 Having considered the submissions from respondents, the pricing approach for 

determining the SABB monthly rental price Outside the LEA remains appropriate 

for the reasons set out at paragraphs 7.16 to 7.24 above and for the reasons set 

out in Chapter 7 of the Consultation Document, at paragraphs 7.21 to 7.31.  

7.26 Figure 12 shows the changes to the SABB price Outside the LEA since the 

consultation (15/67). 
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Figure 12: SABB price Outside the LEA 

Description  Para Ref €  

SABB average price 
OLEA per 15/67 

 22.16* 

Adjustments following 

Consultation 15/67: 
  

National line loss 5.95 0.06 

Reduction in number of 
exchanges Outside the 
LEA  

6.38-6.40 0.43 

Changes in TD operating 
costs per HCAs 

5.43-5.70 (0.56) 

SABB average price 
OLEA as per Decision 

 22.09* 

*Includes fault repair and provisioning costs 

7.27 The SABB monthly prices for each year of the Price Control Period (2016-2019) 

and the indicative prices for 2019/20 and 2020/21 are set out in Chapter 13, 

Figure 21. 

7.2.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

7.28 For SABB Outside the LEA, the maximum monthly rental charge should be 

derived based on Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies and with the BU-

LRAIC+ methodology for active equipment for the provision of SABB Outside the 

LEA. 

7.29 The maximum SABB monthly prices for Outside the LEA for the Price Control 

Period (2016-2019) and the indicative prices for 2019/20 and 2020/21 are set out 

in Chapter 13, Figure 21. 
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Chapter 8  

8 Pricing approach for Civil Engineering 

Infrastructure and Dark Fibre 

8.1 Introduction 

8.1 In this chapter we determine the approach for setting the prices for CEI (duct 

access and pole access) and dark fibre. 

8.2 This chapter combines our decision on the appropriate costing methodologies 

(Chapter 4) and dimensioning the Revised CAM model (Chapter 5) to determine 

the output prices for duct and pole access and dark fibre.  

8.3 The respective discussion is considered under the following headings: 

 Determining the price for pole access;  

 Determining the price for duct access; and 

 Determining the price for dark fibre. 

8.2 Determining the price for pole access 

8.2.1 Overview: 

8.4 In Chapter 8 of the Consultation Document ComReg proposed a national annual 

price per pole of €9.87 (based on 2 cables per pole) or €19.74 where one cable 

is present. We proposed that the annual price for pole access should be based 

on the assumption that there are two cables per pole. 

8.5 While in the Consultation Document ComReg proposed an average price over 

the Price Control Period, for comparative purposes the year-on-year national 

price would have been €18.82; €19.74 and €20.66 for 2016, 2017 and 2018 

respectively.  

8.6 ComReg was of the preliminary view that the proposed pole price should be 

based on a blend of Eir’s TD costs for those poles that can be reused for NGA 

(and including Eir’s forecasted capital spend on poles over the next 3 years) and 

the long run view (or BU-LRAIC+ costs) of replacement of poles for the provision 

of NGA services.  
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8.7 In the Consultation Document we proposed that the pole access price should be 

derived on the assumption of 92% reutilisation of the existing pole base where, 

92% of poles are valued on TD costs and 8% are valued on a BU basis. 

8.8 We also considered that as poles may be required in the LEA and Outside the 

LEA that in order to send the appropriate investment signals to each area that 

the proposed price per pole should reflect the cost per pole in the LEA and 

Outside the LEA. 

8.9 Please refer to the Consultation Document, Chapter 8, paragraphs 8.14 – 8.38 

for further details on the proposed pricing approach for pole access. 

8.2.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document 

8.10 While a number of respondents agreed with the approach for setting the price 

per pole a number of concerns were raised mainly around the replacement factor.  

Replacement factor: 

8.11 Vodafone questioned “…the need for a ‘non-reusable / replacement’ % to be 

applied when developing the Poles pricing...”383 

8.12 Enet disagreed with the replacement rate of 8% for deployment of NGA and 

provided the following reasons to support its view: 

1. “Normal, efficient pole replacement and renewal is covered in the application of 

the RAB / BU-LRAIC+ pricing model. 

2. This additional 8% provision is not reconcilable with an appropriate normal 

maintenance and assurance programme delivering a stable and safe pole 

population. 

3. ComReg D03/09 sets the asset life of a pole at 30 years.  This, with no other 

influence (growth, plant alteration, damage to plant etc), would drive a 

replacement rate of 3.3% per year.  The proposed adjustment of 8% in similar 

circumstances drives an additional 2.7% per year.  The resulting rate in effect 

unwinds D03/09 by determining the asset life as being 17.5 years. 

4. Typically, on a 12 year test cycle, an operator will encounter pole failure rates 

on the tested segment of the order of 15%.  This drives an effective annual 

replacement rate of 1.2% of the total pole population.  It is not tenable that the 

deployment of fibre cables on poles will drive a 325% increase in the rate of 

pole failure on the existing stock driving the encountered fail rate from 1.2% to 

3.9% 

                                            
383 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 10. 
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5. There should be no provision for any additional pole failure attributable to fibre 

cable deployment.  Additional pole requirements are dealt with adequately 

under 4.143 and 8.32.”384 

8.13 Eir reiterated its views that the proposed approach “…ignores the need for 

substantial pole replacement in the medium term”. 385 Eir suggested that 

“Infrastructure Renewals Accounting would better promote long-term price 

stability and support efficient investment while ensuring strict cost recovery by 

eircom...”386 

8.14 Eir also reiterated its views that “…the use of a tilted annuity implies future price 

increases that are not credible.” 387  

8.15 In addition, Eir repeated it views that “A CPI-X approach would better achieve 

price stability over the longer term and better support efficiency.”388 

Determination of the price per pole: 

8.16 ALTO agreed with ComReg’s general approach, stating that Option 2 “…is 

straightforward and most appropriate389”. ALTO also noted that “…members 

experiences with Eir continually attempting to set cost orientated duct access 

prices has been frustrating, and gives the market no confidence that the prices 

Eir were offering were cost orientated.”390  

8.17 Vodafone “supports this approach…”391 but raised concerns around the need for 

a replacement factor.  

8.18 Enet agreed with the approach for setting the price per pole. Enet further added 

that the proposed methodology was “…flexible and adaptable … simple to apply 

for both Eir and an OLO [Other Licenced Operators].”392 Enet further added that 

their “...assumption is the division and allocation of costs is linear across users, 

and the number of cables they can deploy will not be restricted otherwise than 

by engineering limits.”393 Enet also stated that “At a simple level a standard 

deployed pole at present is an 8.5m pole inserted 1.5m in the ground. The 

required height clearance to the lowermost cable is 6m leaving 1m typically for 

cable carrying. With 300mm clearance between cables this leaves room for six 

                                            
384 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
385 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 30. 
386 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 30. 
387 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 30. 
388 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 30. 
389 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 12. 
390 ALTO Response to Consultation, page 11/12. 
391 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 10. 
392 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
393 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
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cables using front and back of the pole without resorting to any extension 

brackets.” 394 

8.19 Eir stated that it “…agrees with ComReg’s proposals to set a per pole price 

(rather than price per meter of cable) and to set de-averaged prices in the LEA 

and outside the LEA.”395 However, it also raised some points, as set out below. 

8.20 Eir stated that “…the discussion of the range of options for pricing pole access 

in the context of use by several operators is extremely limited by comparison with 

the consultation on the very similar issue of pricing Line Share services in 

ComReg 08/106.”396  

8.21 Eir referred to paragraph 8.30 of the Consultation Document, which states that 

“If the existing network deploys 2 cables then the pole is considered at full 

capacity so pole access is not available”. Eir considered that “While this might 

have been the case for certain pole routes for the deployment of copper cable, it 

is not the case for the pole access product recently launched by Eir…”397 

8.22 Eir stated that the prices in Figure 40 of the Consultation Document seem to 

contemplate only those situations where there are one or two cables on the pole. 

Eir stated that “Depending on the history of the access network demand in a 

particular area, eircom may have deployed one, two, or three cables of different 

sizes (in terms of copper pairs).”398 

8.23 Furthermore, Eir considered that “…Figure 40 seems to imply that an operator 

hanging a 48 fibre optic cable on an eircom pole route that currently carries two 

20 pair copper cables will pay less than on a similar route that carries a single 50 

pair cable.”399 

8.24 Eir also stated that the pricing structure “…implies that when eircom 

subsequently adds a fibre optic cable to the same route the operator will find their 

rental charge falling – and indeed when eircom retires the copper network the 

operator charge will rise.”400 

8.25 Separately, in the Eir August Letter, Eir stated “…there is no clear discussion as 

to how the implementation of the 50:50 allocation rules will affect pole access 

charges applied to operators when the original Eir cable is removed from the pole 

route as may be the case in the intervention area for the NBP.”401  

                                            
394 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
395 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 30. 
396 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 29. 
397 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 29. 
398 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 30. 
399 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 30. 
400 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 30. 
401 ComReg Document No 15/67d - http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg1567D.pdf 
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8.2.3 ComReg’s Position: 

Replacement factor: 

8.26 The issues raised by Vodafone and E-net, at paragraphs 8.11 and 8.12 regarding 

the replacement rate for poles at 8%, are addressed by ComReg in Chapter 4, 

paragraphs 4.139-4.144. 

8.27 ComReg notes Eir’s views at paragraph 8.13 regarding the proposed alternative 

IRE approach for determining pole access prices. This is addressed in Chapter 

4, paragraph 4.145. 

8.28 In relation to Eir’s submission, at paragraph 8.14 regarding the use of a tilted 

annuity and Eir’s point, at paragraph 8.15, regarding the use of a CPI – X 

approach, ComReg considers that these have been addressed in Chapter 5, 

paragraph 5.27 and paragraph 5.131, respectively. 

Determination of the price per pole: 

8.29 In relation to Eir’s views, at paragraph 8.20, that ComReg’s discussion on the 

range of options for pricing pole access is limited compared to similar issues 

discussed in the context of line share in ComReg Document 08/106, ComReg 

does not agree. For Line Share our consideration was how to allocate costs 

between two services (voice and broadband), which could both share a copper 

pair without affecting the capacity of the copper pair to support either service. In 

such a situation a standard capacity based approach is not relevant and so other 

factors need to be considered. On the other hand, a variant of the capacity based 

approach remains relevant in the context of pole access as it is possible to 

allocate the pole costs based on some measure of relative capacity such as the 

number of cables or the number of operators sharing the pole. Therefore, the 

economic issues related to the pole access price are significantly less complex 

compared with Line Share. 

8.30 Furthermore, we note that there was general agreement from ALTO, Vodafone, 

E-net and Eir (at paragraphs 8.16 - 8.19) regarding the approach for setting the 

price per pole based on an average of 2 cables per pole. In light of Eir’s 

submission as set out at paragraphs 8.21 to 8.25 and E-nets views at paragraph 

8.18, regarding the capacity of cables per pole, we have given further 

consideration to how the capacity based allocation should be derived, i.e. per 

cable or per operator. 

8.31 Taking into account the issues raised by Eir in determining the price per pole 

ComReg sees some merit in adopting a price ‘per operator’ accessing the pole 

rather than a price ‘per cable’ deployed on the pole.  A price ‘per cable’ deployed 

is warranted in situations where deploying an additional cable is considered to 

be a significant cost driver with regard to the overall cost of poles.  In such cases 
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a price ‘per cable’ helps incentivise operators to avoid deploying too many small 

cables on a pole thereby promoting more efficient use of the pole. 

8.32 Although ComReg still considers that an average of two cables per pole is an 

appropriate approach for the Revised CAM, the responses of both Eir and Enet 

suggest that additional fibre cables can be accommodated on an existing pole 

without significantly impacting on the overall costs of poles. Eir notes that it has 

recently introduced a pole access product that “…is designed specifically to 

support the deployment of new fibre optic cables on pole routes previously built 

for distribution of copper cables. In this context new brackets are added at the 

top of the pole and the fibre optic cable is deployed above the existing copper 

cable(s). This configuration will require minimal re-arrangement of the copper 

cables – and so whatever copper cables have been previously hung on the pole 

route it is unlikely to be “full””402  

8.33 In addition, Enet stated that a standard pole “…leaves room for six cables using 

front and back of the pole without resorting to any extension brackets.”403 

Therefore, the responses from these operators indicate that the deployment of 

additional cables does not appear to be as significant a cost driver for poles as 

ComReg previously assumed. ComReg is also aware that OAOs will already be 

incentivised, for overall network efficiency reasons, to seek to minimise the 

number of fibre cables they deploy.  Both these considerations reduce the need 

to adopt a price per cable.   

8.34 The legacy of cable deployment on poles by Eir would also suggest that a price 

‘per operator’ might be preferable. Pricing on a ‘per cable’ basis could see Eir 

being penalised now for having to deploy multiple cables on poles in the past due 

to the iterative nature of network expansion and given that the pole cost to Eir 

was not significantly dependent on the number of cables it deployed at each 

stage of the network build. 

8.35 There also appears to be some merit in the argument that pricing on a ‘per cable’ 

basis would lead to more significant changes in the charges faced by operators 

over time as prices would need to respond to each change in the number of 

cables deployed on each pole. For example, if Eir and an OAO shared access to 

a pole the price paid by each would change if Eir were to retire one of its existing 

copper cables or deploy an additional fibre cable. Charging on a ‘per operator’ 

basis ensures that, all things being equal, that the price paid per operator would 

only change in two scenarios. Firstly, when another operator first gains access 

to that pole, and/or, secondly, when an operator ceases access to that pole.  

                                            
402 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, pages 29 and 30. 
403 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
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8.36 Charging per operator should also be easier to administer as it only requires 

knowledge of the number of operators seeking access to the pole and not the 

number of cables deployed by each operator at a particular moment in time. It 

would also avoid debates as to what constitutes a cable, for example would a 

drop wire be considered as being equivalent to a cable for pricing purposes. 

8.37 Consequently, ComReg considers that a charge per operator may be more 

appropriate for determining pole access prices. This is on the basis that there is 

significant engineering flexibility regarding how many cables can be 

accommodated on a pole, that a charge ‘per operator’ would lead to more stable 

prices over time and a charge ‘per operator’ would reduce the administrative 

burden of setting pole prices when compared with a charge ‘per cable’ regime.  

8.38 For the avoidance of doubt the average pole prices in Figure 13 and the annual 

price prices set out in Figure 22 (in Chapter 13) reflect the rental costs only 

associated with the pole.404  

8.39 Figure 13 shows the changes to the price per pole since the consultation (15/67). 

As noted above, the annual rental price per operator will vary depending on the 

number of operators on the pole to which the OAO is seeking access (including 

Eir itself). 

                                            
404 For any one-off additional services associated with the pole access product, e.g., surveys or 
additions of pole furniture, Eir should charge no more than its actual incurred costs (adjusted for 
efficiencies) plus a reasonable rate of return associated with the provision of such incremental services.    
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Figure 13: Price per pole per annum 

Description  Para 
Ref 

€ National € Modified 
LEA 

€ Outside 
the Modified 
LEA 

Price per pole 
(average) per 15/67 

 19.74 23.16 19.06 

Adjustments following 

Consultation 15/67: 
    

Modified LEA footprint 

Addition of 109 
exchanges 

Exclusion of Crit. 5 
exchanges 

6.38-
6.40 

-  

 

(0.21) 

 

 

(0.09) 

Price trend change  5.27 0.76 0.90 0.70 

Depreciation formula 
correction 

5.37 0.32 0.45 0.33 

Price per pole 
(average) per 
Decision 

 20.82 24.30 20.00 

 

8.40 The pole access prices for each year of the Price Control Period (2016-2019) 

and the indicative prices for 2019/20 and 2020/21 are set out in Chapter 13, 

Figure 22. 

8.2.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

8.41 The price per pole is appropriate for setting pole access prices. 

8.42 The price per pole should reflect the cost per pole depending on whether the pole 

is in the Modified LEA or Outside the Modified LEA.  

8.43 The maximum pole access prices for the Price Control Period (2016-2019) and 

the indicative prices for 2019/20 and 2020/21 are set out in Chapter 13, Figure 

22. 

8.44 The annual rental price per pole charged/offered by Eir to OAOs (and to Eir itself) 

will change linearly as the number of operators (including Eir) with access to 

those specific pole changes. 
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8.3 Determining the price for duct access 

8.3.1 Overview: 

8.45 In Chapter 8 of the Consultation Document ComReg proposed that the price per 

meter of sub-duct should be used to set the duct access prices.  

8.46 ComReg was of the preliminary view that the proposed duct access price should 

be based on a blend of Eir’s TD costs for those ducts that can be reused for NGA 

and the long run view (or BU-LRAIC+ costs) of replacement of ducts for the 

provision of NGA services. 

8.47 In the Consultation Document we proposed that the duct access price should be 

derived on the assumption of 95% reutilisation of the existing duct base where, 

95% of ducts are valued on TD costs and 5% are valued on a BU basis. 

8.48 In addition, we proposed that the annual price per metre of sub duct is 

differentiated between duct access in Dublin exchanges and duct access in 

provincial exchanges. 

8.49 Please refer to the Consultation Document, Chapter 8, paragraphs 8.39 – 8.65 

for further details on the proposed pricing approach for duct access. 

8.3.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document:  

8.50 There was general agreement from respondents regarding the proposed price 

per meter of sub-duct for setting duct access prices. 

Replacement factor: 

8.51 Vodafone supported ComReg’s view but questioned “…the need for a ‘non-

reusable / replacement’ % to be applied…”405 

8.52 Enet did not agree that “…an adjustment of 5% to the RAB for underground civil 

infrastructure… is necessary.”406 

Determination of the price for duct:  

8.53 Enet agreed with ComReg’s approach for setting duct access prices. Enet 

considered that the approach “…drives efficient use of available duct space”407.  

                                            
405 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 10. 
406 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 5. 
407 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 5. 
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8.54 Eir considered that if “…question 15 should more correctly read that the cost per 

metre of sub-duct should be used to inform the setting of duct access prices..”408 

then “…eircom agrees...”409.  

8.55 Separately, in the Eir August Letter Eir stated that “…there is ambiguity and 

inconsistency between the uses of the terms 'cost' and 'price' and between the 

treatments of nationally averaged costs to set prices for duct sharing and dark 

fibre access.” 410 

8.56 ALTO considered that “…the sub-duct approach appears plausible...”411 but it 

stated that ComReg had not dealt with usage. ALTO stated that ComReg must 

“…assess the duct pricing on a fractional basis e.g. 1/4th, 1/7th of sub duct 

depending on the nature of the services being taken up for pricing.”412 

Dublin and Provincial pricing: 

8.57 There was agreement from respondents regarding the proposal to reflect cost 

differences between Dublin and provincial areas in the duct access prices. 

8.58 Eir agreed with ComReg and recognised that “…the alternative is to charge a 

single price that reflects the nationally averaged cost and such a price would 

send the wrong economic signal to operators as to when to build their own duct 

and when to rent eircom sub-duct.”413 Eir questioned whether the proposed 

approach to the treatment of duct costs “…will underestimate costs, particularly 

because of the use of a tilted annuity.”414 Eir also stated that “…annual prices 

should be set using a CPI-X approach.”415 

8.59 While ALTO agreed with ComReg it suggested that “ComReg should assess the 

charging and pricing principles applied more widely by querying pricing from 

regional sub-contractors.”416 

8.3.3 ComReg’s Position: 

Replacement factor: 

8.60 The views of Vodafone at paragraph 8.51 and E-net at paragraph 8.52 regarding 

the need for a replacement factor are addressed this in Chapter 4, paragraphs 

4.139-4.144. 

                                            
408 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 30. 
409 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 30. 
410 ComReg Document No 15/67d - http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg1567D.pdf 
411 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 12. 
412 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 12. 
413 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 31. 
414 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 31. 
415 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 31. 
416 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 12. 
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Price per metre of sub duct: 

8.61 ComReg notes that there was general agreement from respondents regarding 

the price per meter of sub-duct for setting duct access prices.  

8.62 With regard to Eir’s points, at paragraph 8.55, where Eir stated that there is 

ambiguity and inconsistency between the uses of the terms 'cost' and 'price' for 

duct sharing and dark fibre. ComReg notes that in its letter to Eir on 13 August it 

requested Eir to provide the bases for its opinion in its response to the 

consultation and we would consider it at that point. No further views were 

provided by Eir on this point as part of its submission to the Consultation 

Document.  

8.63 In response to ALTO’s point at paragraph 8.56 that duct access pricing should 

be assessed on a fractional basis, ComReg wish to highlight that the per metre 

price already takes capacity into consideration as it has been derived by dividing 

the total cost relating to access duct infrastructure by the total length of 

underground sub-duct (when available) or by cables to derive a cost per metre417. 

Duct access provides access seekers with the opportunity to have their fibre 

cable carried within a sub-duct installed in Eir’s duct infrastructure and the access 

seeker will be charged on the basis of the length of sub-duct accessed regardless 

of how it subsequently uses that sub-duct.  

8.64 This is considered appropriate as the cost of trenches is sensitive to the size of 

the trench, which in turn is driven by the capacity of ducts occupied by sub-ducts 

(when available) or by cables. Pricing on the basis of access to a dedicated sub-

duct is consistent with cost causation as it recognises the capacity of duct 

trenches to carry both sub-ducts and cables.  

8.65 Having considered the submissions from respondents we remain of the view that 

duct access charges should be based on a price per metre of sub-duct, for the 

reasons set out at paragraphs 8.61 to 8.64 above and for the reasons set out in 

Chapter 8 paragraphs 8.47 to 8.50 of the Consultation Document.  

Dublin and Provincial pricing: 

8.66 ComReg notes that there was general agreement from respondents regarding 

the price differential between Dublin and Provincial areas. 

8.67 ComReg notes Eir’s submission at paragraph 8.58 that that the proposed 

approach to the treatment of duct costs will underestimate costs, particularly 

because of the use of a tilted annuity and that the annual prices should be set 

using a CPI-X approach. ComReg considers that these are addressed in Chapter 

5, paragraph 5.27  and paragraph 5.131, respectively. 

                                            
417 See paragraphs 8.47 to 8.50 of the Consultation paper. 
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8.68 Further to ALTO’s views at paragraph 8.59 that ComReg should query pricing 

from regional subcontractors, the duct access prices reflect the cost differences 

between Dublin and Provincial areas based on sub-contractor rates.  

8.69 Furthermore, during the consultation process we realigned the Dublin and 

Provincial exchanges in the Revised CAM. This is to reflect the fact that there 

are 140 exchanges (see Annex 15) subject to “Dublin” subcontractor rates for 

ducting work whereas the Revised CAM for the Consultation Document only 

considered the 55 exchanges in the Dublin metropolitan area when deriving the 

Dublin/Provincial split. However, the higher Dublin contractor rates should also 

apply to the additional 85 exchanges even though they are outside the Dublin 

metropolitan area in order to be consistent with rates charged by Eir’s contractors 

in these areas. Charging the higher contractor rates results in increases in the 

average costs for these exchanges but their inclusion as part of the revised 

Dublin calculation reduces the average costs in the revised “Dublin” area as the 

added exchanges have smaller trenches than the Dublin metropolitan area. This 

has resulted in a decrease to duct access prices per metre in “Dublin” exchanges, 

as highlighted in Figure 14. 

8.70 Having considered the submissions from respondents we remain of the view that 

the charges for duct access should reflect the cost differences between Dublin 

and provincial areas, for the reasons set out at paragraphs 8.66 to 8.68 above 

and for the reasons set out in Chapter 8 paragraphs 8.59 to 8.63 of the 

Consultation Document.   

8.71 Figure 14 and Figure 15 show the changes to the duct access price per metre 

for Dublin and Provincial since the consultation (15/67). 
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Figure 14: Duct access price per metre per annum - Dublin:  

Description  Para Ref € Carriageway € Footway € Verge 

Duct access price per 
metre per 15/67 

 2.78 2.13 1.30 

Adjustments 
following 

Consultation 15/67: 

    

Realignment of 
Dublin and Provincial 
exchanges 

8.69 (0.46) (0.32) (0.14) 

Price trend change  5.27  

 

0.32 

 

 

 

0.19 

 

 

0.02 

 

Depreciation formula 
correction  

5.37 

Mistake in chamber 
price 

5.39 

Duct access 
(average) price per 
metre per Decision 

 2.64 2.00 1.18 
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Figure 15: Duct access price per metre per annum - Provincial:  

Description  Para Ref € Carriageway € Footway € Verge 

Duct access price 
per metre per 
15/67 

 1.55 1.25 0.93 

Adjustments 
following 

Consultation 15/67: 

    

Realignment of 
Dublin and 
Provincial 
exchanges 

8.69 0.16 0.11 0.05 

Price trend change  5.27  

 

0.12 

 

 

0.05 

 

 

- 
Depreciation 
formula correction  

5.37 

Mistake in chamber 
prices 

5.39 

Duct access 
(average) price 
per metre per 
Decision 

 1.83 1.41 0.98 

 

8.72 The maximum duct access prices for each year of the Price Control Period (2016-

2019) and the indicative prices for 2019/20 and 2020/21 are set out in Chapter 

13 at Figure 23 and Figure 24. 

8.3.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

8.73 The price per metre of sub-duct should be used to set duct access prices. 

8.74 The duct access prices should reflect the cost differences between Dublin and 

provincial areas. 

8.75 The maximum duct access prices for the Price Control Period (2016-2019) and 

the indicative prices for 2019/20 and 2020/21 are set out in Chapter 13 at Figure 

23 and Figure 24. 
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8.4 Determining the price for dark fibre 

8.4.1 Overview: 

8.76 In Chapter 8 of the Consultation Document ComReg proposed that the price per 

meter of fibre is appropriate for setting dark fibre prices where the annual price 

per meter should be no more than €0.19 nationally. 

8.77 ComReg was of the preliminary view that the proposed dark fibre price should 

be based on a blend of Eir’s TD costs for those assets that can be reused for 

NGA and the BU-LRAIC+ costs for those assets that cannot be reused for NGA 

services.   

8.78 In the Consultation Document ComReg clarified that the proposed price for dark 

fibre only applies in those circumstances where access to civil engineering 

infrastructure (ducts and poles) is not available for economic, technical or 

capacity reasons and where dark fibre is available.  

8.79 Please refer to the Consultation Document, Chapter 8, paragraphs 8.66 – 8.82 

for further details on the proposed pricing approach for dark fibre. 

8.4.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document: 

8.80 While ALTO and Vodafone generally agreed with ComReg’s national price per 

metre for setting dark fibre prices, Eir raised a number of points. 

Dark fibre regulatory obligations: 

8.81 Eir considered that “…dark fibre is not a regulated product but, in the case where 

dark fibre is provided in lieu of duct or pole access, then the price should be as 

per D03/13”418. Eir highlighted the text in paragraph 2.47 of the Consultation 

Document which states that “The proposed price for dark fibre only applies in 

those circumstances where access to civil engineering infrastructure (ducts and 

poles) is not available for economic, technical or capacity reasons and as such 

where dark fibre is available”.  Eir stated that “At face value, the statement above 

might suggest that the first access seeker intending to deploy fibre in competition 

with eircom and using eircom’s CEI in a particular location would be required to 

take CEI access if that is available at the relevant CEI access price, and would 

not be able to demand fibre access simply because the dark fibre price would be 

a cheaper option for that access seeker.”419  

                                            
418 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 6. 
419 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 34. 
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8.82 Eir believed that the proposed methodology for pricing dark fibre “…is not 

currently fit for purpose…[as]...the regulatory policy objective of offering dark 

fibre is to act as a fall back option to CEI access where CEI access is not 

available” Eir stated that “...no serious consideration has been given by ComReg 

to when dark fibre might actually be required to be provided, and what incentives 

are created by the proposed dark fibre price in those scenarios.”420 

8.83 Eir’s view is that ComReg’s proposal on dark fibre “…should be withdrawn in 

favour of the previous proposals put forward in ComReg Decision D03/13 (NGA 

Remedies).”421 In addition, Eir suggested that “…ComReg should confirm that 

dark fibre access is a fall-back option that will only be required to be provided 

where: 

i.  the OAO must first seek access to duct or pole capacity; 

ii. access to ducts and poles cannot reasonably be provided for technical or 

capacity reasons; and 

iii. there is sufficient dark fibre capacity available after taking into account 

eircom’s own future capacity requirements.”422  

8.84 Eir also called on ComReg to confirm its statement from ComReg consultation 

document number 12/27423 “…that access to dark fibre is not required to be 

provided where the available capacity is required for eircom’s own future capacity 

requirements.”424  

8.85 Furthermore, Eir considered that the proposal regarding dark fibre “…is a 

significant departure from the proposal put forward in ComReg Decision D03/13 

(...NGA Remedies), where it was proposed that ComReg would not insist on the 

publication of reference prices for civil engineering access ……[but] Where dark 

fibre is provided in lieu of duct or pole access, it was proposed that ComReg 

would allow eircom three months to agree a price with an access seeker which 

would enable it to reflect local costs.”425 

8.86 Eir considered there is a number of reasons why it does not agree with our 

proposed approach but “The most important reason is that eircom’s deployment 

of fibre optic cable in the access network has been very limited, and the cost 

currently calculated from the revised CAM reflects this limited deployment...”426 

                                            
420 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 36. 
421 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 36. 
422 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 36. 
423 http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg1227.pdf 
424 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 34. 
425 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 32. 
426 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 32. 
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8.87 In the Eir August Letter Eir stated that “…Eircom has announced a wider FTTH 

deployment - the costs modelled to date in the CAM relate exclusively to FTTC 

deployments between Eircom MDFs and street cabinets.”427 

8.88 Eir also considered that “The cost for these fibre links is probably grouped closely 

around a national average – and if the dark fibre service is to be limited to paths 

between MDFs and street cabinets (i.e. as a potential backhaul service for 

operators considering deploying VDSL and SLU) then the nationally averaged 

cost may be an appropriate basis for the price.”428 

8.89 Eir stated that “In the future eircom will deploy fibre optic cable more deeply into 

the access network to provide FttH services to customer premises…[which]... will 

give rise to substantially different unit costs as between FttH for urban infill on 

the one hand, and FttH to reach premises beyond the reach of EVDSL in rural 

areas on the other.”429 For these reasons, Eir “…has serious concerns that 

market participants may be misled by ComReg’s current proposals suggesting 

that the price for eircom dark fibre will be a single national rate reflecting the low 

unit cost of bringing fibre optic cable through only the most densely used part of 

the access network.”430 

8.90 Eir stated that “It is unclear at this point exactly where in the network dark fibre 

might be required and under what circumstances eircom might be required to 

meet a ‘reasonable request’...[and]...Without a clear idea of where and when 

dark fibre access might be required, it is not possible to calculate an appropriate 

access price.”431 

8.91 Eir considered that the proposed price for dark fibre is too low “… in the context 

of the claimed policy objective – that is, that the dark fibre access option should 

be available as an alternative to duct and pole access in cases where duct or 

pole access cannot be supplied...”432  

8.92 Eir believed that “…the current proposal falls far short of providing the stable and 

predictable access prices that are necessary in order to provide certainty and 

good incentives for investment.”433 

8.93 Eir also noted that “The Consultation states that the proposed fibre cost is derived 

from an average of the eircom access network….The question this aggregate 

approach raises is whether the average calculated using this method represents 

                                            
427 ComReg Document No 15/67d - http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg1567D.pdf  
428 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 32. 
429 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 32. 
430 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 32. 
431 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 32. 
432 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 32. 
433 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 33. 
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the likely average that will be applicable to NGA fibre links...”434 Furthermore, Eir 

believed that “It is not at all clear that the density of fibre installed in commercial 

locations where there is significant demand for leased lines is relevant to 

estimating the number of fibres likely to be needed when providing an NGA fibre 

link.” 435 Eir stated that “If the actual number of fibres used connecting cabinets 

to ODFs is below the average for the network as a whole, then the calculated 

fibre access price will be too low.”436 

8.94 Furthermore, Eir considered that the current proposed approach for dark fibre 

uses the costs from the Revised CAM combined with assumptions on the 

average number of fibres per cable and the average utilisation rate of the fibres 

in the cables but it stated that “The access price derived in this way will not be 

stable over time.” 437 and “The number of cables and fibres will change over time 

as will the utilisation rate of those fibres…[which] will result in changing access 

prices over time…”438  

Price consistency between dark fibre and CEI access prices: 

8.95 In the Eir August Letter Eir stated that: “There is also an inconsistency between 

the geographically deaveraged approach proposed for duct access pricing and 

the nationally averaged approach proposed for dark fibre - a service that uses 

many of the same input costs.” 439 

8.96 Eir considered that “...the current proposal would result in dark fibre access 

potentially being priced at a level that would be much cheaper than duct or pole 

access.” 440 Eir stated that this could have perverse outcomes “…such as 

discouraging OAOs from being the first access seeker in an area, and providing 

incentives to enter in areas where another entrant has already entered (because 

dark fibre is then available at very low cost) rather than in areas where 

competition is still lacking.”441 

8.97 Eir stated that “It is not clear what might then happen if that access seeker or 

other access seekers request access to additional duct or pole capacity.” 442 Eir 

highlighted an example that “...if there were only two sub-ducts in the relevant 

location that were both now occupied, but eircom had spare fibre in its sub-duct, 

would eircom then be required to offer dark fibre?” In addition, Eir questioned 

                                            
434 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 33. 
435 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 33. 
436 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 33. 
437 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 35 
438 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 35 
439 ComReg Document No 15/67d - http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg1567D.pdf 
440 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 34. 
441 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 34. 
442 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 34. 
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whether “…the answer depend upon whether parallel competing infrastructure 

(e.g. UPC) existed in the area?”443 

8.98 Eir stated that “…dark fibre should normally be more expensive than duct or pole 

access, at realistic levels of fibre utilisation.” 444 If that is not the case Eir stated 

that “…an access seeker will be better off with dark fibre and it will not be a close 

substitute for duct/pole access, but rather will be a preferred method of network 

deployment.”445 

8.99 Eir compared the proposed annual price per meter for dark fibre of €0.19 

nationally with the proposed duct access prices that range between €0.93 and 

€2.78 per meter depending upon the location and surface type. Eir considered 

that “…these figures suggest that an access seeker would need to light between 

five (€0.93/€0.19) and fifteen fibres (€2.78/€0.19) in a rented duct (depending 

upon location) in order to achieve a similar access price per fibre to that available 

using the currently proposed dark fibre price.”446 Eir believed that this analysis 

shows that access seekers “will potentially have a very strong incentive to seek 

dark fibre access.”447 

8.4.3 ComReg’s Position: 

Dark fibre regulatory obligations: 

8.100 In response to Eir’s point at paragraph 8.81 that dark fibre is not a regulated 

product, ComReg does not agree. As set out in the NGA Decision, Eir has an 

obligation to provide and grant access to OAOs “Where Civil Engineering 

Infrastructure is not available, Dark Fibre where reasonably available”.448 

Therefore, the obligation to provide access to dark fibre is only in circumstances 

where there is no available capacity for an OAO to access civil engineering 

infrastructure (‘CEI’) i.e., duct or poles, on a particular route, and Dark Fibre is 

reasonably available. 

8.101 ComReg notes Eir’s views at paragraph 8.82-8.83 that the proposed 

methodology for dark fibre is not fit for purpose as the objective of dark fibre is a 

fall back option and that we should reinstate our NGA Decision on dark fibre. 

Separately, we note Eir’s request (see paragraph 8.84) to clarify a statement in 

ComReg Document 12/27 regarding future available capacity. ComReg remains 

of the view, as set out in the NGA Decision, that where access to civil engineering 

                                            
443 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 34. 
444 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 34. 
445 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 34. 
446 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 35. 
447 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 34. 
448 Page 350 of the NGA Decision. 
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(duct and poles) is not available for economic, technical or capacity reasons, Eir 

should be obliged to provide access to dark fibre, where it is available.  

8.102 Therefore, where access to civil engineering infrastructure cannot be met for 

economic or technical reasons, requests may be met by the provision of available 

dark fibre. ComReg considers that dark fibre must be made available only where 

reasonable and where dark fibre is available.  

8.103 In this regard ComReg considers that dark fibre is only considered to be available 

when there are fibres in excess of spare capacity legitimately reserved by Eir to 

cater for its future network developments or as required for resilience purposes.  

8.104 Therefore, a request for dark fibre access is only considered reasonable where 

the requesting operator has first sought access to spare duct or pole capacity but 

access to ducts and poles cannot reasonably be provided for technical or 

capacity reasons.  

8.105 At paragraph 8.85 Eir considers that the proposal for dark fibre is a significant 

departure from the NGA Decision (D03/13) regarding publication of prices and 

the negotiation process between Eir and the access seeker. In ComReg D03/13 

access to dark fibre was a two-stage process. The first is that the both parties 

negotiate in good faith regarding the availability of CEI. This first stage remains 

unchanged by this Decision Document. The second stage was that the price of 

dark fibre would be negotiated in good-faith by both parties. The pricing approach 

for dark fibre set out in this Decision Document replaces this negotiation process 

only. ComReg considers that the approach set in this Decision Document for 

dark fibre provides more pricing transparency to the market and provides a level 

of price certainty to OAOs in the event that access to civil engineering 

infrastructure (ducts and poles) is not available for economic, technical or 

capacity reasons and where dark fibre is reasonably available. 

8.106 ComReg notes Eir’s concerns at paragraphs 8.86 to 8.94 that the proposed price 

for dark fibre access is based on its limited deployment of fibre in the access 

network to date, it takes no account of the costs associated with deploying fibre 

optic cable more deeply into the access network to provide FTTH services to 

customer premises and the current prices fall short of providing stable and 

predictable access prices. ComReg considers that as the obligation to provide 

dark fibre access only applies where there is no available capacity for an OAO 

to access CEI (duct or poles), the fibre cables that Eir are proposing to deploy in 

the D-side of the access network for FTTH are unlikely to be relevant to the dark 

fibre access product as duct and pole access should be available in those areas.  

8.107 For example, the submissions from Eir and Enet as set out in paragraphs 8.32 

and 8.33 noted that there is significant capacity available on poles to 

accommodate additional fibre optic cables, therefore ComReg considers the 
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issue of dark fibre access may be unlikely to arise with regard to the overhead 

fibre cables that would be deployed extensively in the D-side of the access 

network to support FTTH. In addition, the valuation of the duct network in the 

Revised CAM allows for the replacement of 5% (see paragraph 4.139 ) of Eir’s 

existing duct network to enable NGA roll-out. Consequently, it can be expected 

that, as Eir extends its NGA network and has to replace and augment the ducts 

in the D-side of the access network, this duct capacity will not only allow Eir to 

deploy its own fibre optic cables but should also facilitate duct access by OAOs. 

8.108 Therefore, even if, as Eir have noted in paragraph 8.94, “The number of cables 

and fibres will change over time as will the utilisation rate of those fibres”, the key 

issue with regards to dark fibre prices is the the unit costs of fibre cables in those 

parts of the network where dark fibre is likely to be required for economic, 

technical and capacity reasons.  As these areas are likely to correspond to the 

“most densely used parts of the access network” (see paragraph 8.89) it is 

reasonable to conclude that any deployment of FTTH by Eir during the Price 

Control Period has limited, if any, relevance to the dark fibre product offering. 

8.109 ComReg notes Eir’s views at paragraph 8.89 that there will be “substantially 

different unit costs as between FttH for urban infill on the one hand, and FttH to 

reach premises beyond the reach of EVDSL in rural areas on the other.” As set 

out at paragraph 8.101, the obligation to provide dark fibre access only arises 

where access to civil engineering infrastructure cannot be met for economic or 

technical reasons, requests may be met by the provision of available dark fibre. 

This indicates that if dark fibre access is required it will be in those areas where 

significant capacity restrictions exist for economic or technical reasons and it is 

therefore reasonable to anticipate that these areas will be confined to the 

congested urban duct access network – this should not arise in rural areas 

particularly as access to alternative wholesale products, such as duct and poles, 

should be available. 

8.110 On this basis the price for dark fibre access does not have to reflect “the likely 

average that will be applicable to NGA fibre links”, as suggested by Eir at 

paragraph 8.93, but only those access fibre cables that are required for the dark 

fibre access product. Therefore, if, as expected, dark fibre is limited to certain 

congested urban areas the unit costs should be consistent with the costs of the 

fibre paths that share those economic and technical characteristics. In addition, 

while the cost analysis in the Revised CAM is primarily concerned with Eir’s 

deployment of fibre cables in the access network, it would appear to be relevant 

to the dark fibre access product, as it considers the relevant parts of the network, 

in particular, the fibre cables deployed in the Exchange side (‘E-side’) of the 

access network between the MDF and street cabinet, and in the distribution side 

(‘D-Side’) access to offices in urban areas, where the possible need for dark fibre 

access may arise.  
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8.111 Eir acknowledged at paragraph 8.88 that “…if the dark fibre service is to be 

limited to paths between MDFs and street cabinets (i.e. as a potential backhaul 

service for operators considering deploying VDSL and SLU) then the nationally 

averaged cost may be an appropriate basis for the price”449. In light of the fact 

that dark fibre is only available as an alternative to duct and pole access in those 

cases where pole and access cannot be supplied for economic or technical 

reasons, ComReg considers that the cost analysis in the Revised CAM is 

appropriate for the purposes of setting dark fibre access prices despite the 

proposed extensions to access fibre cable deployment planned by Eir.  

Price consistency between dark fibre and CEI access prices: 

8.112 ComReg notes the views of Eir at paragraphs 8.96 and 8.98- 8.99 that the current 

proposal would result in dark fibre access potentially being priced at a level that 

would be much cheaper than duct or pole access and this could have perverse 

outcomes. ComReg considers that the dark fibre price is intended to be a cost 

oriented price reflecting the average cost of deploying fibre cables in those parts 

of the access network exhibiting the technical, economic and capacity 

characteristics consistent with the dark fibre product. The costs that inform the 

dark fibre price are set with reference to the cost of access fibre optic cables 

deployed mainly in urban areas and include a share of the duct and pole access 

that is used to support the deployment of those fibre cables based on the relative 

capacity of that infrastructure (mainly ducts) occupied by the fibre cables. The 

cost analysis also includes a return on capital employed and a contribution to 

fixed and common costs. Therefore, the dark fibre price is set with reference to 

the modelled costs of duct and poles which also informs the duct and pole access 

prices. 

8.113 Furthermore, incentivising an operator to provide additional services by allowing 

access to dark fibre at a price that enables Eir recover its average costs does 

not, in ComReg’s view, appear to be a “perverse outcome” as suggested by Eir 

at paragraph 8.96. Rather, charging a cost oriented price to access fibres that 

would otherwise remain unused should be considered an efficient way of 

increasing economic welfare for consumers. Imposing a higher price for dark 

fibre might result in the spare fibre in Eir’s access network remaining unused and 

could even encourage other operators to invest in additional fibre cables, ducts 

and poles when it is not efficient to do so. Given the high costs associated with 

civil infrastructure investment ComReg does not consider it is appropriate for 

such investment to be incentivised at the cost of overall network efficiency.  

                                            
449 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 32. 
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8.114 Eir’s concern at paragraphs 8.96- 8.97 that operators could be incentivised to try 

and ‘game’ the situation by delaying the provision of a service to customers until 

it can be sure it can do so using dark fibre rather than having to take duct or pole 

access, does not seem to be valid. ComReg considers that if the OAO decides 

to delay its service offering until all available ducts have been filled by other 

operators (such that it could avail of dark fibre – if available) then it runs a real 

risk of losing its intended customers to its competitors.   

8.115 With regard to Eir’s views at paragraph 8.95 that the cost of CEI (duct and pole 

access) accounts for most of the cost of dark fibre and the price of dark fibre 

should be structured in a similar way to that of CEI, ComReg agrees in part.  

8.116 While ComReg considers that is reasonable to derive a separate price for Dublin 

and provincial areas, deriving a cost oriented price by surface type is not feasible 

for dark fibre as it requires precise information on the given surface type a fibre 

uses over its route length. Although the Revised CAM does use information on 

surface type to determine the current costs of duct infrastructure it does not 

produce this information in a manner that facilitates charging each cable a 

different duct cost based on its specific deployment within each surface type. 

This is further complicated by the fact that the majority of the TD costs for duct 

are derived from Eir’s TD HCAs, which only retain information on the duct costs 

in an exchange area but not on the cost by surface type in each area. 

Consequently, only a cost oriented Dublin/provincial price differential would 

appear to be feasible for dark fibre prices. 

8.117 Having considered the submissions from respondents, the price per metre of 

fibre remains appropriate for setting dark fibre prices for the reasons set out at 

paragraphs 8.100 to 8.116 above and in Chapter 8 of the Consultation, 

paragraphs 8.71 to 8.80 except for modifications to the geographic area where 

we now consider that dark fibre price should be differentiated between Dublin 

and Provincial as discussed in paragraph 8.116. 

8.118 Figure 16 shows the changes to the dark fibre price per metre since the 

consultation (15/67). Please note that as outlined at paragraph 8.116 the dark 

fibre price is now based on the geographic split of Dublin and Provincial. In order 

to do a like for like comparision with the Dublin and Provincial dark fibre prices in 

this Decision Document we have also set out what the prices for dark fibre would 

have been in the Consultation Document if the Dublin and Provincial split was 

used. 
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8.119 The dark fibre price calculated in Figure 16 is for one single (strand of) fibre. In 

the case where an access seeker requires 2 fibres then the price in Figure 16 

will be multipled by 2 and so forth. The dark fibre price includes the cost of access 

to fibre optic cables deployed mainly in urban areas and includes a share of the 

duct and pole access that is used to support the deployment of those fibre cables 

based on the relative capacity of that infrastructure (mainly ducts) occupied by 

the fibre cables. The cost analysis also includes a return on capital employed 

and a contribution to fixed and common costs. Please note as set out in 

paragraph 8.100, the price for dark fibre only applies in circumstances where 

there is no available capacity for an OAO to access duct or poles, on a particular 

route, and where dark fibre is reasonably available. 

Figure 16: Dark fibre price per metre per annum: 

Description  Para Ref € Dublin € Provinical 

Dark fibre average price per 
metre per 15/67 

 0.24 0.16 

 

Adjustments following 

Consultation 15/67: 
   

Realignment to Dublin / 
Provincial 

8.69  

0.01 

 

(0.03) 

 Payment term change 5.32-5.35 

Price trend change 5.27 

Depreciation formula 
correction 

5.37 

Mistake in chamber prices 5.39 

Dark fibre average price 
per metre per Decision 

 0.25 0.13 
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8.120 The annual price per metre for dark fibre for each year of the Price Control Period 

(2016-2019) and the indicative prices for 2019/20 and 2020/21 are set out in 

Chapter 13 at Figure 25. 

8.4.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

8.121 Access to dark fibre only applies in those circumstances where access to civil 

engineering infrastructure (ducts and poles) is not available for economic, 

technical or capacity reasons and as such where sufficient dark fibre is available. 

8.122 The price per metre of fibre is appropriate for setting dark fibre prices. 

8.123 Dark fibre prices should reflect the costs associated with the provison of the 

service in Dublin and Provincial areas. 

8.124 The maximum annual price per metre for dark fibre for the Price Control Period 

(2016-2019) and the indicative prices for 2019/20 and 2020/21 are set out in 

Chapter 13 at Figure 25. 
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Chapter 9  

9 Pricing approach for Line Share 

9.1 Introduction 

9.1 In this chapter we determine the appropriate monthly rental charge for Line 

Share.   

9.2 The Line Share price is based on the incremental cost (excluding fault clearance) 

of supporting broadband services on a line that is also used to support 

narrowband services. Therefore, the charge of €0.77 for Line Share does not 

include the costs of the local loop as this cost is already reflected in retail and 

wholesale narrowband prices. 

9.2 Determining the price for Line Share 

9.2.1 Overview:  

9.3 In Chapter 9 of the Consultation Document ComReg proposed to continue to 

charge the maximum monthly rental price for Line Share of €0.77 based on the 

incremental costs relevant to the ongoing day to day running of the Line Share 

service. 

9.4 As 100% of the costs of the local loop are already recovered through the price 

charged for retail and wholesale narrowband access, the incremental cost 

approach for Line Share ensures that Eir does not over recover its costs with 

regard to the Line Share monthly rental price. 

9.5 The incremental costing methodology solely considered those costs relevant to 

the ongoing day-to-day running of the Line Share service. These incremental 

costs include the following: 

 Remedial costs associated with pair gain removal; and 

 Carrier administration and billing costs. 

9.6 Please refer to the Consultation Document, Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.4 – 9.14 for 

further details on the pricing approach for Line Share. 

9.2.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document: 

9.7 There was general agreement among respondents that the incremental costing 

methodology should remain in place for determining the rental price for line 

share. 
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9.8 Vodafone stated that it “…supports this approach.”450 

9.9 Eir considered that “…the methodology for setting the monthly rental for Line 

Share was determined after ComReg 08/106 and that it is not appropriate to 

review it at this time as any change would have implications for the pricing of a 

number of other access services – as well as for operators that have invested in 

this service on the basis of the result of the previous consultation.”451 

9.10 BT agreed with ComReg stating that “The incremental pricing policy for Line 

Share has existed for several years in Ireland and other jurisdictions and reflects 

that SB-WLR recovers the line costs.”452 

9.11 While ALTO agreed with the proposal to continue with the incremental costing 

approach for line share, it considered that “…the incremental costs should 

actually be falling and the price should consequently reduce.”453 

9.2.3 ComReg’s Position: 

9.12 We note the general agreement among respondents regarding the pricing 

approach for determining the line share monthly rental price. 

9.13 With regard to Eir’s submission at paragraph 9.9 that it is not appropriate to 

review line share at this time as changes would have implications for other 

access services, ComReg considers that it is important to review the monthly 

rental for Line Share in order to ensure consistency with prices of other access 

services and across the ladder of investments. In any case, the price remains at 

€0.77 and the methodology remains the same. 

9.14 In response to ALTO’s point at paragraph 9.11 that Line Share costs should be 

falling, ComReg would like to point out that as set out in Chapter 9, paragraphs 

9.10 and 9.11 of the Consultation Document, ComReg received cost projections 

from Eir for the relevant categories of costs together with the projected 

broadband volumes. The outcome of our review indicated that although costs 

have fallen as a result of increased efficiencies and a lower WACC, volumes 

have also fallen with the result that the monthly charge of €0.77 remains 

appropriate. However, it should be noted that Eir are obliged to ensure 

compliance with their cost orientation obligation and the onus resides with Eir to 

keep these charges under review.  

                                            
450 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 10. 
451 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 37. 
452 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 8. 
453 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 13. 
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9.15 Having considered the submissions from respondents, the pricing approach for 

determining the line share monthly rental price remains appropriate for the 

reasons set out at paragraphs 9.12 to 9.14 above and for the reasons set out in 

Chapter 9 of the Consultation Document, at paragraphs 9.4 to 9.12.  

9.16 The maximum monthly rental charge for Line Share for the Price Control Period 

(2016-2019) and the indicative prices for 2019/20 and 2020/21 are set out in 

Chapter 13 at Figure 19. 

9.2.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

9.17 The maximum monthly rental charge for Line Share should be based on the 

incremental cost methodology.  
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Chapter 10  

10 Margin squeeze tests 

10.1 Introduction 

10.1 In this chapter we further specify the obligation not to cause a margin squeeze 

pursuant to the FACO Decision. 

10.2 In this Decision Document we further specify the margin squeeze between WLR 

and retail line rental. In addition, we further specify the margin squeeze obligation 

such that an appropriate economic space is maintained between the price of 

POTS based VUA against the price for standalone VUA / NGA Bitstream 

(including a contribution towards Managed VoB costs).   

10.3 The respective discussion is considered under the following headings: 

 Retail margin squeeze test between SB-WLR and retail line rental;  

 Retail price notification and compliance procedures: and 

 Wholesale margin squeeze test – POTS based VUA. 

10.2 Retail margin squeeze test between SB-WLR and retail 

line rental 

10.2.1 Overview: 

10.4 In Chapter 10 of the Consultation Document ComReg proposed a margin 

squeeze test between the price of retail line rental and the price of SB-WLR 

pursuant to the FACO Decision. 

10.5 ComReg proposed in the Consultation Document that the following principles 

should apply with regard to the retail margin squeeze test:  

 Retail costs: the retail costs in the retail margin squeeze test should 

include product management costs, marketing and sales, billing costs, 

fault reporting costs and connection costs (where appropriate). 

 Operator cost base: the EEO cost standard should be applied to the retail 

costs in the retail margin squeeze test between retail line rental and SB-

WLR. 

 Appropriate cost standard: the retail margin squeeze test between retail 

line rental and SB-WLR should be based on the ATC costs of Eir. 
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 National or regional assessment: the retail margin squeeze test should be 

based on a national basis where Eir should recover the ATC costs for line 

rental nationally. 

10.6 Please refer to the Consultation Document, Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.14 – 

10.38 for further details on the proposed approach for the margin squeeze test 

between the retail price for retail line rental and the wholesale price for SB-WLR. 

10.2.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document: 

10.7 Vodafone, Sky and BT agreed with a retail margin squeeze for line rental, while 

Eir (and its consultants, CEG, Compass Lexecon and Michael Rhodes) 

disagreed for a number of reasons as detailed below. ALTO considered that 

further specification of the underlying principles of the test was required. 

10.8 BT stated that “Absent functional separation, EOI and given past margin squeeze 

concerns in Ireland we consider there is a need to continue margin squeeze 

tests.”454  

10.9 In its letter of 2 December 2015, Vodafone highlighted the need for both cost 

oriented pricing at the wholesale level, and retail controls, such as a Retail Margin 

Squeeze, on Eir to protect the continued development of competition. Please 

refer to paragraph 10.26. Vodafone also stated that “the continued use of a Retail 

Margin Squeeze enables the wider industry to have some reassurance that eir 

will have reduced ability to use (short term) retail pricing movement to manipulate 

the retail market.” 455 

10.10 Sky in its letter of 27 November 2015, noted that Eir in mid-November put a 

heavily publicised offer into the market “…that highlights the need and urgency 

for both a cost oriented WLR rate and a more stringent margin squeeze test 

(MST).”456 Sky considered that “it is imperative that a cost oriented obligation on 

WLR and NGA broadband access (where Eir face less competition than on CGA 

broadband) are implemented imminently and that this initiative is complimented 

by a more stringent MST that accounts for the issues outlined above.”457 

10.11 Eir disagreed with the need for a retail margin squeeze test for line rental and its 

view was supported by its consultants, CEG, as well as reports submitted from 

Compass Lexecon and Michael Rhodes, which are discussed in turn under the 

following headings: 

1. Requirement for margin squeeze test; and 

                                            
454 BT Response to Consultation, page 8. 
455 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 4, at Annex 8. 
456 Sky letter of 27 November 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
457 Sky letter of 27 November 2015, page 3, at Annex 8. 
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2. Principles of the margin squeeze test. 

Requirement for margin squeeze test:  

10.12 Eir considered that once the price for wholesale line rental has been set at cost 

“… there is no economic basis for the margin squeeze test between retail and 

wholesale line rental… because setting the wholesale price at cost ensures that 

if eircom sells the retail service at a price that would fail such a test the entire 

service is sold at a loss to eircom.”458 Eir considered that retail minus regulation 

“… would enable ComReg to set the margin directly while a cost orientation 

obligation would mean that a margin squeeze could only be implemented by 

eircom incurring losses.” 459 Eir added that it “...would have no scope to recover 

these losses given the intense prospective competition from UPC, SIRO, mobile 

broadband and the LLU-based operators.” 460 

10.13 CEG also made similar points to Eir, stating that if "...a SB-WLR price is set based 

on cost, eircom could only apply a margin squeeze to an operator as efficient as 

eircom by setting its retail price for line rental or a bundle containing line rental 

below the total costs of supplying that service or bundle.”461 CEG considered that 

“…a margin squeeze test would require eircom to incur losses. …. Incurring 

losses would only be a profitable behaviour for eircom if it could expect to sustain 

above competitive prices in the longer term." 462  

10.14 The Compass Lexecon report, submitted as part of the Eir response, focused on 

whether concurrent application of cost orientation and margin squeeze is 

proportionate to support competition in a market downstream from the regulated 

product. The analysis of the report is particularly focussed on the concurrent 

obligations of cost orientation and margin squeeze in the context of wholesale 

broadband access.  

10.15 Compass Lexecon stated that “…cost orientation obligations significantly reduce 

the ability and incentive of vertically integrated operators to impose a margin 

squeeze between upstream markets in which they hold market power and 

competitive downstream markets.” 463 Compass Lexecon stated that “Adding an 

MST obligation may provide further assurance against margin squeeze but only 

at the cost of limiting eircom’s incentive and ability to compete and eircom’s rivals’ 

incentive to climb the ladder of investment”464  

                                            
458 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 37. 
459 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
460 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
461 CEG report, page 34. 
462 CEG report, page 34. 
463 Compass Lexecon Report, page 23. 
464 Compass Lexecon Report, page 23. 
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10.16 Furthermore, Compass Lexecon stated that “Such modest potential incremental 

benefits and significant costs suggest that adding an MST to a cost orientation 

obligation is not proportionate.”465 Compass Lexecon noted that “This applies 

equally to broadband and fixed line services currently subject to such concurrent 

regulatory obligations…”466. 

10.17 The Michael Rhodes report, also submitted as part of the Eir Response, is based 

upon the views and analysis conducted by Compass Lexecon. The Michael 

Rhodes report concluded that “…ComReg should withdraw these MSTs from 

services where it has subjected eircom’s wholesale prices to a cost-orientation 

obligation”467 for the following reasons: 

(i) “The national markets for both broadband access and line rental at the retail 
level in Ireland are competitive; 
  

(ii) The arguments put forward by ComReg for retaining an MST despite subjecting 
eircom’s WBA prices to a cost-orientation obligation (and for proposing to retain 
an MST even after eircom’s WLR prices are subjected to a cost-orientation 
obligation) are unsound;  
 

(iii) The retention of these MSTs in these circumstances is not only unnecessary 
and disproportionate, it also limits pro-competitive pricing and competitive 
entry;  
 

(iv) These MSTs do not meet the Three Criteria Test468; and  
 

(v) The retention of these MSTs in these circumstances is inconsistent with the 

approach of the European Commission and National Regulatory Authorities in 

other EU Member States.”469 

10.18 Eir stated that “The margin squeeze test would be regulating margins to address 

a problem that does not exist, nor will exist.” 470 and that the margin squeeze test 

would “…forestall the development of greater competition by constraining 

eircom’s ability to launch competitive offers.”471  

10.19 CEG considered that “Consumers would gain from lower retail prices in the short-

term and prices would be constrained to competitive levels in the longer term 

                                            
465 Compass Lexecon Report, page 23. 
466 Compass Lexecon Report, page 23. 
467 Michael Rhodes report, page 10. 
468 This point is further expanded in page 8 of Michael Rhodes report where it states that “…the retail 
markets for broadband access and line rental in Ireland would not meet the Three Criteria Test as those 
national markets are already manifestly subject to effective retail competition.” 
469 Michael Rhodes report, page 10. 
470 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
471 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
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because of the presence of rival networks and access-based operators.” 472 CEG 

added that “A margin squeeze test would also be ineffective as a vehicle to assist 

new entrants/small players as they would need to be competitive with eircom’s 

larger rivals.”473 

10.20 Eir considered that “…competition law rather than ex ante approval mechanisms 

would allow for greater pricing flexibility in the interests of consumers, while still 

safeguarding against prices that could cause harm to competition.”474  

10.21 Similarly, CEG also considered that “An ex ante margin squeeze test (compared 

with the ex post application of competition law) prevents certain pricing without 

that pricing being shown to be likely to cause competitive harm.” 475 CEG gave 

an example of where “…a margin squeeze assessment may prevent price 

discounting that grows volumes to the benefit of consumers, particularly if the 

test adopts a flawed short-term analysis.”476 

10.22 Eir also considered that “ComReg's own pricing evidence shows that eircom has 

not engaged in a margin squeeze in fixed voice - eircom's prices are significantly 

undercut by rivals.”477 Furthermore, in this regard, CEG referred to ComReg’s 

data in ComReg Document 15/102 stating that “...Figure 1[478] shows, eircom’s 

prices are already undercut by its competitors.” 479 and that “The market evidence 

demonstrates that eircom is not engaging in a margin squeeze and to impose 

the margin squeeze test would constrain eircom from competitively responding 

to its competitors and thereby deny consumers the benefit of lower prices.” 480 

CEG stated that “Given that absence of a margin squeeze to date, ComReg 

needs to substantiate why it believes a margin squeeze would occur in the 

future.”481 

10.23 CEG stated that given the proposal to impose an obligation of cost orientation on 

SB-WLR, then “the imposition of the line rental margin squeeze test would 

effectively amount to the regulation of eircom's retail line rental charges.”482 CEG 

stated that this “...is despite the European Commission's general expectation that 

retail regulation should not be required." 483 

                                            
472 CEG report, page 35/36. 
473 CEG report, page 35/36. 
474 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 6. 
475 CEG report, page 37. 
476 CEG report, page 37. 
477 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
478 ComReg Document No 15/102, Figure 2.51 
479 CEG report, page 36. 
480 CEG report, page 36. 
481 CEG report, page 36. 
482 CEG Report, page 39. 
483 CEG Report, page 39. 
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10.24 CEG also noted that "…the Commission has called for ComReg to review 

regulations affecting the retail access market without delay and to streamline the 

multiple layers of regulation." 484  

10.25 CEG also considered that “The proposed restrictions on eircom's retail prices are 

also inconsistent with the Commission's recognition that eircom has a relatively 

moderate share of the market." 485   

10.26 In its letter of 2 December 2015, Vodafone stated that it “…would strongly refute 

the claims of eir that ex-post regulation is appropriate in this market...”486 on the 

basis that “...eir’s recent price changes strongly indicate a need for both cost 

orientated pricing at the Wholesale level, and retail controls, such as a Retail 

Margin Squeeze, on eir to protect the continued development of competition.”487  

10.27 Vodafone noted that Eir “…focus extensively on current Retail Market Shares, 

and appear to avoid the more relevant arguments, as articulated by ComReg (in 

Section 3.8 of ComReg 15/67), that it is possible for eir to “Leverage its market 

power into adjacent vertically or horizontally related markets through price and 

non-price means with the effect of foreclosing or excluding competitors in 

downstream retail and/or upstream wholesale markets”.488 

10.28 In addition, Vodafone also referred to “Recital 47 of the EC Directive 

2009/140/EC [where] it was clearly stated that “For the purposes of ensuring that 

there is no distortion or restriction of competition in the electronic 

communications markets, national regulatory authorities should be able to 

impose remedies aimed at preventing leverage of significant market power from 

one market to another closely related market.” 489 Vodafone added that “NRAs, 

including ComReg, are working within their powers to prevent distortions in 

competition in Retail markets where incumbents, such as eir, have SMP in 

directly related wholesale markets.” 490 Vodafone considered that “eir’s claim that 

the use of Margin Squeeze along with the use of cost orientated price is ‘unusual’, 

which has not backed up with specific facts is far from ‘unusual’. We are aware of 

a number of other EU countries where such an approach is regarded as the norm.” 

491 

Principles of the margin squeeze test: 

10.29 CEG suggested that the test should require prices to “…only cover ongoing 

costs, i.e. average avoidable costs.” CEG considered that “The use of average 

                                            
484 CEG Report, page 39. 
485 CEG Report, page 39/40. 
486 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 4, at Annex 8. 
487 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 4, at Annex 8. 
488 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
489 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
490 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
491 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
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avoidable costs is appropriate to protect the existing competitors … which have 

well-known brands and existing billing systems (including UPC, Vodafone, BT 

and Sky).” 492 CEG also stated that “Average avoidable costs would recognise 

that competitive pricing can lead to prices that do not recover sunk costs such as 

in relation to brand, IT and billing systems and provide flexibility as to how 

common costs are recovered across services.”493  

10.30 CEG referred to paragraph 10.31 of the Consultation Document and noted that 

ComReg seems to believe that the test should be used to assist further entry 

rather than to protect current competition. However, CEG considered that “…the 

use of ATC would be ineffective at supporting new entrants as any entrant would 

have to be competitive with eircom’s rivals in any event.” Furthermore, CEG 

stated that “…the use of Average Total Costs would competitively disadvantage 

eircom to the detriment of efficiency and competition while providing no offsetting 

competitive benefits.” CEG also stated that the existence of “…significant rivals 

to eircom also supports ComReg’s use of an EEO standard.”494  

10.31 CEG also referred to ComReg’s proposal that the test should be applied on a 

national basis to allow for some efficient price discrimination. However, CEG 

noted that “…ComReg has not considered the extent to which the test itself would 

prevent further efficient price discrimination.”495 

10.32 Vodafone considered that “Eircom continue to benefit from improved returns both 

at wholesale and retail levels yet access seekers struggle to make a return on 

the wholesale access products available.”496 Vodafone stated that the retail 

margin squeeze model “…is not fit for purpose in the assumptions it uses to 

define an efficient operator…” Furthermore, Vodafone believed that “With the 

current pricing and costs incurred by access seekers like Vodafone, it is our 

estimation that SB-WLR for example should be €5-€6 lower to ensure there is 

sufficient margin at the prevalent retail prices. The reductions proposed are 

welcome but will not bring about a situation where acess seekers can see a long 

term viable business plan. Costs such as acquisition costs, provisioning and care 

costs need to be reviewed in the model to ensure it is a[s] close to an accurate 

reflection on the margin available”497 In particular Vodafone stated that “The use 

of EEO…would seem to be at odds with the 2013 EC recommendations in two 

parts.” 498 Vodafone stated that “Firstly, these costs are replicated by OAO’s and 

therefore should be based on a Bottom Up basis as against the ComReg 

proposal to use Eircom's costs; and secondly other Wholesale/Retailing margin 

                                            
492 CEG report, page 40. 
493 CEG report, page 40. 
494 CEG report, page 41. 
495 CEG report, page 41. 
496 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 11. 
497 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 11. 
498 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 12. 
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squeeze determinations use the REO (Reasonably Efficient Operator) principle.” 

499 

10.33 Vodafone also questioned why SLA costs are not included in the retail cost stack 

for margin squeeze purposes. Vodafone considered that “This would ensure that 

the additional Retailing costs required of Vodafone due to Eircom not meeting 

required SLAs are in some way recognised as also a cost to Eircom’s Retail arm 

and would also provide additional encouragement to Eircom to meet its SLA and 

KPI targets.” 500 Furthermore, Vodafone stated that “These additional costs, such 

as SLA penalties, should be based on the implied fines an “REO/SEO” would 

pay in relation to its particular service volumes.”501 

10.34 BT considered that the “…ComReg proposal needs further specification as it 

does not define whether ComReg is taking a product by product approach or a 

basket approach.”502 BT also referred to the “…considerable work of OXERA as 

part of previous ComReg consultations”503 and that the “outcomes and resulting 

processes”504 of such work should be considered by ComReg.  

10.35 ALTO stated that “…the ComReg proposal regarding the retail Margin Squeeze 

Test – MST, needs further specification…it does not define whether ComReg is 

taking a product-by-product approach or a basket approach…”505 ALTO also 

stated that it “…seeks more detail on the implementation of the MST before it 

could agree whether it is fit for purpose.” 506  

10.36 In the Eir August Letter, Eir highlighted that “In the Retail Line Rental Margin 

Squeeze Model there is a simple calculation for the monthly cost per retail PSTN 

service derived from the Eircom FY13 and FY14 separated regulatory accounts. 

This monthly cost has been  in both versions of the test by the error of dividing 

the total retail cost of PSTN line rental by  volume of PSTN services. When 

this is corrected the average monthly retail cost ”507  

10.37 Eir in its submission to the Consultation Document suggested that if ComReg 

proceeds with the proposed cost orientation and margin squeeze test for SB-

WLR rental charges “…we draw ComReg attention to the service 

enhancements...[which]…have the effect of reducing the downstream costs 

faced by the re-seller of SB-WLR.” 

                                            
499 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 12. 
500 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 12. 
501 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 12. 
502 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 8. 
503 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 8. 
504 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 8. 
505 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 13.  
506 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 13.  
507 ComReg Document No 15/67d - http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg1567D.pdf 

http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg1567D.pdf
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10.38 CEG considered that it is unclear whether the proposed test is to address a 

concern with line rental offered as part of “bundles or on a stand-alone basis...”508 

CEG believed that “In either case, the regulation of SB-WLR would remove the 

scope for a margin squeeze…”509 Furthermore, CEG stated that “There would 

appear to be no economic rationale to supplement the Net Revenue Test with a 

test applied to line rental on its own.”510 

10.39 CEG also stated that “eircom could be particularly constrained in offering 

innovative bundles as margin squeeze tests instead focus on elements that can 

be perfectly replicated whereas consumer gains are likely to be greater where 

operators have freedom to introduce bundles with new elements.”511  

10.40 CEG also noted that “The forthcoming intensity of competition will provide no 

scope for eircom to charge above competitive retail prices in the future. Any 

margin squeeze attempted today in relation to fixed bundles will simply lead to 

lower prices at a loss to eircom and to the benefit of consumers512.” 

10.41 Sky, in its letter of 27 November 2015, noted that ComReg currently assumes a 

42 month customer life in assessing Eir’s MSTs but “in reality once a contract 

has expired (be it for 12, 18 or 24 months) these customers will often be offered 

a further discount in order to renew the contract at the relevant time.”513 Sky 

considered that in these circumstances and assuming a €92 monthly price point 

would apply for the subsequent 30 months after the 12 month offer expires will 

result in an “over estimate [of] revenue generated by the bundle in current MSTs.”  

Sky stated that “Eir can rely on this disconnect between the MST assumptions 

and reality to inform a pricing strategy that effectively allows it to circumvent what 

the MST is designed to capture.”514 adding that “Eir can run extremely aggressive 

“front loaded” retail offers because it knows the ComReg MST will assume large 

offsetting revenues (that may never be realised) further out in the analysis.” 515 

10.42 Sky illustrated in its letter of 27 November how not taking account of further 

discounts offered by Eir to customers when these 24 month contracts are 

renewed, “…could result in the standard MST being passed whereas in reality 

competitors would not be able to replicate the 42 month scenario without 

incurring losses.” 516 

                                            
508 CEG report, page 34/35. 
509 CEG report, page 34/35. 
510 CEG report, page 34/35. 
511 CEG report, page 37. 
512 CEG report, page 34. 
513 Sky letter of 27 November 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
514 Sky letter of 27 November 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
515 Sky letter of 27 November 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
516 Sky letter of 27 November 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
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10.2.3 ComReg’s Position: 

10.43 ComReg notes that the majority of respondents agreed that a retail margin 

squeeze test between retail line rental and SB-WLR was appropriate with the 

exception of Eir and its consultants. ComReg’s position with regard to the points 

raised by respondents are addressed under the relevant headings below. 

Requirement for a margin squeeze test: 

10.44 With respect to the views of Eir, CEG, Compass Lexecon and Michael Rhodes 

at paragraphs 10.12, 10.13 and 10.14-10.17 that once the price for wholesale 

line rental has been set at cost that there is no economic basis for the margin 

squeeze test, ComReg does not agree. In the RFVA Decision, ComReg notes 

that absent regulation Eir would have close to 100% share of the standalone 

lower level voice access (‘LLVA’) market and around 80% of the high level voice 

acess (‘HLVA’) market. If carrier pre-select (‘CPS’) and SB-WLR services are 

taken into account, Eir’s market share is around 53% of the retail HLVA market 

(at Q4 2013). In the RFVA Decision, ComReg recognises that absent regulation 

Eir would have the ability and incentive to leverage market power into or from 

both horizontally and vertically related markets. By doing so, Eir could strengthen 

its position in the LLVA market and the HLVA market. As a result an obligation 

was imposed on Eir in the RFVA Decision not to cause a margin squeeze.  

10.45 Similarly, in the FACO Decision, Eir has been designated with SMP. As noted in 

the FACO Decision, in Chapter 11, Eir’s strong position in both the downstream 

RFTS markets and the FACO markets means that Eir not only has the ability, but 

also has an incentive, to engage in vertical leveraging and / or foreclosure type 

behaviours. For example, to impede downstream competitors through price (e.g 

excessive / discriminatory pricing) and / or non-price anti competitive behaviours. 

Eir could leverage its market power into adjacent vertically or horizontally related 

markets through price and non-price means with the effect of foreclosing or 

excluding competitors in downstream retail and/or upstream wholesale markets. 

ComReg considers that in the context of the FACO markets a margin squeeze 

between FACO and downstream prices could undermine the effectiveness of a 

FACO product offering and, in doing so, could harm competition in downstream 

markets by eliminating competing service providers, distorting competition or 

indeed discouraging the entry of new service providers. Therefore, the obligation 

not to cause a margin squeeze was imposed on Eir in the FACO Decision. This 

Decision is a further specification of that obligation. 

10.46 Other operators have also raised concerns regarding the need for a margin 

squeeze test, in particular Vodafone stated in its letter of 2 December that “…eir’s 

recent price changes strongly indicate a need for both cost orientated pricing at 

the Wholesale level, and retail controls, such as a Retail Margin Squeeze, on eir 
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to protect the continued development of competition” 517. In addition, Vodafone 

considered that “the continued use of a Retail Margin Squeeze enables the wider 

industry to have some reassurance that eir will have reduced ability to use (short 

term) retail pricing movement to manipulate the retail market.” 518 

10.47 With regard to Eir and CEG’s views, at paragraphs 10.12 and 10.13, that by 

ComReg imposing a cost-orientation that a margin squeeze could only be 

implemented by Eir incurring losses and therefore be somehow improbable, 

ComReg does not agree. There are well established economic arguments on 

predatory pricing that seek to show the dynamics of predatory behaviour and its 

motivations including Reputation Theories of Predation, Deep Pocket Theories 

of Predation, Signal Jamming and Capital Markets — which can manifest in the 

form of a margin squeeze by either reducing or eliminate the economic space 

between retail and wholesale prices to the extent that losses are incurred. The 

fact that losses are incurred and even to the extent that they may or may not be 

recovered is irrelevant in the context as an abuse of dominance. The affect or 

intention of such a margin squeeze may be to leverage dominance by Eir (either 

vertically or horizontally) and/or foreclose such markets to competitors/new 

entrants. Such outcomes would not be consistent with ComReg’s regulatory 

objectives and consequently ComReg, in the FACO Decision has imposed 

pricing remedies on Eir (as the SMP operator) to prevent such potential abuses 

(see paragraph 10.45). 

10.48 Another way of looking at the above point is that, even if the cost oriented SB-

WLR price would prevent Eir from increasing its wholesale charge, Eir can, by 

reducing its retail price, ensure that certain OAOs may not be able to match the 

prevaling retail price and still earn sufficent margin to cover their own costs. In 

essence, OAOs may not be able to replicate Eir’s retail price and as a result Eir 

could foreclose the market. Any OAOs that had been forced out of the market 

due to these price reductions would be inhibited from returning even when 

margins are restored if they feared that Eir would respond by repeating the retail 

price reductions to squeeze margins again. Vodafone state that “eir’s argument 

that other operators have the capability of moving in and out of the Retail Markets 

in reaction to eir’s Retailing activities, appears deeply flawed.”519 Vodafone 

believed that “…other operators, in particular smaller operators, would more 

simply exit the market completely, as these additional costs to the business could 

not be funded from margins being earned at the Wholesale level.”520 

Consequently, absent appropriate regulation other operators may not enter or 

re-enter the market following such an abuse of dominance. ComReg considers 

                                            
517 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 4, at Annex 8. 
518 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 4, at Annex 8. 
519 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
520 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
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that this would not be consistent with its regulatory objectives and in particular 

the long-term benefits of end-users.  

10.49 In response to the points raised by Michael Rhodes at paragraph 10.17, ComReg 

has addressed each one in turn below. 

(i) In relation to Michael Rhodes views that the national markets for 

broadband access and line rental at the retail level in Ireland are 

competitive, ComReg refers to paragraph 10.56. 

(ii) In relation to Michael Rhodes views and the views of Compass Lexecon 

at paragraphs 10.14 to 10.17 that the arguments used by ComReg for 

retaining a margin squeeze test despite subjecting Eir’s WBA prices to a 

cost orientation obligation are unsound, ComReg does not agree. 

ComReg would like to point out that the pricing decision for current 

generation WBA was issued previously in the WBA Pricing Decision 

(D11/14) in 2014. This Decision Document does not reassess or reopen 

any elements of that decision other than further specifying the cost 

orientation obligation for SABB Outside the LEA. Vodafone also noted a 

similar point stating that it “….finds it unusual that many of eir’s arguments 

against the Retail Margin Squeeze requirements proposed by ComReg 

were not more properly argued and debated as part of previous ComReg’s 

Decisions, for example ComReg 14/89, D12/14.” 521 

(iii) In relation to Michael Rhodes views that margin squeeze tests in these 

circumstances limit pro-competitive pricing and competitive entry, 

ComReg does not agree. Please see paragraph 10.50. 

(iv) In relation to Michael Rhodes views that the retail markets for broadband 

access and line rental in Ireland would not meet the Three Criteria Test, 

ComReg notes that the market reviews for the FACO markets and RFVA 

markets are only recently completed as noted at paragraphs 10.44 - 

10.45, where Eir was designated with SMP in each such markets. The 

conclusions regarding SMP were arrived at by ComReg having conducted 

Three Criteria Test in each of these market analyses, with the European 

Commission agreeing with ComReg’s conclusions in this regard. Please 

also see paragraph 10.56. With regard to the point on the retail broadband 

market, it is worth noting that the retail broadband market is not regulated. 

                                            
521 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
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(v) In relation to Michael Rhodes views that the margin squeeze tests are 

inconsistent with the approach of the European Comission and NRAs in 

other EU member states, ComReg would like to point out that we will take 

utmost account of any comments received from the European 

Commission. ComReg considers that in the context of a finding of SMP 

and having identified remedies to protect against potential abuses by a 

dominant operator, precedent based on other possible market 

circumstance in other countries is irrelevant.     

10.50 With respect to Eir’s and CEG’s submissions’ at paragraphs 10.18 and 10.19 that 

the margin squeeze test would forestall the development of greater competition 

by constraining Eir’s ability to launch competitive offers to the benefit of lower 

prices for consumers, ComReg does not agree. ComReg considers that Eir can 

launch any competitive offer so long as it does not sell the service on a portfolio 

basis at a loss. While the outcomes of competitive markets may result in 

downward pressure on prices, this needs to be balanced with any risk to 

sustainable competition (in particular in the context that Eir has SMP in both retail 

line rental and WLR) and the risk that OAOs are forced to sell the service at a 

loss as discussed at paragraph 10.47.  

10.51 With regard to Eir’s submission at paragraph 10.20 and CEG’s views at 

paragraph 10.21 that competition law rather than ex ante approval mechanisms 

would allow for greater pricing flexibility in the interests of consumers, ComReg 

does not agree. ComReg notes, as submitted by BT that “Past margin squeeze 

problems have taken a considerable time and industry resource to progress 

….the potential for market damage can continue for at least a year before action 

can be taken to stop the issue ...”522 ComReg considers that the ex-post 

enforcement provided under competition law would be inadequate and 

consequently we considered that the express imposition of ex-ante regulatory 

obligations, in particular the obligation not to cause a margin squeeze, would be 

more appropriate. Given the identified risk of potential leverage arising from Eir’s 

SMP, it was further considered that identifying margin squeeze only after it had 

occurred would not sufficiently protect against possible market foreclosure and 

the associated consumer harm. We consider that the choice of parameters 

associated with the margin squeeze test are a means of ensuring an appropriate 

regulatory balance between ensuring an appropriate margin and allowing for 

some degree of pricing flexibility so that the long-term benefits of consumers are 

maximised. Please see paragraphs 10.58 to 10.70. 

10.52 Further to CEG’s point at 10.22 that ComReg needs to substantiate why it 

believes a margin squeeze would occur in the future given the absence of a 

margin squeeze to date, ComReg considers that our market analysis (see 

paragraphs 10.44 and 10.45) recognises that Eir has SMP and is subject to a 

                                            
522 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 9. 
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number of regulatory obligations including a margin squeeze obligation therefore 

the counterfactual does not exist. In addition, ComReg would note that it is 

neither necessary to catalogue examples of actual abuse, nor to provide 

exhaustive examples of potential abuse. Rather, ComReg notes that the purpose 

of ex ante regulation is to prevent the possibility of abuses given that Eir has 

been designated with SMP in the FACO Decision and RFVA Decision, and thus 

has both the ability and incentives to engage in exploitative and exclusionary 

behaviour to the detriment of competition and end-users. 523 

10.53 At paragraph 10.22, Eir and CEG made submissions that Eir’s prices are 

significantly undercut by rivals, by way of reference to Figure 1 of the ComReg 

Quarterly Report. ComReg notes that these are headline prices and there may 

be promotional or discounts available that these broad baskets does not 

compare offers like for like. A similar point was noted by Sky in its letter of 27 

November, that the baskets used in Eir and CEG submission “…do not reflect 

actual consumer needs and/or ignores actual demand profiles observed in the 

Irish market.”524 

10.54 In relation to CEG’s submission at paragraph 10.23 that the imposition of the line 

rental margin squeeze test would effectively amount to the regulation of Eir's 

retail line rental charges, ComReg disagrees. As demonstrated in the FACO 

Decision there is a risk of abuse of dominance by Eir, as discussed at paragraph 

10.45. The margin squeeze test ensures that such competition concerns can be 

dealt with on an ex-ante basis. The purpose of the test is to ensure there is an 

appropriate margin between retail and wholesale prices. While there is currently 

a cap on retail line rental prices it would not prevent Eir from dropping the retail 

line rental price so low as to cause a margin squeeze. Nonetheless, the purpose 

of this further specification of the margin squeeze obligation is not to regulate or 

set retail line rental prices but to ensure that there is sufficient margin between 

the prevailing retail and underlying regulated wholesale prices such as that the 

potential abuses as identified in paragraph 10.45 do not occur.  

10.55 ComReg notes CEG’s views, at paragraph 10.24 that the Commission has called 

for ComReg to review regulations affecting the retail access market without delay 

and to streamline the multiple layers of regulation. ComReg would like to point 

out that it has taken utmost account of the comments received from the European 

Commission.  

10.56 Furthermore, and also with regard to CEG’s point at paragraph 10.25 that the 

proposed restrictions on Eir’s retail prices are inconsistent with the Commissions 

recognition that Eir has a relatively moderate share of the market, ComReg notes 

                                            
523 While the SB-WLR price has been subject to a retail minus price control of at least 14% until now, 
the recent 2015 Eir HCAs appears to show that the unadjusted downstream costs accounts for . 
524 Sky letter of 27 November 2015, at Annex 8. 
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that the market reviews for the FACO markets and RFVA markets are only 

recently completed as noted at paragraphs 10.44-10.45, where Eir was 

designated with SMP in each such markets. The conclusions regarding SMP 

were arrived at by ComReg having conducted Three Criteria Test in each of 

these market analyses, with the European Commission agreeing with ComReg’s 

conclusions in this regard. We also refer to the RFVA Decision (D12/14) and the 

FACO Decision (D05/15) where we noted that subject to the completion of 

various pricing work streams relating to SB-WLR and margin squeeze in the 

FACO and WBA markets that it could lead to amendments and/or the withdrawal 

of the price control obligations imposed in the FACO Decision and in the 

downstream RFVA markets. In this respect, it was also noted that on foot of the 

completion of the abovementioned Workstreams ComReg intends to commence 

a review of the RFVA markets without undue delay to assess whether, in the 

presence of effective regulation in upstream markets there is a need for 

continued regulation in the Bundled LLVA and HLVA Markets as identified in the 

RFVA Decision.  

10.57 Having considered the submissions from respondents we remain of the view that 

a margin squeeze test between the price for retail line rental and the price for 

SB-WLR is required for the reasons set out at paragraphs 10.43 to 10.56 above 

and for the reasons set out in Chapter 10, subsection 10.2 of the Consultation 

Document. 

Principles of the margin squeeze test: 

10.58 In relation to the points raised by CEG at paragraph 10.29 and 10.30 that the 

retail margin squeeze test should require prices to only cover ongoing costs i.e., 

average avoidable costs (AAC), ComReg does not agree. See also paragraphs 

10.59-10.70.  

10.59 ComReg’s preliminary view in the Consultation Document was that ATC was 

appropriate. ATC requires an operator with SMP to price at levels that include 

appropriate amounts of variable, fixed and common costs, which is the calculus 

faced by any operator when deciding to enter or expand. For example, an 

operator will consider the current and future potential competitive environment 

(including price) when formulating its business plan when deciding to enter or 

expand in the market.  

10.60 On the other hand AAC are the avoidable variable and incremental fixed costs of 

the additional sales of the product in question. The inclusion of fixed costs which 

would otherwise be avoided if the incremental output were no longer produced 

distinguishes AAC from AVC. Furthermore, the exclusion of a mark-up for overall 

fixed and common retail costs distinguish AAC from ATC. More specifically, AAC 

represents the avoidable costs of developing, launching, marketing and servicing 

each individual product. This means that general fixed and overhead costs are 

excluded, though not the fixed development, launch and any other costs directly 
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attributable to the products and which would be avoided should they cease to be 

provided. 

10.61 As the AAC standard does not include provision for (non-avoidable) fixed costs 

and common costs, it could be argued that this provides the SMP operator with 

an advantage given the broad range of products and services over which it could 

conceivably recover such common costs. Entry/expansion by efficient OAOs, 

albeit with lower economies of scale and scope than Eir, could thereby be 

impeded.  

10.62 Critically, ComReg believes that the decision to enter, and remain in, the market 

depends on the expectation that fixed and common costs will be recovered; not 

only additional avoidable costs incurred by the SMP operator. The reasoning 

behind this is that an entrant would enter a market only if it considered that it 

would be profitable to do so, taking into account all the costs that it would have 

to incur in order to enter the market and sustain a competitive position i.e., the 

fixed, common, joint and variable costs. Cost measures such as AAC do not 

ensure this as the total full costs of an operator are not covered. This view is 

supported by the ERG  

“…Avoidable costs are typically employed in ex post predatory pricing cases and 

here, they are defined as costs that the vertically integrated SMP firm could avoid 

if it decided to close its downstream operations while continuing to provide the 

upstream input to third parties. However, avoidable costs are also subject to 

criticism. In the context of an ex-ante regulatory tool, they may provide too low a 

threshold for retail prices, constraining the potential for entry by efficient entrants 

when the avoidable cost standard does not guarantee the recovery of the fixed 

costs of entry. Similarly, pricing at the avoidable cost level could even mean that 

competitors who provide a competitive constraint could be excluded. This is 

especially so if there are common or joint costs between different downstream 

services. Accordingly, the use of fully allocated costs as a proxy for average total 

cost has also been put forward as an alternative cost measure or the allocation 

of common costs to the LRIC calculation.”525  

10.63 Therefore, ComReg considers that to apply a pure AAC cost rule in an ex-ante 

context could lead to sub-optimal entry/expansion conditions with little 

entry/expansion occurring. This would be to the detriment of competition and, in 

turn, consumers.  

                                            
525 At paragraph 60 & 61 of ERG 09(07) ‘Report on the Discussion on the application of margin squeeze 
tests to bundles’ dated March 2009.   
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10.64 Given ComReg’s statutory objective to promote competition, as well as taking 

account of the current state of market development of retail fixed narrowband 

access in Ireland, ComReg considers that the use of a pure AAC test in this ex-

ante context is not appropriate.  

10.65 However, ComReg considers that a cost standard of LRIC — estimated by 

ComReg in this instance from Eir’s accounts as ATC less common costs and 

less fixed indirect costs — could be used. This is also consistent with the 

approach used in the context of retail calls in the Bundles Decision (D04/13). 

10.66 In terms of the relative increment to determine which costs are appropriate to 

consider under the LRIC cost standard Oxera526 noted in a report produced for 

ComReg that “these are costs that can be avoided in the long run if the provision 

of a given increment (eg, a product) ceases. They include all fixed costs of the 

increment, and incorporate common costs if these would be avoided in the long 

run were the increment no longer to be produced”. This suggests that within most 

cost categories there is some element of costs that, at least in the long-run, can 

be driven by service volumes. However, this element is likely to be smaller for 

cost categories linked to corporate type activities such as general management, 

finance or personnel administration than it would be for cost categories more 

closely associated with products such as product development, billing / credit 

management and marketing and sales. 

10.67 Consequently, ComReg regards common costs as costs incurred across the 

whole organisation regardless of product — so that the cost cannot be directly 

attributed to a particular product or service e.g., general finance function costs, 

personnel and administration costs, general corporate services costs, CEO 

salary, regulatory licence fees, redundancy costs / cost of voluntary leaving 

programmes. Similarly, ComReg considers that there may be additional common 

costs associated with certain product related cost categories such as billing and 

sales and marketing costs which may not be incremental to a specific Eir product 

/ service. However it would be necessary for Eir to demonstrate why it considers 

such costs to be a common / indirect cost rather than a direct cost on a case by 

case basis. ComReg regards fixed indirect costs as the indirect costs527
 that do 

not change with an increase or decrease in output e.g., general IT depreciation 

and software licence costs (that do not vary by service volumes), building costs, 

pension provisions, exceptional items. 

                                            
526 http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg1490a.pdf 
527 ComReg regards indirect costs as a cost allocated to more than one product. These costs are not 
specific (direct) to one product but to a set of products e.g., Marketing & Sales spend in the residential 
market.  
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10.68 With respect to paragraphs 10.65-10.67, ComReg considers that there are 

downstream retail costs which could due to their nature (i.e., they are fixed 

indirect costs or common costs) that may be recovered elsewhere. As such, and 

in order to replicate as far as possible the dynamics of competitive markets that 

it may be more appropriate for Eir to identify where within its retail portfolio those 

retail costs are recovered.    

10.69 Therefore, we consider that a cost standard of LRIC is appropriate — where LRIC 

in this instance is estimated from Eir’s accounts as ATC less common costs and 

fixed indirect costs — could be used for retail costs associated with line rental.  

10.70 However, should Eir so choose to only recover ATC less common costs and fixed 

indirect costs then ComReg considers that those fixed indirect costs and 

common costs should be recovered elsewhere. Consequently, as part of the 

notification process discussed at subsection 10.3 ComReg would expect Eir to 

demonstrate (in the context of Eir implementing the LRIC approach) to ComReg 

in the case of a price change that there is sufficient margins in other areas, e.g., 

when retail line rental is sold/offered in bundles, so that all retail costs including 

fixed indirect and common costs are recovered from within the retail portfolio.   

10.71 CEG’s point at paragraph 10.31 that ComReg has not considered the extent to 

which the test itself would prevent further efficient price discrimination, ComReg 

considers that for the reasons set out in paragraphs 10.44 and 10.45 a margin 

squeeze test is required. However, ComReg considers that the adjustment from 

ATC to ATC minus fixed indirect costs and common costs, as discussed in 

paragraphs 10.58-10.70, achieves the appropriate balance between 

safeguarding against the competition concerns identified in paragraphs 10.44-

10.45 and providing appropriate pricing flexibility to the long-term benefits to end-

users. 

10.72 Further to Vodafone’s submission at paragraph 10.32 that the use of EEO costs 

is at odds with the 2013 Recommendation as Vodafone considers that these 

costs should be based on BU costs (as opposed to Eir’s costs) and also given 

that other wholesale/retail tests use REO costs, ComReg does not agree. The 

choice of the Operator Cost base is fully reasoned in the Consultation Document. 

In this case, for the reasons set out in the Consultation Document ComReg 

considered that the EEO cost base was most appropriate. ComReg maintains 

the view that applying a margin squeeze between retail and wholesale line rental 

that an EEO cost base is appropriate.  

10.73 With regards to Vodafone’s views, as set out in paragraph 10.32, that Eir 

continue to benefit from improved returns while access seekers struggle to make 

a return on wholesale access products and that the SB-WLR price should be €5-

€6 lower to ensure there is sufficient margin at prevalent retail prices, ComReg 

notes that Vodafone did not provide any evidence to substantiate its calculation 
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of the €5-€6 margin. ComReg considers that the further specification of the 

obligation not to cause a margin squeeze set out in this Decision Document 

ensures that there is an appropriate economic space between the cost of SB-

WLR and the price of Eir’s retail line rental.    

10.74 In relation to Vodafone’s query at paragraph 10.33 as to why additional retail 

costs as a result of Eir not meeting its SLA costs are not included in the test, 

ComReg considers that as the terms and conditions of SLAs may include 

wholesale price rebates and downstream margin compensation to OAOs which 

may be complex to offset against notional or actual costs inferred to by Vodafone 

on an ex ante basis (i.e., for inclusion in the margin squeeze test). Furthermore, 

the penalty paid by Eir not meeting SLAs to OAOs is a negotiated value between 

each OAO and Eir. As such, the compensation offset for the SLA is complex and 

may not be readily established on an ex-ante basis. Consequently, ComReg 

considers that it would not be appropriate to specifically include such costs in the 

margin squeeze test. However, as Eir’s own downstream retail costs are used to 

establish the appropriate margin between retail and wholesale prices – Eir’s retail 

customer care costs would provide a proxy to those actual costs which would be 

incurred by OAOs in the event of Eir wholesale arm not meeting its SLAs. 

10.75 In respect to BT’s views at paragraph 10.34 that ComReg does not further specify 

whether the test is product-by-product or a basket approach, ComReg refers to 

Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.35 and 10.36 of the Consultation Document where 

we discussed the options of a national test and a regional test (LEA and Outside 

the LEA) and where we considered that a national test seemed most appropriate. 

In addition and with regard to BT’s views at paragraph 10.34 regarding the work 

of Oxera and its relevance to the context of this workstream, ComReg considers 

that the relevant principles associated with the margin squeeze test for line rental 

have been considered, which is consistent with those principles applied in other 

regulatory pricing contexts. 

10.76 In respect to the point raised in the Eir August Letter, as set out in paragraph 

10.36, where Eir considers that the retail line rental test should only use the  

to determine the unit retail costs for the margin squeeze test, ComReg agrees. 

The retail margin squeeze test in this Decision should replicate Eir’s efficiently 

incurred retails costs and Eir’s retail volumes for the provision of a retail line 

rental. Therefore, we have corrected the volumes in the retail margin squeeze 

model to reflect the retail PSTN volumes only. This has resulted in an increase 

in the monthy retail cost per line per month from . 

10.77 Further to Eir’s views, as set out at paragraph 10.37, that the proposed 

introduction of enhancements would have the effect of reducing downstream 

costs faced by resellers of WLR and that these reductions should therefore be 

taken into account in the test, ComReg does not agree. ComReg considers that 

as the proposed service enhancements would appear to be to the benefit of all 
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resellers of the SB-WLR service including Eir Retail, ComReg would expect the 

reduction in downstream costs to become evident in the retail margins faced by 

Eir Retail. In particular, ComReg notes that Eir’s response528 describes two of 

the proposed enhancements as:  

 changes to the provisioning process that will see Open Eir taking end-to-

end responsibility for new line SB-WLR connections around a range of 

issues such as failed customer appointments; and  

 an improved repair process that will see Open Eir supporting all retailers 

by accepting screened line fault reports across the unified gateway (‘UG’) 

and taking full responsibility until clearance is confirmed.  

10.78 As there is nothing to suggest that either of these enhancements would not also 

be to the benefit of Eir Retail, ComReg considers that a margin squeeze test 

based on an EEO approach using Eir Retail’s costs remains appropriate. 

10.79 Further to CEG’s view, at paragraphs10.38, 10.39 and 10.40, regarding the test 

that should apply in the context of bundles as opposed to a standalone test, 

ComReg would like to clarify that the retail margin squeeze test set out in this 

Decision Document is for standalone offers only. In the case where retail line 

rental is sold in a bundle, then the test specified in the Bundles Decision (D04/13) 

applies. 

10.80 Further to Sky’s submission, at paragraphs 10.41 and 10.42, regarding the 42 

month customer lifetime and their views that not taking account of Eir’s further 

discounts could result in the standard MST being passed whereas in reality 

competitors would not be able to replicate the 42 month scenario without 

incurring losses, ComReg notes that the illustration used by Sky relates to retail 

line rental sold in a bundle with other services, which is subject to a separate test 

set out in the Bundles Decision.  

10.81 Having considered the submissions from respondents, the principles of the retail 

margin squeeze test remain appropriate for the reasons set out at paragraphs 

10.58-10.8010.77 above and in Chapter 10 of the Consultation Document, 

paragraphs 10.14 to 10.38 except for modifications to the ATC cost standard as 

discussed in paragraph 10.58-10.70. 

                                            
528 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 26. 
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10.2.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

10.82 Eir should ensure that it does not cause a retail margin squeeze between retail 

line rental and wholesale line rental where the retail costs are based on an EEO 

cost standard and where Eir should recover its LRIC — estimated by ComReg 

in this instance from Eir’s accounts as ATC less common costs and fixed indirect 

costs on a national basis. However, should Eir so choose to only recover ATC 

less common costs and fixed indirect costs then ComReg considers that those 

fixed indirect costs and common costs avoided should be recovered elsewhere. 

10.3 Retail price notification and compliance procedures 

10.3.1 Overview: 

10.83 In Chapter 10 of the Consultation Document ComReg proposed that the retail 

margin squeeze test for SB-WLR should follow pre-notification and pre-clearance 

procedures.  

10.84 ComReg also considered an alternative approach whereby, Eir could 

demonstrate a form of self-compliance, so as to ensure ahead of launching a 

new or revised retail price for retail line rental that it meets its obligations not to 

cause a margin squeeze.  

10.85 ComReg proposed in the Consultation Document that Eir should notify ComReg 

(by email) of all retail prices for new retail products and for retail price 

amendments to existing retail products (in circumstances where there is a 

proposed change in the retail line rental price) no later than 5 working days prior 

to the date that the new or revised price is to become operative.  

10.86 For the purposes of a new or revised price and for amendments to existing retail 

products, Eir should furnish to ComReg, at the same time as it notifies ComReg, 

a detailed written statement of compliance demonstrating Eir’s compliance and 

proposed compliance with the price control obligation. Please see paragraph 

10.40 of the Consultation Document. 

10.87 Upon receipt of the statement of compliance ComReg will review it. Within the 5 

working day period ComReg may do one or more of the following things: 

(i) Provide Eir with both (a) an appropriate written view, insofar as 
possible based on the available information provided by Eir at that 
point in time, in relation to the statement of compliance and (b) 
written confirmation that the making available or offering for sale 
of the new or existing retail product appears to be in compliance 
with the retail margin squeeze test. However, any such written 
view or confirmation provided by ComReg is a prima facie view 
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and does not fetter ComReg’s future discretion in relation to its 
statutory powers;  

 
(ii) Request any further information from Eir and set a deadline by 

which such information shall be provided. Eir should provide the 
requested information by the deadline and in such format and to 
the level of detail as stipulated by ComReg. Upon receipt of the 
requested information from Eir and within the 5 working day 
period above, ComReg may do one or more the of the things 
referred to in sub-sections (i), (iii), (iv) or (v). 

 
(iii) Inform Eir in writing that the amendment(s) to either the new or 

existing retail product would in ComReg’s view, not be in 
compliance with the price control and the retail margin squeeze 
test. This written notification would include reasoning for 
ComReg’s view and would also inform Eir that the amendment or 
change will or could result in the issuing of a notification of non-
compliance;  

 
(iv) For the purpose of further specifying requirements to be complied 

with by Eir relating to the price control and the retail margin 
squeeze test, issue a direction or directions to Eir, to refrain from 
making operative the corresponding amendment(s) to the 
equivalent wholesale offering of any new or existing product, 
service or facility; or 

 

(v) For the purpose of further specifying requirements to be complied 
with by Eir relating to the price control and the retail margin 
squeeze test(s), issue a direction or directions to Eir, to refrain 
from making available or offering for sale, the equivalent 
wholesale offering of any new product, service or facility. 

 

10.88 For the purposes of promotions, discounts and bundles, ComReg proposed in 

the Consultation Document that the obligations above should apply to new and 

existing retail product(s) and any equivalent wholesale product(s). 

10.89 Please refer to the Consultation Document, Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.39 – 

10.49 for further details on the proposed pre-notification and compliance 

procedures. 

10.3.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document: 

10.90 Vodafone, BT and ALTO generally agreed that pre-notification and pre-clearance 

obligations relating to the retail margin squeeze test for line rental were required 

while Eir disagreed. BT and ALTO also raised some points for further 

consideration. 
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10.91 Vodafone stated that it “supports”529 ComReg’s approach.  

10.92 Eir stated that “…issues of pre-clearance and pre-notification do not arise once 

ComReg has set the price control for SB-WLR by cost orientation as there is no 

longer any economic justification for the test.”530 

10.93 BT considered that “...5 working day notice is insufficient for ComReg to respond 

to eir Group’s submissions...”531 

10.94 Furthermore, BT rejected the proposal of self-compliance and stated that “…the 

recent Eircom Governance Report highlights the approach of self-compliance by 

declaration is unlikely to work at this time.” 532  BT believed that “…Eircom 

Governance Report raises serious compliance questions at this time and 

undermines our confidence the proposal will work. Hence we reject this 

proposal.”533  

10.95 BT also noted that “Past margin squeeze problems have taken a considerable 

time and industry resource to progress...the potential for market damage can 

continue for at least a year before action can be taken to stop the issue ...”534  

10.96 BT agreed that notifications should include promotions, discounts and bundles 

but raised concerns that “…eir Group has continued some promotions for well 

over a year.” 535 and that these should be treated as “…prices rather than 

promotions.”536 

10.97 ALTO raised similar points to BT and in addition stated that “…notice should be 

15 working days, and that penalties for any incorrect declaration should be such 

as to create the appropriate incentive for eircom to provide accurate and timely 

declarations.”537 

10.3.3 ComReg’s Position: 

10.98 We note that the majority of respondents agreed that pre-notification and pre-

cleareance requirements are necessary in relation to price changes to retail line 

rental. The points raised by respondents are addressed below. 

                                            
529 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 12. 
530 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 38. 
531 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 8/9. 
532 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 9. 
533 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 9. 
534 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 9. 
535 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 9. 
536 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 9. 
537 ALTO Response to Consultation, page 14. 
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10.99 Further to Eir’s submission at paragraph 10.92 that pre-clearance and pre-

notification does not arise once cost orientation is in place as margin squeeze is 

no longer justified, ComReg does not agree. ComReg considers that the margin 

squeeze test is required for the reasons set out in paragraphs 10.44 to 10.45 

above and in subsection 10.2 in the Consultation Document.   

10.100 In relation to BT’s view (see paragraph 10.93) that 5 days is not sufficient for 

ComReg to respond and ALTO’s view (see paragraph 10.97) that retail pricing 

notice to ComReg should be 15 working days, ComReg would like to point out 

that 5 days’ notice is already applied in the context of NGA, Bundles and current 

generation Bitstream. In addition, it is important to note that if ComReg requires 

further information from Eir around the notified retail price then ComReg can set 

a new deadline by which this information must be provided to ComReg. 

Therefore, the timeframe can be extended if a further detailed review is required. 

10.101 Further to BT’s submission at paragraph 10.96 regarding ongoing promotions 

from Eir which should be treated as “…prices rather than promotions.”, ComReg 

would like to point out that the cost of SB-WLR connections are now included in 

the SB-WLR rental price. Please refer to Chapter 12, paragraph 12.74. However, 

for the avoidance of doubt, subject to passing the margin squeeze test, Eir’s retail 

arm could continue to provide promotions and discounts. 

10.102 In response to ALTO’s submission at paragraph 10.97 regarding penalties for 

any incorrect declaration, ComReg notes that the pre-clearance stage allows 

ComReg to inform Eir of suspected non-compliance with its pricing obligations in 

advance of launch to the market place which means that ComReg would not give 

Eir pre-clearance to make any price changes in such case. Alternatively, if its 

appears that Eir are non-compliant with its pricing obligations after the pre-

clearance stage then ComReg can request Eir to make amendments so as to 

come into compliance. This is without prejudice to issuing a notification of non-

compliance and / or taking a compliance case against Eir.  

10.103 Having considered the submissions from respondents we remain of the view that 

the pre-notification and pre-clearance requirements for retail line rental are 

appropriate.   

10.3.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

10.104 Eir should notify ComReg of all new and revised retail prices for retail line rental 

at least five working days before launch and obtain prima facie approval from 

ComReg for their launch. 

10.105 For the avoidance of doubt, approval in this context means that ComReg is of 

the view (based on the information provided to it by Eir) that the notified price 

does not appear to breach those obligations. The granting of approval does not 
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amount to a definitive finding by ComReg that the product is compliant, or will 

remain compliant in the future, with the margin squeeze obligations. It should be 

noted that the granting of approval would be strictly without prejudice to 

ComReg‘s right to take action (whether pursuant to a final decision and/or 

pursuant to any of its relevant statutory enforcement powers) in respect of any 

SB-WLR product that it believes may be non-compliant with Eir’s regulatory or 

competition law obligations.  

10.4 Wholesale margin squeeze test - POTS based VUA  

10.4.1 Overview: 

10.106 In Chapter 10 of the Consultation Document ComReg proposed that there should 

be a sufficient margin / economic space between the price of POTS based VUA 

(SB-WLR price plus port costs) and the price for standalone VUA / NGA 

Bitstream (including a contribution towards Managed VoB investment) so that an 

OAO is encouraged to invest in their own Managed VoB platform either currently 

or prospectively. 

10.107 ComReg proposed a set of assumptions as follows: 

a) A Managed VoB hypothetical investment by an OAO of €10m; 

b) A Managed VoB asset life of 5 years; 

c) A mark-up for operating costs associated with the Managed VoB service 

of 10%; 

d) Customer lifetime of 42 months consistent with other wholesale margin 

squeeze tests; 

e) Wholesale connection cost appropriately discounted over a 42 month 

customer lifetime. 

10.108 In addition, ComReg proposed that the following principles should apply with 

regard to the wholesale margin squeeze test: 

 Operator cost base: the REO cost base should be used. 

 Operator volume base: a hypothetical operator with a market share of 

25% should be the relevant volume base to apply in the context of the 

wholesale margin squeeze test. 
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10.4.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document: 

Objective of the POTS based VUA test: 

10.109 There was general agreement from the majority of respondents regarding the 

proposed wholesale margin squeeze test between POTS based VUA and 

standalone VUA / NGA Bitstream (including a contribution towards Managed 

VoB costs). 

10.110 BT stated that “…we welcome the introduction of VUA/POTs versus Standalone 

VUA/bitstream plus MST and agree there needs to be sufficient space to 

encourage investment in Voice over broadband.”538  

10.111 ALTO also “…welcomes the introduction of a VUA/POTS vs. Standalone 

VUA/Bitstream plus MST and agree with Comreg there needs to be sufficient 

space to encourage investment in Voice over broadband…”539. 

10.112 ALTO and BT also noted that: “…the Vodafone presentation provided by 

ComReg as part of the consultation…highlights the significant detrimental impact 

the SABB price increase had on their attempts to use VoIP.”540 

10.113 Vodafone welcomed the “…overall costing and pricing approach”541. Vodafone 

in its letter of 2 December 2015 noted that Eir in its response to the Consultation 

Document “…does not address the fact that the self-supply of FACO via 

Managed Voice over Broadband is included in the ComReg definition of the 

FACO market Decision … on the basis that “Managed VOB is ultimately likely to 

replace eir’s traditional circuit switched telephony services”.”542 Vodafone 

therefore considered that “…ComReg is within its powers to apply a margin 

squeeze requirement between POTS based VUA and standalone VUA/NGA 

Bitst[r]eam.”543 In addition, Vodafone stated in the letter that “It is logical from a 

ladder of investment point of view that ComReg is mindful of the need that eir 

would not act in a manner that would lead to operators not seeing a viable 

business case for investing in VoB due to eir pricing decisions, and thus 

potentially leading to eir having dominance in Wholesale VoIP.” 544 

10.114 Eir considered that “While we understand ComReg’s policy objective in 

proposing the new test, the proposed margin squeeze test is not economically 

well grounded.”545 In particular, Eir stated that “...it is not likely to promote 

                                            
538 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 9. 
539 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 15. 
540 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 5. 
541 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 13. 
542 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 12, at Annex 8. 
543 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 12, at Annex 8. 
544 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 12, at Annex 8. 
545 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 38. 
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productive economic efficiency.”546 Eir stated that the core of the problem is that 

ComReg has set an objective of ensuring that VoB platform investment is 

economic but “From an economic perspective it is not clear why that specific 

objective is desirable if ComReg’s policy objective is to promote overall efficiency 

and consumer welfare.”547 

10.115 Eir also considered that if “ComReg believes that there is a need for competitive 

safeguards in this area...that these can be efficiently addressed through an 

obligation on eircom to offer wholesale VoIP services to third parties.”548 

10.116 CEG stated that “…the test does not establish that investment in a VoB platform 

will not be viable for OAO operators.” 549 CEG considered that it would only 

establish this “…if the VoB platform offers no additional value whatsoever 

(compared with POTS) in downstream activities.” 550 However, according to CEG 

“If no additional value is created, it is unclear why incentivising investment in VoB 

is a valid policy objective.”551  

10.117 CEG also noted that “…investment in VoB might provide additional services or 

cost savings (e.g. lower retail calling costs) downstream of the access service 

being modelled that are more valuable to the consumer than the POTS based 

alternative. If these services or benefits are of sufficient value, VoB investment 

may be viable, even if the proposed margin squeeze test is failed...”552  

10.118 CEG also considered another reason why VoB investment could be economic, 

“it might be a cheaper way (at the access level of the network) than POTS to 

provide voice services.” 553 CEG explained that in a network with both copper and 

fibre assets “…VoB would be commercially viable if the cost of adding VoB 

functionality for an OAO is less than the avoidable costs of copper voice 

provision.” 554  In other words “if the costs saved by not using the legacy copper 

voice loop over the long run outweigh the costs of investing in VoB, then it will 

be economically efficient to invest in VoB.” 555 However, CEG stated that “The 

margin squeeze test proposed does not conduct such a check, and is therefore 

unlikely to promote efficient investment.” 556 

10.119 CEG stated that “ComReg’s proposed test is based on the assumption that it is 

necessary for an OAO to have a VoB platform that is dedicated to the Irish 

                                            
546 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 38. 
547 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 38. 
548 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
549 CEG report, page 44. 
550 CEG report, page 44. 
551 CEG report, page 44. 
552 CEG report, page 44. 
553 CEG report, page 45. 
554 CEG report, page 45. 
555 CEG report, page 45. 
556 CEG report, page 45. 
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market.” 557  CEG stated that “It is not clear this is necessary…[as there are a]... 

number of large international telecoms and media companies competing in 

Ireland today that would be to likely leverage platforms based in the UK or other 

EU Member States to provide VoB services in Ireland.”558 CEG also added that 

“Over-the-top competition from competitors such as Skype typically occurs 

internationally”.559 

10.120 Furthermore, CEG stated that “Given the ability of telecoms operators such as 

Colt to leverage investment across markets, it is not clear that the margin 

squeeze test proposed reflects the true incremental costs likely to be faced by 

major competitors to eircom that are operating in Ireland...”560 

10.121 CEG stated that it is “…not aware of any other regulator applying a similar test 

to that proposed by ComReg.”561 

Principles of the margin squeeze test: 

10.122 With regard to the REO cost base and the 25% market share, CEG considered 

that “The implication of these proposals is that eircom would be prevented from 

being price competitive with any operator with costs lower than the margin 

required by ComReg, including operators with a higher than 25% market 

share.”562 CEG noted that “…UPC currently has a share of 29% of the fixed 

broadband market and that Vodafone’s share of 17.5% can be expected to grow 

rapidly with the imminent launch of SIRO’s services.”563 

10.123 CEG believed that the POTS based VUA test “… would constrain eircom’s 

competitiveness while not giving benefits to smaller operators who would have 

to compete with eircom’s larger rivals anyway.”  CEG stated that “…eircom’s 

rivals such as UPC, Vodafone, BT and Sky are part of large international groups 

that are likely to bring their own competitive advantages that may more than 

offset any current scale advantage that eircom enjoys.”564 

10.124 CEG noted that “An EEO standard would better promote competition on the 

merits and efficiency.”565 

                                            
557 CEG report, page 43. 
558 CEG report, page 43. 
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560 CEG report, page 44. 
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563 CEG report, page 45. 
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SABB NGA pricing: 

10.125 BT stated that “…the significant price hike of 2 Euros per line per month by 

Eircom earlier this year acted to stall business cases for deploying VoIP and 

impacted the market.”566 

10.126 Similarly, Vodafone stated that “…the significant price increase of €2 per line, per 

month by Eircom earlier in 2015 …has stalled the business cases for deploying 

VoIP and has negatively impacted on market developments and this needs to be 

addressed.”567 Vodafone raised concerns that “…the market is moving to a 

VUA/NGA model which should be encouraged but the current pricing and 

assumptions by ComReg does not go far enough to make the business case.”568 

10.127 Vodafone is particularly concerned “…the SABB pricing of over €22 does not 

reflect the need to incentivise a move to standalone broadband with VoIP.”569 

10.4.3 ComReg’s Position: 

10.128 ComReg notes that the majority of respondents agreed with the POTS based 

VUA wholesale margin squeeze test. The points raised by respondents are 

addressed below. 

Objective of the POTS based VUA test: 

10.129 With respect to Eir’s submission, at paragraph 10.114, that in their view the 

POTS based VUA test is not economically well grounded, ComReg does not 

agree. ComReg would like to point out that in the FACO Decision Eir has been 

designated with SMP. Given concerns that Eir could leverage its market power 

into adjacent vertically or horizontally related markets through price and non-

price means with the effect of foreclosing or excluding competitors in 

downstream retail and/or upstream wholesale markets, a margin squeeze 

obligation is considered appropriate to address such risks – discussed previously 

in paragraphs 10.44-10.45. 

10.130 With regard to Eir’s view, at paragraph 10.115, that a competitive safeguard for 

VoB could be achieved through imposing an obligation on Eir to offer wholesale 

VoB services to third parties, ComReg does not agree. In the FACO Decision Eir 

was not mandated to provide Managed VoB, and ComReg maintains that view. 

However, as set out in the Consultation Document, as Eir has the ability to control 

the key inputs (namely in this case NGA Bitstream/VUA and POTS based VUA) 

used by wholesale customers — which compete against Eir in such markets — 

that it has the incentive to use its market power in upstream markets to affect the 

competitive conditions in downstream wholesale and/or retail markets. Such 
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issues were raised by BT and Vodafone (see paragraphs 10.125-10.126) in the 

context of Eir’s wholesale price increase of €2 for NGA Bitstream and VUA.   

10.131 Eir submitted (see paragraph 10.114) that the POTS based VUA test is not likely 

to promote productive economic efficiency and it is not clear why the objective of 

an economic VoB platform is desirable. CEG, at paragraph 10.116, considered 

that if no additional value is created it is unclear why incentivising investment in 

VoB is a valid policy objective. One of ComReg’s regulatory objectives is to 

facilitate infrastructure-based competition and to promote the long-term benefits 

of end-users. VoB allows an OAO to provide a voice service using their own 

infrastructure (SB-WLR is based on Eir infrastructure). Therefore, the objective 

is not to favour VoB but to encourage OAO investment in their own infrastructure. 

As Managed VoB requires considerable investment in infrastructure it is 

important to protect operators currently using Managed VoB and in addition to 

encourage other operators to invest in their own Managed VoB platform 

prospectively. Furthermore, as Eir has SMP in both the FACO market (Market 2) 

and in the WBA market (Market 5) and controls the wholesale inputs to which 

OAOs rely on to compete with Eir, ComReg considers that absent a margin 

squeeze test Eir has the incentive and ability to dampen or foreclose such 

infrastructure-based competition. See also paragraph 10.132.  

10.132 With respect to CEG’s submission (at paragraph 10.117 and 10.118) that if 

investment in Managed VOB provided additional services or cost savings then 

VoB investment might be viable even if the proposed margin squeeze test fails, 

ComReg considers that it is important to consider the purpose of the test — which 

is to ensure that OAOs have sufficient confidence such that it can determine for 

itself the appropriate business case of whether to invest or not. While such 

additional services or cost savings may act as further incentives for OAOs to 

climb the ladder of investment it is important that appropriate build or buy signals 

are not dampened or eliminated by Eir’s pricing behaviours. 

10.133 We note CEG’s view (at paragraph 10.119 and paragraph 10.120) that the test 

assumes that it is necessary for an OAO to have a VoB platform dedicated to the 

Irish market despite large international telcos likely to leverage their platforms 

from other countries to provide VoB in Ireland. While we acknowledge CEG’s 

point, ComReg would like to point out that the contribution towards Managed 

VOB in the wholesale margin squeeze test is in part informed by the fact that the 

Managed VOB platform investment costs are the costs of a dedicated Managed 

VOB platform for the Irish market.   

10.134 Further to CEG’s point at paragraph 10.119 that over-the-top competition from 

competitors such as Skype typically occurs internationally, ComReg notes that 

over-the-top services is an unmanaged VOB services. In the RFVA Decision 

ComReg recognises that Skype provides access to unmanged VOIP services 

which are provided over the networks of third parties and the supplier has very 
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limited control over the quality of the service experienced by the end user. In 

addition, the end user would also need access to a non telephone access device 

e.g., a computer.570 In the RFVA Decision we stated that unmanaged VOIP over 

a broadband connection (e.g., Skype, Viber) is unlikely to be considered a 

suitable substitute for a narrowband fixed voice access (‘FVA’) service for the 

majority of end users in light of not yet meeting the functional characteristics 

similar to traditional narrowband FVA in relation to telephony. This type of 

substitution would only be likely to occur at the margins, at least during the review 

period and, therefore, in ComReg’s view would not be sufficient to constrain 

narrowband FVA.571 Consequenlty, we do not agree with CEG’s submission. 

10.135 In relation to CEG’s claim at paragraph 10.121 that it is not aware of any other 

regulator applying a similar test, ComReg notes that as the development of 

Managed VoB in Ireland remains very low, as operators continue to mainly use 

SB-WLR, we consider that the POTS based VUA test is required to encourage 

operators to invest in their own VoB platform as appropriate.  

Principles of the margin squeeze test: 

10.136 ComReg notes CEG’s submission, at paragraphs 10.122-10.124, that the REO 

cost base and the 25% market share prevent Eir from being price competitive 

with any operator with costs lower than the margin required by ComReg and that 

the EEO test would better promote competition. ComReg considers that the REO 

cost base is more appropriate as the objective of the test is to promote 

investment in Managed VoB by alternative operators. The REO approach 

recognises that even in the long-run, alternative operators may not be able to 

compete with the SMP operator due to structural diseconomies of scale and 

scope, and the nature of the market.  

10.137 ComReg notes CEG’s views at paragraph 10.122 in particular that UPC currently 

has a share of 29% of the fixed broadband market and Vodafone’s share of 

17.5% can be expected to grow rapidly with the imminent launch of SIROs 

services. Our recent quarterly data shows that UPC’s share of fixed voice 

subscriptions is 24%572 based on all VoB lines which is below the assumed 25% 

market share. Vodafone’s share of fixed voice subscriptions is 15%573 

predominantly based on WLR and whitel label access (“WLA”) and with less than 

 lines provided by VOB, resulting in a very low VOB market share well below 

the assumed market share of 25%. Considering these values, it seems that 

choosing a market share higher than 25% would further reduce the economic 

space for operators which are competing with Eir. While UPC may be capable of 

getting a share greater than 25% in the medium term, this may be more difficult 

                                            
570 Please see paragraph 3.4 and footnote 55 of the RFVA Decision.  
571 Please see paragraph 4.85 of the RFVA Decision. 
572 ComReg Document 15/130: Key Data Report – Q3 2015, Figure 2.2.3, page 20. Calculated by  . 
573 ComReg Document 15/130: Key Data Report – Q3 2015, Figure 2.2.3, page 20. 
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for other alternative operators. As such, the risk of having too high market share 

assumption would be to create a duopoly situation in this segment of the market. 

In addition, a 25% market share is consistent with a market made up of 4 

operators with symmetric market shares (100%/4) or with a market made of 3 

operators with asymmetric market shares. While a 33% market share is only 

consistent with a duopoly situation with asymmetric market share or a market 

made up of 3 operators with symmetric market shares (100%/3), the latter is less 

likely in reality given existing market share asymmetries. As a consequence, a 

market share of 25% is more consistent with the objective of incentivising 

infrastructure based competition with more than 2 operators. 

SABB pricing: 

10.138 Further to the submissions from BT and Vodafone, as set out in paragraphs 

10.125-10.126, regarding their view that the €2 price increase per line per month 

by Eir acted to stall business cases for deploying Managed VoB, ComReg 

considers that the new wholesale test should ensure that there is an appropriate 

economic space between VUA (or NGA Bitstream) and POTS based VUA to 

enable an REO to invest in Managed VoB.  

10.139 In response to Vodafone’s view at paragraph 10.127 that a SABB price of over 

€22 does not reflect the need to incentivise a model to SABB with Managed VoB, 

ComReg would like to point out that the SABB price of €22 (based mainly on TD 

costs) relates to current generation standalone broadband Outside the LEA only, 

as discussed at Chapter 7. The costs associated with a newly built network 

(based predominantly on BU costs) for the provision of current generation SABB 

Outside the LEA would be more expensive (at circa €31), as discussed at 

Chapter 7 of the Consultation Document. 

10.140 Having considered the submissions from respondents we remain of the view that 

the POTS based VUA margin squeeze test is appropriate.   

10.4.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

10.141 Eir should be subject to a wholesale margin squeeze test between POTS based 

VUA and standalone VUA / NGA Bitstream plus a contribution towards Managed 

VoB costs based on a REO cost standard with an assumed OAO market share 

of 25%. 
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Chapter 11  

11 Review of Ancillary Charges 

11.1 Overview 

11.1 In this chapter we outline our review of the charges for a number of Eir’s ancillary 

services associated with SB-WLR and Market 4. The ancillary services for SB-

WLR are contained in Eir’s RIO price list while the ancillary services for Market 

4 are contained in the Eir’s ARO price list, on Eir’s Wholesale website. 

11.2 Pursuant to the WPNIA Market Decision and the NGA Decision, Eir’s ancillary 

charges for Market 4 are subject to the obligation of cost orientation. For SB-

WLR ancillary charges, the obligation of cost orientation was imposed pursuant 

to the FACO Decision. 

11.3 The respective discussion is considered under the following headings: 

 ARO ancillary charges; and  

 SB-WLR ancillary charges. 

11.2 ARO ancillary charges 

11.2.1 Overview:  

11.4 In Chapter 11 of the Consultation Document ComReg proposed that changes to 

the key parameters used in determining the relevant costs for the ARO ancillary 

services should be reflected by way of updated ARO ancillary charges.  The key 

parameters included the following: 

 WACC; 

 Hourly wage rate; 

 Process charge for product management; and  

 Customer lifetimes i.e., 42 months. 

11.5 In Chapter 11 of the Consultation Document ComReg reviewed the ARO 

ancillary services contained in Eir’s ARO price under the following headings: 

 Co-location charges; 

 Connections; and 
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 Fault repair. 

11.6 ComReg was of the preliminary view that the ancillary charges for Market 4 

products and services should be based on no more than the actual costs incurred 

adjusted for efficiency plus a reasonable rate of return. 

11.7 Please refer to the Consultation Document, Chapter 11, paragraphs 11.16 – 

11.35 for a further discussion on review of the ARO ancillary charges. 

11.2.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document: 

11.8 In general, the majority of respondents agreed with the preliminary views 

regarding the ancillary charges for Market 4 products and services.  

11.9 Enet agreed that “…ancillary charges for Market 4 products and services should 

be based on no more than the actual costs incurred adjusted for efficiency plus 

a reasonable rate of return.”574  

11.10 While Vodafone was supportive of ComReg’s approach it requested ComReg 

“…to explain in greater detail n[h]ow efficiency adjustments to the Ancillary 

Services cost base”575 have been calculated. Vodafone noted in particular 

“…how has the ‘appropriate’ national LFI” …been incorporated into charges...”576 

11.11 BT, however, raised concerns about power requirements stating that “…the 

granularity of eir Group power is insufficient as we have to purchase power plants 

greater than we require – and in some cases the power plant is twice the size we 

require...” 577 BT stated that “...we are over paying for power and cooling 

infrastructure and ComReg should stop this.”578 ALTO raised similar points to BT 

regarding power charges. 

11.2.3 ComReg’s Position: 

11.12 ComReg notes that the majority of respondents agreed with the review of 

ancillary charges associated with Market 4. 

11.13 Further to Vodafone’s views at paragraph 11.10 regarding efficiency adjustments 

and the appropriate LFI, ComReg notes that the majority of charges are 

connection charges which have no link to faults. For fault charges (or fault 

clearance charges), the price is intended to correspond to the unit cost of 

repairing one fault based on the incremental costs associated with fault repair. 

Consequently, the costs associated with the fault repair charge are the variable 

                                            
574 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 6. 
575 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 13. 
576 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 13. 
577 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 9. 
578 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 9. 
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costs excluding fixed and common costs, which are recovered from the line rental 

charge. Therefore, while the overall costs associated with fault repair will 

increase in line with an increase in the LFI, the unit cost per fault remains 

relatively stable. From the initiation of the LLU service, fault clearance has been 

charged separately on unbundled lines — on the basis that this provides access 

seekers with an economic signal to prove service faults out of their own network. 

The necessary consequence of this price structure is an adjustment to the level 

of network operating cost to be recovered from the LLU monthly rental — in order 

to avoid double recovery by Eir. So the assessment of the price of LLU monthly 

rental includes a downward adjustment to the level of modelled operating 

expenditure to reflect the level of cost likely to be recovered from fault clearance 

charges. This adjustment is calculated as the observed line fault rate multiplied 

by the applicable LLU fault clearance charge. 

11.14 With regard to BT’s and ALTO’s submissions’ on power at paragraph 11.11, we 

consider that these issues were addressed in the power review carried out by 

ComReg and TERA in 2013. In any event power plant size is outside the scope 

of this Decision Document. 

11.15 Having considered the submissions from respondents we remain of the view that 

the ancillary charges for Market 4 services should continue to be based on no 

more than actual costs incurred adjusted for efficiency plus a reasonable rate of 

return for the reasons set out at paragraphs 11.12 to 11.14 above and for the 

reasons set out in Chapter 11, subsection 11.2 of the Consultation Document.  

11.2.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

11.16 The ancillary charges for Market 4 products and services should continue to be 

based on no more than the actual costs incurred adjusted for efficiency plus a 

reasonable rate of return. 

11.17 Eir should continue to keep the ancillary charges under review in line with its 

pricing obligations. 

11.3 SB-WLR ancillary charges 

11.3.1 Overview: 

11.18 In Chapter 11 of the Consultation Document ComReg considered the SB-WLR 

ancillary charges under the following categories: 

1. SB-WLR order handling charges; 

2. SB-WLR connections charges; 

3. SB-WLR other charges. 
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11.19  For SB-WLR connection charges, ComReg considered two pricing approaches 

as follows:  

 Option 1: SB-WLR connection and rental charged separately; and 

 Option 2: Increase to SB-WLR rental charge to account for connection 

costs. 

11.20 ComReg was of the preliminary view that an uplift of €0.50 per line per month 

should be included in the SB-WLR rental charge to account for SB-WLR 

connection costs. Please refer to the Consultation Document, Chapter 11, 

paragraphs 11.47 – 11.59 for further details. 

11.21 As set out in the Consultation Document at paragraph 11.38, the 2014 FACO 

Consultation Document579 proposed that the ancillary charges for SB-WLR 

products and services (i.e., SB-WLR order handling charges and SB-WLR other 

charges) should be based on no more than the actual costs incurred adjusted for 

efficiency plus a reasonable rate of return. 

11.22 Please refer to the Consultation Document, Chapter 11, paragraphs 11.38 – 

11.63 for a further discussion on review of the SB-WLR ancillary charges. 

11.3.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document: 

11.23 Respondents generally agreed with the proposal to include connection costs of 

circa €0.50 per line per month in the SB-WLR rental charge. 

11.24 Eir stated that “the analysis of connection costs undertaken by ComReg to 

determine the appropriate recovery per month from line rental has been thorough 

and balanced... For this reason we agree with ComReg’s preliminary view.”580 

11.25 Separately, in the Eir August Letter, Eir noted that “In general ISDN provisioning 

costs are very much higher than PSTN provisioning costs. Yet there is no 

discussion as to whether the price control proposed should include a higher 

charge per line for ISDN rental than the single charge per line mentioned in the 

consultation.”581 

11.26 Sky considered that this approach “…ensures that eircom recovers its costs and 

provides greater certainty to OAOs by removing the ‘promotion’ led regime.”582 

                                            
579 ComReg Document No 14/26: Market Review: Wholesale Fixed Voice Call Origination and Transit 
Markets, dated 4 April 2014. 
580 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 38. 
581 ComReg Document No 15/67d - http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg1567D.pdf 
582 Sky Response to Consultation 15/67, page 3. 
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11.27 BT agreed with ComReg and stated that “This will also prevent eir Group from 

using wholesale promotions for its own targeted commercial aims.”583 

11.28 Vodafone agreed in principle with ComReg and stated that it “…assumes that 

this would also apply to the disconnection fees, in the line rental.”584 

11.3.3 ComReg’s Position: 

11.29 ComReg notes that there was general agreement among respondents to include 

the connection costs in the SB-WLR rental charge. 

11.30 With regard to Eir’s point at paragraph 11.25 that ISDN provisioning costs are 

much higher than PSTN provisioning costs, ComReg would like to clarify that the 

€0.50 per line per month connection costs relate to PSTN provisioning costs only. 

Therefore, the provisioning costs for ISDN are not included in the €0.50 and in 

this case OAOs will continue to pay for the ISDN rental and connection charges 

separately. 

11.31 In relation to Vodafone’s point at paragraph 11.28 that it assumes that the same 

principle applies to disconnection fees, ComReg confirms that the SB-WLR 

monthly charge includes all costs associated with connections and 

disconnections of the SB-WLR service. 

11.32 Having considered the submissions from respondents we remain of the view that 

the SB-WLR rental price should include the cost of SB-WLR connections at €0.50 

per line per month for the reasons set out at paragraphs 11.29 to 11.31 above 

and for the reasons set out in Chapter 11, subsection 11.3.2 of the Consultation 

Document. 

11.33 Following the FACO Decision (D05/15), the SB-WLR ancillary services are 

subject to a cost orientation obligation based on no more than the actual costs 

incurred adjusted for efficiency plus a reasonable rate of return. 

11.3.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

11.34 An uplift of €0.50 per line per month should be included in the SB-WLR PSTN 

rental charge to account for SB-WLR connection costs. 

11.35 Eir should continue to keep the PSTN provisioning costs under review in line with 

its pricing obligations. 

                                            
583 BT Response to Consultation, page 10. 
584 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 14. 
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Chapter 12  

12 Other Regulatory Measures  

12.1 Introduction 

12.1 In this chapter we determine the appropriate length of the Price Control Period, 

the transparency obligation for SABB Outside the LEA and for SB-WLR 

nationally, the regulatory approval mechanism to allow Eir reduce prices in 

certain geographic areas and the approach for SB-WLR promotions and 

discounts.  

12.2 The respective discussion is considered under the following headings: 

 Price Control Period; 

 Transparency obligations for SABB Outside the LEA and for SB-WLR 

nationally; 

 Regulatory approval mechanism to allow Eir to reduce prices in certain 

geographic areas; and 

 SB-WLR promotions and discounts. 

12.3 Each one is discussed in turn below. 

12.2 Price control period 

12.2.1 Overview: 

12.4 In Chapter 12 of the Consultation Document ComReg proposed that the price 

control period should be for at least three years (i.e., 2016 – 2018) from the date 

of ComReg’s decision but in any event it should remain in place until further 

notice by ComReg.  

12.5 ComReg was of the preliminary view that Eir should review the inputs, costs and 

assumptions of the Revised CAM annually.   

12.6 Please refer to the Consultation Document, Chapter 12, paragraphs 12.3 – 12.10 

for further details on the price control period. 

12.2.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document: 

12.7 While Enet and BT agreed with the three year price control period ALTO called 

on ComReg to have reviews every 2 years while Vodafone considered that the 

prices directed by ComReg from this review should only be in place for 12 

months. Eir considered that if prices were determined for each year of the price 
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control period then the three year period is less critical. Further points for 

consideration were raised by some respondents. 

12.8 Enet agreed with the three year price control stating that “…it is the minimum 

practicable.”585 In addition, Enet considered that three years was appropriate for 

a number of reasons including “…required stability and predictability for proper 

investment decisions.”586 and it “…supports good business planning.”587 

12.9 Eir noted that “...if a rigid price control is implemented with a single monetary 

value set for price levels for a range of wholesale access services then… the 

review leading to the next price control will need to start no more than one year 

into the control period.”588 In addition, Eir stated that “...If however the control is 

of the form of either an initial rate with a “CPI – x%” change per annum, or an 

initial rate with a money amount change per annum, consistent with predicted 

cost trends, then the issue as to whether the price control remains in place is less 

critical.”589 

12.10 BT agreed with ComReg but noted that “…ComReg should consult in the event 

that material changes are detected.”590 BT considered that this “…will lessen the 

price shock, allow other parties to express their informed views to ComReg and 

allow the market to plan for the changes.”591 

12.11 ALTO raised concerns that “…ComReg has not defined ‘material’...when 

analysing the annual costs.”592 In addition, ALTO suggested that “…reviews take 

place every 2 years.”593 

12.12 Vodafone welcomed ComReg’s decision to allow access to the models 

underpinning the access prices and stated that “…there is a need to allow time 

for operators to review the models and comment after ComReg have decided on 

the revision of the access prices in this consultation.”594 For this reason Vodafone 

considered that “…the prices directed by ComReg following this review should 

only be in place for 12 months...”595 

12.13 Vodafone, in its letter of 2 December, also refers to Eir’s arguments noted in its 

response to the Consultation Document about the complexity of cost models as 

part of its justification for not moving to a cost oriented price control for SB-WLR. 

                                            
585 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 6. 
586 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 6. 
587 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 6. 
588 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 39. 
589 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 39. 
590 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 10. 
591 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 10. 
592 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 16. 
593 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 16. 
594 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 14. 
595 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 14. 
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Vodafone stated that it “… would again strongly urge ComReg to ensure that 

these cost models are continually reviewed against eir’s Separated Accounts 

…[and] We would strongly urge that that this review be explicitly incorporated 

into any existing ComReg’s (regulated) pricing review processes, as well as the 

overall process for regulatory price consultations and determinations.”596  

12.2.3 ComReg’s Position: 

12.14 ComReg notes that two respondents agreed with the three year price control 

period while two suggested a shorter period with Eir claiming that the Price 

Control Period became less relevant if prices were specified each year. 

12.15 Further to Eir’s submission at paragraph 12.9 regarding a single monetary value 

as opposed to varying annual prices, this is addressed in Chapter 5, paragraphs 

5.125 - 5.128. 

12.16 Regarding the duration of the price control period, ComReg maintains its 

preliminary view. The Price Control Period should last for at least three years 

(from 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2019) from the implementation date of the decision 

but in any event will continue in place until further notice by ComReg.  The new 

revised fixed wholesale access services prices will be effective from 1 July 2016 

and will change each year on 1 July in line with the Revised CAM, as set out in 

Chapter 13 of the Decision Document. For transparency purposes, we have also 

specified the indicative prices, as determined by the Revised CAM, for the first 

two years beyond the price control period (i.e., 2019/20 and 2020/21). This 

should ensure that should the next pricing review not be completed by the end 

of the current price control period, prices in year 4 (and subsequently, if 

necessary) can continue to be informed by cost information extracted from the 

Revised CAM. Giving the timing of this Decision an implementation date of 1 July 

is considered appropriate for a number of reasons. Firstly, the implementation 

date of 1 July aligns with Eir’s financial year which is advantageous especially in 

the context of SB-WLR where the price is set by reference Eir’s HCAs. Secondly, 

the timing of our Decision means that it is more pragmatic for the revised prices 

to align with Eir’s financial year.  

12.17 In relation to BT’s submission at paragraph 12.10 and ALTO’s submission at 

12.11 regarding material changes as well as Vodafone’s point at paragraph 

12.13 on the comparison of the model to the accounts, ComReg considers that 

on annual basis Eir should review the inputs and assumptions of the Revised 

CAM. However, the Revised CAM will only be reopened where significant and 

sustainable changes are noted to key parameters. For example, for SB-WLR, a 

case to reopen to the Revised CAM would be considered where there is 

significant changes to the TD data from Eir’s HCAs or volume changes, during 

                                            
596 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 6, at Annex 8. 
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the Price Control Period. The materiality of any changes would be considered on 

a case-by-case basis and ComReg may consult with the industry, as appropriate. 

However, it should be noted that the annual review is not a static point in time 

review but rather a review over the duration of the Price Control Period and where 

cost recovery issues are apparent a more detailed dynamic review may be 

necessary before any possible price changes could be considered. It is important 

that any one-off increases or decreases to historic costs do not give rise to 

distortions in the market. Therefore, it is only changes that, to ComReg’s 

satisfaction, that are significant and sustainable. This provision also ensures 

consistency with the requirements of Regulation 13(4) of the Access Regulations 

regarding the recovery of actual efficient costs plus a reasonable rate of return. 

12.18 ComReg considers that Eir should provide ComReg with an annual reconciliation 

statement for the provision of SB-WLR, to assess in particular the cost, volumes 

and returns per the HCAs accounts compared with the costs and volumes 

contained in the Revised CAM in order to assess any material and sustainable 

changes over the duration of the Price Control Period. This should be provided 

in line with the templates set out in Annex 12. This review should allow us to 

assess any material under / over recovery of costs over the Price Control Period. 

We consider that this annual reconciliation statement, should be provided by Eir 

in accordance with the procedures which govern the provision of Additional 

Financial Information (‘AFI’) contained in the Decision Instrument annexed to 

ComReg Decision D08/10 and should be provided no later than seven months 

after the end of the financial year. 

12.19 In the case of poles, Eir should submit annually to ComReg a reconciliation  

statement including: 

(i) The actual number of poles deployed during the respective financial year, 

separately indentifying the number of poles invested in for the roll-out of 

NGA services, in line with the template set out in Annex 13. This 

information will allow ComReg to compare the pole investment 

assumptions in the Revisd CAM with the actual investments being made 

by Eir. 

(ii) Confirmation on whether the forecasted number of poles for subsequent 

years remains appropriate, in line with the template set out in Annex 13. 

Where this is not the case, Eir should provide an update on the revised 

forecasts as part of the annual statement.   
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12.20 Similar to the annual reconciliation statement for SB-WLR, the annual statement 

for poles should be provided in accordance with the provision of AFI contained 

in the Decision Instrument annexed to ComReg Decision D08/10 and should be 

provided no later than seven months after the end of the financial year. Please 

refer to the Annex 13 for the annual pole statement to be provided by Eir as part 

of the annual AFI statement. 

12.21 ComReg considers that the annual reconcilation process supports cost recovery 

and continued investment by Eir in its existing access network, where 

appropriate. This should incentivise Eir to invest in maintaining or upgrading its 

network on the basis that its actual efficiently incurred expenditure can be 

recouped. Therefore, if Eir’s investment in poles is significantly different to the 

volumes of poles provisioned in the Revised CAM over the next three years 

ComReg may have to revisit the price per pole. 

12.22 ALTO proposed in its submission at paragraph 12.11 that a review should take 

place every two years while Vodafone in its submission at paragraph 12.12 

considered that a review should take place after 12 months. ComReg considers 

that a Price Control Period of at least three years provides more certainty and 

stability to the market place. In addition, the three year period should also ensure 

that ComReg will have conducted a market review of the current Market 4 (or 

Market 3a). ComReg considers that the annual review by Eir, as discussed at 

paragraphs 12.17-12.20, should provide the market with reasonable price 

certainty and stability.  

12.23 Having considered the submissions from respondents we remain of the view that 

the Price Control Period should be for three years but should remain in place 

until further notice by ComReg for the reasons set out at paragraphs 12.14 to 

12.22 above and for the reasons set out in Chapter 12, subsection 12.2 of the 

Consultation Document. In addition, we remain of the view that annually, Eir 

should review the key inputs, costs and assumptions of the Revised CAM for SB-

WLR and poles and we have decided that Eir should provide ComReg with an 

annual written statement and reconcilatoin for SB-WLR and poles for the reasons 

set out in paragraphs 12.17-12.20 above.  

12.2.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

12.24 The Price Control Period should last at least three years (from 1 July 2016 to 30 

June 2019) from the date of ComReg’s decision but in any event it should remain 

in place until further notice by ComReg.  

12.25 The new revised fixed wholesale access services prices will be effective from 1 

July 2016 and will change each year on 1 July in line with the model, as set out 

in Chapter 13 of the Decision Document.  
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12.26 Eir should review the key inputs, costs and assumptions of the Revised CAM on 

an annual basis, in particular with regard to SB-WLR and poles.  

12.27 For SB-WLR, Eir should submit annually to ComReg a reconciliation statement 

in line with the templates set out in Annex 12.  

12.28 For poles, Eir should submit annually to ComReg a reconciilation statement 

including: 

(i) The actual number of poles deployed during the respective financial year, 

separately indentifying the number of poles invested in for the roll-out of 

NGA services, in line with the template set out in Annex 13. 

(ii) Confirmation on whether the forecasted number of poles for subsequent 

years remains appropriate, in line with the template set out in Annex 13. 

Where this is not the case, Eir should provide an update on the revised 

forecasts as part of the annual statement.   

12.29 The annual reconciliation statements at paragraphs 12.27 and 12.28 should be 

provided in accordance with the procedures which govern the provision of 

Additional Financial Information contained in the Decision Instrument annexed to 

ComReg Decision D08/10 and should be provided no later than seven months 

after the end of the financial year.   

12.3 Transparency obligations for SABB Outside the LEA 

and for SB-WLR nationally  

12.3.1 Overview:  

12.30 In Chapter 12 of the Consultation Document we proposed that Eir should pre-

notify ComReg of any SB-WLR national price changes or SABB price changes 

Outside the LEA, before the new or revised price is expected to come into effect. 

12.31 For price increases, ComReg was of the preliminary that for SB-WLR that Eir 

should make publically available on its wholesale website at least three (3) 

months in advance of any proposed amendments to the national SB-WLR price 

resulting from a price increase. Eir should notify ComReg at least one (1) month 

in advance of such publication – that is at least four (4) months before any 

increase to the national SB-WLR price would be expected to come into effect. 

Please refer to the Consultation Document, Chapter 12, paragraphs 12.12 – 

12.15 for further details on the proposed notification procedures for SB-WLR 

price increases. 

12.32 For amendments to the national price for SB-WLR and / or the SABB price 

Outside the LEA, ComReg proposed in Chapter 12 of the Consultation Document 
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that pre-notification and approval procedures should apply. Please refer to 

Consultation Document, Chapter 12, paragraphs 12.16 – 12.23.   

12.3.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document: 

12.33 There was general agreement among the majority of respondents regarding the 

pre-notification and pre-clearance requirements for SB-WLR price changes 

nationally and for SABB prices Outside the LEA. 

12.34 Vodafone, ALTO and BT agreed with ComReg. BT stated that “This aligns with 

existing rules and also provides sufficient time for ComReg to analyse the 

proposed change and for the industry to challenge the proposal to ComReg or 

factor the changes into their business models.”597  

12.35 ALTO “agrees with ComReg’s preliminary view…This appears to align with 

existing rules and also provides sufficient time for ComReg to analyse the 

proposed change and for the industry to challenge any proposal to ComReg or 

factor any proposed changes into operators’ business models.”598 

12.36 Eir stated that “Where the form of price control for either SB-WLR nationally, or 

for SABB outside the LEA, may allow for a natural price increase there should 

be no requirement for the notification procedure…”599 However, Eir noted that if 

“….the form of control allows eircom to submit the cost model for changes 

unforeseen in the revised CAM so as to achieve an increase beyond the initial 

level then the procedures proposed seem reasonable.”600 

12.3.3 ComReg’s Position: 

12.37 While our focus in this section relates mainly to the notification procedures 

relating to price increases for SB-WLR nationally and SABB Outside the LEA, it 

is important to note that the existing transparency obligations in the WBA market 

and in the FACO market apply to price changes generally i.e., price reductions. 

Similarly, for LLU, SLU, Line Share, CEI and dark fibre the existing transparency 

obligations set out in the WPNIA Market Decision (or as amended by the NGA 

Decision) apply regarding the pre-notification of any price changes (increases or 

reductions) concerning WPNIA products and services. 

12.38 Further to Eir’s view at paragraph 12.36 that there should be no requirement for 

a notification procedure where there is a natural price increase to SB-WLR 

nationally or SABB Outside the LEA, ComReg considers that pre-notification 

obligations allow ComReg time to understand whether the new price(s) appear 

                                            
597 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 10. 
598 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 16. 
599 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 39. 
600 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 39. 
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consistent with the cost orientation obligations specified by ComReg in this 

Decision Document. In particular, given that the national SB-WLR price and the 

SABB price Outside the LEA are set by reference to Eir’s TD HCAs it is important 

to understand how any changes to the HCAs may be reflected by way of a 

revised price(s) for SB-WLR nationally and / or SABB Outside the LEA, while 

ensuring that Eir complies with its obligation of cost orientation.  In addition, the 

pre-notificaiton obligations for SB-WLR nationally and SABB Outside the LEA 

gives OAOs time to assess the likely impact of the changes in terms of their 

business case and also to notify its customers of a price change, where 

appropriate. It should be noted that similar pre-notification and pre-clearance 

obligations are currently in place in the context of current generation Bitstream 

and for NGA.  

12.39 For the avoidance of doubt, approval means that ComReg is of the view (based 

on the information provided to it by Eir) that the notified national price for SB-

WLR and / or the price for SABB price Outside the LEA does not appear to breach 

the obligations set out in any final decision. The granting of approval does not 

amount to a definitive finding by ComReg that the national SB-WLR product and/ 

or the SABB product Outside the LEA is compliant, or will remain compliant in 

the future, with the cost orientation obligations set out in this Decision. It should 

be noted that the granting of approval is strictly without prejudice to ComReg’s 

right to take action (whether pursuant to this Decision and/or pursuant to any of 

its relevant statutory enforcement powers) in respect of any national SB-WLR 

product and / or SABB product Outside the LEA that it believes may be non-

compliant with Eir’s regulatory or competition law obligations. It is incumbent on 

Eir to ensure that the national SB-WLR product and /or the SABB product 

Outside the LEA remains compliant with this Decision at all times. 

12.40 Having considered the submissions from respondents we remain of the view that 

there should be wholesale pre-notification obligations for price changes to the 

national SB-WLR price and the price for SABB Outside the LEA for reasons set 

out at paragraphs 12.37-12.39 above and for the reasons set out in Chapter 12, 

subsection 12.3 of the Consultation Document. 
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12.3.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

Wholesale price notification timelines: 

12.41 For SABB Outside the LEA, Eir should notify price increases in line with the WBA 

Pricing Decision601. 

12.42 For SB-WLR, Eir should make publically available on its wholesale website at 

least three (3) months in advance of any proposed amendments to the national 

SB-WLR price resulting from a price increase. Eir should notify ComReg at least 

one (1) month in advance of such publication – that is at least four (4) months 

before any increase to the national SB-WLR price would be expected to come 

into effect.  

Notification procedures for revised prices and/or increased prices: 

12.43 In the case of a new price or an increase to the national price of SB-WLR and / 

or the price for SABB Outside the LEA, the following notification and approval 

procedures should apply: 

12.44 At notification, Eir should furnish to ComReg a detailed written submission 

demonstrating that the proposed new or increased charge(s) complies with the 

cost orientation obligation as specified in this final decision. The submission 

should make full and true disclosure of all material facts for the purpose of 

demonstrating that the proposed new or increased charge(s) comply with the 

relevant cost orientation obligations specified.  Upon receipt of the submission, 

ComReg should review the submission and within one (1) month, communicate 

to Eir its decision whether to give or withhold approval to implement the proposed 

new or increased charge(s). Such approval should not be unreasonably withheld 

by ComReg.  Eir should not implement any new or increased charge(s) for SB-

WLR nationally and / or for SABB Outside the LEA without having received such 

approval from ComReg. Prior to the expiry of the one (1) month period, ComReg 

may seek further information from Eir to inform its decision as to whether 

approval to implement the new or increased charge(s) should be given or 

withheld. If such further information is not provided by Eir within ComReg‘s 

timeline or to the standard required by ComReg, approval to implement the 

proposed new or increased charge(s) may be withheld pending the required 

information being made available to ComReg for review and consideration. Upon 

receipt of the requested information, ComReg would proceed to make a decision 

as to whether approval for implementation of the new or increased charge(s) 

should be granted or withheld. 

 

                                            
601 Section 5.1 of the Decision Instrument contained in Chapter 11 of ComReg Decision D11/14. 
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12.4 “Regulatory Approval” mechanism to allow Eir reduce 

prices in certain geographic areas 

12.4.1 Overview: 

12.45 In Chapter 12 of the Consultation Document ComReg proposed that Eir should 

have the flexibility, subject to ComReg’s regulatory approval, to reduce the 

wholesale access price for SB-WLR nationally and for SABB Outside the LEA 

below the regulated price subject to a price floor which should be set by reference 

to the BU-LRAIC+ costs in the LEA. 

12.46 ComReg considered that there may be circumstances where a price reduction 

below the regulated price at the wholesale level is deemed necessary to allow 

Eir Retail and the OAOs that use the relevant wholesale service as an input in 

their retail offerings to compete with the services provided over an alternative 

platform. Lower prices should also benefit the interests of end-users.  

12.47 The “regulatory approval” mechanism would allow Eir to justify a proposed 

wholesale price reduction to SB-WLR nationally and /or SABB Outside the LEA 

on the basis of an ex-ante margin squeeze test. However, any price reduction by 

Eir would be subject to a price floor based on the BU-LRAIC+ costs of the LEA.  

12.48 The objective of the price floor would prevent Eir from setting prices too low 

where they could foreclose economically efficient alternative investment by other 

operators either investing or planning to invest. Therefore, the price floor (based 

purely on BU-LRAIC+ costs) would prevent the risk that Eir could set wholesale 

access prices too low which could be detrimental to build/buy signals and 

investment in networks by other operators.  

12.49 The margin squeeze test would have to demonstrate that Eir is unable to 

replicate the alternative platform operator’s price. Eir’s ability to reduce prices 

would be limited and would only arise subject to a retail price decrease from one 

of the alternative operators. In essence, Eir would have to demonstrate to 

ComReg, using a margin squeeze test, that the alternative platform operator’s 

retail price is non-replicable otherwise and that, in the absence of such a price 

reduction, the operators (including Eir Retail) that rely on the wholesale access 

service to provide their retail offers to end users would not be able to compete 

effectively in a specific area.  

12.50 Please refer to the Consultation Document, Chapter 12, paragraphs 12.28 – 

12.37 for further details on the Price Control Period. 
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12.4.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document: 

12.51 There was general agreement among respondents regarding the regulatory 

approval mechanism where Eir should be allowed to reduce the wholesale price 

for SB-WLR nationally and for SABB Outside the LEA below the regulated price.  

12.52 Eir agreed stating that “The floor based on the BU-LRAIC+ within the LEA is 

considered to be the level above which eircom could set prices without risk of 

damaging the investment of a competing infrastructure provider operating an 

efficient network.”602 

12.53 BT agreed with ComReg but stated that “…where prices are proposed to go 

below a regulated floor there should be significant advance transparency to the 

industry so that any concerns that ComReg are not aware can be 

communicated.”603 

12.54 ALTO also agreed with ComReg and made similar comments to that of BT. 

12.55 While Vodafone agreed “…in principle”604 it questioned the use of the BU-

LRAIC+ costing approach. 

12.4.3 ComReg’s Position: 

12.56 While the regulatory approval mechanism focuses on reductions to SB-WLR 

nationally and SABB Outside the LEA, for the avoidance of doubt the monthly 

LLU / SLU rental charges in Chapter 6 would not prevent Eir from charging lower 

LLU / SLU prices, when appropriate, provided that any proposed lower charges 

are subject to ComReg’s prior approval and that Eir is in compliance with its 

regulatory obligations and other laws. Please see paragraph 5.29(i) of this 

Decision Document.  

12.57 There was general agreement from respondents that Eir should be allowed to 

reduce the wholesale price for SB-WLR nationally and for SABB Outside the LEA 

below the regulated price, subject to regulatory approval from ComReg.605 

12.58 Further to BT’s concerns at paragraph 12.53 that where prices go below the floor 

that industry should be given significant advance notice, ComReg notes BT’s 

point on transparency.  

                                            
602 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 40. 
603 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 11. 
604 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 15. 
605 Where Eir proposes to reduce prices for SB-WLR nationally and / or SABB Outside the LEA this 
may include a review of the costing assumptions for civil engineering infrastructure (ducts and poles) 
so as to justify the cost reductions in the overall cost stack for either SB-WLR and/or SABB Outside the 
LEA. 
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12.59 With regard to Vodafone’s submission at paragraph 12.55 on the use of BU-

LRAIC+ approach, ComReg would like to point out that the objective of the price 

floor is to prevent Eir from setting prices too low where they could foreclose 

economically efficient alternative investment by other operators either investing 

or planning to invest. Therefore, the price floor based purely on BU-LRAIC+ costs 

would prevent the risk that Eir could set wholesale access prices too low which 

could be detrimental to build/buy signals and investment in networks by other 

operators.  

12.60 Having considered the submissions from respondents we remain of the view that 

Eir should have flexibility, subject to ComReg’s approval, to reduce the SB-WLR 

national price and the SABB price Outside the LEA subject to a price floor based 

on the BU-LRAIC+ costs in the Modified LEA. 

12.4.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

12.61 Eir has flexibility, subject to ComReg’s regulatory approval, to reduce the 

wholesale access price for SB-WLR nationally and for SABB Outside the LEA 

below the regulated price subject to a price floor which is set by reference to the 

BU-LRAIC+ costs in the Modified LEA.  

12.62 Eir should demonstrate to ComReg, using a margin squeeze test that the 

alternative platform operator’s retail price is non-replicable and in the absence of 

a price reduction, the operators (including Eir Retail) that rely on the wholesale 

access service to provide their retail offers to end users would not be able to 

compete effectively in a specific area. 

12.5 SB-WLR promotions & discounts 

12.5.1 Overview: 

12.63 In Chapter 12 of the Consultation Document ComReg considered two 

approaches with regard to SB-WLR promotions and discounts, as follows: 

 As ComReg has identified the cost oriented cost/price of new connections, 

there should be no future promotions and/or discounts available from Eir 

with respect to new connection costs; and 

 A network operator is best placed to manage customer numbers on its 

networks and there may be merit in allowing Eir Wholesale some latitude 

to offer promotional discounts in a non-discriminatory manner to Eir Retail 

and OAOs. 
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12.64 In the Consultation Document ComReg stated that it was interested in receiving 

submissions from interested parties regarding whether industry considered it 

appropriate for Eir to be able to offer promotions and discounts on new 

connection charges. In particular, ComReg welcomed the views of industry on 

whether the SB-WLR connection charge should be recovered in the monthly SB-

WLR rental charge across all the WLR line base such that there would be zero 

upfront or additional charges for new connections. 

12.5.2 Submissions to the Consultation Document: 

12.65 Vodafone agreed with ComReg’s proposal. In its letter of 2 December 2015, it 

stated that “Given the recent and most relevant use of Discounts and Promotions 

by eir (in particular the removal of €3 per month per customer increase on SB-

WLR lines) which has had a significant effect on Wholesale and Retail markets, 

it is now appropriate to restrict the use of promotions and discounts.”606 Vodafone 

added that “This makes perfect logical sense with the incorporation of the €0.50 

per month additional charge for connections into the revised SB-WLR PSTN 

charge.” 607  

12.66 Eir considered that “Any ban on price promotions in a wholesale price control is 

entirely unwarranted…”608 Furthermore, Eir “…is concerned that ComReg’s 

proposal would deny wholesale and retail customers the benefit of promotions 

and discounts without providing any competitive benefit given that eircom is 

already subject to competition law and a number of margin squeeze tests that 

protect the margins of LLU-based operators.”609 Eir also added that “…there is 

huge demand for promotions and discounts among our wholesale customers to 

try to stimulate new access line growth and retention.”610 

12.67 Eir suggested that “The correct form of price control for a large scale product 

such as SB-WLR is a multi-year control of the type CPI – x%...[which]...should 

cover all revenues from whichever price elements eircom chooses to deploy 

…”611  

12.68 In subsequent correspondence between ComReg and Eir on 23 October 2015, 

regarding points of clarification on their response to the Consultation Document, 

we requested Eir to provide take-up of previous rental promotions for SB-WLR 

and also the details on how successful these promotions were at stimulating new 

demand on the network.  

                                            
606 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 12, at Annex 8. 
607 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 12, at Annex 8. 
608 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 40. 
609 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 40. 
610 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 41. 
611 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 40. 
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12.69 In the Eir / CEG clarifications of 10 November 2015, Eir stated that “...we will 

continue to have a requirement to offer promotional pricing for connection 

services but that it is unlikely that we will seek to offer promotional discounts from 

standard recurring charges for standard wholesale access services.”612 Eir 

explained that connection / one-off fee promotions will continue to be “...an 

important part of the pricing approach for managing demand for network access 

products with business cases developed on the trade-off between connection 

costs incurred and revenues forgone early in the service life and rental volume 

increases due to enhanced take-up from customers sensitive to up-front 

charges.” 613 

12.70 For the rental promotions for PSTN, LLU and Bitstream services where the 

monthly rental charges are discounted to zero for an introductory period, Eir 

stated that the “experience of these discounts has not been positive.” 614 Eir 

stated that “...many of these services were ceased soon after the normal level of 

service rental fell due” and were also the subject of “…negative feedback from 

several other operators.” 615 

12.71  Sky stated that “The extent to which eircom runs or chooses not to run 

promotions on provisioning charges has proved to be a source of uncertainty for 

operators from a planning perspective...”616 Furthermore, Sky added that “…the 

uncertainty from a business planning perspective caused by eircom’s flexibility 

with respect to line rental promotions (like the “€3 discount”) is exacerbated when 

connection charges are subject to the same flexibility.”617 Sky also stated that 

“The approach proposed by ComReg of including the cost of provisioning in the 

monthly line rental charge ensures that eircom recovers its costs and provides 

greater certainty to OAOs by removing the ‘promotion’ led regime.”618 

12.72 BT considered that “...the cost of SB-WLR connections should be built into the 

SB-WLR rental as the long term nature of these discounts have conditioned the 

market to consider them price changes.”619 

12.73 While ALTO agreed with the concept of promotions and discounts, it considered 

that “…these should be short term in nature and more in line with the traditional 

approach to promotions.”620 ALTO further added that “…longer-term promotions 

should become price change and made permanent.”621 ALTO raised concerns 

                                            
612 Eir covering note “Additional information from meeting of 22nd October”, page 2, at Annex 8. 
613 Eir covering note “Additional information from meeting of 22nd October”, page 1, at Annex 8. 
614 Eir covering note “Additional information from meeting of 22nd October”, page 1, at Annex 8. 
615 Eir covering note “Additional information from meeting of 22nd October”, page 1, at Annex 8. 
616 Sky Response to Consultation 15/67, page 3. 
617 Sky Response to Consultation 15/67, page 3. 
618 Sky Response to Consultation 15/67, page 3. 
619 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 11. 
620 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 17. 
621 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 17. 
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that “…promotions could be used to unfairly distort the market and this we 

consider they should be limited to a short period only so they do not unreasonably 

cause a market distortion.”622 ALTO also suggested that “…promotions should 

be treated in the same way as price changes, i.e., subject to notification, 

declaration and MST.”623  

12.5.3 ComReg’s Position: 

12.74 Further to Eir’s concerns at paragraph 12.66 that any “ban” on promotions is 

entirely unwarranted and would deny wholesale and retail customers the benefit, 

ComReg does not agree. ComReg notes that the cost of SB-WLR PSTN 

connections are included in the rental charge (see paragraph 11.34) and 

therefore in order to ensure compliance with its cost orientation obligation it would 

be difficult to determine how offering discounts and promotions on connections 

would be compliant with same. As noted by Sky at paragraph 12.71 “The 

approach proposed by ComReg of including the cost of provisioning in the 

monthly line rental charge ensures that eircom recovers its costs and provides 

greater certainty to OAOs by removing the ‘promotion’ led regime.” With respect 

to discount and promotions to retail customers, subject to passing the margin 

squeeze test (see Chapter 10), Eir’s retail arm could continue to provide 

promotions and discounts. 

12.75 With regard to Eir’s views at paragraph 12.67 that a large scale product such as 

SB-WLR should be based on a CPI-X approach, ComReg notes that a CPI-X 

approach may create a divergence between revenues and actual costs incurred 

as the prices over the control period are not set by reference to the actual costs 

from the model but rather based on costs adjusted by CPI. In addition, this 

approach is more difficult to implement as a price adjustment may be required at 

the end of the Price Control Period given over / under recovery of costs over the 

control period — prices are set by reference to costs adjusted by CPI rather than 

actual costs derived from the model. This may also create price instability / 

uncertainty for OAOs. 

12.76 In response to ALTO’s views at paragraph 12.73 that the promotions should be 

short term in nature otherwise they should be permanent price points, ComReg 

considers that given the level of uncertainty generated by these promotions and 

given the views of other responsents it seems reasonable to include the cost of 

PSTN connections in the SB-WLR PSTN rental charge. 

                                            
622 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 17. 
623 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 18. 
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12.77 Having considered the submissions from respondents we remain of the view that 

SB-WLR promotions should be discontinued and instead the connection costs 

should be recovered in the SB-WLR rental charges for the reasons set out in 

paragraphs 12.74-12.76 above and for the reasons set out in Chapter 12 of the 

Consultation Document. 

12.5.4 ComReg’s Final Position: 

12.78 Discounts and promotions for SB-WLR should be discontinued and the 

provisioning / connection costs associated with SB-WLR should be recovered as 

part of the SB-WLR rental charge. 
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Chapter 13  

13 Wholesale fixed access prices 

13.1 In this chapter we summarise the prices for LLU, SLU, Line Share, SB-WLR, 

SABB Outside the LEA as well as the charges for pole access, duct access and 

dark fibre over the Price control Period and for the first two years beyond that for 

transparency purposes.  

13.1.1 LLU and SLU prices: 

13.2 Figure 17 and Figure 18 sets out the the monthly rentals for LLU and  SLU, 

respectively, for the years covered by the Price Control Period i.e., 2016-2019 

as well as the prices that could apply beyond the Price Control Period i.e., 

2019/20 and 2020/21, for transparency purposes and in the event that a 

subsequent review is not completed by then.  

13.3 In addition, Figure 17 sets out the current monthly fault repair charges and the 

monthly connection/provisioning charges for LLU, as per the ARO price list, for 

completeness. 

13.4 The prices set out in Figure 17 and Figure 18 should be implemented from 1 July 

2016 and should be subsequently revised each year on 1 July during the Price 

Control Period in line with the prices from the Revised CAM which are set out in 

Figure 17 (for LLU) and Figure 18 (SLU).  

Figure 17: LLU monthly rental prices  

Description LLU - € 

1 July 2016 – 30 June 2017 9.34 

1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018 9.88 

1 July 2018 – 30 June 2019 10.40 

1 July 2019 – 30 June 2020 10.92 

1 July 2020 – 30 June 2021 11.52 

  

Monthly fault repair 0.96 
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Monthly connection / 
provisioning  

0.38 

 

Figure 18: SLU monthly rental prices 

Description  SLU - € 

1 July 2016 – 30 June 2017 5.41* 

1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018 5.60* 

1 July 2018 – 30 June 2019 5.77* 

1 July 2019 – 30 June 2020 5.92* 

1 July 2020 – 30 June 2021 6.12* 

* Includes fault repair costs.  

13.1.2 Maximum Line Share price: 

13.5 Figure 19 sets out the maximum monthly rental charges for Line Share, for the 

years covered by the Price Control Period i.e., 2016-2019 as well as the 

maximum rental prices that could apply beyond the Price Control Period i.e., 

2019/20 and 2020/21. 

13.6 In addition, Figure 19 sets out the current monthly fault repair charges and the 

monthly connection/provisioning charges for Line Share, as per the ARO price 

list, for completeness. 

Figure 19: Maximum monthly price for Line Share  

Description Line Share - 
€ 

1 July 2016 – 30 June 2017 0.77 

1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018 0.77 

1 July 2018 – 30 June 2019 0.77 

1 July 2019 – 30 June 2020 0.77 

1 July 2020 – 30 June 2021 0.77 
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Monthly fault repair 0.05 

Monthly connection / 
provisioning  

0.38 

 

13.1.3 SB-WLR prices: 

13.7 Figure 20 sets out the price for SB-WLR, iincluding the SB-WLR rental, the SB-

WLR fault repair costs and the SB-WLR connection / provisioning costs). The 

SB-WLR price relates to the years covered by the Price Control Period i.e., 2016-

2019 as well as the montly charges that should apply beyond the Price Control 

Period i.e., 2019/20 and 2020/21, for transparency purposes and in the event 

that a subsequent review is not completed by then. 

13.8 The SB-WLR prices set out in Figure 20 should be implemented from 1 July 2016 

and should be subsequently revised each year on 1 July during the Price Control 

Period in line with the prices from the Revised CAM which are set out in Figure 

20. 

Figure 20: SB-WLR monthly price  

Description € National 

1 July 2016 – 30 June 2017 15.91* 

1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018 16.20* 

1 July 2018 – 30 June 2019 16.41* 

1 July 2019 – 30 June 2020 16.59* 

1 July 2020 – 30 June 2021 16.82* 

* Includes rental costs, fault repair costs and connection / provisioning costs 

13.1.4 Maximum SABB prices Outside the LEA: 

13.9 Figure 21 sets out the maximum monthly charges for current generation SABB 

Outside the LEA, which includes the rental costs, the fault costs and the SABB 

connection / provisioning costs. Please note that the monthly charge for SABB 

Outside the LEA does not include traffic / usage costs. 
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13.10 The maximum prices set out in Figure 21 should be implemented from 1 July 

2016 and should be subsequently revised each year on 1 July during the Price 

Control Period in line with the prices from the Revised CAM which are set out in 

Figure 21. 

Figure 21: Maximum monthly price for current generation SABB Outside 
the LEA  

Description € 

1 July 2016 – 30 June 2017 21.68* 

1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018 22.09* 

1 July 2018 – 30 June 2019 22.45* 

1 July 2019 – 30 June 2020 22.80* 

1 July 2020 – 30 June 2021 23.15* 

* Includes rental costs, fault repair costs and connection / provisioning costs 

13.1.5 Maximum pole access prices 

13.11 The maximum annual prices for pole access is set out in Figures 22, which 

should be implemented from 1 July 2016 and should be subsequently revised 

each year on 1 July during the Price Control Period in line with the prices from 

the Revised CAM which are set out in Figure 22. 

Figure 22: Maximum annual price per pole per annum  

Maximum price per pole*  Modified 
LEA € 

Outside the 
Modified LEA 
€ 

1 July 2016 – 30 June 2017 23.15 19.18 

1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018 24.30 20.00 

1 July 2018 – 30 June 2019 25.46 20.84 

1 July 2019 – 30 June 2020 26.63 21.68 

1 July 2020 – 30 June 2021 27.79 22.50 

*This is subject to the number of operators (incl. Eir itself) present on the pole 
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13.1.6 Maximum duct access prices: 

13.12 The maximum annual prices for duct access is set out in Figures 23 and Figure 

24, which should be implemented from 1 July 2016 and should be subsequently 

revised each year on 1 July during the Price Control Period in line with the prices 

from the Revised CAM which are set out in Figure 23 and Figure 24. 

Figure 23: Maximum duct access price per metre per annum – Dublin:  

Description  € Carriageway € Footway € Verge 

1 July 2016 – 30 June 2017 2.57 1.96 1.16 

1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018 2.64 2.00 1.18 

1 July 2018 – 30 June 2019 2.71 2.04 1.20 

1 July 2019 – 30 June 2020 2.76 2.08 1.21 

1 July 2020 – 30 June 2021 2.84 2.12 1.22 

 

Figure 24: Maximum duct access price per metre per annum – Provincial:  

Description  € Carriageway € Footway € Verge 

1 July 2016 – 30 June 2017 1.80 1.39 0.97 

1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018 1.82 1.40 0.97 

1 July 2018 – 30 June 2019 1.86 1.43 0.98 

1 July 2019 – 30 June 2020 1.88 1.44 0.98 

1 July 2020 – 30 June 2021 1.92 1.45 1.00 

 

13.1.7 Maximum dark fibre prices: 

13.13 The maximum annual prices for dark fibre is set out in Figure 25, which should 

be implemented from 1 July 2016 and should be subsequently revised each year 

on 1 July during the Price Control Period in line with the prices from the Revised 

CAM which are set out in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25: Maximum dark fibre price per metre per annum (for 1 single 
fibre): 

Description Dublin  - € Provincial - € 

1 July 2016 – 30 June 2017 0.24 0.13 

1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018 0.25 0.13 

1 July 2018 – 30 June 2019 0.26 0.14 

1 July 2019 – 30 June 2020 0.27 0.14 

1 July 2020 – 30 June 2021 0.28 0.15 
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Chapter 14  

14 Regulatory Impact Assessment 

(“RIA”) 

14.1 Overview 

14.1 A Regulatory Impact Assessment (“RIA”) is an analysis of the likely effect of new 

regulation or regulatory change. The RIA should help identify regulatory options, 

and should establish whether the proposed regulation is likely to have the desired 

impact. The RIA is a structured approach to the development of policy, and 

analyses the impact of regulatory options on various stakeholders. 

14.2 ComReg’s approach to the RIA is set out in the Guidelines published in August 

2007 in ComReg document No. 07/56 and 07/56a. In conducting the RIA, 

ComReg takes into account the RIA Guidelines624, issued by the Department of 

An Taoiseach in June 2009 under the Government’s Better Regulation 

programme. Section 13(1) of the Communications Regulation Act 2002 (as 

amended), requires ComReg to comply with Ministerial Policy Directions. The 

Policy Direction of February 2003625 requires that, before deciding to impose 

regulatory obligations on undertakings, ComReg shall conduct a RIA in 

accordance with European and International best practice and otherwise in 

accordance with measures that may be adapted under the Government’s “Better 

Regulation” programme. 

14.3 In conducting the RIA, ComReg has regard to the RIA Guidelines, while 

recognising that regulation by way of issuing decisions e.g. imposing obligations 

or specifying requirements in addition to promulgating secondary legislation may 

be different to regulation exclusively by way of enacting primary or secondary 

legislation. Our ultimate aim in conducting a RIA is to ensure that all measures 

are appropriate, proportionate and justified. To ensure that a RIA is proportionate 

and does not become overly burdensome, a common sense approach will be 

taken towards a RIA.  

14.4 In the context of this Decision Document ComReg considers that where no 

material changes are required to the underlying price control obligation then a 

RIA is not required. This is relevant in relation to the following wholesale access 

services where we will continue with the cost orientation obligation: 

                                            
624 See “RIA Guidelines: How to conduct a Regulatory Impact Analysis”, October 2005 and revised in 
2009 - see www.betterregulation.ie 
625 Ministerial Policy Direction made by the Minister for Communications, Marine and Natural Resources 
on 21 February 2003. 
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 LLU monthly rental; 

 SLU monthly rental; 

 Line Share monthly rental; 

 CEI rental charges 

 Dark fibre rental charges. 

14.5 However, where we are changing the underlying price control obligation and / or 

further specifying an obligation for the first time we consider that a RIA is 

necessary. This is relevant in relation to the following wholesale access services:   

 For SB-WLR we amending the price control from the current retail minus price 

control to a cost orientation control; 

 For SABB Outside the LEA we are further specifying the cost orientation 

obligation which was set out in the WBA Pricing Decision. 

14.6 In addition, to the above we are also further specifying the margin squeeze 

obligation contained in the FACO market (Market 2), including a retail margin 

squeeze test between retail line rental and SB-WLR and in addition a wholesale 

margin squeeze test between POTS based VUA and standalone VUA / NGA 

Bitstream (including a contribution towards Managed VoB costs). We refer to 

these two tests as the ‘margin squeeze tests’ throughout this Chapter 14. We 

consider that the margin squeeze tests also require assessment as part of the 

RIA. 

14.2 Steps for assessing regulatory options 

14.7 In assessing the available regulatory options, ComReg’s approach to the RIA is 

based on the following five steps: 

Step 1: describe the policy issue and identify the objectives 

Step 2: identify and describe the regulatory options 

Step 3: determine the likely impacts on stakeholders 

Step 4: determine the likely impacts on competition 

Step 5: assess the likely impacts and choose the best option 

14.8 Each step is discussed in detail below. 
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14.3 Step 1: Describe the policy issue and identify the 

objectives 

14.9 An important consideration in this RIA is the withdrawal of the retail minus price 

control and the imposition of the cost orientation obligation for SB-WLR in the 

FACO market. In addition, this Decision Document further specifies the cost 

orientation obligation for SABB Outside the LEA in the WBA market. ComReg 

has also further specified the margin squeeze obligation in the FACO market 

(Market 2) for SB-WLR as well as POTS based VUA.    

14.10 In the Modified LEA one of the key regulatory objectives of ComReg is to 

maximise viable infrastructure investment and to send appropriate ‘build or buy’ 

signals to help inform efficient investment decisions and encourage OAOs to 

climb the investment ladder. This objective is addressed in Chapter 4 of this 

Decision Document and more specifically in Chapter 6 with regard to the pricing 

approach for LLU and SB-WLR.   

14.11 Outside the LEA and given the absence of competing infrastructure, the key 

regulatory objective is to prevent Eir from over / under recovering its actual 

efficient costs plus a rate of return (which is based on the fixed line telecoms 

WACC of 8.18%). This is particularly important in the context of SABB where the 

SABB price Outside the LEA is based on no more than Eir’s Actual Costs 

Adjusted for Efficiencies for the area Outside the LEA with active equipment 

based on BU-LRAIC+ costs. This is discussed at Chapter 7 of this Decision 

Document.  

14.12 In choosing remedies we have taken account of Section 12 of the 

Communications Regulation Act, Regulation 6(1) of the Access Regulations626, 

Regulation 8(6) of the Access Regulations, Regulation 13 of the Access 

Regulations and Regulation 16 of the Framework Regulations627. Set out below 

is a discussion on how each of the relevant objectives from the Access and 

Framework Regulations and the Communications Regulations Act are 

addressed in the context of the pricing approach set out in this Decision 

Document. 

14.3.1 Section 12 of the Communications Regulations Act 

14.13 Our objectives as set out in Section 12 of the Communications Regulations Act 

(as amended) aims to: 

                                            
626 S.I. No 334 of 2011 European Communities (Electronic Communications Networks and Services) 
(Access) Regulations 2011. 
627 S.I. No 333 of 2011 European Communities (Electronic Communications Networks and Services) 
(Framework) Regulations 2011. 
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(i) Promote competition and in particular to encourage efficient investment in 

infrastructure and promoting innovation; 

(ii) Contribute to the development of the internal market; 

(iii) Promote the interests of users within the Community and in particular to 

encourage access to the internet at a reasonable cost to end-users. 

Promote Competition 

14.14 With respect to the competition objective, we must consider the trade-off 

between promotion of competition in the short term, in the medium term and in 

the long term. While infrastructure-based competition, when each competitor 

constructs its own local loop, provides the OAOs with more freedom it requires 

significant investment to duplicate infrastructures in their entirety, thus this option 

will rarely be chosen by OAOs in the short to medium term. Service-based 

competition, when OAOs use different access services, is more likely to develop 

in the short and medium term. In order to promote competition in the short to 

medium term, ComReg should ensure that the difference between wholesale 

access prices and retail prices is not so small that it could create a margin 

squeeze. On the other hand the access price should not be set too low as it may 

deter investments in the long term. 

14.15 If the price for Bitstream or SB-WLR is set too low compared to LLU, OAOs will 

not upgrade their network to reach those exchanges that benefit from LLU which 

is consistent with the ladder of investment principle. If the price for LLU/ SLU/ 

VUA is set too low OAOs may not have sufficient incentives to invest in NGA 

networks. Therefore, in choosing the appropriate pricing approach for SB-WLR 

nationally and for SABB Outside the LEA it is important to balance these 

objectives. 

14.16 For SB-WLR, the price should be based on the higher of: 

(i) Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies for the provision of SB-
WLR nationally with active equipment (line card) based on the BU-
LRAIC+ methodology; or  

(ii) the costs for SB-WLR in the Modified LEA implementing a BU-LRAIC+ 
costs for Non-reusable Assets and active equipment (line card) and 
Eir’s Indexed RAB for Reusable Assets.  

14.17 ComReg considers that this approach maintains the correct build-or-buy signals 

in the Modified LEA (where there is varying prospective competitive conditions) 

and it ensures that Eir does not under-recover its actual efficiently incurred costs 

(plus a reasonable rate of return) nationally for SB-WLR. Please see Chapter 6. 

14.18 For SABB Outside the LEA, the price should be set with reference to Eir’s Actual 

Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies (with active equipment based on BU-LRAIC+ 
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costs). This approach allows Eir to recover its efficiently incurred costs and sets 

a wholesale price which relative to the combined price of SB-WLR and BMB 

would make commercial sense for OAOs to make available to end-users. In 

addition, without regulation, the prospects for increased competition in current 

generation Bitstream SABB Outside the LEA are limited, and therefore the 

impact on competition is minimal. The pricing approach Outside the LEA should 

protect end-users from excessive pricing. Please see Chapter 7. 

14.19 The retail margin squeeze test for retail line rental should protect operators that 

rely on SB-WLR. ComReg considers that competition is protected by ensuring 

that operators have a sufficient economic space between retail line rental and 

wholesale line rental so that they can compete with Eir and still make a margin. 

Similarly, the wholesale margin squeeze test for POTS based VUA should 

ensure sufficient economic space between the price for POTS based VUA and 

the price for standalone NGA Bitstream / VUA plus a contribution towards the 

cost of Managed VoB so that an OAO is encouraged to invest in their own 

Managed VoB platform either currently or prospectively. Please see Chapter 10. 

Encourage efficient investment in infrastructure and promoting innovation  

14.20 Access prices should be set in such way that OAOs are able to make an efficient 

decision on whether to build their own network or alternatively to use / rent the 

access service(s). Similarly, they should make an efficient decision on which 

service to use. 

14.21 The priority between short-term and long-term investments may vary depending 

on the specific conditions of each wholesale product and geographical area.  

14.22 In the Modified LEA there is infrastructure-based competition (mainly from UPC 

but potentially from SIRO (Vodafone/ESB) in the future) as well as competition 

relying on LLU and Line Share services. There is also some service-based 

competition based solely on Eir’s copper local loop i.e., WBA and SB-WLR. 

Outside the Modified LEA, infrastructure based competition and competition 

relying on LLU, Line Share and SLU are unlikely absent state funding. In areas 

where no infrastructure based competition is likely and where service based 

competition relying on SB-WLR and WBA is present, there is no need to send 

correct build or buy signals – cost recovery by the Incumbent in this area is more 

important than the costs that would be faced by a new entrant.  On the other 

hand where infrastructure based competition has developed or is likely to 

develop sending the correct build or buy signal is important while also ensuring 

that the Incumbent does not under recover its efficient costs plus a reasonable 

rate of return. 

14.23 For OAOs, visibility and certainty regarding future wholesale access prices is 

important so that operators can progress their investment plans. For the 
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Incumbent it is necessary to ensure that it recovers at least its efficiently incurred 

costs plus a reasonable rate of return through the wholesale access prices 

otherwise there is a risk that the Incumbent could stop maintaining its copper 

network. 

14.24 As set out in Chapter 6, the pricing approach for SB-WLR allows Eir to recover 

the higher of its actual efficient costs plus a reasonable rate of return for the 

provision of SB-WLR nationally with active equipment (line card) costs based on 

the BU-LRAIC+ methodology or the costs for SB-WLR in the Modified LEA 

implementing a BU-LRAIC+ costs for Non-reusable Assets and active equipment 

(line card) and Eir’s Indexed RAB for Reusable Assets.  

14.25 If the SB-WLR national price based on Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies 

nationally (with active equipment based on BU-LRAIC+ costs) is the higher price 

then this price should allow Eir to recover any money invested in maintaining or 

upgrading its network on the basis that Eir will have the assurance that what it 

spends can be recouped over the Price Control Period. Therefore, Eir’s 

investment incentives are unlikely to be affected. The BU-LRAIC+ approach for 

active equipment should ensure that Eir are incentivised to continue to invest and 

upgrade its network in an efficient manner. In addition, the cost orientation price 

control for SB-WLR should lead to reasonable price stability for other operators’ 

investment plans. In addition, this approach maintains the correct build-buy 

signals in the Modified LEA for OAOs. 

14.26 If the SB-WLR national price based on the BU-LRAIC+ for Non-reusable Assets 

and active equipment and Eir’s Indexed RAB for Reusable assets inside the 

Modified LEA is the higher price then the appropriate build or buy signals are 

provided in terms of investment in the Modified LEA. 

14.27 For SABB Outside the LEA, the use of Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies 

(with active equipment based on BU-LRAIC+ costs) means that Eir should 

recover any money invested in maintaining or upgrading its network on that basis 

that Eir will have the assurance that what it spends can be recouped over the 

Price Control Period. The BU-LRAIC+ approach for active equipment should 

ensure that Eir is incentivised to continue to invest and upgrade its network in an 

efficient manner. The build or buy signal is not appropriate with regard to the area 

Outside the LEA as discussed in paragraph 14.31 and Chapter 7. 

14.28 The retail margin squeeze test for retail line rental (at Chapter 10) should protect 

operators that rely on SB-WLR and ensure that they can compete with Eir and 

still make a margin. The wholesale margin squeeze test for POTS based VUA 

should encourage OAOs to invest in their own Managed VoB platform either 

currently or prospectively. 
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Contribute to the development of the internal market   

14.29 In this Decision Document we have taken utmost account of the 2013 

Recommendation issued by the European Commission.  

14.30 While the 2013 Recommendation is not specifically relevant to Market 2 (SB-

WLR) ComReg considers that the objectives of the 2013 Recommendation are 

equally important in the context of SB-WLR i.e., cost recovery and appropriate 

build or buy signals. In addition, for all access services provided across the 

access network there should be regulatory consistency regarding the choice of 

costing methodology applied. Consequently, ComReg assessed the various 

pricing options for SB-WLR using the 2013 Recommendation. Please refer to 

Chapter 6. 

14.31 For SABB Outside the LEA, ComReg considers that the objective is not to 

stimulate alternative operator investment where it is clear no commercial 

operator might invest, therefore the need for build-or-buy signals are less 

relevant in this area. Instead Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies 

(combined with the BU-LRAIC+ costs for active equipment) associated with the 

provision of SABB Outside the LEA ensures that there is no over or under 

recovery of costs by Eir. This approach is consistent with the WBA Pricing 

Decision. Please refer to Chapter 7 for discussion on the reasons for divergence 

from the 2013 Recommendation. 

14.32 Further to Regulations 13 and 14 of the Framework Regulations, the draft 

measures have been made accessible to the Commission, the Body of European 

Regulators for Electronic Communications (“BEREC”) as well as other national 

regulatory authorities (“NRAs”) in other EU Member States.  

14.33 We have considered the responses received to our consultation in making our 

final decision. 

Promote the interests of users within the Community 

14.34 A cost orientation price control for SB-WLR nationally and for SABB Outside the 

LEA should help to facilitate greater regulatory certainty for longer-term 

competitive entry and expansion. This should have positive implications for the 

price, choice and quality of services ultimately delivered to end-users. 

Encourage access to the internet at a reasonable cost to end users 

14.35 ComReg is required to take all reasonable measures to encourage access to the 

internet at reasonable cost to users. The cost orientation obligation for SB-WLR 

ensures that Eir’s level of recovery of costs is restricted to the higher of Eir’s 

Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies for the provision of SB-WLR nationally with 

active equipment (line card) costs based on the BU-LRAIC+ methodology or the 
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costs for SB-WLR in the Modified LEA implementing a BU-LRAIC+ costs for Non-

reusable Assets and active equipment (line card) and Eir’s Indexed RAB for 

Reusable Assets. This should ensure that the price for SB-WLR nationally, when 

coupled with the price for Line Share is reasonable. 

14.36 For SABB Outside the LEA, Eir’s recovery of costs is restricted to no more than 

Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies (with active equipment based on BU-

LRAIC+ costs) for the provision of SABB Outside the LEA. This should ensure 

that end-users are prevented from excessive pricing Outside the LEA. 

14.3.2 Regulation 6(1) of the Access Regulations  

14.37 Regulation 6(1) of the Access Regulations provides that the Regulator shall 

acting in pursuit of its objectives set out in Section 12 of the Act of 2002 and 

Regulation 16 of the Framework Regulations, encourage and, where 

appropriate, ensure adequate access, interconnection and the interoperability of 

services in such a way as to: 

a) Promote efficiency; 
b) Promote sustainable competition; 
c) Promote efficient investment and innovation; and  
d) Give the maximum benefit to end-users. 

 
14.38 Please refer to paragraphs 14.63-14.65 for discussion on promoting efficiency. 

14.39 Please refer to paragraphs 14.14-14.19 for discussion on promoting competition. 

14.40 Please refer to paragraphs 14.20-14.28  for discussion on investment and 

innovation. 

14.41 Please refer to paragraphs 14.34-14.36 regarding the benefits to end-users. 

14.3.3 Regulation 8(6) of the Access Regulations 

14.42 Regulation 8(6) of the Access Regulations provides that: 

Any obligations imposed in accordance with this regulation shall – 

(a) Be based on the nature of the problem identified, 

(b) Be proportionate and justified in light of the objectives laid down in 

section 12 of the 2002 Act and Regulation 16 of the Framework 

Regulations, and 

(c) Only be imposed following consultation in accordance with Regulation 

12 and 13 of the Framework Regulations. 
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Based on the nature of the problem identified: 

14.43 In the WPNIA Market Decision ComReg identified the competition problems 

associated with the WPNIA market. The competition problems identified by 

ComReg as part of the WPNIA market review included exploiting customers by 

virtue of its SMP position e.g. excessive pricing, leveraging its market power into 

adjacent vertically or horizontally related markets and foreclosing or excluding 

competitors such as to protect its existing dominance on the market or markets 

in question. Please refer to Chapter 5 of the WPNIA Market Decision for further 

details. 

14.44 In the WBA Market Decision ComReg identified the competition problems 

associated with the WBA market. ComReg considered that Eir would have the 

ability and incentive to set excessive prices in Market 5 which would exploit retail 

broadband users and potentially harm competition from OAOs relying on Eir‘s 

WBA inputs. In addition, ComReg identified scope and incentive for the SMP 

operator to engage in possible price-related leveraging through pricing its 

upstream and downstream services in such a way as to give rise to an insufficient 

wholesale/retail margin which would impede effective downstream competition. 

Please see Chapter 6 of the WBA Market Decision. 

14.45 In the FACO Decision ComReg identified the competition problems associated 

with the FACO market. The problems identified included price related behaviours 

by way of excessive pricing and margin squeeze. Please see Chapter 8 of the 

FACO Decision. 

  Proportionate and justified 

14.46 ComReg considers that the pricing approach for SB-WLR and for SABB Outside 

the LEA is justified based on the detail, reasoning and information provided in 

this Decision Document.  Please refer to Chapter 4 (subsection 4.3) for 

justification of the cost orientation obligation for SB-WLR and to Chapter 6 

(subsection 6.4) for justification of the pricing approach for SB-WLR. In addition, 

please refer to Chapter 7 for justification of the pricing approach for SABB 

Outside the LEA. 

14.47 ComReg considers that the pricing approach for SB-WLR nationally and for 

SABB Outside the LEA as set out in this Decision Document is proportionate and 

justified.  

14.48 This Decision Document should provide transparency to the industry insofar as 

Eir can recover the higher of its actual efficient costs plus a reasonable rate of 

return for the provision of SB-WLR nationally with active equipment (line card) 

costs based on the BU-LRAIC+ methodology or the costs for SB-WLR in the 

Modified LEA implementing a BU-LRAIC+ costs for Non-reusable Assets and 
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active equipment (line card) and Eir’s Indexed RAB for Reusable Assets. 

ComReg considers that this approach is proportionate and justified as it 

maintains the correct build-or-buy signals in the Modified LEA (where it is most 

relevant) and ensures that Eir does not under-recover its actual efficiently 

incurred costs (plus a reasonable rate of return) nationally for SB-WLR. 

14.49 For SABB Outside the LEA, ComReg considers that a price which is reflective of 

Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies for the provision of SABB Outside the 

LEA with active equipment costs based on the BU-LRAIC+ methodology should 

protect those operators, and ultimately end-users in more rural areas from 

excessive prices where they decide to purchase a broadband only service from 

Eir. 

14.50 In addition, this Decision Document should provide reasonable price certainty 

and predictability to operators in Market 5 with regard to SABB prices Outside 

the LEA and also in Market 2 with regard to the monthly rental for SB-WLR. In 

particular, Eir must notify ComReg before it increases or introduces a new 

national price for SB-WLR in Market 2 and / or for SABB Outside the LEA in 

Market 5. As part of the notification procedure, Eir should demonstrate that the 

new or increased price complies with the specified cost orientation obligation. 

This allows ComReg sufficient time to understand the proposed price changes 

for SB-WLR nationally and / or for SABB Outside the LEA and to ensure that the 

revised / new prices are in line with Eir’s pricing obligations. It also allows OAOs 

to assess the likely impact of the changes in terms of their business case and to 

allow the OAOs time to notify its customers of a price change, where appropriate. 

14.51 The retail margin squeeze test for SB-WLR is proportionate and justified given 

that ComReg is concerned that even if the cost oriented SB-WLR national price 

would prevent Eir from increasing its wholesale charge it can, by reducing the 

retail price, reduce the retail margin available to OAOs such that an OAO cannot 

replicate Eir’s retail prices either on a standalone basis or in a bundle. Eir’s retail 

line rental price is subject to a price cap which means that Eir has flexibility to 

price below this price cap should it wish to do so. Please refer to Chapter 10 for 

further details. 

14.52 The wholesale margin squeeze test for POTS based on VUA is to ensure that 

Eir’s price for standalone VUA / NGA Bitstream cannot go so high that it would 

disincentivise investment in VoB currently or prospectively. ComReg considers 

that this test is proportionate and justified on the basis that the SB-WLR rental 

and the port price combined must respect the economic space / margin 

determined by the wholesale margin squeeze test such that an OAO can invest 

in Managed VoB and still make a margin. 
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Only be imposed following consultation 

14.53 ComReg has considered all responses received to this Decision Document and, 

based upon those responses it has in some cases amended some of its views in 

making its final decision.  

14.3.4 Regulation 13 of the Access Regulations 

14.54 According to Regulation 13(1) of the Access Regulations, ComReg may: 

impose on an operator obligations relating to cost recovery and price controls, 

including obligations for cost orientation of prices and obligations concerning 

cost accounting systems, for the provision of specific types of access or 

interconnection in situations where a market analysis indicates that a lack of 

effective competition means that the operator concerned may sustain prices at 

an excessively high level or may apply a price squeeze to the detriment of end 

users. 

14.55 The requirements set out in Regulation 13(1) of the Access Regulations have 

been discussed in the context of SB-WLR in Chapter 4 (subsection 4.2). For 

SABB Outside the LEA, the requirements under Regulation 13(1) of the Access 

Regulations were discussed in the WBA Pricing Decision. The requirements set 

out in Regulation 13(1) of the Access Regulations with regard to the retail margin 

squeeze obligation for retail line rental and the wholesale margin squeeze test 

for POTS based VUA are discussed in the competition concerns set out in 

Chapter 10 (subsection 10.2.2 and 10.3.2) of the Consultation Document. 

14.56 Regulation 13(2) of the Access Regulations provides that: 

To encourage investments by the operator, including in next generation 

networks, the Regulator shall, when considering the imposition of obligations 

under paragraph (1), take into account the investment made by the operator 

which the Regulator considers relevant and allow the operator a reasonable 

rate of return on adequate capital employed, taking into account any risks 

involved specific to a particular new investment network project. 

14.57 As set out in Chapter 6 (subsection 6.4) in the context of SB-WLR, the pricing 

approach should allow Eir to recover the higher of its actual efficient costs plus a 

reasonable rate of return for the provision of SB-WLR nationally with active 

equipment (line card) based on the BU-LRAIC+ costs or the costs for SB-WLR 

in the Modified LEA implementing a BU-LRAIC+ costs for Non-reusable Assets 

and active equipment (line card) and Eir’s Indexed RAB for Reusable Assets. 

Reference to Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies should allow Eir to 

recover any money invested in maintaining or upgrading its network nationally 

on the basis that Eir will have the assurance that what it spends can be recouped 
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over the Price Control Period. If the SB-WLR price is higher by reference to the 

Modified LEA costs (based on BU-LRAIC+ and Eir’s Indexed RAB costs) then 

Eir can recover the higher replacement costs by virtue of the BU-LRAIC+ costs 

associated with Non-reusable Assets and Eir’s Indexed RAB associated with 

Reusable Assets for SB-WLR in the Modified LEA. 

14.58 For SABB Outside the LEA the reference to Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for 

Efficiencies should ensure that Eir recovers any money invested in maintaining 

or upgrading its network on the basis that what it spends can be recouped over 

the Price Control Period. The main objective in setting the price for SABB Outside 

the LEA is not to stimulate investment where it is clear no commercial operator 

might invest but to ensure Eir do not materially over or under recover its actual 

efficient costs (including a reasonable rate of return).   

14.59 The retail margin squeeze test for line rental is based on EEO costs. This is 

discussed in Chapter 10 (subsection 10.2.4) of the Consultation Document. The 

EEO costs are consistent with a cost orientation obligation as they ensure cost 

recovery for Eir i.e., EEO costs are based on Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for 

Efficiencies. The fixed line telecoms WACC of 8.18% is also applied to the costs 

which should allow for a reasonable rate of return in line with Regulation 13(2) of 

the Access Regulations. 

14.60 The notification procedure for SB-WLR nationally and for SABB Outside the LEA 

ensures that any proposed changes by Eir to the SB-WLR national price and / or 

the SABB price Outside the LEA are consistent with the specified cost orientation 

obligation and more generally with the requirements of Regulation 13(2) of the 

Access Regulations. 

14.61 Regulation 13(3) of the Access Regulations provides that: 

The Regulator shall ensure that any cost recovery mechanism or pricing 

methodology that ComReg imposes under this Regulation serves to promote 

efficiency and sustainable competition and maximise consumer benefits. In this 

regard, the Regulator may also take account of prices available in comparable 

competitive markets. 

14.62 Each of these objectives are discussed below. 

Promote efficiency 

14.63 A cost oriented price control aims to ensure that prices do not exceed an 

appropriate level of efficient costs where there is a risk that competitive pressure 

alone would not achieve this outcome. 

14.64 There are three forms of efficiency including: 
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 Allocative Efficiency: Where prices of different products results in an optimum 

allocation of resources to end-users; 

 Productive Efficiency: Where the cost of producing the products is minimised; 

 Dynamic Efficiency: This refers to the efficiency of investor and customer 

behaviour over time. 

14.65 ComReg believes that any price control imposed needs to strike a balance 

between these three forms of efficiency. Allocative and productive efficiency are 

essentially static concepts taking into account the level of costs to deliver 

products at a particular point in time. In terms of productive efficiency, ComReg 

believes that the sequential nature of investment decisions, when assessing 

whether the level of costs reported is efficiently incurred, needs to be considered 

in the price control. This has been reflected in Chapter 5 (cost modelling 

approach) where ComReg has incorporated efficiency adjustments to Eir’s 

Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies for SB-WLR nationally and for SABB 

Outside the LEA. The BU-LRAIC+ approach adopted in the context of active 

equipment for SB-WLR and SABB already assumes a level of efficiency (as it 

assumes a brand new network) therefore no further adjustments are required in 

the context of active equipment costs. 

Promote sustainable competition 

14.66 Please refer to paragraphs 14.14 to 14.19. 

Maximise consumer benefits 

14.67 Please refer to paragraphs 14.34 to 14.36. 

14.68 Regulation 13(4) of the Access Regulations provides that: 

“Where an operator has an obligation under this Regulation regarding the cost 

orientation of its prices, the burden of proof that charges are derived from costs, 

including a reasonable rate of return on investment shall lie with the operator 

concerned……”  

14.69 In the event that Eir proposes to increase or introduce a new price for SB-WLR 

nationally and / or SABB Outside the LEA, it must demonstrate to ComReg that 

the new price or the increased price complies with the specified cost orientation 

obligation. This ensures that the onus lies with Eir that its prices for SB-WLR 

nationally and for SABB Outside the LEA are set by reference to efficient costs, 

consistent with Regulation 13(4) of the Access Regulations 
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14.3.5 Regulation 16 of the Framework Regulations 

14.70 While some of the main requirements / objectives of Regulation 16 of the 

Framework Regulations are addressed above as part of the discussion on 

Regulation 8 of the Access Regulations, Section 12 of the Communications 

Regulation Act and / or Regulation 13 of the Access Regulations, set out below 

is some other key requirements associated with Regulation 16 which have not 

been addressed so far as part of the discussions above. 

Promoting regulatory predictability by ensuring a consistent approach over 

appropriate review periods: 

14.71 The cost orientation obligation for SB-WLR should ensure that all Wholesale 

Access Services are priced consistently (based on cost orientation) across Eir’s 

wholesale access network. This is discussed in Chapter 4 (subsection 4.2) of the 

Consultation Document. 

14.72 For SABB Outside the LEA, the pricing approach is consistent with the recent 

WBA Pricing Decision with regard to the use of Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for 

Efficiencies for setting current generation Bitstream prices. 

14.73 The margin squeeze tests are consistent with similar tests imposed on Eir in the 

context of NGA and current generation Bitstream. 

Taking due account of the variety of conditions relating to competition and 

consumers that exist in the various geographic areas within the State: 

14.74 As set out in detail in Chapter 6 of the Consultation Document, we recognise that 

there may be varying structural and competitive conditions prospectively 

between the LEA (urban areas) and Outside the LEA (rural areas).  
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14.75 While ComReg considers that for the purposes of this Decision the LEA footprint 

should be the fixed / locked-in during the Price Control Period in order to provide 

certainty and price stability to operators in terms of infrastructure investment over 

the next few years, we have given further consideration to the appropriate 

footprint for build/buy signals. For the purposes of this Decision, we have also 

decided to exclude qualifying exchanges based on Criterion 5 from the LEA 

footprint, as defined in the Bundles Decision and in the WBA Pricing Decision, 

which we have termed the ‘Modified LEA’. See also paragraph 1.9. The Bundles 

Decision identified Criterion 5 exchanges as exceptional exchanges which either: 

(a) is surrounded by a qualifying exchange; or (b) serves fewer than 500 

residential premises and is located either adjacent to or in reasonable proximity 

to qualifying exchanges; or (c) is determined to the satisfaction of ComReg to 

have an economic affinity with adjacent qualifying exchanges. In the Bundles 

Decision we considered that the LEA may create ‘islands’ or ‘pockets’ of 

exchanges that do not meet any of the primary criteria (i.e., criteria 1-4) but are 

surrounded by exchanges and neighbouring communities that do. In the Bundles 

Decision, ComReg considered that to exclude such exchanges would be 

inconsistent with commercial dynamic outcomes of competitive markets where 

the same bundle / offering would not be available on equal terms in neighbouring 

exchanges. However, in the context of this Decision and setting appropriate price 

signals for wholesale fixed access services such as LLU, the same objectives 

are not relevant — in that we are not trying to encourage infrastructure-based 

competition in those specific types of exchanges covered by Criterion 5. See also 

paragraph 6.40. 

14.76 Our pricing approach for SB-WLR allows Eir to recover the higher of its actual 

efficient costs plus a reasonable rate of return for the provision of SB-WLR 

nationally with active equipment (line card) based on the BU-LRAIC+ costs or 

the costs for SB-WLR in the Modified LEA implementing a BU-LRAIC+ costs for 

Non-reusable Assets and active equipment (line card) and Eir’s Indexed RAB for 

Reusable Assets. We consider that this ensures that the appropriate investment 

signal is provided in the relevant area (in the Modified LEA) while the approach 

also ensures that Eir recovers its efficient costs plus a reasonable rate of return 

for SB-WLR nationally. Please refer to Chapter 6 for a further discussion on the 

pricing options for SB-WLR. 

14.77 For SABB Outside the LEA we recognise that the appropriate investment signals 

(of build or buy) are not relevant in this area (absent state funding) and therefore 

the objective of cost recovery is important. The SABB price Outside the LEA 

should be set by reference to Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies (with 

active equipment based on BU-LRAIC+ costs) for the provision of SABB Outside 

the LEA. 
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14.78 Regulation 16(2) of the Framework Regulations requires that ComReg applies 

objective, transparent, non-discriminatory and proportionate regulatory 

principles. The obligations contained in the Decision Document are: 

 objectively justifiable, in that the obligations facilitate and encourage fair, 

reasonable and timely access to Eir’s network and therefore promotes 

competition to the benefit of end users; 

 not unduly discriminatory, in that Eir has been found to have SMP in the 

relevant markets; 

 proportionate, in that the proposed obligations are targeted at 

addressing the market power that Eir holds in the relevant markets and 

allows Eir to recover its efficient costs (including a reasonable rate of 

return); and 

 transparent, in that the obligations set out in this Draft Decision are clear 

with regard to the pricing approach for SB-WLR nationally and for SABB 

Outside the LEA as well as the imposition of the margin squeeze tests. 

14.4 Step 2: Identify and describe the regulatory options 

14.79 The regulatory options considered in the context of setting the SB-WLR price, 

the price for SABB Outside the LEA and for the margin squeeze tests were as 

follows: 

 Options on the form of price control for SB-WLR; 

 Options for determining appropriate costing methodology for SB-WLR 

nationally and for SABB Outside the LEA; 

 Options for determining the appropriate geographic scope for SB-WLR; and 

 Options for determining the appropriate principles for the retail margin 

squeeze test;  

 Options for determining the hypothetical investment in the Managed VoB 

platform; and  

 Options for notifying retail price changes for retail line rental. 

14.4.1 Options on the form of price control for SB-WLR 

14.80 ComReg may in accordance with Regulation 13(1) of the Access Regulations 

impose obligations relating to cost recovery and price controls, including 

obligations for cost orientation of prices and obligations concerning cost 
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accounting systems, for the provision of specific types of access or 

interconnection. 

14.81 The main forms of price control that were considered by ComReg in Chapter 4 

of the Consultation Document were: 

 Regulatory forbearance; 

 Benchmarking; 

 Retail minus; 

 Margin squeeze test; and 

 Cost orientation. 

14.82 Please refer to Chapter 4 (subsection 4.1) of the Consultation Document for a 

detailed discussion on each of the various forms of price control listed above. In 

the context of the RIA we focus on the retail minus option and the cost orientation 

option for SB-WLR. 

14.4.2 Options for determining appropriate costing methodology  

14.83 The following two options were considered in terms of the appropriate costing 

methodology for SB-WLR nationally and for SABB Outside the LEA: 

 BU-LRAIC+ or  

 Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies. 

14.84 Please refer to Chapter 4 (subsection 4.3) of the Consultation Document for a 

detailed discussion on the costing methodology options considered. 

14.4.3 Options for determining the appropriate geographic scope for 

SB-WLR 

14.85 For SB-WLR, it is important to achieve an appropriate balance between setting 

the necessary build / buy signals in the relevant areas (Modified LEA) while at 

the same time ensuring that Eir does not over / under recover its actual efficient 

costs nationally. If the access price is too high in areas where infrastructure 

investment is also unlikely to develop (as the deployment cost for each line is 

high i.e., in rural areas), this would not be desirable due to the detrimental long-

term impact on consumers arising from a lack of competition, as competition from 

operators acting as resellers may also be dampened. On the other hand the 

access price should not be too low, especially in the Modified LEA, as it could 

deter investments in the long term in infrastructure-based competition. Therefore, 
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consideration of the derived SB-WLR prices from each pricing option is important 

with regard to determining the appropriate pricing approach for SB-WLR. 

14.86 In Chapter 6 (subsection 6.6) of the Consultation Document we considered the 

following options:  

 National price based on national costs i.e., Eir’s Indexed RAB for 

Reusable Assets and BU-LRAIC+ costs for Non-reusable Assets and 

active equipment; 

 Prices based on geographic de-averaged costs i.e., LEA628 and Outside 

the LEA; or 

 National price based on higher of Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for 

Efficiencies nationally (with BU-LRAIC+ costs applied to active assets) or 

the BU-LRAIC+ for Non-reusable Assets and active equipment and Eir’s 

Indexed RAB for Reusable Assets in the LEA629. 

14.87 Please refer to Chapter 6 (subsection 6.6) of the Consultation Document for the 

details. 

14.4.4 Options for determining appropriate principles for the retail 

margin squeeze test  

14.88 The following were the main options considered for determining the appropriate 

principles for the margin squeeze tests: 

(i) Cost base: The retail margin squeeze test should be based on 

either: 

 A SEO (or REO) cost base, which assumes that entrants are 

currently not likely to be as efficient as Eir given that they cannot 

achieve the same scale; or 

 An entire EEO approach once the OAOs have achieved sufficient 

scale to encourage efficient entry. 

(ii) Cost standard: The retail margin squeeze test should take 

account of either: 

 The LRAIC+ costs; or 

 The ATC costs; or 

                                            
628 See paragraph 14.74-14.75. 
629 ibid. 
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 The ATC costs minus fixed indirect costs and common costs.  

(iii) Assessment basis: The retail margin squeeze test should be 

assessed either: 

 Nationally (i.e., a portfolio approach): Eir would have some 

flexibility to efficiently price discriminate on individual products so 

long as Eir recovers the overall costs across the national portfolio 

of products; or 

 Sub-nationally: Eir would have to comply with two difference tests 

based on LEA630 and Outside the LEA i.e., a different sub 

geographic footprint.  

14.89 Please refer to Chapter 10 of the Consultation Document for a discussion on the 

principles for the retail margin squeeze test. 

14.4.5 Options for determining the hypothetical investment in the 

Managed VoB platform 

14.90 We considered the following options with regard to the appropriate cost base for 

the wholesale margin squeeze test for Managed VoB: 

 EEO; 

 REO; and 

 SEO. 

14.91 Please refer to Chapter 10 of the Consultation Document for a detailed 

discussion on each option. 

14.4.6 Options for notifying retail price changes for retail line rental 

14.92 We considered the following options for notifying retail price changes for retail 

line rental: 

 The introduction of new/revised retail prices for retail line rental should be 

pre-notified and pre-cleared with ComReg; or 

 Eir should be allowed to self-certify its obligation not to cause a margin 

squeeze for the introduction of new/revised retail prices for retail line rental 

products. 

                                            
630 See paragraph 14.74-14.75. 
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14.93 Please refer to Chapter 10 (subsection 10.2.7) of the Consultation Document for 

further discussion on each option. 

14.5 Step 3:  Determine the likely impact on stakeholders 

14.94 This section summarises the impact of the options above on the various 

stakeholders.  We consider the potential impacts that could be incurred by Eir in 

complying with the obligations imposed as well as the potential benefits that 

would accrue to Eir, its wholesale customers and end users. 

14.95 The likely impact on stakeholders is discussed under the following headings: 

 Forms of price control for SB-WLR; 

 Costing methodology for SB-WLR nationally and for SABB Outside the LEA; 

 Geographic scope for SB-WLR;  

  Principles for the retail margin squeeze test; and  

 Options for determining hypothetical investment in Managed VoB platform. 

 

A. Forms of price control for SB-WLR: 

Option 1: Retail Minus 

(a) Impact on Eir 

 This approach provides a degree of regulatory consistency for Eir as the 

SB-WLR price is already set on this basis. 

 This approach allows Eir some pricing flexibility as the wholesale price 

is set with reference to the retail price less the retail costs (set at no more 

than 14%).  

 This approach may not send the appropriate build-or buy signals to Eir. 

(b) Impact on OAOs 

 This approach should provide sufficient margin (at no more than 14%) to 

ensure entry is possible at prices that are consistent with the outcome of 

a competitive process. 

 Under this approach, the access price charged to OAOs could be too 

high if Eir’s retail price is high – especially in rural areas.  
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 This approach may not prevent excessive pricing from Eir as the 

wholesale price is not set with reference to costs. 

 This approach may not send the appropriate build or buy signals to 

OAOs. 

 This approach may lead to pricing instability for other operators. 

(c)        Impact on end users 

 This approach could give rise to excessive retail prices. 

Option 2: Cost Orientation 

(a) Impact on Eir 

 This approach ensures that Eir’s SB-WLR price is set by reference to 

strict cost recovery i.e., actual efficient costs plus a reasonable rate of 

return – therefore maintains price stability. 

 This approach should ensure that Eir does not over or under recover its 

efficient costs for the provision of SB-WLR. 

 This approach should allow Eir to recover any money invested in 

maintaining or upgrading the network which should ensure that Eir’s 

investment incentives are unlikely to be affected. 

 This approach means that Eir would have to demonstrate to ComReg 

that any price increase or new price for SB-WLR is in line with the 

specified cost orientation obligation. 

 This approach provides less pricing flexibility to Eir.  

 This approach ensures consistency across the investment ladder. 

(b) Impact on OAOs 

 This approach should ensure that the access price is not too high so 

that competition can develop. 

 This approach should provide certainty / predictability for OAOs about 

price levels for SB-WLR which may have implications for their 

investment decisions. 

 This approach should provide more consistency across the investment 

ladder and therefore ensure the appropriate build-or-buy are provided 

to OAOs in the relevant areas. 
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 This approach should ensure that OAOs are not subject to excessive 

SB-WLR prices.  

(c)          Impact on end users 

 This approach should ensure that competition can develop to the benefit 

of end-users. 

 Lowers risk of excessive prices. 

B. Costing methodology for SB-WLR nationally and for SABB 
Outside the LEA 

Option 1: Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies631  

(a) Impact on Eir: 

 This approach should ensure that Eir does not materially under / over 

recover its costs as the value is linked to the actual investment made (for 

Reusable Assets and Non-reusable Assets) adjusted for efficiency plus 

a reasonable rate of return. 

 This approach should allow Eir to recover any money invested in 

Reusable Assets and Non-reusable Assets so as to maintain or upgrade 

the network which should ensure that Eir’s investment incentives are 

unlikely to be affected. 

 This approach should ensure that Eir does not price excessively as the 

price is set by reference to Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies – 

especially with regard to rural areas. 

 This approach means that Eir has to demonstrate to ComReg that any 

price increase or new price for SB-WLR nationally and / or SABB Outside 

the LEA is set by reference to its actual costs adjusted for efficiencies 

plus a reasonable rate of return. 

(b) Impact on OAOs: 

 This approach should lead to reasonable price stability and predictability 

which should help operators’ investment plans. 

 This approach should ensure that OAOs are only paying for actual 

investments made by Eir in relation to Reusable Assets and Non-

reusable Assets associated with the provision of SB-WLR nationally and 

for SABB Outside the LEA. 

                                            
631 BU-LRAIC+ costs are applied to active equipment for SB-WLR nationally and for active equipment 
for SABB Outside the LEA. 
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 This approach should ensure that OAOs are not subject to excessive 

prices as the prices are set by reference to actual efficient costs plus a 

reasonable rate of return. 

 This approach provides OAOs with a degree of price certainty as Eir 

cannot increase the price or introduce a new price for SB-WLR nationally 

and / or SABB Outside the LEA without demonstrating to ComReg 

compliance with its specified cost orientation obligation and with 

reference to its actual costs adjusted for efficiencies plus a reasonable 

rate of return. 

(c)         Impact on end users 

 This approach should ensure that retail prices are not excessive. 

Option 2: BU-LRAIC+ 

(a) Impact on Eir 

 This approach should send the appropriate investment signals ‘build or 

buy’ to OAOs, in the appropriate area – Modified LEA. This is particularly 

relevant for infrastructure based competition.  

 This approach allows Eir to recover its costs by reference to the 

replacement cost associated with the asset (rather than the actual 

efficient cost). 

 This approach could allow Eir to recover the cost of investments that may 

not have taken place / are not likely to take place in the future, in certain 

rural areas.  

 This approach could allow Eir to over recover costs in certain areas i.e., 

Outside the LEA / Outside the Modified LEA – which could give rise to 

excessive wholesale prices. 

(b) Impact on OAOs 

 This approach should send the correct investment signals to the market 

place – especially in the Modified LEA. 

 This approach could mean that OAOs would be paying for the cost of 

investments that Eir has not made or it not likely to make, in certain rural 

areas i.e., Outside the LEA / Outside the Modified LEA. Therefore, in the 

absence of alternative network competition the BU-LRAIC+ may result 

in excessive pricing Outside the LEA / Outside the Modified LEA as it 

facilitates the recovery of hypothetical costs which may not actually have 

been incurred. 
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 Where there is limited prospects of entry in certain rural areas of the 

country this may not be an appropriate approach.  

(c)          Impact on end users 

 This approach in the absence of alternative network competition may 

encourage Eir to “sweat” its assets in certain rural areas resulting in 

excessive prices relative to active investment without any benefit to end-

users in terms of alternative platform based investment. 

C. Appropriate geographic scope for SB-WLR: 

Option 1: SB-WLR national price based on national costs (i.e., BU-LRAIC+ costs 

for Non-reusable Assets and active equipment and Eir’s Indexed RAB for 

Reusable Assets)  

(a) Impact on Eir 

 This approach may lead to over recovery of costs by Eir.  

 The BU-LRAIC+ costs applied to the Non-reusable Assets Outside the 

Modified LEA may result in a SB-WLR price that over-compensates Eir 

relative to its actual investment, especially Outside the Modified LEA.  

 This approach may not send the appropriate signals to Eir, especially 

with regard the build or buy signals Outside the Modified LEA. Relative 

to the actual efficient costs incurred by Eir nationally this approach 

Outside the Modified LEA could result in Eir over-recovering its actual 

efficiently incurred costs plus a reasonable rate of return. 

 This approach ensures that there is no added complexities or costs in 

terms of billing and administration as there is just one national price for 

SB-WLR.   

(b) Impact on OAOs 

 This approach may result in a higher SB-WLR price for OAOs – as OAOs 

are paying for investments that did not take place / may not take place 

Outside the Modified LEA. 

 This approach may send the wrong investment signal to OAOs in terms 

of efficient investment – this approach derives a higher national price 

than is required for the appropriate build or buy signal especially in the 

Modified LEA. 

(c)          Impact on end users 
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 This approach may result in higher costs being passed onto end-users 

by OAOs.  

Option 2: SB-WLR national price based on geographic de-averaged costs (i.e. 

BU-LRAIC+ and Eir’s Indexed RAB for each area) 

(a) Impact on Eir 

 This approach means that the price for SB-WLR in the Modified LEA 

reflects the BU-LRAIC+ costs (for Non-reusable Assets and active 

equipment) and Eir’s indexed RAB (for Reusable Assets) in the Modified 

LEA – this should send the appropriate investment (build or buy) signals 

to Eir in the Modified LEA. 

 This approach means that the price for SB-WLR Outside the Modified 

LEA reflects the BU-LRAIC+ costs (for Non-reusable Assets and active 

equipment) and Eir’s indexed RAB (for Reusable Assets) Outside the 

Modified LEA – this approach derives a higher price than is required for 

appropriate build or buy signals Outside the Modified LEA. Relative to 

the actual efficient costs incurred by Eir nationally this approach Outside 

the Modified LEA could result in Eir over-recovering its actual efficiently 

incurred costs plus a reasonable rate of return. 

(b) Impact on OAOs 

 This approach means that the price for SB-WLR Outside the Modified 

LEA becomes very expensive as it is set by reference to the BU-LRAIC+ 

costs for Non-reusable Assets and active assets (with the Reusable 

Assets based on Eir’s indexed RAB) for area Outside the Modified LEA. 

OAOs are paying for investments in Non-reusable Assets Outside the 

Modified LEA that did not take place / may not take place in the future as 

no commercial operator would invest in this area absent state funding.  

 This approach may create a digital divide where OAOs are subject to 

different SB-WLR depending on the geographic location i.e., Modified 

LEA or Outside the Modified LEA. 

 This approach may result in additional costs associated with billing 

systems as different prices will apply depending on geographic location 

i.e., Modified LEA and Outside the Modified LEA. 

(c)          Impact on end users 

 This could create a digital divide where alternative operators charge 

different retail charges depending on geographic location.  
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Option 3: SB-WLR national price based on higher of Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted 

for Efficiencies nationally (with BU-LRAIC+ costs for active equipment) or BU-

LRAIC+ costs for Non-reusable Assets and active equipment and Eir’s indexed 

RAB for Reusable Assets in the Modified LEA 

(a) Impact on Eir 

 This approach should ensure that Eir does not under / over recover costs 

– this approach should allow Eir to recover its actual efficient costs plus 

a reasonable rate of return nationally.   

 This approach should ensure that any money efficiently invested by Eir 

in maintaining or upgrading its network should be recouped by it in line 

with the HCAs. Therefore, this should encourage further investment by 

Eir as it is assured that what it invests can be recovered. 

(b) Impact on OAOs 

 This approach should provide the appropriate build or buy signals in the 

Modified LEA. 

 This approach should ensure that OAOs only pay for those actual 

investments made by Eir especially for investment Outside the Modified 

LEA. 

(c)          Impact on end users 

 This approach should ensure that end-users are not subject to excessive 

prices while appropriate incentives are in place for continued investment 

and competition in the relevant areas. 

D. Appropriate inputs for retail margin squeeze test 

Cost base: 

Option 1: Retail margin squeeze test is based on an EEO cost base 

a) Impact on Eir: 

 In general, an entire EEO assumption would imply that entrants could 

achieve similar economies of scale as Eir.  

 

 EEO approach is more consistent with cost orientation and ensures overall 

cost recovery for Eir. 

 

 EEO approach provides Eir with more flexibility in setting its retail prices. 
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b) Impact on OAOs: 

 An entire EEO cost base could make entry more difficult for new entrants, 

as the resulting gap between wholesale prices and retail prices would be 

lower, but may incentivise them to invest in their own infrastructure. 

 An entire EEO cost based would also encourage OAOs to at least be as 

efficient as Eir’s retail arm.  

 

c) Impact on end-users: 

 It should provide more choice if OAOs are incentivised to invest in their own 

infrastructure. 

 

 It could lower prices for end users also because EEO costs should be lower 

than SEO/REO costs. 

Option 2: Retail margin squeeze test is based on a SEO / REO cost base 

a) Impact on Eir: 

 The SEO / REO assumes higher costs (compared to EEO) thereby 

requiring a higher retail margin. 

 

 The SEO / REO should promote competition from OAOs who would face 

higher costs compared to Eir. This could increase the willingness of OAOs 

to enter the retail market using Eir wholesale inputs. 

 Where OAOs have lower costs than the assumed SEO / REO approach it 

would allow OAOs to charge lower retail prices compared to Eir’ retail arm. 

 The SEO/ REO approach provides Eir with less flexibility when setting its 

retail prices. 

 

b) Impact on OAOs: 

 The SEO / REO assumes that entrants have not yet gained sufficient 

economies of scale to that of Eir. By using the SEO / REO cost standard in 

the margin squeeze test, the resulting retail margins (assuming Eir retail 

prices remain constant) would be higher compared to a margin squeeze 

based on the EEO cost standard.  

 

 The SEO / REO approach may encourage entry to the retail market and 

allow less efficient (compared to the EEO approach) OAOs and existing 

smaller operators to grow their customer base, by giving rise to a greater 

space between retail prices and wholesale prices.  
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c) Impact on end-users: 

 The SEO / REO approach is likely to result in the medium/long-term 

(marginally) higher retail prices.  

 As the SEO/REO approach provides greater margin between retail and 

wholesale prices it may cause inefficient market entry. This may not 

replicate as far as possible the outcomes of competitive markets to the long-

term detriment of end-users.  

 

Cost standard:  

Option 1: Retail margin squeeze test is based on 'LRAIC plus' 

a) Impact on Eir: 

 This approach should allow Eir to recover its average efficiently incurred 

directly attributable variable and fixed costs and an apportionment of joint 

and common costs. 

 

b) Impact on OAOs: 

 This approach should allow the recovery of the relevant common costs, as 

well as fixed and variable costs. This is the calculus faced by an operator 

when deciding whether to enter or expand a market. This should also 

ensure efficient entry, compared with the ATC cost standard. 

 

c) Impact on end-users: 

 This approach should allow the promotion of sustainable competition by 

OAOs to the benefit of end-users. 

 

Option 2: Retail margin squeeze test is based on ATC 

a) Impact on Eir: 

 This approach means a larger margin between products which is likely to 

mean easier entry potentially by an inefficient operator. 

 

 ATC has been used to date for NGA pricing and for current generation 

Bitstream – therefore it ensures consistency across ladder of investment. 

 

 ATC allows Eir to recover all of its efficiently incurred costs. 
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b) Impact on OAOs: 

 This approach may promote further entry given that it includes the costs of 

'LRAIC plus' and some additional common costs. However, the ATC may 

encourage inefficient entry. 

 

c) Impact on end-users: 

 This approach may mean additional competition could reduce prices or 

improve choice. 

 

Option 3: Retail margin squeeze test is based on LRIC (which is defined as ATC 
minus fixed indirect and common costs) 

a) Impact on Eir: 

 This approach recognises that there are other large operators (with scope 

and scale) competing with Eir and therefore Eir has some additional pricing 

flexibility with regard to its standalone line rental price. 

 

 If Eir chooses to only recover ATC less common costs and fixed indirect 

costs then those common costs and fixed indirect costs should be 

recovered elsewhere – e.g., when retail line rental is sold / offered in 

bundles. 

b) Impact on OAOs: 

 Entry / expansion by efficient OAOs albeit with lower economies of scale 

and scope than Eir could be impeded in terms of standalone line rental. 

 This approach is consistent with the Bundles Decision in terms of retail 

calls. 

 

c) Impact on end-users: 

 This approach may mean additional competition or improved choice. 

 

 

National or sub-national assessment: 

Option 1: Retail margin squeeze test - National 

a)  Impact on Eir: 

 This approach allows Eir flexibility in its retail pricing, enabling Eir to price 

some retail products above and others below LRIC. This is likely to imply 

discounting on products where the competition is most intense, provided 

that other products are priced higher, such that the overall average 
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revenue matches LRIC. This flexibility may mean that Eir can experiment 

with price differentiation for different product offerings which may improve 

efficiency, and under certain conditions, can be welfare maximising.  

 

 This approach means that should Eir so choose to only recover ATC less 

common costs and fixed indirect costs from its standalone line rental 

services then those fixed indirect costs and common costs must be 

recovered elsewhere e.g., when retail line rental is sold/offered in a bundle. 

 

b) Impact on OAOs: 

 This approach should encourage efficiency and promote competition 

between operators, especially in the LEA. 

 

c) Impact on end-users: 

 This approach may mean improved efficiencies, especially in the LEA. 

 

Option 2: Retail margin squeeze test – Sub-national 

a) Impact on Eir: 

 This approach should ensure sufficient margin for each offer, but would 

restrict the ability of Eir to price products as flexibly as they would under 

the national approach. Each SB-WLR product in the LEA / Modified LEA 

i.e., a sub geographic footprint and Outside the LEA / Outside the Modified 

LEA i.e., a different sub geographic footprint, would need to be priced at a 

retail level to meet the LRIC requirement, which may limit the ability of Eir 

to adjust pricing. 

 

 This approach means that should Eir so choose to only recover ATC less 

common costs and fixed indirect costs from its standalone line rental 

services then those fixed indirect costs and common costs must be 

recovered elsewhere e.g., when retail line rental is sold/offered in a bundle. 

 

 

b) Impact on OAOs: 

 This approach may enhance entry and competition, particularly for 

entrants that may lack economies of scope or those OAOs who sell the 

service sub-nationally. 
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c) Impact on end-users: 

 There may be some gains from improved competition of a sub-national 

approach, but these may be offset by a reduction of efficiency. 

 

E. Options for determining hypothetical investment in 
Managed VoB platform 

Option 1: Hypothetical investment based on EEO costs: 

a) Impact on Eir: 

 The EEO approach would mean using Eir’s costs.  

 

 The EEO approach would assume that entrants could achieve similar 

economies of scale as Eir. 

 

 The EEO provides Eir with more flexibility in setting its retail prices. 

 

 

b) Impact on OAOs: 

 The EEO approach may not reflect the investment costs of a new entrant 

operator, in a Managed VoB platform. 

 

 The EEO approach could make entry more difficult for new entrants in the 

case where the gap between the POTS based VUA price and the 

standalone VUA / NGA Bitstream price (plus a contribution towards 

Managed VoB) may be lower. 

 

c) Impact on end-users: 

 The EEO may lead to lower retail prices in the shortrun but due to a 

decreased economic space it may disincentivise new entrants and may in 

fact lead to higher prices in the longrun.   

 

Option 2 / 3: Hypothetical investment based on SEO / REO costs: 

a) Impact on Eir: 

 The SEO / REO approach assumes a larger gap between the POTS based 

VUA price and the standalone VUA / NGA Bitstream price (plus a 

contribution towards Managed VoB). 
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 The SEO / REO approach provides less pricing flexibility for Eir when 

setting its retail prices. 

 

b) Impact on OAOs: 

 The SEO/ REO approach mimics the costs of a typical entrant operator 

and should therefore encourage entry / investments in Managed VoB.  

 

 The SEO / REO approach reflects the fact that OAOs have not achieved 

the same economics of scope and scale as the Incumbent (Eir). By using 

the SEO / REO cost standard in the wholesale test, the resulting economic 

space (or gap) between the POTS based VUA price and the standalone 

VUA / NGA Bitstream price (plus a contribution towards Managed VoB) 

would be higher compared to a test based on the EEO cost standard. 

 

 The REO cost approach is most appropriate in the context of the 

hypothetical investment in Managed VoB as our objective is to encourage 

investment by other operators.  

 

c) Impact on end-users: 

 The SEO / REO approach is likely to result in the short to medium term 
in (marginally) higher retail prices. 
 

 The SEO/REO approach is likely to provide more competition and lower 
retail prices in the long run. 
 

 

F. Options for notifying retail price changes for retail line rental 

Option 1: New/revised retail price for retail line rental must be pre-notified by Eir 

to ComReg 

a) Impact on Eir:  

 Eir is currently subject to a pre-notification requirement pursuant to RFVA 

Decision. 

b) Impact on OAOs: 

 It should give OAOs certainty that there will be regulatory monitoring of Eir’s 

retail prices for retail line rental prior to their launch. 
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c) Impact on end-users: 

 It ensures a transparent regulatory environment which monitors retail line 

rental products at risk of being anti-competitive and which may have long-term 

negative impacts for consumer choice. 

Option 2: Eir must self-certify that new/revised retail price for retail line rental 

meets its obligation not to cause a margin squeeze 

a) Impact on Eir: 

 Eir would not need to get pre-clearance from ComReg when it wishes to 

launch a new/revised retail price for retail line rental. Eir would only need to 

notify ComReg of the details of the new/revised retail price for retail line rental. 

 Eir would be required to maintain records which demonstrated that a margin 

squeeze test was undertaken prior to launch and that based on the reasonable 

assumptions used that no margin squeeze issues were raised. 

b) Impact on OAOs:  

 OAOs would have no certainty of whether a retail line rental product launched 

by Eir met its obligation not to cause a margin squeeze. However, as Eir would 

be required to demonstrate its ongoing compliance in respect of at least one 

retail amendment (chosen by ComReg) every three months, OAOs would 

have some comfort as a result of this continued regulatory monitoring. 

c) Impact on end-users: 

 It ensures a transparent regulatory environment which monitors retail line 

rental products at risk of being anti-competitive and which may have long-term 

negative impacts for consumer choice. 

14.6 Step 4: Determine the likely impacts on competition 

14.96  This is discussed at paragraphs 14.14-14.19. 
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14.7 Step 5: Assess the likely impacts and choose the best 

option 

14.97 Step 5 is discussed under the headings:  

 Submissions to the Consultation Document; 

 ComReg’s Position; and 

 ComReg’s Final Position. 

14.7.1 Submissions to the Consultation Document: 

14.98 ALTO agreed “with the process engaged by ComReg”632 in setting out its RIA.  

ALTO cautioned ComReg on “…legal challenges to decisions where reliance on 

Commissions Recommendations…[had] later been successfully challenged.”633 

ALTO noted that “…Commission Recommendations are not in-fact binding.”634 

14.99 Enet “agreed with the terms of the Regulatory Impact Assessment”635 while 

Vodafone stated that it had “…no further comments.”636 

14.100 BT considered that the RIA “overlooked the impact of the SLU price change on 

NGA pricing and CGA vs. NGA competition.”637 

14.101 Eir considered that “…many aspects of ComReg’s Consultation Document are 

unclear, preliminary in nature and/or lack adequate justification.”638 Furthermore, 

Eir requested ComReg “…to publish a supplemental consultation document that 

addresses the main concerns raised...”639 Eir noted that the following points 

should be addressed: 

 “whether and how the proposed cost accounting rules can be applied to 

FACO; 

 how the Net Revenue Test will apply when using wholesale rather than 

retail products as the focal point of the assessment; 

 the plan and timetable for removing Market 1 from ex-ante regulation; 

                                            
632 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 18. 
633 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 18/19. 
634 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 18. 
635 Enet Response to Consultation 15/67, page 7. 
636 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 15 
637 BT Response to Consultation, page 11. 
638 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 41. 
639 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 41. 
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 the treatment of a FACO sub-market in which all operators appear to have 

bottleneck control of call origination to NTCs; 

 reviews the case for the line rental margin squeeze test on the basis of a 

decision as to what future regulation will be imposed on SB-WLR; 

 reviews the economic case for POTS based VUA margin squeeze test 

given that the proposed test would undermine efficiency as currently 

designed and that a wholesale VoIP offer from eircom is likely to provide 

a more efficient means of meeting ComReg’s objective; and 

 re-affirm that regulated access to dark fibre is limited to exceptional 

circumstances where the OAO has first sought access to duct/pole 

capacity, access to ducts and poles cannot reasonably be provided for 

technical or capacity reasons and there is sufficient dark fibre capacity 

available after taking into account eircom’s own future capacity 

requirements.”640 

14.102 Eir stated that the imposition of cost orientation on SB-WLR in the LEA “...is not 

justified given the competitiveness of the LEA.”641 Eir stated that even ComReg’s 

own guidelines suggest that where possible it will “identify opportunities to 

withdraw from or reduce regulatory intervention in relevant markets…” 642 but 

“ComReg does not do this, despite acknowledging the competitiveness of the 

LEA...” 643 Eir noted that with regard to Step 2 of the RIA “…the option not 

considered is not forbearing from SB-WLR regulation in the LEA and not having 

the margin squeeze tests.”644  

14.103 Eir stated that “ComReg has failed to target the regulation to only the areas 

where effective competition is unlikely to develop, areas outside the LEA.” 645 

Furthermore, Eir believed that “ComReg is ignoring the competition in the market 

….[and] proposing multiple layers of regulation when targeted upstream 

regulation would better achieve efficient outcomes”646 

14.104 Eir also added that “The Revised RIA Guidelines make several pertinent 

comments, the first is that the process should reduce the unnecessary use of 

regulation through an examination of alternatives – ComReg has not done this. 

                                            
640 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 41. 
641 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 41. 
642 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 42. 
643 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 42. 
644 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 42. 
645 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 42. 
646 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 42. 
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One example is the failure to consider a wholesale VoIP offer as an alternative 

to the proposed VUA margin squeeze test.”647 

14.105 Eir stated that ComReg also “...fails to determine the impact on stakeholders in 

anything other than a very superficial manner.”648  

14.106 Eir referred to ComReg’s policy objectives at Paragraphs 14.10 and 14.11 of the 

Consultation Document and stated that they “…are inconsistent with ComReg’s 

duties as set out in s12 of the Communications Regulation Act...” 649 Eir stated 

that “Section 12 (2)(a)(i) requires it to consider encouraging efficient investment 

by eircom and not just appropriate ‘build or buy’ signals from OAOs or eircom’s 

existing network…[and that] ComReg has failed to adequately address this 

objective.”650  

14.107 In addition, Eir stated that “The ‘build or buy’ signals need to take into account 

sufficient incentives to deploy NGA networks.”651 

14.108 Eir stated that “ComReg is more concerned with investment by operators other 

than eircom. 652 Eir stated that “The Government is investing in the NBP so there 

is high speed broadband – by allowing eircom to increase its revenues it will have 

a better chance of recovering its proposed FTTH investment and possibly 

extending it further.”653 

14.109 Furthermore, Eir considered that ComReg should not just consider whether Eir 

is recovering its efficient costs plus a rate of return but “…whether that 

reasonable rate of return will permit it to both innovate and invest.”654  

14.110 Eir stated that “ComReg's proposed approach is not consistent with the 

Commission’s view that there is an already highly complex regulatory setting in 

Ireland.” 655  Eir suggested that “ComReg should take the opportunity to 

streamline the existing pricing remedies, thereby enhancing transparency and 

legal certainty for market players.”656  

14.111 Eir also noted that “…the Recommendation makes clear, one of its aims is to 

establish predictable and stable regulated wholesale copper access prices...”657  

                                            
647 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 42 
648 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 42. 
649 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 42. 
650 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 42. 
651 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 43. 
652 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 44. 
653 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 44. 
654 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 42. 
655 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 42/43. 
656 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 42/43. 
657 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 43. 
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14.112 Eir considered that ComReg’s reference to the alleged problems identified in 

market reviews conducted in 2010 and 2011 “are not consistent with the 

competitive position in 2015.” 658  Accordingly, Eir noted that “…ComReg is 

obliged to conduct market reviews every 3 years … but has failed to do so.”659  

14.113 Eir also noted that “It is not sufficient to consider eircom’s continuing 

maintenance of its copper network as ComReg does in para 14.23.”660  

 

14.7.2 ComReg’s Position: 

14.114 With regard to the ALTO’s view at paragraph 14.98 regarding reliance on the 

Commissions Recommendations and the fact that they are not binding, ComReg 

is of course aware of the non-binding nature of Commission Recommendations 

and also mindful of ComReg’s obligations to take utmost account of Commission 

Recommendations where relevant. In this regard, ComReg is mindful of the 

relevant jurisprudence of both the Court of Justice of the European Union and of 

the Irish Courts.661  

14.115 In relation to BT’s point at paragraph 14.100 that we overlooked the impact of 

the SLU price in the context of NGA, ComReg has addressed this point at 

paragraphs 6.84 and 6.85 of this Decision Document. 

14.116 ComReg notes Eir’s view at paragraph 14.101 that many aspects of ComReg’s 

Consultation Document are unclear, preliminary in nature and/or lack adequate 

justification and that ComReg should publish a supplemental consultation 

document addressing a number of points as listed at paragraph 14.101. ComReg 

considers that a supplemental consultation is not necessary for the following 

reasons: 

 With regard to Eir’s point on whether and how the proposed cost 

accounting rules can be applied to FACO, ComReg would like to point out 

that Eir’s HCAs are used to determine the TD national price for SB-WLR 

and this does not affect any of the cost accounting rules relevant to the 

FACO market.  

                                            
658 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 43. 
659 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 43. 
660 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 42. 
661 See, e.g., the decision of the European Court of Justice (as it then was) in Case C-322/88 Grimaldi 
v. Fonds des maladies professionnelles [1989] ECR 4407 at para 16; and the decision of the Irish High 
Court (Cooke J) in Vodafone Ireland Limited v Commission for Communications Regulation [2013] IEHC 
382, at paras 99 to 123. 
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 With regard to Eir’s point on how the net revenue test (‘NRT’) will apply 

when using wholesale rather than retail products as the anchor for the 

NRT, ComReg notes that the NRT is outside the scope of this Decision 

Document.  

 With regard to Eir’s point on the plan for removing Market 1 from ex-ante 

regulation, this has been addressed at paragraph 10.55. 

 With regard to Eir’s point on the treatment of FACO sub-markets in which 

all operators appear to have bottleneck control of call origination to NTCs, 

ComReg refers to the FACO Decision, paragraphs 4.72-4.74. 

 With regard to Eir’s point that we need to review the case for line rental 

margin squeeze test on the basis of what future regulation will be imposed 

on WLR, ComReg refers to paragraph 3.37 of the Consultation Document 

regarding retail line rental price control. 

 With regard to Eir’s point to review the economic case for POTS based 

VUA margin squeeze test given that the proposed test would undermine 

efficiency as currently designed and that a wholesale Managed VoB offer 

from Eir is likely to provide a more efficient means of meeting ComReg’s 

objective, these points have been addressed at paragraphs 10.130 and 

10.131. 

 With regard to Eir’s view that ComReg should re-affirm that regulated 

access to dark fibre is limited to exceptional circumstances where the 

OAO has first sought access to duct/pole capacity, access to ducts and 

poles cannot reasonably be provided for technical or capacity reasons and 

there is sufficient dark fibre capacity available after taking into account 

Eir's own future capacity requirements, ComReg considers that these 

points have been addressed at paragraphs 8.100 - 8.104.  

14.117 ComReg notes Eir’s views at paragraph 14.102 that the imposition of cost 

orientation on SB-WLR in the LEA is not justified and we have not considered 

forbearing from SB-WLR regulation in the LEA. ComReg considers that these 

point have been addressed at pargraphs 4.46 and 4.47 in Chapter 4. 
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14.118 We note Eir’s point at paragraph 14.104 that ComReg should reduce 

unnecessary use of regulation by assessing alternatives while also noting Eir’s 

point at paragraph 14.103 that ComReg has failed to target regulation to only 

those areas wher effective competition is unlikely to develop – Outside the LEA. 

It is important to note in this context that Eir has been found to have SMP 

nationally in Market 2, Market 4 and Market 5. As a result, Eir are subject to a 

number of obligations in order to address the potential competition problems that 

might arise absent regulation. Therefore, the regulatory framework is already in 

place with regard to those specific markets. This Decision is only further 

specifying and / or amending the price control obligations and / or transparency 

obligations in Market 2, Market 4 and Market 5. 

14.119 In relation to Eir’s point at paragraph 14.104 that we should consider a a 

wholesale VoIP offer as an alternative to the proposed VUA margin squeeze test, 

please see paragraph 10.130. 

14.120 With regard to Eir’s view at paragraph 14.105 that ComReg fails to determine the 

impact on stakeholders in anything other than a very superficial manner, 

ComReg considers that our approach to the RIA is consistent with the RIA 

guidelines set out at paragraphs 14.3.  

14.121 We note Eir’s views at paragraph 14.106 that our policy objectives in the 

Consultation Document (paragraphs 14.10 and 14.11) are inconsistent with 

Section 12 of the Communications Regulation Act in that ComReg has not 

addressed the objective of encouraging efficient investment. ComReg does not 

agree. Paragraphs 14.20-14.28 of the Consultation Document addressed the 

objective of encouraging investment in infrastructure and promoting innovation. 

(i) As noted in the Consultation Document at paragraph 14.21 the priority 

between short-term and long-term investments may vary depending on 

the specific conditions of each wholesale product and geographical area. 

In the Modified LEA there is infrastructure-based competition (mainly from 

UPC but potentially from SIRO (Vodafone/ESB) in the future) as well as 

competition relying on LLU, Line Share and SLU services. There is also 

some service-based competition based solely on Eir’s copper local loop 

i.e., WBA and SB-WLR. Outside the Modified LEA, infrastructure based 

competition and competition relying on LLU, Line Share and SLU are 

unlikely absent state funding. However, in areas where no infrastructure 

based competition is likely to develop but where service based 

competition relying on SB-WLR and WBA is present there is no need to 

send a correct build or buy signal – cost recovery of the Incumbent in this 

area is more important than the costs that would be faced by a new 

entrant.  On the other hand where infrastructure based competition has 

developed or is likely to develop sending the correct build or buy signal is 
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important while also ensuring that the Incumbent does not under recover 

its efficient costs plus a reasonable rate of return. 

(ii) For OAOs, visibility and certainty regarding future wholesale access 

prices is important so that operators can progress their investment plans. 

For the Incumbent it is necessary to ensure that it recovers at least its 

efficiently incurred costs plus a reasonable rate of return through the 

wholesale access prices otherwise there is a risk that the Incumbent could 

stop maintaining its copper network.  

14.122 Further to Eir’s point at paragraph 14.107 that the ‘build or buy’ signals need to 

take into account sufficient incentives to deploy NGA networks, ComReg agrees 

with Eir. This is one of the key considerations in Chapter 4 of the Consultation 

Document, in particular in subsection 4.4 and in paragraphs 4.127 - 4.130 of this 

Decision Document. Our pricing approach is based on TD costs for Reusable 

Assets while Non-reusable Assets are set based on BU-LRAIC+ costs, 

consistent with the 2013 Recommendation. The difference between Reusable 

Assets and Non-reusable Assets is that copper cables will be replaced by fibre 

cables in the future while most trenches and ducts can be reused for NGA 

purposes. Furthermore, for Non-reusable Assets, it is important to send the 

correct build-or-buy signal, so that an OAO is encouraged to take an efficient 

investment decision. ComReg believes that such a build-or-buy signal is best 

ensured by adopting a BU LRAIC+ methodology, based on replacement costs. 

In Chapter 4, paragraph 4.147 of the Consultation Document ComReg specified 

that unlike the Reusable Assets, the copper cables or Non-reusable Assets, 

especially in the LEA, are likely to be replaced by optical fibre — at least on the 

E-side. ComReg considers that in these areas OAOs should be encouraged to 

invest in the alternative NGA-based infrastructure. Therefore, we consider that 

our approach takes account of sufficient incentives to deploy NGA networks. 

14.123 In response to Eir’s view at paragraph 14.108 that ComReg is more concerned 

with investment by operators other than Eir, ComReg does not agree for a 

number of reasons as set out below.  

(i) The pricing approach for SB-WLR allows Eir to recover the higher of its 

actual efficient costs plus a reasonable rate of return for the provision of 

SB-WLR nationally with active equipment (line card) costs based on the 

BU-LRAIC+ methodology or the costs for SB-WLR in the Modified LEA 

based on a BU-LRAIC+ costs for Non-reusable Assets and active 

equipment (line card) and Eir’s Indexed RAB for Reusable Assets. If the 

SB-WLR national price based on Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for 

Efficiencies nationally (with active equipment based on BU-LRAIC+ costs) 

is the higher price then this price should allow Eir to recover any money 

invested in maintaining or upgrading its network on that basis that Eir will 

have the assurance that what it spends can be recouped over the Price 
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Control Period. Therefore, Eir’s investment incentives are unlikely to be 

affected. The BU-LRAIC+ approach for active equipment should ensure 

that Eir are incentivised to continue to invest and upgrade its network in 

an efficient manner. In addition, the cost orientation price control for SB-

WLR should lead to reasonable price stability for other operators’ 

investment plans. In addition, this approach maintains the correct build-

buy signals in the Modified LEA for OAOs. On the other hand if the SB-

WLR national price based on the BU-LRAIC+ for Non-reusable assets and 

active equipment and Eir’s Indexed RAB for Reusable assets inside the 

Modified LEA is the higher price then the appropriate build or buy signals 

are provided in terms of investment in the Modified LEA.  

(ii) For SABB Outside the LEA, the use of Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for 

Efficiencies (with active equipment based on BU-LRAIC+ costs) means 

that Eir should recover any money invested in maintaining or upgrading 

its network on that basis that Eir will have the assurance that what it 

spends can be recouped over the Price Control Period. The BU-LRAIC+ 

approach for active equipment should ensure that Eir are incentivised to 

continue to invest and upgrade its network in an efficient manner. The 

build or buy signal is not appropriate with regard to the area Outside the 

LEA as discussed in paragraph 14.31 of the Consultation Document. 

(iii) The retail margin squeeze test for retail line rental (at Chapter 10) should 

protect operators that rely on SB-WLR and ensure that they can compete 

with Eir and still make a margin while the wholesale margin squeeze test 

for POTS based VUA should encourage OAOs to invest in their own 

Managed VoB platform either currently or prospectively. 

(iv) Therefore, ComReg considers that it has fully addressed the objective of 

encouraging efficient investment by both Eir and OAOs. 

14.124 We note Eir’s point at paragraph 14.108 that given that the Government is 

investing in the NBP so there is high speed broadband – by allowing Eir to 

increase its revenues it will have a better chance of recovering its proposed FTTH 

investment and possibly extending it further. Firstly, ComReg considers that its 

approach to Reusable Assets and Non-reusable Assets sets the appropriate 

build or buy signals in order to incentivise deployment of NGA networks, as set 

out in Chapter 4, subsection 4.4 of the Consultation Document and at paragraphs 

4.127 - 4.130 of this Decision Document. Secondly, it is worth noting that this 

Decision Document is concerned with the price control obligations for current 

generation access services, our treatment of alternative technologies is set out 

at paragraphs 5.17 – 5.26 of the Consultation Document, in particular. In any 

event, NGA services are subject to ComReg Decision D03/13 based on a margin 

squeeze pricing regime. 
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14.125 ComReg notes Eir’s views at paragraph 14.109 that ComReg should not just 

consider whether Eir is recovering its efficient costs plus a rate of return but 

whether that reasonable rate of return will permit it to both innovate and invest. 

The relevant WACC rate is addressed separately in ComReg Decision D15/14. 

14.126 We note Eir’s point at paragraph 14.110 that ComReg's proposed approach is 

not consistent with the Commission’s view that there is an already highly complex 

regulatory setting in Ireland and that ComReg should take the opportunity to 

streamline the existing pricing remedies, thereby enhancing transparency and 

legal certainty for market players. ComReg has taken utmost account of the 

comments from the European Commission. The pricing remedies set out in this 

Decision Document are consistent with ComReg’s regulatory objectives as set 

out in paragraphs 14.13 to 14.36. In addition, this Decision provides price stability 

and certainty to the market, as discussed at paragraph 14.136.  

14.127 We note Eir’s views at paragraph 14.111 that the 2013 Recommendation 

recognises that one of its aims is to establish predictable and stable regulated 

wholesale copper access prices. ComReg would like to point out that in Chapter 

13 we have set out the prices for each of the access services for each year during 

the Price Control Period and also for the first two years beyond that. This should 

provide operators with stability and predictability over the next few years. Please 

also see paragraph 14.136 on price predictability and stability. 

14.128 We note Eir’s point at paragraph 14.112 that the alleged problems identified in 

market reviews conducted in 2010 and 2011 are not consistent with the 

competitive position in 2015 and so a market review should be conducted every 

three years. ComReg notes the competition problems identified in the WPNIA 

Market Decision at Chapter 5 and in the WBA Market Decision at Chapter 6. In 

addition, please see paragraphs 3.8 and 3.9 of the Consultation Document 

regarding competition problems as well as Chapter 4 and Chapter 10 which sets 

out why the changes are necessary to the price controls and / or pricing 

methodologies. It is worth noting that while Eir seem to solely equate the changes 

with transparency, the key objectives are to avoid excessive pricing and to 

ensure that Eir do not create a margin squeeze – as discussed in detail 

throughout the Consultation Document and in this Decision Document. In 

addition and as Eir are aware, the review for Market 3a and 3b is in progress and 

it is envisaged that a consultation will be published in Q2 2016. 
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14.129 In response to Eir’s point at paragraph 14.113 that it is not sufficient to consider 

Eir’s continuing maintenance of its copper network, ComReg would like to clarify 

that to the extent that Eir continues to provide copper access services then it is 

sufficient to consider the continued maintenance of its copper network. Please 

also see ComReg’s Call for Input in ComReg Document No 14/126 “National 

Broadband Plan – Call for Input on Regulatory Implications” (‘Call for Input’).662   

14.7.3 ComReg’s Final Position:  

14.130 In light of the reasoning and justification set out throughout the Consultation 

Document and this Decision Document, ComReg maintains its views regarding 

the price control measures for SB-WLR in the FACO market (Market 2) and in 

the WBA market (Market 5) with regard to SABB Outside the LEA.  

14.131 For SB-WLR in Market 2, we remain of the view that SB-WLR prices should be 

set on the basis of cost orientation. ComReg considers that a national SB-WLR 

price based on the higher of the combined BU-LRAIC+ and Eir’s Indexed RAB 

inside the Modified LEA or nationally Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies 

(with the BU-LRAIC+ costs for active equipment i.e., line card), maintains the 

correct build-or-buy signals in the Modified LEA (where it is most relevant) and 

ensures that Eir does not under-recover its actual efficiently incurred costs (plus 

a reasonable rate of return) nationally for the provision of SB-WLR. Please refer 

to Chapter 6, paragraphs 6.114 to 6.125 for further details. 

14.132 For SABB Outside the LEA in Market 5, the objective is not to stimulate 

alternative operator investment where it is clear no commercial operator might 

invest, the need for build-or-buy signals are less relevant in this area. Instead 

Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies (combined with the BU-LRAIC+ costs 

for active equipment) ensures that there is no over or under recovery of costs by 

Eir for the provision of SABB Outside the LEA. Please refer to Chapter 7, 

paragraphs 7.16 to 7.29, for further details. 

14.133 With regard to the retail margin squeeze test for SB-WLR in Market 2, we 

consider that the test should be based on EEO retail costs and assessed based 

on the ATC minus fixed indirect costs and common costs nationally. ComReg 

considers that the consistent growth in demand for SB-WLR since 2008 indicates 

that the 2008 SB-WLR Price Decision, which is based on an EEO cost-standard, 

is delivering benefits to consumers in terms of contributing to competition in the 

provision of WLR.  The EEO costs are also consistent with a cost orientation 

obligation as they ensure cost recovery for Eir i.e., EEO costs are based on Eir’s 

Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies (adjusted for efficiency). The retail margin 

squeeze principle of ATC minus fixed indirect and common costs reflects the fact 

that there are other large rival competitors in the market with sufficient scope and 

                                            
662 http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg14126.pdf 
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scale. However, as SB-WLR is the anchor product when sold in a bundle with 

other services we consider that if Eir decides to only recover ATC less fixed 

indirect costs and common costs in the context of standalone retail line rental 

then those fixed indirect costs and common costs should be recovered 

elsewhere, e.g., when retail line rental is sold in bundles, so that retail costs 

including fixed indirect and common costs are recovered from within the retail 

portfolio. Please refer to paragraphs 10.43 to 10.82 in Chapter 10. 

14.134 For the wholesale margin squeeze test in Market 2, our main consideration is the 

likely cost base of the investment in Managed VoB as well as the assumed 

market share of the Managed VoB operator. The REO cost base should be 

applied as the investment in Managed VoB is based on a hypothetical investment 

by alternative operator and not based on an investment by Eir. In addition, the 

assumed OAO market share of 25% seems reasonable given that it is a target 

market share that should be achieved by OAOs in the medium term. Please refer 

to paragraphs 10.128 to 10.141 in Chapter 10. 

14.135 ComReg considers that the pre-notification / pre-clearance process for a 

new/revised retail price for retail line rental in Market 2 is appropriate as it 

provides a prima facie submission made by Eir to ComReg to ensure that the 

new/revised Eir retail line rental price is compliant with its obligations not to cause 

a margin squeeze. Please refer to paragraphs 10.98 to 10.105 in Chapter 10. 

14.136 In the context of SB-WLR, SABB Outside the LEA and the margin squeeze tests 

we consider that this Decision Document achieves the following: 

a) Price stability and predictability: The obligation of cost orientation for 

SB-WLR ensures that Eir’s price is set with reference to the higher of the 

combined BU-LRAIC+ and Eir’s Indexed RAB inside the Modified LEA 

or nationally Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies with the BU-

LRAIC+ costs for active equipment (i.e., line card) for the provision of 

SB-WLR. This approach should give Eir certainty that any money 

invested in maintaining or upgrading the network can be recovered.  

For SABB Outside the LEA, Eir’s price is set by reference to Eir’s Actual 

Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies and the BU-LRAIC+ methodology for 

active equipment, for the provision of SABB Outside the LEA. Similar to 

SB-WLR, it should allow Eir to recover any money it invests in its network 

(in this case Outside the LEA). 

Eir should not increase the price or introduce a new price for SB-WLR 

nationally and / or SABB Outside the LEA without demonstrating to 

ComReg that any revised (or new) prices are in line with the specified 

cost orientation obligation. This gives a level of certainty / predictability 
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to other operators and should help OAOs in terms of likely investment 

decisions, especially in the Modified LEA. 

The retail margin squeeze tests should ensure that there is sufficient 

margin between retail line rental and wholesale line rental so that OAOs 

can replicate Eir’s retail service and still make a margin – this gives 

certainty and predictability to OAOs. 

The wholesale margin squeeze test should ensure a sufficient economic 

space between the price of POTS based VUA and the price of 

standalone NGA Bitstream / VUA (including a contribution towards 

Managed VoB). This should provide certainty to operators considering 

investment in alternative voice platforms.  

b) Promotes investment: The obligation of cost orientation (with reference 

to Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies) should help operators’ 

investment plans.  

For SB-WLR this should allow Eir to recover any money invested 

efficiently in maintaining or upgrading its network on the basis that Eir 

will have the assurance that what it spends can be recouped over the 

Price Control Period. On the other hand it should send the appropriate 

investment signals to operators in the Modified LEA. 

For SABB Outside the LEA, Eir’s Actual Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies 

and the BU-LRAIC+ methodology for active equipment, Outside the LEA 

should also give Eir the assurance that what it spends can be recouped. 

The build or buy signals are not relevant in this area, absent state 

funding, therefore the key objective is cost recovery. 

The wholesale margin squeeze test for POTS based VUA should 

encourage OAOs to invest in their own Managed VoB platform either 

currently or prospectively.  

c) Consistency of approach across networks: We have taken utmost 

account of the 2013 Recommendation as discussed in Chapter 4 of the 

Consultation Document. While the 2013 Recommendation is not 

specifically relevant to Market 2 (SB-WLR) ComReg considers that the 

objectives of the 2013 Recommendation are equally important in the 

context of SB-WLR i.e., to ensure that “operators can cover costs that 

are efficiently incurred and receive an appropriate return on invested 

Capital” and also to ensure that “the appropriate ‘build-or-buy’ signal 

strikes an appropriate balance between ensuring efficient entry and 

sufficient incentives to invest”. This is reflected in the pricing approach 

for SB-WLR as discussed in Chapter 6. 
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For SABB Outside the LEA we consider that the build or buy signals are 

not appropriate in this area as no commercial operator would invest 

absent state funding (or the NBP). In addition, the pricing approach for 

SABB Outside the LEA is consistent with the WBA Pricing Decision. 

The margin squeeze tests are consistent with other wholesale / retail 

margin squeeze tests, including NGA and current generation Bitstream. 

d) Ensures retail margin for operators competing with Eir: The retail 

margin squeeze test in Chapter 10 should ensure that competitors have 

sufficient retail margin for line rental and be in a position to replicate the 

retail offers of Eir. This should be good for competition and innovation.  

e) Ensures sufficient economic space for operators using alternative 

technologies: At the wholesale level ComReg considers in Chapter 10 

that there should be sufficient economic space between the price for 

POTS based VUA and the price for standalone VUA / NGA Bitstream 

(including a contribution towards the cost of Managed VoB) so that an 

operator is incentivised to move to alternative technologies as 

appropriate. This should also ensure technological neutrality. 
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Chapter 15  

15 Points raised on Draft Decision 

Instruments 

15.1 Introduction 

15.1 In Annex 1, 2 and 3 of the Consultation Document, we set out the draft Decision 

Instruments relating to the price control obligation for current generation access 

services in the WPNIA market, WBA market and FACO market. 

15.2 The respective discussion is considered under the following headings: 

 Decision Instrument for WPNIA market; 

 Decision Instrument for WBA market; and 

 Decision Instrument for FACO market. 

15.2 Decision Instrument for WPNIA Market 

15.2.1 Submissions to the Consultation Document 

15.3 Enet believed that “…the draft text of the proposed Decision Instrument for 

Market 4 is from a legal, technical and practical perspective, sufficiently detailed, 

clear and precise with regards to the specifics proposed.” while Vodafone 

agreed. 

15.4 Eir, BT and ALTO raised a number of points on the draft text of the Decision 

Instrument for Market 4. Eir, BT and ALTO’s submissions have been categorised 

and dealt with under separate headings in turn below. 

Definitions:  

15.5 ALTO and BT suggested a change to the definition of ‘Fibre to the Cabinet’. BT 

stated that the word ‘the’ should be replaced with ‘a’ in the third line of the 

definition. BT stated that “The reason being that there are normally two street 

cabinets, one which is the copper primary connection point and the other houses 

the NGA electronics….”663 

                                            
663 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 12/13. 
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15.6 With regard to section 4.9, ALTO noted that “….ComReg uses the term ‘plus a 

reasonable rate of return’……… ComReg should define what it means'.”664 

15.7 Eir suggested the following with regard to the definition of ‘Access Reference 

Offer’   

(i) “…this definition should refer to the current version of the offer from time 

to time and not the latest version as it is the version which is current when 

compliance is required, not a subsequent version when compliance may 

be checked or confirmed.”665 

(ii) “...references to the WPNIA market are shortly to be replaced by 

ComReg’s review of the 2014 Recommendation, Markets 3a and 3b, this 

reference too should be updated.”666 

(iii) “The second sentence should read ‘For the avoidance of doubt the ARO 

includes the documents which are expressly referred to in the ARO as 

being part of the ARO.’”667 

15.8 Eir stated that the definition of Revised Copper Access Model “…should be more 

precise…any amendments should be agreed …. the wording it would propose is 

“the model, as amended from time to time by agreement between eircom and 

ComReg…”668 

15.9 Eir suggested that in the definition of ‘Shared Sub-Loop Unbundling’ and ‘Sub-

Loop Unbundling’ “the requirements of ‘appropriate handover’ should be 

specified, including where that handover should take place, including the 

distance from any eircom cabinet which is regarded as appropriate. Otherwise 

the terminology is too imprecise.”669  

15.10 Eir also stated that “The definition of what constitutes unbundled access to the 

fibre loop should be clear...The extent to which eircom is required to invest in 

technology capable of unbundling must be clear, as must where the cost of that 

investment is to be recovered. ComReg should provide clarity as to how the 

obligation relates to technical feasibility to meet expectations.”670 

                                            
664 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 19. 
665 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 45. 
666 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 45. 
667 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 45. 
668 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 45. 
669 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 45. 
670 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 46. 
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Pricing obligations: 

15.11 BT stated that for section 5.4 “The language is too loose and we propose 

‘backhaul’ should be changed to ‘backhaul data costs’...”671 BT recognised that 

this point was “…outside of the scope of this price control…”672  

15.12 ALTO also made similar comments to that of BT with regard backhaul. 

15.13 Eir disagreed with ComReg regarding the draft text of Decision Instrument for 

Market 4 and suggested that it “… would be clearer and more precise if the 

Decision Instrument did not amend a series of other documents and just set out, 

in consolidated form, what is to apply now.”673 In particular with regard to section 

4.1, Eir stated that “This amendment is unclear...It would be helpful for a 

consolidated text to be made available.”674  

15.14 For section 4.2, Eir stated that the “…drafting is unclear.” adding that it 

understands “(a) a price equal to the costs incurred by an efficient operator 

providing SLU nationally”...to mean that the price is to be based on nationally 

averaged costs as calculated in the model (rather than using the figures 

calculated for LEA or non-LEA)...”675 

15.15 In addition for section 4.2 (a) where it is stated that “…Such costs shall be based 

on a combination of a BU-LRAIC+ costing methodology and Top-Down HCA 

costing methodology...” Eir considered this text “…is unclear [as to] whether any 

amendments are required to contain exactly the same combination or another 

combination of methodologies, and whether the BU-LRAIC+ are costs required 

to be updated every time the HCA costs are updated and in the same 

manner?”676 Eir added that the comments for section 4.2 apply to all instances 

of the use of such terminology in the Decision Instrument. 

15.16 With regard to section 4.2 (c) relating to the revised SLU charge derived by the 

application of the Margin Squeeze Test between the VUA monthly charge and 

the SLU monthly charge Eir stated that the original NGA margin squeeze model  

“…. assumes a copper sub-loop is always required for NGA because it only 

contemplates FttC, and therefore does not properly deal with FttP. It must 

therefore be amended to reflect increasing prospects of significant FttP 

rollout...”677 

                                            
671 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 12. 
672 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 12. 
673 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 44. 
674 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 46. 
675 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 46. 
676 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 46. 
677 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 46. 
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15.17 Eir further stated that the comments in relation to section 4.2 also apply to section 

5.3. 

15.18 With regard to section 4.4, Eir stated that it “…makes little sense given that the 

SLU charge is not applied in practice.”678 

15.19 For section 4.5, Eir stated that “…it should be specified where eircom is to 

ascertain the incremental costs associated with the provision of Line Share. If 

the CAM sets out a charge of €0.77 per month... then there needs to be a 

mechanism for that charge to change as costs change... It is not clear to us that 

an absolute cap for all time can be justified by ComReg.”679 

15.20 In relation to section 4.7, Eir stated that it should be specified “…whether the 

combination of a BU-LRAIC+ costing methodology and a Top-Down HCA costing 

methodology can change and what might cause a change – e.g. use of civil 

engineering infrastructure for the NBP.”680 Eir stated that the same comment 

applied to section 4.8 and 5.1.  

15.21 For section 4.8, Eir considered that the text “…should be clarified that this section 

only applies to the price for dark fibre when duct or pole access is not available 

and not otherwise.”681 Eir considered that the same comment applied to section 

5.2. 

15.22 With regard to section 4.9 Eir stated that ComReg “…should specify whether the 

draft CAM sets out what is an appropriate adjustment for efficiencies and a 

reasonable rate of return and whether the extent of such adjustments are able to 

change with changes to actually incurred costs.”682 Eir added that this comment 

also applied to section 5.5. 

15.23 In section 4.10 and 5.6 Eir suggested that the last line should be amended to 

read as follows: “charge the Undertaking a one-off per event fault charge of no 

more than 100.”683 

                                            
678 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 46. 
679 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 46. 
680 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 46. 
681 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 47. 
682 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 47. 
683 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 47. 
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15.24 With regard to section 4.10 and 5.6 of the Decision Instrument for Market 4, BT 

stated that it had “…serious concerns about how fault codes change status as 

clear codes and the reason for a fault….”684 BT added that “An industry 

discussion is expected to commence on these types of issues as part of the No 

Faults Found work and we consider it premature to have regulation proposed 

given the current unclear situation around fault codes and fault clear codes. We 

would strongly challenge and object to paying for many faults and this piece of 

regulation is likely to stimulate a stream of unhelpful disputes. The fault would 

have to be proven – eir Group fault and clear codes are not good enough at this 

time.” 685 

15.25 For section 5.4 Eir stated that “..ComReg appear to be saying that fibre backhaul 

costs should be cost regulated in accordance with the revised CAM…To the 

extent that ComReg is seeking to impose cost regulation on fibre backhaul this 

is inappropriate…”686 Eir also stated that the same comment applied to section 

5.5 to the extent that such ancillary services are not the same as the ancillary 

services for current generation WPNIA products. 

15.26 With regard to section 6.1, Eir suggested that when notifying price changes to 

ComReg the last two lines should read as follows:  

“…that the price amendment [of] [or] new price is consistent with the then current 

version of the Revised Copper Access Model.”687 

Other points: 

15.27 ALTO stated that “…Commission Recommendations are not in-fact binding…. 

ComReg should bear this in mind in arriving at any decisions that it later may opt 

to make on foot of this consultation.”688  

15.28 Eir stated that “The Decision Instruments refer to Markets 2, 4 and 5 which are 

no longer the correct markets under the current Recommendation and Market 2 

is no longer on the list of relevant markets. It would be more practical to include 

a reference to the current markets as well as those old markets which ComReg 

is still continuing to review.”689  

15.29 In addition, Eir stated that “…the controls largely relate to the old Market 1 rather 

than Markets 2 and 5. Market 1 is, of course, no longer on the list of relevant 

markets.”690 

                                            
684 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 12. 
685 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 12. 
686 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 47. 
687 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 47. 
688 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 19. 
689 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 44. 
690 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 44. 
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15.30 Eir referred to ComReg’s Wholesale Fixed Voice Call Origination and Transit 

Markets (ComReg 15/82) and stated that “…the European Commission urges 

ComReg to review the retail access market without delay given eircom’s 

relatively low retail market share and suggests that regulation in this market and 

the FACO market are no longer appropriate.”691 In addition, Eir stated that the 

European Commission “…notes that ComReg has presided over a highly 

complex regulatory setting in Ireland and calls on it to streamline the existing 

pricing remedies…These comments have not been heeded by ComReg in this 

consultation and in the draft Decision Instruments and eircom suggests that 

ComReg revisit its proposals in this consultation as a matter of urgency.”692  

15.31 Eir considered that “ComReg’s s12 duties in relation to promoting competition 

include encouraging efficient investment in infrastructure and promoting 

innovation…eircom’s ability to innovate is severely limited by the need to take 

into account a multiplicity of price controls, despite the acknowledged retail 

competition.”693 

15.32 Eir stated that it “…would be clearer and more precise if the Decision Instrument 

did not amend a series of other documents and just set out, in consolidated form, 

what is to apply now. As a legal, technical and practical matter that is why 

complicated legislation, such as this, is consolidated rather than there being a 

series of amendments of a number of unrelated decisions.”694 

15.2.2 ComReg’s Position: 

Definitions: 

15.33 With regard to ALTO’s and BT’s views at paragraph 15.5 regarding the definition 

of FTTC in the draft WPNIA Decision Instrument, ComReg would like to clarify 

that ‘FTTC’ is not relevant to the current Decision Instrument as we are not 

addressing the pricing obligations for NGA services and therefore the definition 

has been removed. 

15.34 In relation to ALTO’s point at paragraph 15.6 that a ‘reasonable rate of return’ in 

the draft WPNIA Decision Instrument should be defined, ComReg considers that 

it is clear from Chapter 4 of the Consultation Document and Chapter 4 of this 

Decision that the reasonable rate of return is the fixed telecoms WACC rate of 

8.18%. Please see paragraph 5.69. 

                                            
691 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 44. 
692 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 44. 
693 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 45. 
694 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 44. 
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15.35 With regard to Eir’s submission at paragraph 15.7 in relation to the definition of 

‘Access Reference Offer’ in the draft WPNIA Decision Instrument, ComReg has 

set out its view below.   

(i) In relation to Eir’s point that the ARO definition should refer to the current 

version of the offer from time to time and not the latest version, for reasons 

of consistency of decision making ComReg does not agree, though in any 

event, we consider that the proposed change would have no legal effect.  

With respect to Eir’s concern that in any enforcement action reference 

would be made to the latest version of the ARO rather than the ARO in 

place at the time of any alleged breach, ComReg can assure Eir that this 

is not ComReg’s practice and hence there no basis for any such concern.   

(ii) In relation to Eir’s point that references to the WPNIA market should be 

updated in line with the new 2014 markets recommendation, ComReg 

considers that as this pricing Decision currently relies on the WPNIA 

market/ Market 4 analysis (consistent with the 2007 recommended 

markets) it is therefore appropriate that our pricing remedies continue to 

be based on the WPNIA market/ Market 4 at least until the new market 

review (Market 3a) is complete.  

(i) In relation to Eir’s suggestion that the second sentence should read ‘For 

the avoidance of doubt the ARO includes the documents which are 

expressly referred to in the ARO as being part of the ARO’ [emphasis 

added], ComReg agrees to include this suggested change. 

15.36 Further to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.8 that the definition of Revised Copper 

Access Model in the draft WPNIA Decision Instrument should be more precise 

and that any amendments to the model should be agreed between Eir and 

ComReg, ComReg does not agree. The obligation to ensure compliance with its 

pricing obligations, including the obligation to keep the Revised CAM up-to-date, 

resides with Eir. Therefore, no changes are required to the definition of Revised 

CAM.  

15.37 In response to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.9 that in the definition of ‘Shared Sub-

Loop Unbundling’ and ‘Sub-Loop Unbundling’ the term ‘appropriate handover’ 

should be specified ComReg considers that there is no ambiguity in the current 

wording of these definitions and that no further specification is therefore 

necessary. 
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15.38 With regard to Eir’s views at paragraph 15.10 that the definition of what 

constitutes unbundled access to the fibre loop in the draft WPNIA Decision 

Instrument should be clear, ComReg would like to clarify that ‘unbundled access 

to the fibre loop’ is not relevant to the current Decision Instrument as we are not 

addressing the pricing obligations for NGA services and therefore the definition 

has been removed.  

Pricing obligations: 

15.39 In relation to BT’s point at paragraph 15.11 that for section 5.4 of the draft WPNIA 

Decision Instrument the language is too loose and ‘backhaul’ should be changed 

to ‘backhaul data costs’, ComReg would like to point out that the obligation 

regarding backhaul is a carry-over from the NGA Decision and is not a new 

obligation. The reason the obligation is repeated here is to take account of 

reference to the new “Revised CAM”. Therefore, we consider that no change is 

required to the backhaul in the context of this Decision Document.    

15.40 With regard to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.13 that it would be helpful for a 

consolidated text to be made available, in particular with regard to the 

amendment at Section 4.1 of the draft WPNIA Decision Instrument, while 

ComReg will consider this request outside the scope of this Decision, ComReg 

notes that no such “consolidated” obligations would have any legal effect, and it 

would remain necessary to refer to the relevant original Decisions and Decision 

Instruments in order to identify all relevant obligations. 

15.41 In response to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.14 that the drafting of Section 4.2 part 

(a) of the draft WPNIA Decision Instrument is unclear with regard to the price for 

SLU being set based on nationally averaged costs, ComReg considers that the 

wording “… the costs incurred by an efficient operator providing SLU 

nationally…” indicates national costs. This is discussed in Chapter 6, paragraphs 

6.94 to 6.105 of the Consultation Document. However, for additional clarity we 

have included the words “average” in the obligation at Sections 4.2 and 4.3. 

15.42 Further to Eir’s point at pargraphs 15.15 and 15.17 that Section 4.2 (a) and 

Section 5.3 (a) of the draft WPNIA Decision Instrument is unclear as to whether 

any amendments are required to contain exactly the same combination (BU 

costs and TD costs) and whether the BU costs are required to be updated every 

time the HCA costs updated, ComReg notes that the Revised CAM is based on 

forecasted volumes and costs for the Price Control Period. As set out in Chapter 

12, the model would only be re-opened if material and sustainable changes 

occurred during the Price Control Period. In any event and as set out in Chapter 

6 in the context of LLU and SLU, Eir has access to the entire cost model and 

should it consider that the underlying data and / or assumptions used to set the 

LLU / SLU prices requires amendment then this would be subject to ComReg’s 

prior approval. 
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15.43 In relation to Eir’s point at paragraphs 15.16 and 15.17 regarding Section 4.2(c) 

and Section 5.3(c) of the draft WPNIA Decision Instrument where Eir considers 

that the NGA margin squeeze model must be amended to reflect increasing 

prospects of significant FTTP rollout, ComReg would like to clarify that the NGA 

margin squeeze model in the NGA Decision relates to both FTTC and FTTH 

deployment. Please see Chapter 10 of the NGA Decision. Therefore, if Eir 

considers that any amendments are required to the data contained in the NGA 

margin squeeze model, it is important that Eir keeps the NGA margin squeeze 

model up-to-date to ensure compliance with its price control obligations.   

15.44 With regard to Eir’s submission at paragraph 15.18 where is considers that 

Section 4.4 of the draft WPNIA Decision Instrument makes little sense as the 

SLU charge is not applied in practice, ComReg disagrees. As set out in the NGA 

Decision, the SLU cost oriented price (Market 4 product) is currently the key cost 

input to the cost stack for VUA (Market 5 product) in the NGA margin squeeze 

model, given that it reflects the cost from the home to the cabinet. This approach 

ensures that copper and fibre based services are priced consistently relative to 

their cost of provision. Therefore, Section 4.4. ensures that where there is a 

reduction to the SLU by virtue of the margin squeeze test between SLU and VUA 

then this reduction should be consistently applied to the LLU price using the 

Revised CAM, as appropriate, to maintain price consistency between copper and 

fibre products. 

15.45 We note Eir’s point at paragraph 15.19 regarding Section 4.5 of the draft WPNIA 

Decision Instrument that it should be specified where Eir is to ascertain the 

incremental costs associated with the provision of Line Share and that there 

needs to be a mechanism for the line share charge of €0.77 to change as costs 

change as it is not clear how an absolute cap can be justified by ComReg. Firstly, 

ComReg considers that the incremental costs associated with the provision of 

Line Share are set out in Chapter 9, paragraphs 9.5 to 9.11 of the Consultation 

Document. Secondly, we agree that the Line Share charge of €0.77 should 

change as costs change and on that basis we have removed Section 4.6 

(specifiying the price of €0.77) from the final WPNIA Decision Instrument. 

Therefore, Eir are obliged to ensure compliance with their cost orientation 

obligation (i.e., incremental costs) and the onus resides with Eir to keep the Line 

Share charge under review. The Line Share charge of €0.77 allows Eir to reduce 

the charge in line with its cost orientation obligation so long as any changes are 

subject to ComReg’s approval. 

15.46 ComReg notes Eir’s point at paragraph 15.20 regarding Section 4.7, 4.8 and 5.1 

of the draft WPNIA Decision Instrument where it considers that it should be 

specified whether the combination of BU-LRAIC+ costs and TD HCA costs can 

change and what might cause a change. As set out in Chapter 12, Eir should 

review the Revised CAM annually but the model would only be re-opened if 
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material and sustainable changes occurred during the Price Control Period, 

which would be assessed on a case-by-case basis. Therefore, it is only changes 

where, to ComReg’s satisfaction, that are significant and sustainable that would 

be considered. Please see paragraph 12.17. For poles, we consider that annually 

Eir should provide ComReg with an annual statement as part of its AFI, as 

discussed at paragraph 12.19. 

15.47 In relation to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.21 that in Section 4.8 of the draft WPNIA 

Decision Instrument it should be clarified that the price for dark fibre only applies 

when duct or pole access it not available and not otherwise, ComReg disagrees. 

ComReg considers that it is clear from the NGA Decision, at Section 6.2(ix) of 

the WPNIA Decision Instrument annexed to that Decision at Annex 1, that dark 

fibre only applies when duct and pole access is not available and where dark 

fibre is reasonably available, therefore it is not necessary to repeat this obligation 

as part of the current WPNIA Decision Instrument. Please also see clarification 

provided at paragraphs 8.100-8.104. 

15.48 Further to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.22 that Section 4.9 and Section 5.5 of the 

draft WPNIA Decision Instrument should specify whether the draft CAM sets out 

what is the appropriate adjustment for efficiencies and a reasonable rate of 

return, ComReg disagrees. Section 4.9 and Section 5.5 of the draft WPNIA 

Decision Instrument relates to ancillary charges which are not part of the Revised 

CAM but rather subject to a separate model / spreadsheet called the Ancillary 

Services Cost Model in the context of Market 4. As specified in Chapter 11 of the 

Consultation Document, the reasonable rate of return is consistent with the 

WACC rate, please refer to paragraph 11.10 of the Consultation Document. All 

other assumptions and efficiencies made in relation to the ancillary charge are 

set out in Section 11.2 of the Consultation Document. We consider that it is 

sufficient to explicitly set out the parameters and assumptions associated with 

the ancillary charges in the main body of the Decision Document rather than 

include the specific components of the charges in the Decision Instrument. 

15.49 In response to Eir’s view at paragraph 15.23 that Section 4.10 and Section 5.6 

of the draft WPNIA Decision Instrument should be amended to include the words 

“per event” regarding the charge for one-off faults, ComReg disagrees. No 

justification was provided by Eir on why this change would be required. In 

addition, we consider that it would be necessary for Industry to understand the 

implications of such a change. Therefore, we consider that no change is currently 

required in this regard.  
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15.50 ComReg notes BT’s point at paragraph 15.24 with regard to section 4.10 and 5.6 

of the draft WPNIA pricing Decision Instrument where BT highlighted its serious 

concerns about how fault codes change status as clear codes and the reason for 

a fault and that this piece of regulation is likely to stimulate a stream of unhelpful 

disputes. ComReg would like to point out that the obligations at Section 4.10 and 

5.6 are not new obligations but rather a carry-over from the NGA Decision so that 

all related pricing obligations for Market 4 are contained in the Decisoin 

Instrument at Annex 1 of this Decision Document. The obligations at Section 4.10 

and 5.6 are already imposed by virtue of Section 4.8 of the Decision Instrument 

at Annex 1 of the NGA Decision. Therefore, we are not imposing new obligations 

with regards to faults. 

15.51 ComReg notes Eir’s submission at paragraph 15.25 that Section 5.4 of the draft 

WPNIA Decision Instrument appears to state that fibre backhaul costs should be 

regulated in accordance with the Revised CAM and if ComReg is seeking to 

impose cost regulation on fibre backhaul this is inappropriate. ComReg would 

like to clarify that the obligation of cost orientation regarding access to Backhaul 

in the context of NGA was already imposed in the NGA Decision. Therefore, this 

Decision Document is only replacing the words “Copper Access Model” in 

Section 11.10 of the WPNIA Decision Instrument in Annex 1 of the NGA Decision 

with the words “Revised CAM”.  

15.52 We also note Eir’s point at paragraph 15.25 that the same comments as set out 

at paragraph 15.51 by Eir also relates to Section 5.5 of the draft WPNIA Decision 

Instrument relating to ancillary charges for NGA services. ComReg would like to 

clarify that the obligation of cost orientation has already been applied to the 

ancillary services in the context of NGA in the WPNIA Market. Please see Annex 

1 (Section 11 of the WPNIA Decision Instrument) set out in the NGA decision. In 

this Decision Document we are further specifying that cost orientation for 

ancillary services in the WPNIA market means that Eir can recover no more than 

its actual incurred costs (adjusted for efficiencies) plus a reasonable rate of return 

associated with the provision of ancillary services to next generation WPNIA 

products and services in line with the Ancillary Services Cost Model. As set out 

in Chapter 11, paragraph 11.7 of the Consultation Document, this is consistent 

with Regulation 13(2) of the Access Regulations where operators should be 

allowed to recover the investment made as well as a reasonable rate of return 

on capital employed. The assessment of the relevant costs in the context of 

setting the charges for ancillary service in Market 4 is set out in Chapter 11, 

section 11.2 of the Consultation Document and in Chapter 11 paragraphs 11.12 

to 11.17 of this Decision. 

15.53 In response to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.26 that Section 6.1 of the draft WPNIA 

Decision Instrument should be reworded to take account of “the then current 
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version of the Revised Copper Access Model” when notifying price changes to 

ComReg, please see paragraph 15.35(i). 

Other points:  

15.54 In relation to ALTO’s submission at paragraph 15.27 that the European 

Commission Recommendations are not binding and that ComReg should bear 

this in mind in making its decision, ComReg has addressed this point at 

paragraph 14.114. 

15.55 With regard to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.28 that the Decision Instruments 

should make reference to the new current markets as well as those old markets 

which ComReg is still continuing to review, ComReg does not agree. This pricing 

Decision currently relies on market analysis decisions consistent with the 2007 

recommended markets. Therefore, until such time as the current WPNIA Market 

Decision, the WBA Market Decision and the FACO Decision are reviewed under 

the 2014 recommended markets it is appropriate that our pricing remedies 

continue to be based on the 2007 recommended markets at least until the new 

market reviews are completed.  

15.56 In relation to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.29 that the controls largely relate to the 

old Market 1 rather than Market 2 and 5 and Market 1 is no longer on the list of 

relevant markets. ComReg does not agree that the controls relate largely to the 

old Market 1. In the FACO Decision SB-WLR was moved from Market 1 into 

Market 2. Therefore, Market 1 is not longer relevant in the context of SB-WLR. 

This Decision Document relates specifically to Market 2 for specifying the price 

control obligation for SB-WLR. In addition, this Decision further specifies the cost 

orientation obligation for current generation SABB Outside the LEA only in 

Market 5 and we further specify the cost orientation obligation for LLU, SLU, Line 

Share, CEI and dark fibre in Market 4.  

15.57 ComReg notes Eir’s submission at paragraph 15.30 that the European 

Commission has urged ComReg (as part of the FACO Decision) to review the 

retail access markets and suggests that regulation is no longer appropriate while 

also noting that ComReg has presided over a highly complex regulatory setting 

and calls on it to streamline the existing pricing remedies which Eir considers that 

ComReg has not heeded. Please refer to paragraphs 10.55-10.56. 

15.58 In relation to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.31 that its ability to innovate is severly 

limited by the need to take into account a multiplicity of price controls despite the 

acknowledged retail competition, ComReg does not agree. Market 4 is the 

wholesale physical network infrastructure access market where all associated 

price control remedies have been fully justified and reasoned by ComReg in the 

relevant pricing Decisions. 
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15.59 With regard to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.32 regarding consolidated text, please 

see ComReg’s position at paragraph 15.40. 

15.60 In addition to the above, in the Consultation Document, the prices for LLU and 

SLU were described as being a “maximum” and in the Draft WPNIA Decision 

Instrument as requiring inter alia that respective prices be “no more than”. In 

order to avoid any ambiguity and to provide clarity in terms of the pricing process 

for LLU and SLU we have removed reference to “maximum” and / or “no more 

than” with regard to the LLU and SLU prices. The pricing process for LLU and 

SLU is based on the fact that the Revised CAM currently determines the rental 

prices for LLU / SLU for each of the relevant years in the Price Control Period. In 

addition, Eir has the opportunity to reduce these prices subject to their cost 

orientation obligation (including justification of any changes by way of the 

Revised CAM) and subject to ComReg’s approval. Therefore, as the pricing 

process allows Eir to propose reductions to the LLU / SLU prices we consider 

that it is clearer to just refer to the LLU / SLU prices (i.e., therefore price points).695 

15.2.3 ComReg’s Final Position: 

15.61 The final Decision Instrument for the price control obligations and transparency 

obligations associated with LLU, SLU, Line Share, CEI, dark fibre and ancillary 

services in the WPNIA Market is set out at Annex 1. 

 

15.3 Decision Instrument for WBA Market 

15.3.1 Submissions to the Consultation Document 

15.62 Vodafone stated that it “agrees”696 with the draft text of the proposed Decision 

Instrument for Market 5 is from a legal, technical and practical perspective, 

sufficiently detailed, clear and precise with regards to the specifics proposed.  

15.63 ALTO raised the same points, as set out at paragraphs 15.6 and 15.27 regarding 

the European Commission Recommendation not being binding and the point on 

defining the reasonable rate of return.  

15.64 Eir stated that it “…repeats and reiterates all of the general points made in 

response to question 29….”697  

                                            
695 This clarification is consistent with the process for updating LLU / SLU prices pursuant to the NGA 
Decision, where Eir must charge the lower of (i) a specified price; or (ii) a maximum price determined 
by the relevant model (i.e., a price point). 
696 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 16. 
697 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 48. 
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15.65 In addition, Eir considered that “ComReg should clearly set out all price control 

and transparency obligations in one place.”698  

15.66 With regards to section 4.1 Eir believed that for clarity the text should read as 

follows: “Such costs shall be calculated using a Top-Down HCA costing 

methodology except for Active Assets the costs of which shall be calculated using 

a BU-LRAIC+ methodology.”699  

15.67 For section 4.3, Eir suggested that the words “which is in eircom’s possession 

and related to costs Outside the LEA”700 should be added after the words ‘seek 

further information’.  

15.68 Eir considered that for section 4.4 the words “ “(as such adjustments and rates 

of return are reflected in the Revised Copper Access Model)” should be inserted 

after “(plus a reasonable rate of return)” so that there is no doubt as to what the 

adjustments and reasonable rates are.”701  

15.69 Eir stated that the amendments specified for section 4.4 should also be made to 

section 4.5. 

15.3.2 ComReg’s Position 

15.70 We note ALTO’s comments at paragraph 15.63 regarding the European 

Commission Recommendation not being binding and the point on the rate of 

return, please see paragraph 15.54 on the European Commission 

Recommendation and paragraph 15.34 on the rate of return. 

15.71 With regard to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.64 that it repeats all of the general 

points made in relation to the draft WPNIA Decision Instrument, ComReg has 

addressed these points at paragraphs 15.35 - 15.59. However, in the specific 

context of the draft WBA Decision Instrument the comments made in relation to 

the draft WPNIA Decision Instrument are not relevant as the only product 

considered in the context of the WBA market is SABB Outside the LEA where 

the pricing approach is based predominantly on TD HCA costs unlike the 

combination of BU costs and TD costs for WPNIA services.   

                                            
698 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 48. 
699 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 48. 
700 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 48. 
701 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 48. 
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15.72 Further to Eir’s submission at paragraph 15.65 that ComReg should clearly set 

out all price control and transparency obligations in one place, while ComReg 

will consider this request outside the scope of this Decision, ComReg notes that 

no such “consolidated” obligations would have any legal effect, and it would 

remain necessary to refer to the relevant original Decisions and Decision 

Instruments in order to identify all relevant obligations. 

15.73 In relation to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.66 that Section 4.1 of the draft WBA 

Decision Instrument should read as follows: “Such costs shall be calculated using 

a Top-Down HCA costing methodology except for Active Assets the costs of 

which shall be calculated using a BU-LRAIC+ methodology”, ComReg has 

amended the text to reflect Eir’s suggestion on active assets. 

15.74 ComReg notes Eir’s point at paragraph 15.67 that Section 4.3 of the draft WBA 

Decision Instrument specifically relating to the request for further information by 

ComReg should include the words “which is in eircom’s possession and related 

to costs Outside the LEA”. ComReg does not agree. Section 4.3 relates to the 

provision by Eir of a detailed written submission demonstrating compliance with 

its pricing obligations where it notifies a new / increased price to Eir. Should 

ComReg require further information from Eir to assist it or inform it in its decision 

as to whether approval to implement the new or revised price should be given or 

withheld, then ComReg should not be restricted in what information it can 

request. What is considered as “further information” can only be assessed at that 

point in time when ComReg assess the data provided by Eir and therefore this 

needs to be done on a case-by-case basis.  

15.75 With regard to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.68 and 15.69 that in Section 4.4 and 

Section 4.5 of the draft WBA Decision Instrument relating to ancillary charges 

should incorporate the words “(as such adjustments and rates of return are 

reflected in the Revised Copper Access Model)” to ensure there is no doubt as 

to what the adjustments and reasonable rates are, please see paragraph 15.48. 

15.3.3 ComReg’s Final Position: 

15.76 The final Decision Instrument for the price control obligations and transparency 

obligations associated with current generation SABB Outside the LEA and 

ancillary services in the WBA Market is set out at Annex 2. 
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15.4 Decision Instrument for FACO Market: 

15.4.1 Submissions to the Consultation Document 

15.77 Vodafone stated that it “agrees”702 with the draft text of the proposed Decision 

Instrument for Market 2. 

15.78 BT stated that it “generally agree[s] with the proposed decision subject to our 

concerns raised in our responses to the questions being resolved… the proposed 

decision reflects the discussion and a move to cost orientation for WLR.”703  

15.79 ALTO stated that it “…agrees with the proposed decision subject to certain 

limited concerns with the cost modelling being resolved…the proposed decision 

reflects the discussion and a move to cost orientation for SB-WLR.”704 

15.80 Eir stated that it “...repeats and reiterates all of the general points made...”705 with 

regard to the Decision Instruments for Market 4 and Market 5.  

15.81 Eir, raised a number of points on the draft text of the Decision Instrument relating 

to Market 2. Eir’s submissions has been categorised and dealt with under 

separate headings in turn below. 

Definitions: 

15.82 Eir stated that “……it notes for the record that the Market 2 referred to is no 

longer on the list of relevant markets.”706 

15.83 Eir suggested that “the term ‘Authorised Undertaking’ should be defined.”707 

15.84 Eir also stated that “…it would be helpful for the definition of “Next Generation 

Access” … to make clear that eVDSL in Ireland clearly meets the criteria for NGA 

because, for NGA, the interconnection between the access network and the core 

network occurs at the Metropolitan Point of Presence (MPOP) rather than at the 

MDF. This means that the access network from the MPOP includes an optical 

element.”708 

15.85 Eir considered that “…the definition of POTS perhaps needs to be changed in 

view of the number of homes in Ireland which either receive services from UPC 

or are mobile only…” 709  

                                            
702 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 16. 
703 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 13. 
704 ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 21. 
705 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 49. 
706 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 49. 
707 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 49. 
708 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 49. 
709 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 49. 
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15.86 Eir also stated that “The definition of the ‘Reasonably Efficient Operator’ should 

follow the definition in the Commission’s NGA Recommendation, which is “….the 

margin between the price charged to competitors on the upstream market for 

access and the price which the downstream arm of the SMP operator [or eircom] 

charges in the downstream market is insufficient to allow a reasonably efficient 

service provider in the downstream market to obtain a normal profit” as the term 

‘different basic cost function’ is fairly meaningless and imprecise.”710 

15.87 Eir considered that “The definition of a margin squeeze test should not assume 

failure and should be defined as a test to ensure that there is no failure.”.Eir 

added that the definition of retail margin squeeze test should read as follows: 

“means the test as described …Instrument which ensures that the setting of a 

retail price...allows another operator…margin as defined by the output of the 

Retail” ...Similar comments apply to the definition of the Wholesale Margin 

Squeeze Test.”711 

15.88 Furthermore, Eir stated that “The definition of the margin squeeze model needs 

more precision so the second set of brackets should have the words “which 

model is” added at the beginning.”712 

15.89 In addition, Eir suggested that “The term ‘portfolio basis’ needs to be precisely 

defined.”713 

Pricing obligations: 

15.90 Eir suggested that “…it would be clearer to withdraw the whole of section 12 of 

the Decision Instrument of D05/15 and set it out here.”714 

15.91 With regard to section 4.1 of the Decision Instrument for Market 2, Eir stated that 

“…given that there is only one Active Asset, it would be preferable just to refer to 

Line Cards.”715  In addition, Eir stated that “Section (b) should presumably specify 

which each of the 2 costing methodologies should apply as in Section (a).”716 

15.92 In relation to section 4.2 of the Decision Instrument for Market 2, Eir suggested 

that “…there should be specific references to Paragraphs 10.10 and 10.11 of the 

SMP FACO decision or such paragraphs should be repeated here.”717 

15.93 For section 4.3, Eir referred to its comments in the previous question where it 

considered that it is difficult to see what further information ComReg could 

                                            
710 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 49. 
711 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 49/50. 
712 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 50. 
713 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 50. 
714 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 49. 
715 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 50. 
716 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 50. 
717 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 50. 
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reasonably seek to request. With regard to section 4.8 Eir stated that “This is not 

a reason to conduct a fishing expedition.”, in particular Eir stated that for section 

4.8(ii) the information “…should be dependent on the information being in 

eircom’s possession, i.e. it cannot be asked for information it does not have or in 

a format it doesn’t have.”718 

15.94 Eir questioned “…whether it is appropriate when there is a cost orientated price 

for there to be a need for ComReg approval...eircom notes that other NRAs do 

not have this dual level of control and that it adds to the complication of the 

regulatory controls in Ireland.”719 Eir further stated that “…the retail margin 

squeeze price control obligation is inappropriate and not required as there is cost 

orientation of the wholesale price...a “belt and braces” approach ensures that the 

regulatory controls in Ireland are not clear and transparent and are unnecessarily 

complicated. EU regulation clearly shows a preference for removing regulation 

at a retail level when cost oriented wholesale prices are in force. In this respect 

ComReg is failing to comply with the Framework and what we would expect to 

be comments from the Commission.”720 

15.95 In relation to section 4.7 Eir suggested that “…the words ‘compliance and’ in line 

5 should be deleted.”721 as “The purpose of notification is to establish whether 

the new retail prices or amendments to existing retail prices comply with the 

margin squeeze test and nothing else.”722 

15.96 In addition, with regard to sections 4.8 (iii) and (iv), Eir stated that these sections 

“…would not appear to be relevant to a request for information about a retail 

margin squeeze. This would appear to be a double jeopardy and if ComReg has 

concerns about the cost orientation of wholesale prices it should use its general 

powers or rely on Paragraph 4.3. Accordingly those sections should be 

deleted.”723 

15.97 Eir stated that section 4.9 “...is not clear.”724 Furthermore, Eir suggested that 

section 4.9 “… should be limited to Promotions, Discounts and Bundles (all 3 of 

which terms need to be defined) to the retail price and the obligations should 

either be specified or related back to a retail price...would appear to be a hasty 

add-on, and obligations and procedures need to be spelt out.”725 

                                            
718 Eir Response to Consultation, page 50. 
719 Eir Response to Consultation 15/67, page 50. 
720 Eir Response to Consultation, page 50. 
721 Eir Response to Consultation, page 50. 
722 Eir Response to Consultation, page 50. 
723 Eir Response to Consultation, page 50. 
724 Eir Response to Consultation, page 50. 
725 Eir Response to Consultation, page 50/51. 
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15.98 Eir suggested that “Paragraphs 4.10 and 4.11 need to be deleted and to restate 

what is in Paragraphs 12.8, 12.9, 12.10 and 12.11 of the SMP FACO 

decision….by not doing this Paragraph 4.11 is completely unclear.”726  

15.99 In relation to section 12.9 of the Decision Instrument for Market 2, Eir stated that 

“…12.9...is dependent on Paragraph 12.8. It would appear that there are 

intended to be 2 margin squeeze tests referred to in Paragraph 12.8 of the FACO 

SMP decision but ComReg should not leave this unclear.”727  

15.100 In addition with regard to section 4.11 Eir stated that “….there should be an 

indication as to where the ‘contribution towards the cost of Managed VOB’ can 

be found. It should be possible for anyone, including all of eircom, ComReg and 

a judge to read these provisions without reference to separate cost models.”728 

 

15.101 With regard to section 5.1 Eir stated that “...in the interests of transparency what 

eircom is required to do should be crystal clear and consistent. SB-WLR is an 

existing product already referred to in the wording of Paragraph 10.10. 

Inconsistent drafting is used, e.g. Paragraph 10.10 now says ‘unless otherwise 

determined by ComReg[‘] and Paragraph 5.1 says ‘unless otherwise agreed by 

ComReg’.”729  

15.102 Eir suggested that “Alternatively ComReg could carve out SB-WLR pricing from 

the existing language of Paragraph 10.10...[and]…clarify which time period 

relates to the SB-WLR element of an SB-WLR product, service or facility.”730 

15.103 Furthermore, Eir stated that the same comments apply to “Paragraph 5.1[2]” and 

that “It would be far simpler to re-issue the Transparency provisions of the SMP 

FACO decision.”731 

Other: 

15.104 ALTO reiterated the points raised at paragraphs 15.6 and 15.27 regarding 

reliance on the European Commission Recommendations and also regarding the 

definition of a reasonable rate of return.   

                                            
726 Eir Response to Consultation, page 51. 
727 Eir Response to Consultation, page 51. 
728 Eir Response to Consultation, page 51. 
729 Eir Response to Consultation, page 51. 
730 Eir Response to Consultation, page 51. 
731 Eir Response to Consultation, page 51. 
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15.105 Eir stated that with regard to Paragraph 1.2 it “… would dispute that ComReg 

has taken into account the comments made by the European Commission... 

eircom supports the Commission’s call for ComReg to streamline the existing 

pricing remedies, to provide transparency and legal certainty for market players. 

The draft Decision Instruments attached to this consultation paper and draft 

Decision do not do so.”732 

15.4.2 ComReg’s Position 

15.106  Further to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.82 that Market 2 is no longer on the list of 

recommended markets, ComReg would like to point out that this Decision in the 

context of the FACO market relies on market analysis decision consistent with 

the 2007 list of recommended markets. Therefore, at least until such time as the 

current FACO Decision is reviewed under the 2014 recommended markets it is 

appropriate that our pricing remedies continue to be based on the 2007 

recommended markets.  

15.107 In response to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.83 that the term ‘Authorised 

Undertaking’ should be defined, ComReg refers to the definition of ‘Undertaking’ 

contained in Regulation 2 of the Framework Regulations and as set out in the 

FACO Decision Instrument at Annex 3. 

15.108  ComReg notes Eir’s point at paragraph 15.84 that the definition of NGA should 

make it clear that EVDSL in Ireland clearly meets the criteria for NGA. This point 

will be considered as part of the ongoing market analysis for Market 3a/ 3b. For 

now we consider that the definition of NGA does not require any amendment in 

light of EVDSL services. Please see also Information Notice 15/85. 

15.109 In relation to Eir’s submission at paragraph 15.85 that the definition of POTS may 

need to be changed in view of the number of homes in Ireland which either 

receives services from UPC or are mobile only, ComReg disagrees. POTS has 

been fully considered as part of the FACO Decision and therefore no changes 

are required to the definition as part of this Decision.  

15.110 Further to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.86 that the definition of REO should follow 

the definition of the Commission’s NGA Recommendation, ComReg disagrees. 

The REO definition is a working definition which ComReg considers is clear to 

Industry. The REO recognises that OAOs in the market have not achieved the 

same economies of scope and scale as the SMP operator and this difference in 

scale and scope needs to be reflected in the margin squeeze test. This is clearly 

set out in paragraph 10.23 of the Consultation Document and at paragraph 

10.136 of this Decision Document.    
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15.111 In response to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.87 that the definition of a margin 

squeeze test should not assume failure and should be defined as a test to ensure 

that there is no failure, ComReg considers that it is perfectly clear from the 

wording used to describe and define the margin squeeze tests in the FACO 

Decision Instrument exactly what test will be applied by ComReg in this regard. 

Therefore, ComReg is satisfied that there is no ambiguity, no lack of clarity and 

no possible cause for misunderstanding in this regard. 

15.112 With regard to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.88 that the definition of the retail line 

rental margin squeeze model needs more precision and the words “which model 

is” should be added at the beginning of the second set of brackets containing 

reference to EEO cost base, etc., ComReg agrees to add the suggested wording 

in order to provide Eir with the required clarity.  

15.113 ComReg notes Eir’s submission at paragraph 15.89 that the term portfolio should 

be precisely defined. ComReg agrees to define the term portfolio in the context 

of the retail line rental margin squeeze obligation in the FACO market in this 

Decision as:  

Portfolio means the standalone line rental products on offer or on sale by Eir to 

End-Users nationally.  

Pricing obligations: 

15.114 In response to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.90 that it would be clearer to withdraw 

Section 12 of the Decision Instrument of D05/15 and set it out in Section 4 of the 

draft FACO Decision Instrument, ComReg disagrees. In this Decision we are 

only withdrawing and replacing Section 12.6 and 12.7 of the Decision Instrument 

contained in ComReg Decision D05/15 regarding SB-WLR. Therefore, it is not 

necessary to withdraw the entire Section 12 and replace it here as the other parts 

of Section 12 are not relevant to this Decision with the exception of the margin 

squeeze obligation at Section 12.8 of ComReg Decision D05/15 as discussed in 

Chapter 10. 

15.115 We note Eir’s point at paragraph 15.91 that as Section 4.1 of the draft FACO 

Decision Instrument has only one active asset that it would be preferable just to 

refer to line cards. ComReg does not agree. The definition of Active Assets in 

the FACO Decision Instrument clearly specifies that “in the context of this 

Decision means the line card associated with the provision of SB-WLR.” 

Therefore, we consider that it is clear that active asset means line card and 

therefore no changes are required.  
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15.116 In relation to Eir’s submission at paragraph 15.91 that Section 4.1 (b) of the draft 

FACO Decision Instrument should presumably specify each of the two costing 

methodologies that should apply as in Section 4.1(a), ComReg does not agree. 

The combination of costs used to set the SB-WLR price in the Modified LEA 

differs from the combination used for setting the national SB-WLR price. The 

Modified LEA SB-WLR price  is based on BU costs for Non-reusable Assets and 

active assets while TD costs is used for Reusable Assets only wheras the 

national SB-WLR price is based on TD costs for Non-reusable Assets and 

Reusable Assets with BU costs only used for active assets. This is set out in 

Chapter 6, subsection 6.6.3 of the Consultation Document and at paragraph 

6.123 of this Decision. Therefore, we consider that no changes are required as 

the combination of costs relevant to each specific area is clearly set out in the 

main body of the Decision.   

15.117 In response to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.92 that in Section 4.2 of the draft FACO 

Decision Instrument there should be specific reference to paragraphs 10.10 and 

10.11 of the SMP FACO Decision or such paragraphs should be repeated here, 

ComReg acknowledges the point and Section 4.2 of the FACO Decision 

Instrument at Annex 3 now refers to Sections 10.10 and 10.11 of the SMP FACO 

Decision.  

15.118 Further to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.93 regarding its view that at Section 4.3 

and Section 4.8 (ii) of the draft FACO Decision Instrument it is difficult to see 

what further information ComReg could reasonably seek to request, ComReg 

refers to paragraph 15.74. 

15.119 ComReg also notes Eir’s submission at paragraph 15.94 on whether it is 

appropriate when there is a cost oriented price for there to be a need for ComReg 

approval. ComReg considers that an approval process is necessary in order to 

allow ComReg sufficient time to understand any proposed price changes or new 

proposed prices and to assess whether these new / amended prices are 

consistent with the cost orientation obligation specified by ComReg. It also allows 

OAOs to assess the likely impact of the changes in terms of its business case 

and to allow the OAOs time to notify its customers of a price change, where 

appropriate.  However, for the avoidance of doubt, approval in this context means 

that ComReg is of the view (based on the information provided to it by Eir) that 

the notified national price for SB-WLR does not appear to breach the obligations 

set out in any final decision. The granting of approval does not amount to a 

definitive finding by ComReg that the national SB-WLR product is compliant, or 

will remain compliant in the future, with the cost orientation obligations set out in 

this Decision. It should be noted that the granting of approval is strictly without 

prejudice to ComReg’s right to take action (whether pursuant to any final decision 

and/or pursuant to any of its relevant statutory enforcement powers) in respect 

of any national SB-WLR product that it believes may be non-compliant with Eir’s 
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regulatory or competition law obligations. It is incumbent on Eir to ensure that the 

national SB-WLR product remains compliant with this Decision at all times. 

15.120 ComReg notes Eir’s point at paragraph 15.94  that a dual level of control adds to 

the complication of regulatory controls in Ireland and a “belt and braces” 

approach ensures that the regulatory controls in Ireland are not clear and 

transparent and are unnecessarily complicated. Furthermore, Eir stated that 

ComReg is failing to comply with the Framework and comments from the 

Commission. ComReg disagrees. Firstly, the justification for a cost orientation 

obligation for SB-WLR is set out in Chapter 4, subsection 4.2.5 of the 

Consultation Document and in paragraph 4.49 to 4.66 in this Decision Document. 

In addition, the reasons for a margin squeeze test associated with SB-WLR are 

set out in Chapter 10, subsections 10.2.1 and 10.2.2 and in paragraphs 10.44 to 

10.46 of this Document Document.   

15.121 Secondly, with regard to compliance with the Framework and taking account of 

comments from the European Commission, ComReg considers that it has 

complied with Regulation 13 and 14 of the Framework Regulations. Regulation 

13 and 14 of the Framework Regulations specifies that the NRA must notify the 

draft measure and the reasoning on which the measure is based to the European 

Commission, BEREC and the national regulatory authorities (‘NRAs’) on other 

EU member and to take utmost account of any comments made by these parties. 

ComReg has notified the draft measures set out in this Decision Document and 

it will take utmost account of any comments received from the European 

Commission. 

15.122 Further to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.95 that in Section 4.7 of the draft FACO 

Decision Instrument the words “compliance and” should be deleted as the 

purpose of the notification is to establish whether the new retail prices or 

amendments to existing retail prices comply with the margin squeeze test, 

ComReg acknowledges Eir’s point. We have revised the text at Section 4.8 of 

the draft FACO Decision Instrument to read as follows: 

“For the purposes of new retail prices or amendments to existing retail prices for 

the Retail Line Rental product, Eircom shall furnish to ComReg, at the same time 

as it notifies ComReg in accordance with … of this Decision Instrument, a 

detailed written statement of compliance demonstrating Eircom’s [compliance 

and] proposed compliance with the price control obligation, as more specifically 

referred to in ...” 
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15.123 With regard to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.96 that Sections 4.8 (iii) and (iv) of the 

draft FACO Decision Instrument would not appear to be relevant to a request for 

information about a retail margin squeeze and should be deleted, ComReg does 

not agree. The obligations at Sections 4.8 (iii) and 4.8 (iv) of the draft FACO 

Decision Instrument are compliance monitoring obligations which clearly set out 

the procedure in the case where Eir do not comply with the retail line rental 

margin squeeze test. Therefore, these obligations continue to be relevant and 

should not be removed from the Decision Instrument 

15.124 ComReg notes Eir’s submission at paragraph 15.97 that Section 4.9 of the draft 

FACO Decision Instrument is not clear and that the terms Promotions, Discounts 

and Bundles should be defined. Furthermore, Eir stated that this obligation 

should be limited to the retail price and the obligations should either be specified 

or related back to the retail price as it would appear to be a “hasty add-on”.  

15.125 Firstly, ComReg considers that the terms Promotions, Discounts and Bundles 

are common terms that are readily understood by Eir and the Industry. In the 

various regulated markets Eir has previously notified promotions and discounts 

associated with various headline services and therefore there are no 

misapprehensions around these specific concepts which in our view do not need 

to be defined. It is also worth noting that the same concepts are used in the 

margin squeeze obligations contained in the NGA Decision and in the WBA 

Pricing Decision and these terms are not defined.   

15.126 Secondly, while we consider that it is clear from the obligation at Section 4.9 of 

the draft FACO Decision Instrument that any promotions, discounts and bundles 

relating to standalone retail line rental should compy with the requirements of the 

margin squeeze test specified in Section 4 of the draft FACO Decision Instrument 

we acknowledges Eir’s point that the obligation at Section 4.9 (now Section 4.10) 

should be linked more specifically to the retail price and on that basis we have 

included specific reference to the retail price as follows: 

“For the purposes of Promotions and Discounts and Bundles, the obligations 

contained in Section 4.5 to 4.9 above shall apply in respect of the retail price of 

new and existing Retail Line Rental products and any equivalent Wholesale 

product(s).”   

15.127 ComReg notes Eir’s point at paragraph 15.98 that Sections 4.10 and 4.11 of the 

draft FACO Decision Instrument should be deleted and replaced by Sections 

12.8-12.11 of the FACO Decision. In addition, we also note Eir’s submission at 

paragraph 15.99 that Section 12.9 of the SMP FACO Decision is dependent on 

Section 12.8 and that there appears to be two margin squeeze tests referred to 

in Section 12.8 but ComReg should not leave this unclear.  
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15.128 Firstly, ComReg would like to point out that the margin squeeze test specified at 

Section 12.8-12.11 of the FACO Decision relates to a margin squeeze test 

between FACO and switchless voice (‘SV’) which is not relevant to this Decision. 

Therefore, it is not appropriate to delete 4.10 and 4.11 (which further specifies 

the wholesale margin squeeze test between the price for POTS based VUA and 

standalone NGA Bistream / VUA including a contribution towards the costs of 

managed VOB as discussed at) and to replace it with 12.8-12.11. 

15.129 Secondly, in this Decision we are further specifying the general obligation not to 

cause a margin squeeze pursuant to Section 12.8 of the FACO Decision both in 

terms of (1) a retail margin squeeze test between price for retail line rental and 

SB-WLR as discussed at Chapter 10 and (2) a wholesale margin squeeze test 

between the price for POTS based VUA and standalone NGA Bistream / VUA 

including a contribution towards the costs of managed VOB as discussed at 

Chapter 10. Therefore, the draft FACO Decision Instrument correctly refers to 

the overriding margin squeeze obligation at Section 12.8 of the FACO Decision 

given that we are further specifying that margin squeeze obligation in this 

Decision. As noted at paragraph 15.128 Section 12.9 is not relevant to this 

Decision and therefore no additional clarity is required in this Decision Document 

in that regard. 

15.130 Further to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.100 that in Section 4.11 of the draft FACO 

Decision Instrument there should be an indication as to where the ‘contribution 

towards the cost of Managed VOB’ can be found without reference to separate 

cost models, ComReg does not agree. ComReg considers that it is more 

appropriate to set out the components of the margin squeeze test in a model. 

Please see paragraph 10.58 of the Consultation Document on how the 

contribution towards the cost of Managed VOB has been determined.  

15.131 In relation to Eir’s points at paragraphs 15.101 - 15.103 that there should be 

consistency between Section 10 of the FACO Decision and the wording in 

Section 5 of the draft FACO Decision Instrument and that it would appear far 

simpler to re-issue the transparency provisions of the SMP FACO Decision, for 

reasons similar to those mentioned in paragraph 15.72 above, ComReg 

considers its current approach to be more appropriate. ComReg also considers 

that the amendments to Section 10 of the Decision instrument annexed, at 

Appendix H, to ComReg Decision D05/15, contained in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 of 

the FACO Decision Instrument annexed to this Decision are clear and 

unambiguous.  

Other: 

15.132 In relation to ALTO’s point at paragraph 15.104 regarding reliance on the 

European Commission Recommendation and defining what reasonable rate of 

return means, we refer to paragraphs 14.114 and 15.34, respectively. 
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15.133 With regard to Eir’s point at paragraph 15.105 that Eir would dispute that 

ComReg has taken into account the comments by the European Commission, 

ComReg does not agree. In the context of this Decision we will take utmost 

account of any comments received from the European Commission related to 

the draft measures notifed herein. See also paragraphs 15.120-15.121. 

 

15.4.3 ComReg’s Final Position: 

15.134 The final Decision Instrument for the price control obligations and transparency 

obligations associated with SB-WLR in the FACO Market is set out at Annex 3. 
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Annex: 1 Decision Instrument – WPNIA 

Market 

1 STATUTORY POWERS GIVING RISE TO THIS DECISION INSTRUMENT 

1.1 This Decision Instrument is made by ComReg and relates to the market for 

wholesale (physical) network infrastructure access, as identified by the 

European Commission in the 2007 Recommendation and as defined by 

ComReg in ComReg Decision D05/10.  This Decision Instrument relates to 

further specification and amendment of the price control and transparency 

obligations imposed by ComReg in ComReg Decision D05/10 and ComReg 

Decision D03/13. 

1.2 This Decision Instrument is made:  

(i) Pursuant to Regulations 8, 9, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations; 

(ii) Pursuant to, and having regard to, the significant market power (SMP) 

designation of Eir as provided for in Section 5 of the Decision Instrument 

annexed to ComReg Decision D05/10; 

(iii) Having had regard to Sections 10 and 12 of the Communications 

Regulation Act 2002 (as amended); Regulation 16 of the Framework 

Regulations; and Regulations 6(1), 8(6) and 13(2) of the Access 

Regulations; 

(iv) Having, pursuant to Section 13 of the Communications Regulation Act 

2002 (as amended), complied with Ministerial Policy Directions where 

applicable;  

(v) Having taken utmost account of the European Commission’s 

Recommendation of 11 September 2013 on non-discrimination 

obligations and costing methodologies to promote competition and 

enhance the broadband investment environment; 

(vi) Having notified the draft measure and the reasoning on which the 

measure is based to the European Commission, BEREC and the national 

regulatory authorities in other EU Member States pursuant to Regulation 

13 and Regulation 14 of the Framework Regulations and having taken 

account of any comments made by these parties; 

(vii) Having had regard to the analysis and reasoning set out in ComReg 

Decision D05/10 and ComReg Decision D03/13;  

(viii) Having had regard to the analysis and reasoning set out in ComReg 

Document No. 15/67 and having taken account of the submissions 

received from interested parties in response thereto following a public 

consultation pursuant to Regulation 12 of the Framework Regulations; and 
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(ix) Having had regard to the analysis and reasoning set out in ComReg 

Decision D03/16. 

1.3 The provisions of ComReg Decision D05/10, ComReg Decision D03/13, 

ComReg Document No. 15/67 and ComReg Decision D03/16 (this Decision) 

shall, where appropriate, be construed consistently with this Decision 

Instrument.  For the avoidance of doubt, however, to the extent that there is any 

conflict between a decision instrument dated prior to the Effective Date and this 

Decision Instrument, this Decision Instrument shall prevail.   

 

PART I - GENERAL PROVISIONS (SECTIONS 2 TO 3 OF THE DECISION 

INSTRUMENT) 

2 DEFINITIONS 

2.1 In this Decision Instrument, unless the context otherwise suggests: 

“(the) 2007 Recommendation” means the European Commission 
Recommendation of 17 December 2007 on relevant product and service 
markets within the electronic communications sector susceptible to ex ante 
regulation in accordance with Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament 
and of the Council on a common regulatory framework for electronic 
communications networks and services (OJ L 344, 28.12.2007, p. 65); 

“(the) 2013 Recommendation” means the European Commission 
Recommendation of 11 September 2013 on consistent non-discrimination 
obligations and costing methodologies to promote competition and enhance the 
broadband investment environment (C(2013) 5671 final); 

“Access Reference Offer” or “ARO” is the latest version of the offer of 
contract by Eir to OAOs in relation to Current Generation WPNIA and shall 
include Next Generation WPNIA (but which may from time to time be amended). 
For the avoidance of doubt the ARO includes the documents which are 
expressly referred to in the ARO as being part of the ARO. To the extent that 
there is any conflict between the ARO and Eir’s obligations now set out herein, 
it is the latter which shall prevail; 

“Access Regulations” means the European Communities (Electronic 
Communications Networks and Services) (Access) Regulations 2011 (S.I. No. 
334 of 2011); 

“Access” shall have the same meaning as under Regulation 2 of the Access 
Regulations;  

“Additional Financial Information” means the information, as determined by 
ComReg, that shall be provided by Eir on an annual basis in accordance with 
the Decision Instrument annexed to ComReg Decision D08/10 and has the 
same meaning as set out in Section 2.1 of that Decision Instrument; 
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“Ancillary Services” are a subset of Associated Facilities and shall include 
services such as migrations, fault repair and access connections;  

“Ancillary Services Cost Model” means the model, as amended from time to 
time (subject to approval by ComReg), used by ComReg and Eir to assess Eir’s 
compliance with the obligations contained in this Decision Instrument. The 
model calculates costs based on no more than the actual incurred costs 
(adjusted for efficiencies) plus a reasonable rate of return associated with the 
provision of Ancillary Services. The operation and details of the Ancillary 
Services Cost Model are more particularly described in Chapter 11 of ComReg 
Decision D03/16. 

“Associated Facilities” shall have the same meaning as under Regulation 2 
of the Framework Regulations; 

“BEREC” means the Body of European Regulators for Electronic 
Communications, as established pursuant to Regulation (EC) No. 1211/2009 of 
the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November 2009; 

“Bottom Up Long Run Average Incremental Cost plus” or “BU-LRAIC+” 
means the methodology used to estimate the “LRAIC plus” of an efficient 
operator which is derived from an economic and/or engineering model of an 
efficient network. The LRAIC plus costs are the average efficiently incurred 
directly attributable variable and fixed costs, including an appropriate 
apportionment of joint and common costs;  

“Civil Engineering Infrastructure” or “CEI” (also known as passive 
infrastructure) means physical local loop facilities deployed by Eir to host Local 
Loop cables such as copper wires, optical fibre and co-axial cables. It includes 
but is not limited to, subterranean and above-ground assets such as sub-ducts, 
ducts, manholes and poles; 

“Co-Location” shall have the same meaning and description as under Part B 
(“Co-location services”) of the Schedule to the Access Regulations, save that it 
includes for the purposes of this Decision Instrument, access to the MDF and/or 
to the ODF as applicable, at an Exchange; 

“Communications Regulation Act 2002 (as amended)” means the 
Communications Regulation Act 2002 (No. 20 of 2002) (as amended); 

 “ComReg Decision D05/09” means ComReg Document No. 09/77, entitled 
“Intra Migration Premium Charge Response to Consultation Document No. 
08/105 and Decision”, dated 6 October 2009; 

“ComReg Decision D01/10” means ComReg Document No. 10/10, entitled 
“Response to Consultation Documents No. 09/39 and 09/62 Local Loop 
Unbundling (“LLU”) and Sub Loop Unbundling (“SLU”) Maximum Monthly 
Rental Charges”, dated 9 February 2010; 

“ComReg Decision D05/10” means ComReg Document No. 10/39, entitled 
“Market Review: Wholesale (Physical) Network Infrastructure Access (Market 
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4) Further Response to ComReg Document No. 08/104, Response to ComReg 
Document No. 09/42 and Decision (the “Decision Document”)”, dated 20 May 
2010; 

“ComReg Decision D08/10” means ComReg Document No. 10/67, entitled 
“Response to Consultation Document No. 09/75 and Final Direction and 
Decision: Accounting Separation and Cost Accounting Review of Eircom 
Limited”, dated 31 August 2010; 

“ComReg Decision D03/13” means ComReg Document No. 13/11, entitled 
“Next Generation Access (‘NGA‘) Remedies for Next Generation Access 
Markets”, dated 31 January 2013; 

 “ComReg Decision D04/13” means ComReg Document No. 13/14, entitled 
“Price Regulation of Bundled Offers Further specification of certain price control 
obligations in Market 1 and Market 4”, dated 8 February 2013;] 

 “ComReg Decision D03/16” means ComReg Document No.16/39, entitled 
“Pricing of Eir’s Wholesale Fixed Access Services: Response to Consultation 
Document 15/67 and Final Decision”, dated 18 May 2016; 

“ComReg Document No. 15/67” means ComReg Document No. 15/67, 
entitled “Eircom’s Wholesale Access Services: Further specification and 
amendment of price control obligations in Market 4 and Market 5 and further 
specification of price control obligation in Market 2 – Consultation and Draft 
Decision”, dated 3 July 2015; 

“ComReg Document No. 08/71” means ComReg Document No 08/71, 
entitled ”Information Notice Local Loop Unbundling (‘LLU’): ComReg's Review 
of Ancillary Charges in Eir's Access Reference Offer (‘ARO’) Price List”, dated 
2 September 2008; 

“ComReg” means the Commission for Communications Regulation, 
established under Section 6 of the Communications Regulation Act 2002; 

“Current Generation WPNIA” means WPNIA provided over Eir’s current 
generation copper access network infrastructure and its Associated Facilities 
(including self-supply by Eir for the purpose of serving its downstream markets) 
and includes but is not limited to those facilities and services and variants of 
those, which are specified in the current version (Version 2.0) of Eir’s ARO, as 
may be amended from time to time; 

“Dark fibre” is optical fibre that is currently installed in the access network but 
is not in use. For the purposes of this Decision Instrument, Dark fibre shall mean 
unlit Eir fibre in Eir’s access network; 

“Decision Instrument” means this direction and decision instrument which is 
made pursuant to inter alia Regulations 8, 9, 13 and 18 of the Access 
Regulations;  

“Effective Date” means the date set out in Section 12 of this Decision 
Instrument; 
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“Eir” means Eircom Limited and its subsidiaries and any related companies, 
and any Undertaking which it owns or controls, and any Undertaking which 
owns or controls Eircom Limited, and its successors and assigns. For the 
purpose of this Decision Instrument, the terms “subsidiary” and “related 
company” shall have the meanings ascribed to them in the Companies Act 
2014; 

“Electronic Communications Network(s)” or “ECN(s)” shall have the same 
meaning as under Regulation 2 of the Framework Regulations; 

“Electronic Communications Service” or “ECS” shall have the same 
meaning as under Regulation 2 of the Framework Regulations; 

“End User” for the purposes of this Decision Instrument shall have the same 
meaning as under Regulation 2 of the Framework Regulations; 

“Exchange” means an Eir network premises or equivalent facility used to 
house network and associated equipment and includes a Remote Subscriber 
Unit (‘RSU’). The Exchange usually, but not always, houses the Metropolitan 
Point of Presence (‘MPoP’); 

 “Framework Regulations” means the European Communities (Electronic 
Communications Networks and Services) (Framework) Regulations 2011 (S.I. 
No. 333 of 2011); 

“Geographic Number Portability” or “GNP” means a facility that allows an 
End User to retain his/her telephone number when changing or switching 
service provider and describes the process used for this when the number 
concerned is a geographic number; 

“GLUMP” is the synchronised delivery of ULMP and GNP; 

“Historical Cost Accounts” or “HCA” means the historical cost accounts 
which Eir is required to publish in accordance with ComReg Decision D08/10; 

“Modified Larger Exchange Area” or “Modified LEA”, for the purposes of 
this Decision Instrument, means those exchanges listed in Annex 14 of 
ComReg Decision D03/16;  

“Line Share” means the product whereby the high frequency capacity of a line 
is provided to other authorised operators;  

“Local Loop Unbundling” or “LLU” means where an OAO rents access to 
the local loop and uses it to supply services to its customers either on a 
wholesale or retail basis. The Local Loop is the final section of Eir’s access 
network that provides access into premises (whether residential, business or 
other premises). It runs between the local exchange and the relevant customer 
premises; 

“Local Loop” shall have the same meaning as under Regulation 2 of the 
Access Regulations, as may be amended from time to time; 
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“Local Sub-Loop” shall have the same meaning as in the Schedule to the 
Access Regulations, as may be amended from time to time; 

“MDF” means the main distribution frame; 

“Metropolitan Point of Presence” or “MPoP” means the point of inter-
connection between the access and core networks. It is equivalent to the MDF 
in the case of the copper access network. All NGA Subscribers’ connections in 
a given area are centralised to the MPoP on an optical distribution frame (ODF); 

“Ministerial Policy Directions” means the policy directions made by Dermot 
Ahern TD, then Minister for Communications, Marine and Natural Resources, 
pursuant to Section 13 of the Communications Regulation Act 2002 (as 
amended), dated 21 February 2003 and 26 March 2004;  

“Next Generation WPNIA” or “NG WPNIA” means WPNIA provided over Eir’s 
next generation access network infrastructure and its associated facilities 
(including self-supply by Eir for the purpose of serving its downstream markets). 
Eir’s next generation access network infrastructure includes access paths that 
are either exclusively fibre or a combination of fibre and copper; 

 “ODF” means the optical distribution frame; 

“Other Authorised Operator” or “OAO” means an Undertaking that is not Eir, 
providing an electronic communications network or an electronic 
communications service authorised under Regulation 4 of the Authorisation 
Regulations; 

“Relevant Cost Models” means the Revised Copper Access Model and the 
Ancillary Services Cost Model;  

“Re-useable Civil Engineering Infrastructure” means Civil Engineering 
Infrastructure that is unlikely to be replicated by OAOs. These assets generally 
have a relatively long lifetime and are expensive to build;   

“Revised Copper Access Model” means the model, as amended from time 
to time (subject to approval by ComReg), used by ComReg and Eir to assess 
Eir’s compliance with the obligations contained in this Decision Instrument. The 
model calculates costs based on both Top Down HCA and BU-LRAIC+ costing 
methodologies. The operation and details of the Revised Copper Access Model 
are more particularly described in Chapter 5 of ComReg Decision D03/16;  

“Shared Sub-Loop Unbundling” means the provision to a beneficiary of 
access to the local Sub-Loops on Eir’s network, authorising the use of the non-
voice band frequency spectrum of the twisted metallic pair; the local Sub-Loops 
continue to be used by Eir to provide the telephone service to the public. It 
includes the provision of access to a tie cable or other connection and 
appropriate handover for the purposes of making use of Eir’s Sub Loops from 
an adjacent cabinet; 

“Significant Market Power operator” or “SMP operator” means Eir;  
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“Sub-Loop Unbundling” also known as “SLU” is an implementation of 
unbundled access to the Sub-Loop. It excludes the portion of the Local Loop 
between the Exchange and street (side) cabinet. SLU is contained in the market 
for Wholesale (Physical) Network Infrastructure Access (Market 4) as set out in 
ComReg Decision D05/10. It includes the provision of access to a tie cable or 
other connection and appropriate handover for the purposes of making use of 
the Sub Loop from an adjacent cabinet; 

“Sub-Loop” means the portion of the local loop which runs from a street side 
cabinet or Node to a home or premises; 

“Top-Down HCA” means the methodology in which the HCA and network 
information of the regulated firm are used as the starting point for calculating 
the costs of relevant services. These inputs may subsequently be adjusted to 
reflect efficiencies;  

 “Unbundled Local Metallic Path (ULMP)” is the implementation of full 
unbundled access to the Local Loop; 

“Undertaking(s)” shall have the same meaning as under Regulation 2 of the 
Framework Regulations; 

“VDSL” means very-high-bit-rate digital subscriber line;  

“WBA” means wholesale broadband access comprising non-physical or virtual 
network access including Bitstream access at a fixed location;  

“WPNIA” means wholesale (physical) network infrastructure access (including 
shared or fully unbundled access) at a fixed location. It includes Current 
Generation WPNIA and Next Generation WPNIA and is synonymous with the 
Access Market as set out in ComReg Decision D05/10. 

3 SCOPE AND APPLICATION 

3.1 This Decision Instrument is binding upon Eir and Eir shall comply with it in all 

respects.  

3.2 This Decision Instrument relates to a further specification and amendment of 

the price control and transparency obligations imposed by ComReg in ComReg 

Decision D05/10 and ComReg Decision D03/13. 

3.3 Pursuant to Regulations 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations, the price control 

obligations contained in this Decision Instrument shall apply from 1 July 2016 

(“the Implementation Date”). The prices currently determined in accordance 

with the Relevant Cost Models for each year ended 30 June are set out in 

Chapter 13 of this Decision (ComReg Document No. 16/39, ComReg Decision 

D03/16).  
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3.4 In respect of price changes required to be introduced on the Implementation 

Date by pricing obligations imposed (whether by way of further specification, 

amendment or otherwise) pursuant to this Decision Instrument, unless 

otherwise notified by ComReg, such price changes, and consequent prices, 

shall be notified by Eir to ComReg and to Industry no later than 29 days after 

the Effective Date of this Decision Instrument.  

 

PART II - FURTHER SPECIFICATION OF OBLIGATIONS RELATING TO PRICE 

CONTROL AND TRANSPARENCY – CURRENT GENERATION (SECTION 4  OF 

THE DECISION INSTRUMENT) 

4 SMP OBLIGATIONS  -  CURRENT GENERATION 

4.1 Pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations, Section 12.3 

of the Decision Instrument annexed to ComReg Decision D05/10 is amended 

to read as follows: 

“Prices charged by Eir to any other undertaking for Access to or use of those 

products, services or facilities referred to in section 7 shall be subject to a cost 

orientation obligation.”  

ULMP and SLU 

4.2 For the purposes of further specifying requirements to be complied with relating 

to the cost orientation obligation set out in Section 12.3 of the Decision 

Instrument annexed to ComReg Decision D05/10, as amended by Section 4.1 

of this Decision Instrument, and pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the 

Access Regulations, Eir is hereby directed to ensure that the monthly rental 

charge offered or charged by Eir to any other Undertaking in relation to ULMP 

shall be the lower of: 

(a) a price equal to the average costs incurred by an efficient operator providing 

ULMP within the Modified LEA which shall be calculated using the Revised 

Copper Access Model. Such costs shall be based on a combination of a BU-

LRAIC+ costing methodology and Top-Down HCA costing methodology; or 

(b) the LLU monthly rental charge as amended based on changes made by Eir 

to the main parameter(s) of the Revised Copper Access Model as set out in 

this Decision. Any such amendment or changes would be subject to prior 

approval by ComReg. 
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4.3 For the purposes of further specifying requirements to be complied with relating 

to the cost orientation obligation set out in Section 12.3 of the Decision 

Instrument annexed to ComReg Decision D05/10, as amended by Section 4.1 

of this Decision Instrument, and pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the 

Access Regulations, Eir is hereby directed to ensure that the price offered or 

charged by Eir to any other Undertaking in relation to SLU shall be the lowest 

of: 

(a)  a price equal to the average costs incurred by an efficient operator 

providing SLU nationally which shall be calculated using the Revised 

Copper Access Model. Such costs shall be based on a combination of a 

BU-LRAIC+ costing methodology and Top-Down HCA costing 

methodology; or 

(b) the SLU monthly rental charge as amended based on changes made by 

Eir to the main parameter(s) of the Revised Copper Access Model as set 

out in this Decision. Any such amendment or changes to be subject to 

prior approval by ComReg; or 

(c) the revised charge derived by the application of the Margin Squeeze Test 

between the VUA monthly charge and the SLU monthly charge based on 

the NGA Margin Squeeze Model (which is more particularly described in 

Section 11.14 of the Decision Instrument at Annex 2 to ComReg Decision 

D03/13) in relation to Wholesale Broadband Access. Any such 

amendment or change to be subject to prior approval by ComReg.  

4.4 Eir shall ensure that any reduction to the SLU monthly rental charge, in 

accordance with Section 4.3(c) above, is consistently applied to the ULMP 

monthly rental charge at 4.2 above, where applicable, using the Revised 

Copper Access Model. 

LINE SHARE 

4.5 For the purposes of further specifying requirements to be complied with relating 

to the cost orientation obligation set out in Section 12.3 of the Decision 

Instrument annexed to ComReg Decision D05/10, as amended by Section 4.1 

of this Decision Instrument and pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the 

Access Regulations, Eir is hereby directed to ensure that the monthly rental 

charge offered or charged by it to any other Undertaking in relation to Line 

Share recovers no more than the incremental costs associated with the 

provision of Line Share, which shall be calculated using the Revised Copper 

Access Model.  

CEI AND DARK FIBRE  

4.6 Pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations, Section 12.6 

of the Decision Instrument annexed to ComReg Decision D05/10 (which was 
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inserted by Section 4.8 of the Decision Instrument annexed, at Annex 1,  to 

ComReg Decision D03/13)  is hereby withdrawn and replaced as follows: 

“12. 6 Pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations, Eir is 

hereby directed to ensure that the rental charge offered or charged by Eir to 

any other Undertaking in relation to Civil Engineering Infrastructure shall be no 

more than a price equal to the costs incurred by an efficient operator providing 

Civil Engineering Infrastructure, which shall be calculated using the Revised 

Copper Access Model. Such costs shall be based on a combination of a BU-

LRAIC+ costing methodology and a Top-Down HCA costing methodology.”  

4.7 Pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations, Section 12.7 

of the Decision Instrument annexed to ComReg Decision D05/10 (which was 

inserted by Section 4.8 of the Decision instrument annexed, at Annex 1, to 

ComReg Decision D03/13)  is hereby withdrawn and replaced as follows: 

“12.7 Pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations, Eir is 

hereby directed to ensure that the rental charge offered or charged by Eir to 

any other Undertaking in relation to Dark Fibre shall be no more than a price 

equal to the costs incurred by an efficient operator providing Dark Fibre, which 

shall be calculated using the Revised Copper Access Model. Such costs shall 

be based on a combination of a BU-LRAIC+ costing methodology and a Top-

Down HCA costing methodology.” 

4.8 Pursuant to Regulations 8, 9, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations and without 

prejudice to Section 4.6 of this Decision Instrument and Eir’s obligations 

contained in the Decision Instrument attached to ComReg Decision D08/10, Eir 

shall submit annually to ComReg a reconciliation of Eir’s actual investment in 

poles for the preceding financial year as well as the forecasted pole investment 

consistent with the template contained in Annex 13 of this Decision Document. 

The reconciliation statement referred to in this Section 4.8 shall be provided to 

ComReg in accordance with the procedure which governs the provision of 

Additional Financial Information contained in the Decision Instrument annexed 

to ComReg Decision D08/10 and shall be provided no later than seven months 

after the end of Eir’s financial year. 
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ANCILLARY SERVICES 

4.9 Pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations, for the 

purposes of further specifying requirements to be complied with relating to the 

cost orientation obligation set out in Section 12.3 of the Decision Instrument 

annexed to ComReg Decision D05/10, as amended by Section 4.1 of this 

Decision Instrument, Eir shall ensure, that it recovers no more than its actual 

incurred costs (adjusted for efficiencies) plus a reasonable rate of return 

associated with the provision of Ancillary Services to Current Generation 

WPNIA products, services or facilities, which shall be calculated using the 

Ancillary Services Cost Model.  

4.10 Pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations Section 12.5 

of the Decision Instrument annexed to ComReg Decision D05/10 (that was 

inserted by Section 4.8 of the Decision instrument annexed, in Annex 1, to 

ComReg Decision D03/13) is hereby withdrawn and replaced with as follows:  

“Specifically, pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations, 

Eir is hereby directed to ensure that the price offered or charged by Eir to any 

other Undertaking in relation to fault repair charges associated with Current 

Generation WPNIA products, services and facilities shall include an option of 

either: 

(i) a monthly fault repair charge of not more than €0.96 cent per customer line; 
or 

(ii) a one off per event fault repair charge of not more than €110 (excluding line 
test) or €117 (including line test). 

In the event that the fault is on the Undertaking’s network then Eir shall charge 

the Undertaking a one-off fault charge of no more than €100.”  

 

PART III - FURTHER SPECIFICATION OF OBLIGATIONS RELATING TO PRICE 

CONTROL (SECTION 5 OF THE DECISION INSTRUMENT) – NEXT GENERATION 

5 SMP OBLIGATIONS -  NEXT GENERATION 

5.1 Pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations, Section 11.4 

of the Decision Instrument annexed, at Annex 1, to ComReg Decision D03/13 

is hereby withdrawn and replaced as follows: 

“11.4 Pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations, Eir is 

hereby directed to ensure that the rental charge offered or charged by Eir to 

any other Undertaking in relation to Civil Engineering Infrastructure shall be no 

more than a price equal to the costs incurred by an efficient operator providing 

Civil Engineering Infrastructure, which shall be calculated in line with the 

Revised Copper Access Model.  Such costs shall be based on a combination 

of a BU-LRAIC+ costing methodology and Top-Down HCA costing 

methodology.”  
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5.2 Pursuant to Regulations 8, 13  and 18 of the Access Regulations, Section 11.5 

of the Decision Instrument annexed, at Annex 1, to ComReg Decision D03/13 

is hereby withdrawn and replaced as follows: 

“11. 5 Pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations, Eir is 

hereby directed to ensure that the rental charge offered or charged by Eir to 

any other Undertaking in relation to Dark Fibre shall be no more than a price 

equal to the costs incurred by an efficient operator providing Dark Fibre, which 

shall be calculated in line with the Revised Copper Access Model. Such costs 

shall be based on a combination of a BU-LRAIC+ costing methodology and a 

Top-Down HCA costing methodology.”  

5.3 Pursuant to Regulations 8 and 13 of the Access Regulations, Section 11.9 of 

the Decision Instrument annexed, at Annex 1, to ComReg Decision D03/13 is 

hereby withdrawn and replaced as follows: 

“11.9 Pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations, Eir is 

hereby directed to ensure that the price offered or charged by Eir to any other 

Undertaking in relation to SLU shall be the lowest of: 

(a) a price equal to the costs incurred by an efficient operator providing SLU 

nationally which shall be calculated using the Revised Copper Access 

Model. Such costs shall be based on a combination of a BU-LRAIC+ costing 

methodology and Top-Down HCA costing methodology; or 

(b) the SLU monthly rental charge as amended based on changes made by Eir 

to the main parameter(s) of the Revised Copper Access Model as set out in 

ComReg Decision No D03/16. Any such amendment or changes would be 

subject to prior approval by ComReg; or 

(c) the revised monthly rental charge derived by the application of the Margin 

Squeeze Test between the VUA monthly charge and the SLU monthly 

charge based on the NGA Margin Squeeze Model (which is more 

particularly described in Section 11.14 of the Decision Instrument at Annex 

2 to ComReg Decision D03/13) in relation to Wholesale Broadband Access. 

Any such amendment or change to be subject to prior approval by 

ComReg.”  

5.4 Pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations, Section 11.10 

of the Decision Instrument annexed, at Annex 1, to ComReg Decision D03/13 

is hereby withdrawn and replaced as follows: 

“11.10 With regard to Backhaul, as referred to in Section 6.2 of the Decision 

instrument annexed, at Annex 1, to ComReg Decision D03/13, Eir shall ensure 

that the costs are calculated in a manner which is consistent with the 

methodology used in the Revised Copper Access Model as adjusted, where 

appropriate, for fibre costs.” 
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5.5 For the purposes of further specifying requirements to be complied with relating 

to the cost orientation obligation set out in Sections 11.3, 11.11 and 11.12 of 

the Decision Instrument annexed, at Annex 1, to ComReg Decision D03/13, 

and pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations, Eir shall 

ensure, where applicable, that it recovers no more than its actual incurred costs 

(adjusted for efficiencies) plus a reasonable rate of return associated with the 

provision of Ancillary Services to Next Generation WPNIA products, services or 

facilities, which shall be calculated using the Ancillary Services Cost Model.  

5.6 Without prejudice to the generality of Section 5.5 of this Decision Instrument, 

and pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations, Eir is 

hereby directed to ensure that the price offered or charged by Eir to any other 

Undertaking in relation to fault repair charges associated with Next Generation 

WPNIA products, services and facilities shall include an option of either: 

(i) a monthly fault repair charge of not more than €0.96 cent per customer line; 
or 

(ii) a one off per event fault repair charge of not more than €110 (excluding line 
test) or €117 (including line test). 

 

In the event that the fault is on the Undertaking’s network then Eir shall charge 

the Undertaking a one-off fault charge of no more than €100. 

PART IV - FURTHER SPECIFICATION OF OBLIGATIONS RELATING TO 

TRANSPARENCY (SECTION 6 OF THE DECISION INSTRUMENT) – 

GENERAL 

6 SMP OBLIGATIONS -  GENERAL -  CURRENT AND NEXT GENERATION 

6.1 Pursuant to Regulations 8, 9, and 18 of the Access Regulations, and in 

accordance with the timelines contained in the transparency obligations 

contained in Section 10 of the Decision Instrument annexed, at Appendix C, to 

ComReg Decision D05/10 and in Section 9 of the Decision Instrument annexed, 

at Annex 1, to ComReg Decision D03/13, Eir shall notify ComReg before it 

amends or introduces a new price for the provision of Access and, as part of 

that notification, Eir shall ensure  that the price amendment or new price is 

consistent with the Revised Copper Access Model.  
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PART V – OPERATION AND EFFECTIVE DATE (SECTIONS 7 TO 12 OF THE 

DECISION INSTRUMENT) 

7 STATUTORY POWERS NOT AFFECTED 

7.1 Nothing in this Decision Instrument shall operate to limit ComReg in the 

exercise and performance of its statutory powers or duties conferred on it under 

any primary or secondary legislation in force prior to or after the Effective Date 

of this Decision Instrument. 

8 MAINTENANCE OF OBLIGATIONS 

8.1 Unless expressly stated otherwise in this Decision Instrument, all obligations 

and requirements contained in Decision Notices and Directions made by 

ComReg applying to Eir and in force immediately prior to the Effective Date of 

this Decision Instrument continue in force and Eir shall comply with same.  

9 CONFLICT 

9.1 For the avoidance of doubt to the extent that there is any conflict between a 

ComReg Decision Instrument or ComReg document dated prior to the Effective 

Date and Eir’s obligations now set out herein, this Decision Instrument shall 

prevail, unless otherwise indicated by ComReg. 

10 SEVERANCE 

10.1 If any Section(s), clause(s) or provision(s), or portion(s) thereof, contained in 

this Decision Instrument, is(are) found to be invalid or prohibited by the 

Constitution, by any other law or judged by a court to be unlawful, void or 

unenforceable, that(those) Section(s), clause(s) or provision(s), or portion(s) 

thereof, shall, to the extent required, be severed from this Decision Instrument 

and rendered ineffective as far as possible without modifying the remaining 

Section(s), clause(s) or provision(s), or portion(s) thereof, of this Decision 

Instrument, and shall not in any way affect the validity or enforcement of this 

Decision Instrument or other Decision Instruments. 

11 WITHDRAWAL OF SMP OBLIGATIONS 

11.1 Pursuant to Regulations 8, 9, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations, the 

following Decision Instruments, and/or ComReg Documents and/or Decisions 

are hereby withdrawn, and are replaced with the obligations in this Decision 

Instrument when this Decision Instrument takes effect:  

(i) ComReg Document No. 08/71  

(ii) ComReg Decision D04/09 

(iii) ComReg Decision D01/10  
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(iv) Sections 12.5, 12.6, 12.7 and 12.8 of the Decision Instrument annexed to 

ComReg Decision D05/10 (which were inserted by Section 4.8 of the 

Decision Instrument annexed, at Annex 1, to ComReg Decision D03/13)   

(v) Sections 11.4, 11.5 and 11.6 and Sections 11.9 and 11.10 of the Decision 

Instrument, annexed, at Annex 1, to ComReg Decision D03/13.  

12 EFFECTIVE DATE 

12.1 The Effective Date of this Decision Instrument shall be the date of its notification 

to Eir and it shall remain in force until further notice by ComReg.  

KEVIN O’BRIEN 

COMMISSIONER 

THE COMMISSION FOR COMMUNICATIONS REGULATION 

THE 18TH DAY OF MAY 2016 
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Annex: 2 Decision Instrument – WBA 

Market 

1 STATUTORY POWERS GIVING RISE TO THIS DECISION INSTRUMENT 

1.1 This Decision Instrument is made by ComReg and relates to the market for 

wholesale broadband access, as identified by the European Commission in the 

2007 Recommendation and as defined by ComReg in ComReg Decision 

D06/11. This Decision Instrument relates to amendment and further 

specification of the price control and transparency obligations imposed by 

ComReg in ComReg Decision D06/11, ComReg Decision D03/13 and ComReg 

Decision D11/14. 

1.2 This Decision Instrument is made:  

(i) Pursuant to Regulations 8, 9, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations; 

(ii) Pursuant to, and having regard to, the significant market power (SMP) 

designation of Eir as provided for in Section 5 of the Decision Instrument 

annexed to ComReg Decision D06/11; 

(iii) Having had regard to Sections 10 and 12 of the Communications 

Regulation Act 2002 (as amended); Regulation 16 of the Framework 

Regulations; and Regulations 6(1) 8(6) and 13(2) of the Access 

Regulations; 

(iv) Having, pursuant to Section 13 of the Communications Regulation Act 

2002 (as amended) complied with Ministerial Policy Directions, where 

applicable;  

(v) Having taken utmost account of the European Commission’s 

Recommendation of 11 September 2013 on non-discrimination 

obligations and costing methodologies to promote competition and 

enhance the broadband investment environment; 

(vi) Having notified the draft measure and the reasoning on which the 

measure is based to the European Commission, BEREC and the national 

regulatory authorities in other EU Member States pursuant to Regulation 

13 and Regulation 14 of the Framework Regulations and having taken 

account of any comments made by these parties; 

(vii) Having had regard to the analysis and reasoning set out in ComReg 

Decision D06/11;  

(viii) Having had regard to the analysis and reasoning set out in ComReg 

Decision D03/13;  

(ix) Having had regard to the analysis and reasoning set out in ComReg 

Decision D11/14;  
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(x) Having had regard to the analysis and reasoning set out in ComReg 

Document No. 15/67 and having taken account of the submissions 

received from interested parties in response thereto following a public 

consultation pursuant to Regulation 12 of the Framework Regulations; and 

(xi) Having had regard to the analysis and reasoning set out in ComReg 

Decision D03/16. 

1.3 The provisions of ComReg Decision D06/11, ComReg Decision D03/13, 

ComReg Decision 11/14, ComReg Document No. 15/67 and ComReg Decision 

D03/16 (this Decision) shall, where appropriate, be construed consistently with 

this Decision Instrument.  For the avoidance of doubt, however, to the extent 

that there is any conflict between a decision instrument dated prior to the 

Effective Date and this Decision Instrument, this Decision Instrument shall 

prevail.   

 

PART I - GENERAL PROVISIONS (SECTIONS 2 TO 3 OF THE DECISION 

INSTRUMENT) 

2 DEFINITIONS 

2.1 In this Decision Instrument, unless the context otherwise suggests: 

“(the) 2007 Recommendation” means the European Commission 
Recommendation of 17 December 2007 on relevant product and service 
markets within the electronic communications sector susceptible to ex ante 
regulation in accordance with Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament 
and of the Council on a common regulatory framework for electronic 
communications networks and services (OJ L 344, 28.12.2007, p. 65); 

“(the) 2013 Recommendation” means the European Commission 
Recommendation of 11 September 2013 on consistent non-discrimination 
obligations and costing methodologies to promote competition and enhance the 
broadband investment environment (C(2013) 5671 final); 

“Access Regulations” means the European Communities (Electronic 
Communications Networks and Services) (Access) Regulations 2011 (S.I. No. 
334 of 2011); 

“Access” shall have the same meaning as under Regulation 2 of the Access 
Regulations;  

“Active Assets” in the context of this Decision means the line card, digital 
subscriber line access multiplexers (‘DSLAMs’) and the broadband remote 
access servers (‘BRAS’) associated with the provision of Standalone 
Broadband; 
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“Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line” or “ADSL” means a technology that 
utilises the local loop to provide an internet connection with a download speeds 
of up to 8mb/sec; 

“ADSL 2+” means an extension to ADSL technology that provides subscribers 
with faster download speeds up to 24mb/sec; 

“Ancillary Services” are a subset of Associated Facilities and for the purposes 
of this Decision Instrument shall include services such as migrations, fault 
repair, access connections, co-location, in-building handover, in-span handover 
and in-premises services; 

“Associated Facilities” shall have the same meaning as under Regulation 2 
of the Framework Regulations; 

“BEREC” means the Body of European Regulators for Electronic 
Communications, as established pursuant to Regulation (EC) No. 1211/2009 of 
the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November 2009; 

“Bottom Up Long Run Average Incremental Cost plus” or “BU-LRAIC +” 
means the methodology used to estimate the “LRAIC plus” of an efficient 
operator which is derived from an economic and/or engineering model of an 
efficient network. The LRAIC plus costs are the average efficiently incurred 
directly attributable variable and fixed costs, including an appropriate 
apportionment of joint and common costs; 

“Civil Engineering Infrastructure” or “CEI” (also known as passive 
infrastructure) means physical local loop facilities deployed by Eir to host Local 
Loop cables such as copper wires, optical fibre and co-axial cables. It includes 
but is not limited to, subterranean and above-ground assets such as sub-ducts, 
ducts, manholes and poles; 

“Communications Regulation Act 2002 (as amended)” means the 
Communications Regulation Act 2002 (No. 20 of 2002) (as amended); 

“ComReg” means the Commission for Communications Regulation, 
established under Section 6 of the Communications Regulation Act 2002; 

“ComReg Decision D08/10” means ComReg Document No. 10/67 entitled 
“Response to Consultation Document No. 09/75 and Final Direction and 
Decision: Accounting Separation and Cost Accounting Review of Eircom 
Limited”, dated 31 August 2010; 

“ComReg Decision D06/11” means ComReg Document No. 11/49 entitled 
“Response to Consultation and Decision Market Review: Wholesale Broadband 
Access (Market 5)”, dated 8 July 2011; 

“ComReg Decision D03/13” means ComReg Document No. 13/11 entitled 
“Next Generation Access (‘NGA‘) Remedies for Next Generation Access 
Markets”, dated 31 January 2013; 
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 “ComReg Decision D04/13” means ComReg Document No. 13/14 entitled 
“Price Regulation of Bundled Offers Further specification of certain price control 
obligations in Market 1 and Market 4”, dated 8 February 2013; 

“ComReg Decision D11/14” means ComReg Document No. 14/73R entitled 
“Wholesale Broadband Access: Price control obligation in relation to current 
generation Bitstream”, dated 9 July 2014; 

“ComReg Decision D03/16” means ComReg Document No.16/39, entitled 
“Pricing of Eir’s Wholesale Fixed Access Services: Response to Consultation 
Document 15/67 and Final Decision”, dated 18 May 2016; 

 “ComReg Document No. 15/67” means ComReg Document No. 15/67, 
entitled “Eircom’s Wholesale Access Services: Further specification and 
amendment of price control obligations in Market 4 and Market 5 and further 
specification of price control obligation in Market 2 – Consultation and Draft 
Decision”, dated 3 July 2015; 

“Decision Instrument” means this direction and decision instrument which is 
made pursuant to, inter alia, Regulations 8, 9, 13 and 18 of the Access 
Regulations;  

“Eir” means Eircom Limited and its subsidiaries and any related companies, 
and any Undertaking which it owns or controls, and any Undertaking which 
owns or controls Eircom Limited, and its successors and assigns. For the 
purpose of this Decision Instrument, the terms “subsidiary” and “related 
company” shall have the meanings ascribed to them in the Companies Act 
2014; 

“Effective Date” means the date set out in Section 9 of this Decision 
Instrument; 

“Electronic Communications Network(s)” or “ECN(s)” shall have the same 
meaning as under Regulation 2 of the Framework Regulations; 

“Electronic Communications Service” or “ECS” shall have the same 
meaning as under Regulation 2 of the Framework Regulations; 

 “Framework Regulations” means the European Communities (Electronic 
Communications Networks and Services) (Framework) Regulations 2011 (S.I. 
No. 333 of 2011); 

“Historical Cost Accounts” or “HCA” means the historical cost accounts 
which Eir is required to publish in accordance with ComReg Decision D08/10; 

“Larger Exchange Area” or “LEA” has the meaning as set out in Section 2.1 
of the Decision Instrument contained in Annex 3 of ComReg Decision D04/13; 

“Modified Larger Exchange Area” or “Modified LEA”, for the purposes of 
this Decision Instrument, means those exchanges listed in Annex 14 of 
ComReg Decision D03/16;  
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 “Ministerial Policy Directions” means the policy directions made by Dermot 
Ahern TD, then Minister for Communications, Marine and Natural Resources, 
pursuant to Section 13 of the Communications Regulation Act 2002 (as 
amended), dated 21 February 2003 and 26 March 2004;  

“PSTN” means Public Switched Telephone network; 

 “Revised Copper Access Model” means the model, as amended from time 
to time (subject to approval by ComReg), used by ComReg and Eir to assess 
Eir’s compliance with the obligations contained in this Decision Instrument. The 
model calculates costs based on both Top-Down HCA and BU-LRAIC+ costing 
methodologies. The operation and details of the Revised Copper Access Model 
are more particularly described in Chapter 5 of ComReg Decision D03/16;  

“Standalone Broadband” means ADSL/ADSL2plus service delivered over a 
2-wire copper pair without a PSTN voice telephony service;  

“Top-Down HCA” means the methodology in which the HCA and network 
information of the regulated firm are used as the starting point for calculating 
the costs of relevant services. These inputs may subsequently be adjusted to 
reflect efficiencies; and 

“Undertaking(s)” shall have the same meaning as under Regulation 2 of the 
Framework Regulations. 

3 SCOPE AND APPLICATION 

3.1 This Decision Instrument is binding upon Eir and Eir shall comply with it in all 

respects.  

3.2 This Decision Instrument relates to a further specification and amendment of 

the price control and transparency obligations imposed by ComReg in ComReg 

Decision D06/11, ComReg Decision D03/13 and ComReg Decision D11/14. 

3.3 Pursuant to Regulations 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations, the price control 

obligations contained in this Decision Instrument shall apply from 1 July 2016 

(“the Implementation Date”). The prices currently determined in accordance 

with the Revised Copper Access Model for each year ended 30 June are set 

out in Chapter 13 of this Decision (ComReg Document No. 16/39, ComReg 

Decision D03/16).  

3.4 In respect of price changes required to be introduced on the Implementation 

Date by pricing obligations imposed (whether by way of further specification, 

amendment or otherwise) pursuant to this Decision Instrument, unless 

otherwise notified by ComReg, such price changes, and consequent prices, 

shall be notified by Eir to ComReg and to Industry no later than 29 days after 

the Effective Date of this Decision Instrument.  
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PART II - FURTHER SPECIFICATION OF OBLIGATIONS RELATING TO PRICE 

CONTROL AND TRANSPARENCY (SECTION 4  OF THE DECISION 

INSTRUMENT) 

4 SMP OBLIGATIONS   

4.1 For the purposes of further specifying requirements to be complied with relating 

to the cost orientation obligation set out in Section 4.6 of the Decision 

Instrument in ComReg Decision D11/14, and pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 

18 of the Access Regulations, Eir shall ensure that the monthly rental charge 

offered or charged by Eir to any other Undertaking for Standalone Broadband 

Outside the LEA shall be no more than Eir’s total actual incurred costs Outside 

the LEA (adjusted for efficiency) plus a reasonable rate of return associated 

with the provision of Standalone Broadband, which shall be calculated in line 

with the Revised Copper Access Model. Such costs shall be based on a Top-

Down HCA costing methodology except for Active Assets the costs of which 

shall be calculated using a BU-LRAIC+ methodology.  

4.2 Where Eir can demonstrate, to the satisfaction of ComReg, for reasons 

contained in Chapter 12 of this Decision (ComReg Document No. 16/39, 

ComReg Decision D03/16), based on proper justification provided by Eir, that it 

is allowable for the monthly rental charge offered or charged by Eir to any 

undertaking(s) for Standalone Broadband Outside the LEA to be less than those 

prices determined by section 4.1, the revised prices determined in accordance 

with this Section 4.2 shall not be less than the average costs incurred by an 

efficient operator providing Standalone Broadband within the Modified LEA, 

which shall be calculated in line with the Revised Copper Access Model. Such 

costs shall be based on a combination of a BU-LRAIC+ costing methodology 

and a Top-Down HCA costing methodology.  

4.3 Pursuant to Regulations 8, 9, and 18 of the Access Regulations, and in 

accordance with the timelines contained in the transparency obligations 

contained in Section 10 of the Decision Instrument contained in Chapter 8 of 

ComReg Decision D06/11, as amended by Section 5 of the Decision Instrument 

contained in Chapter 11 of ComReg Decision D11/14, Eir shall notify ComReg 

before it increases or introduces a new price for Standalone Broadband Outside 

the LEA.   

4.4 At notification, Eir shall furnish ComReg with a detailed written submission 

demonstrating that the proposed new or increased charge(s) complies(y) with 

the obligations contained in Section 4.1 of this Decision Instrument. The 

submission shall make full and true disclosure of all material facts for the 

purpose of demonstrating that the proposed new or increased charge(s) 

complies(y) with Section 4.1 herein. Upon receipt of the submission, ComReg 

shall review the same and, within one (1) month, communicate to Eir its decision 

whether to give or withhold approval to implement the proposed new or 
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increased charge(s). Such approval shall not be unreasonably withheld by 

ComReg.  Eir shall not implement any new or increased charge(s) for 

Standalone Broadband Outside the LEA without having received such approval 

from ComReg. Prior to the expiry of the one (1) month period, ComReg may 

seek further information from Eir to inform its decision as to whether approval 

to implement the new or increased charge(s) should be given or withheld. If 

such further information is not provided by Eir within ComReg’s timeline or to 

the standard required by ComReg, approval to implement the proposed new or 

increased charge(s) shall be withheld pending the required information being 

made available to ComReg for review and consideration. Upon receipt of the 

requested information, ComReg will proceed to make a decision as to whether 

approval for implementation of the new or increased charge(s) should be 

granted or withheld. The periods referred to in this Section 4.4 may be varied 

with the agreement of ComReg or at ComReg’s discretion. 

4.5 For the purposes of further specifying requirements to be complied with relating 

to the cost orientation obligation set out in Sections 12.5 and 12.6 (as amended 

by Section 7.2 of ComReg Decision D11/14) of the Decision Instrument 

annexed to ComReg Decision D06/11 (as inserted by Sections 4.1 and 4.2 of 

the Decision Instrument annexed, at Annex 2, to ComReg Decision D03/13), 

and pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations, Eir shall 

ensure, where appropriate, that it recovers no more than its actual incurred 

costs (adjusted for efficiencies) plus a reasonable rate of return associated with 

the provision of Ancillary Services to Current Generation WBA products, 

services or facilities. 

4.6 For the purposes of further specifying requirements to be complied with relating 

to the cost orientation obligation set out in Sections 11.22, 11.23 and 11.24 of 

the Decision Instrument annexed, at Annex 2, to ComReg Decision D03/13, 

and pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations, Eir shall 

ensure, where appropriate, that it recovers no more than its actual incurred 

costs adjusted for efficiencies plus a reasonable rate of return associated with 

the provision of Ancillary Services to Next Generation WBA products, services 

or facilities other than In-Premises Services. 

 

PART III – OPERATION AND EFFECTIVE DATE (SECTIONS 5 TO 9 OF THE 

DECISION INSTRUMENT) 

5 STATUTORY POWERS NOT AFFECTED 

5.1 Nothing in this Decision Instrument shall operate to limit ComReg in the 

exercise and performance of its statutory powers or duties conferred on it under 

any primary or secondary legislation in force prior to or after the Effective Date 

of this Decision Instrument. 
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6 MAINTENANCE OF OBLIGATIONS 

6.1 Unless expressly stated otherwise in this Decision Instrument, all obligations 

and requirements contained in Decision Notices and Directions made by 

ComReg applying to Eir and in force immediately prior to the Effective Date of 

this Decision Instrument, continue in force and Eir shall comply with same.  

7 CONFLICT 

7.1 For the avoidance of doubt to the extent that there is any conflict between a 

ComReg Decision Instrument or ComReg document dated prior to the Effective 

Date and Eir’s obligations now set out herein, this Decision Instrument shall 

prevail, unless otherwise indicated by ComReg. 

8 SEVERANCE 

8.1 If any Section(s), clause(s) or provision(s), or portion(s) thereof, contained in 

this Decision Instrument, is(are) found to be invalid or prohibited by the 

Constitution, by any other law or judged by a court to be unlawful, void or 

unenforceable, that(those) Section(s), clause(s) or provision(s), or portion(s) 

thereof, shall, to the extent required, be severed from this Decision Instrument 

and rendered ineffective as far as possible without modifying the remaining 

Section(s), clause(s) or provision(s), or portion(s) thereof, of this Decision 

Instrument, and shall not in any way affect the validity or enforcement of this 

Decision Instrument or other Decision Instruments. 

9 EFFECTIVE DATE 

9.1 The Effective Date of this Decision Instrument shall be the date of its notification 

to Eir and it shall remain in force until further notice by ComReg.  

 

KEVIN O’BRIEN 

COMMISSIONER 

THE COMMISSION FOR COMMUNICATIONS REGULATION 

THE 18TH DAY OF MAY 2016 
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Annex: 3 Decision Instrument – FACO 

Market 

1 STATUTORY POWERS GIVING RISE TO THIS DECISION INSTRUMENT 

1.1 This Decision Instrument (“Decision Instrument”) is made by the Commission 

for Communications Regulation (“ComReg”) and relates to the market for call 

origination on the public telephone network provided at a fixed location, as 

defined by ComReg in ComReg Decision D05/15 which satisfies the Three 

Criteria Test as set out in ComReg Decision D05/15, as required by the 

European Commission in the 2014 Recommendation. This Decision Instrument 

relates to further specification and amendment of the price control and 

transparency obligations imposed by ComReg under Sections 10 and 12 of the 

Decision Instrument annexed to ComReg Decision D05/15. 

1.2 This Decision Instrument is made:  

(i) Pursuant to Regulations 8, 9,13 and 18 of the Access Regulations; 

(ii) Pursuant to, and having regard to, the significant market power (SMP) 

designation of Eir as provided for in Section 5 of the Decision Instrument 

annexed to ComReg Decision D05/15; 

(iii) Having had regard to Sections 10 and 12 of the Communications 

Regulation Act 2002 (as amended); Regulation 6(1) of the Access 

Regulations, Regulation 16 of the Framework Regulations, Regulation 

8(6) of the Access Regulations and Regulation 13(2) of the Access 

Regulations; 

(iv) Having, pursuant to Section 13 of the Communications Regulation Act 

2002 (as amended), complied with Ministerial Policy Directions where 

applicable;  

(v) Having notified the draft measure and the reasoning on which the 

measure is based to the European Commission, BEREC and the national 

regulatory authorities in other EU Member States pursuant to Regulation 

13 and Regulation 14 of the Framework Regulations and having taken 

account of any comments made by these parties; 

(vi) Having had regard to the analysis and reasoning set out in ComReg 

Decision D05/15;  

(vii) Having had regard to the analysis and reasoning set out in ComReg 

Document No. 15/67 and having taken account of the submissions 

received from interested parties in response thereto following a public 

consultation pursuant to Regulation 12 of the Framework Regulations; and 
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(viii) Having had regard to the analysis and reasoning set out in ComReg 

Decision D03/16. 

1.3 The provisions of ComReg Decision D05/15, ComReg Document No. 15/67 

and ComReg Decision D03/16 (this Decision) shall, where appropriate, be 

construed consistently with this Decision Instrument.  For the avoidance of 

doubt, however, to the extent that there is any conflict between a decision 

instrument dated prior to the Effective Date and this Decision Instrument, this 

Decision Instrument shall prevail.   

 

PART I - GENERAL PROVISIONS (SECTIONS 2 TO 3 OF THE DECISION 

INSTRUMENT) 

2 DEFINITIONS 

2.1 In this Decision Instrument, unless the context otherwise suggests: 

“(the) 2014 Recommendation” means the European Commission 
Recommendation of 9 October 2014 on relevant product and service markets 
within the electronic communications sector susceptible to ex ante regulation in 
accordance with Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council on a common regulatory framework for electronic communications 
networks and services (OJ L 295, 11.10.2014, p. 97); 

“Access Path” means the Physical Transmission Path(s) between the line-
card or equivalent in the Exchange or RSU to the NTP or NTU; 

“Access Regulations” means the European Communities (Electronic 
Communications Networks and Services) (Access) Regulations 2011 (S.I. No. 
334 of 2011); 

“Access” shall have the same meaning as under Regulation 2 of the Access 
Regulations;  

“Active Assets” in the context of this Decision means the line card associated 
with the provision of SB-WLR; 

“Additional Financial Information” means the information, as determined by 
ComReg, that shall be provided by Eir on an annual basis in accordance with 
the Decision Instrument annexed to ComReg Decision D08/10 and has the 
same meaning as set out in Section 2.1 of that Decision Instrument; 

“Authorisation Regulations” means the European Communities (Electronic 
Communications Networks and Services) (Access) Regulations 2011 (S.I. No. 
335 of 2011); 

 “Average Total Costs” or “ATC” means a cost standard which reflects all 
costs incurred in the provision of a product or service including variable, fixed, 
common and joint costs; 
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 “BEREC” means the Body of European Regulators for Electronic 
Communications, as established pursuant to Regulation (EC) No. 1211/2009 of 
the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November 2009; 

“Bottom Up Long Run Average Incremental Cost plus” or “BU-LRAIC +” 
means the methodology used to estimate the “LRAIC plus” of an efficient 
operator which is derived from an economic and/or engineering model of an 
efficient network. The LRAIC plus costs are the average efficiently incurred 
directly attributable variable and fixed costs, including an appropriate 
apportionment of joint and common costs; 

“Bundled Lower Level Voice Access” or “Bundled LLVA” means access via 
a PSTN, ISDN BRA or analogous broadband connection (cable, fibre, FWA and 
DSL), that is used to provide PSTN voice, ISDN voice or Managed VOIP service 
sold in a product bundle which includes any of broadband, television or mobile 
services (and which product bundle may include fixed voice calls); 

“Carrier Pre-Selection” or “CPS” is defined as a call origination product, 
service or facility (whether provided standalone or as part of SB-WLR) that 
permits an End User to decide, in advance, to nominate and use an Undertaking 
of its choice to provide certain voice call services over Eir’s fixed network;   

“Civil Engineering Infrastructure” or “CEI” (also known as passive 
infrastructure) means physical local loop facilities deployed by Eir to host Local 
Loop cables such as copper wires, optical fibre and co-axial cables. It includes 
but is not limited to, subterranean or above-ground assets such as sub-ducts, 
ducts, manholes and poles; 

“Common Costs” means costs incurred across a business as a whole and 
which cannot be directly attributed to any particular product or service; 

 “Communications Regulation Act 2002 (as amended)” means the 
Communications Regulation Act 2002 (No. 20 of 2002) as amended; 

“ComReg” means the Commission for Communications Regulation, 
established under Section 6 of the Communications Regulation Act 2002; 

“ComReg Decision D08/10” means ComReg Document No. 10/67, entitled 
“Response to Consultation Document No. 09/75 and Final Direction and 
Decision: Accounting Separation and Cost Accounting Review of Eircom 
Limited”, dated 31 August 2010; 

“ComReg Decision D04/13” means ComReg Document No. 13/14, entitled 
“Price Regulation of Bundled Offers Further specification of certain price control 
obligations in Market 1 and Market 4”, dated 8 February 2013; 

“ComReg Decision D05/15”  means ComReg Document No. 15/82, entitled 
“Market Review Wholesale Fixed Voice Call Origination and Transit Markets: 
Response to Consultation and Decision”, dated 24 July 2015; 
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“ComReg Decision D03/16” means ComReg Document No 16/39, entitled 
“Pricing of Eir’s Wholesale Fixed Access Services: Response to Consultation 
Document 15/67 and Final Decision”, dated 18 May 2016; 

“ComReg Document No. 15/67” means ComReg Document No. 15/67, 
entitled “Eircom’s Wholesale Access Services: Further specification and 
amendment of price control obligations in Market 4 and Market 5 and further 
specification of price control obligation in Market 2 – Consultation and Draft 
Decision”, dated 3 July 2015; 

“Decision Instrument” means this direction and decision instrument which is 
made pursuant to, inter alia, Regulations 8, 9, 13 and 18 of the Access 
Regulations;  

“DSL” means digital subscriber line; 

“Effective Date” means the date set out in Section 11 of this Decision 
Instrument; 

“Eir” means Eircom Limited and its subsidiaries and any related companies, 
and any Undertaking which it owns or controls, and any Undertaking which 
owns or controls Eircom Limited, and its successors and assigns. For the 
purpose of this Decision Instrument, the terms “subsidiary” and “related 
company” shall have the meanings ascribed to them in the Companies Act 
2014; 

“Electronic Communications Network(s)” or “ECN(s)” shall have the same 
meaning as under Regulation 2 of the Framework Regulations; 

“Electronic Communications Service” or “ECS” shall have the same 
meaning as under Regulation 2 of the Framework Regulations; 

“End User” (for the purposes of this Decision Instrument) shall have the same 
meaning as under Regulation 2 of the Framework Regulations. For the 
avoidance of doubt, End-User(s) shall be deemed to include any natural or legal 
person who facilitate(s) or intend(s) to facilitate the provision of public 
communications networks or publicly available electronic communications 
services to other End-Users and who is(are) not acting as (an) Authorised 
Undertaking(s); 

“Equally Efficient Operator cost base” or “EEO cost base” means a cost 
base which is derived from Eir’s costs and is based on Eir’s scale of operations; 

“Exchange” means an Eir network premises or equivalent facility used to 
house network and associated equipment, and includes a Remote Subscriber 
Unit (RSU); 

“Fixed Indirect Costs” means the indirect costs of providing a product or 
service that do not change with an increase or decrease in the output of that 
product or service; 

 “FWA” means fixed wireless access; 
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“Framework Regulations” means the European Communities (Electronic 
Communications Networks and Services) (Framework) Regulations 2011 (S.I. 
No. 333 of 2011); 

“Higher Level Voice Access or “HLVA” means access via ISDN FRA or ISDN 
PRA that is used to provide voice service sold either on a standalone basis or 
in a package with fixed voice calls, or in a product bundle which includes any of 
broadband, television, or mobile services (and which product bundle may also 
include fixed voice calls);  

“Historical Cost Accounts” or “HCA” means the historical cost accounts 
which Eir is required to publish in accordance with ComReg Decision D08/10; 

“ISDN” means integrated services digital network; 

“ISDN BRA” means ISDN basic rate access; 

“ISDN FRA” means ISDN fractional primary rate access; 

“ISDN PRA” means ISDN primary rate access; 

“Modified Larger Exchange Area” or “Modified LEA”, for the purposes of 
this Decision Instrument, means those exchanges listed in Annex 14 of 
ComReg Decision D03/16;  

“Long Run Incremental Costs” or “LRIC” in this Decision Instrument means 
the Average Total Costs less the Common Costs less the Fixed Indirect Costs, 
estimated from Eir’s Historic Cost Accounts; 

 “Managed voice over broadband” or “Managed VoB” means managed 
voice over broadband provided by a fixed service provider either directly using 
its own network, or indirectly by renting the access path from a third party; 

“Managed Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP)” means a managed voice 
over internet protocol service, including but not limited to managed VOIP 
provided over cable, DSL, fibre optic, cable and fixed wireless access (FWA), 
which is provided to a similar quality as the voice service currently provided by 
Eir over PSTN; 

“Ministerial Policy Directions” means the policy directions made by Dermot 
Ahern TD, then Minister for Communications, Marine and Natural Resources, 
pursuant to Section 13 of the Communications Regulation Act 2002 (as 
amended), dated 21 February 2003 and 26 March 2004; 

“Network Termination Point” or “Network Termination Unit” or “NTP” or 
“NTU” means the physical interface which provides the service demarcation 
point or point of handover of a wholesale service(s) within the End User’s 
premises; 

“Next Generation Access” or “NGA” means wired access networks which 
consist wholly or in part of optical elements and which are capable of delivering 
broadband access services with enhanced characteristics (such as higher 
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throughput) as compared to those provided over exclusively copper access 
networks; 

“NGA Bitstream” means a NGA wholesale broadband access (WBA) product 
provided by Eir in the wholesale broadband access market i.e. a WBA product 
provided using NGA; 

“Other Authorised Operator(s)” or “OAO(s)” means an Undertaking that is 
not Eir, providing or intending to provide an ECN or an ECS pursuant to 
Regulation 4 of the Authorisation Regulations; 

“PSTN” means public switched telephone network(s); 

“Physical Transmission Path(s)” means a form of copper, fibre or wireless 
physical infrastructure (including any combination of these), or its nearest 
equivalent, which may be used to transmit Electronic Communications 
Services; 

“Plain Old Telephone Service” or “POTS” means the standard telephone 
service that most homes use; 

“Portfolio” means the standalone line rental products on offer or on sale by 
Eir to End-Users nationally; 

“Reasonably Efficient Operator” or “REO” means a reasonably efficient 
operator which has a different basic cost function to Eir and does not yet enjoy 
the same economies of scale and scope as Eir; 

“Remote Subscriber Unit” or “RSU” means a subordinate type of Exchange 
that is attached to an upstream primary Exchange; 

“Retail Line Rental” means Standalone Lower Level Voice Access 
(Standalone LLVA), Bundled Lower level Voice Access (Bundled LLVA) and 
Higher Level Voice Access (HLVA); 

“Retail Margin Squeeze Test” as described in Section 4 of this Decision 
Instrument means the setting of a retail price by Eir for Retail Line Rental which 
does not allow another operator, relying on SB-WLR, to provide the same or a 
similar retail product at sufficient margin by reference to the Retail Line Rental 
Margin Squeeze Model; 

“Retail Line Rental Margin Squeeze Model” means the model, as amended 
from time to time (subject to approval by ComReg), used by ComReg and Eir 
to monitor Eir’s compliance with the Retail Margin Squeeze Test, which model 
is based on an EEO cost base, calculated using a portfolio approach by taking 
into account the LRIC of SB-WLR, contained in Section 4 of this Decision 
Instrument; 

“Revised Copper Access Model” means the model, as amended from time 
to time (subject to approval from ComReg), used by ComReg and Eir to assess 
Eir’s compliance with the obligations contained in this Decision Instrument. The 
model calculates costs based on both Top-Down HCA and BU-LRAIC+ costing 
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methodologies. The operation and details of the Revised Copper Access Model 
are more particularly described in Chapter 5 of ComReg Decision D03/16;  

“RIO Price List” or “Reference Interconnect Offer Price List” means the list 
of charges collated by Eir for products, services and facilities, which are to be 
provided and specified in its RIO in accordance with the requirements of the 
Decision Instrument annexed to ComReg Decision D05/15;  

“Single Billing - Wholesale Line Rental” or “SB-WLR” means a wholesale 
service comprised of both CPS and WLR; 

“Standalone Lower Level Voice Access” or “Standalone LLVA” means 
access via a PSTN, ISDN BRA or analogous broadband connection (cable, 
fibre, FWA or DSL), that is used to provide PSTN voice, ISDN voice or Managed 
VOIP service sold on a standalone basis or in a package with fixed voice calls,   

“(the) Three Criteria Test” means the test set out in paragraph 2 of the 2014 
Recommendation used to identify markets other than those set out in the Annex 
to the 2014 Recommendation as being susceptible to ex ante regulation. 
ComReg must demonstrate and the European Commission must verify that the 
following three criteria are cumulatively met: 

a. the presence of high and non-transitory structural, legal or regulatory 

barriers to entry;  

b. a market structure which does not tend towards effective competition 

within the relevant time horizon, having regard to the state of 

infrastructure based and other competition behind the barriers to entry; 

and  

c. competition law alone is insufficient to adequately address the 

identified market failure(s).  

 “Top-Down HCA” means the methodology in which the HCA and network 
information of the regulated firm are used as the starting point for calculating 
the costs of relevant services. These inputs may subsequently be adjusted to 
reflect efficiencies;  

“Undertaking(s)” shall have the same meaning as under Regulation 2 of the 
Framework Regulations; 

 “Virtual Unbundled Access” or “VUA” means Eir’s wholesale active access 
product in the wholesale broadband access market. It is an enhanced layer 2 
product which allows the handover or interconnection of aggregate End Users’ 
connections at the local exchange. It allows a level of control to the Access 
Seeker similar to that afforded to the access seeker connecting their own 
equipment to a fully unbundled local loop;  

“Wholesale Line Rental” or “WLR” means the wholesale service that allows 
an OAO to rent an Access Path from Eir which in turn enables that OAO to offer 
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or provide services over such an Access Path to either an End User or another 
OAO; 

“Wholesale Margin Squeeze Test” as described in Section 4 of this Decision 
Instrument means the setting of a wholesale price for POTS based VUA which 
does not allow a REO relying on standalone VUA or NGA Bitstream to provide 
a Managed VOB service at sufficient margin by reference to the Wholesale 
Margin Squeeze Model; and 

“Wholesale POTS based VUA Margin Squeeze Model” means the model ,as 
amended from time to time (subject to approval from ComReg), used by 
ComReg and Eir to monitor Eir’s compliance with the Wholesale Margin 
Squeeze Test regarding POTS based VUA, contained in Section 4 of this 
Decision Instrument. 

 

3 SCOPE AND APPLICATION 

3.1 This Decision Instrument is binding upon Eir and Eir shall comply with it in all 

respects.  

3.2 This Decision Instrument relates to a further specification and amendment of 

the price control and transparency obligations imposed by ComReg under 

Sections 10 and 12 of the Decision Instrument annexed to ComReg Decision 

D05/15. 

3.3 Pursuant to Regulations 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations, the price control 

obligations contained in this Decision Instrument shall apply from 1 July 2016 

(“the Implementation Date”). The prices currently determined in accordance 

with the Revised Copper Access Model for each year ended 30 June are set 

out in Chapter 13 of this Decision (ComReg Document No. 16/39, ComReg 

Decision D03/16).  

3.4 In respect of price changes required to be introduced on the Implementation 

Date by pricing obligations imposed (whether by way of further specification, 

amendment or otherwise) pursuant to this Decision Instrument, unless 

otherwise notified by ComReg, such price changes, and consequent prices, 

shall be notified by Eir to ComReg and to Industry no later than 29 days after 

the Effective Date of this Decision Instrument.  
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PART II - FURTHER SPECIFICATION OF OBLIGATIONS RELATING TO PRICE 

CONTROL AND TRANSPARENCY (SECTION 4  OF THE DECISION 

INSTRUMENT) 

4 SMP OBLIGATIONS  

COST ORIENTATION PRICE CONTROL OBLIGATION: 

4.1 Pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations, Sections 12.6 

and 12.7 of the Decision Instrument annexed to ComReg Decision D05/15 are 

hereby withdrawn and replaced as follows: 

“12.6 Pursuant to Regulations 8 and 13 of the Access Regulations the price 

offered or charged by Eir to any other Undertaking in relation to the WLR 

element of SB-WLR shall be subject to a cost orientation price control. 

12.7 Without prejudice to the generality of Section 12.6 above, and pursuant to 

Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulation, Eir shall ensure that the 

monthly rental charge offered or charged by Eir to any other Undertaking in 

relation to the WLR element of SB-WLR (except ISDN BRA, ISDN PRA and 

ISDN FRA) shall be the higher of: 

(a) a price equal to Eir’s total actual nationally incurred costs (adjusted for 

efficiency) plus a reasonable rate of return associated with the provision of 

WLR, which shall be calculated in line with the Revised Copper Access 

Model. Such costs will be based on a Top-Down HCA costing methodology 

except for Active Assets the costs of which shall be calculated using a BU-

LRAIC+ methodology; or  

(b) a price equal to the costs incurred by an efficient operator providing WLR 

within the Modified LEA, which shall be calculated in line with the Revised 

Copper Access Model. Such costs shall be based on a combination of a BU-

LRAIC+ costing methodology and a Top-Down HCA costing methodology.  

12.7A Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 12.7 above, where Eir can 

demonstrate, to the satisfaction of ComReg, for reasons contained in Chapter 

12 of this Decision (ComReg Document No. 16/39, ComReg Decision D03/16), 

and based on a proper justification provided by Eir, it is allowable for the 

monthly rental charge offered or charged by Eir to any undertakings for the WLR 

element of SB-WLR (except ISDN BRA, ISDN PRA and ISDN FRA) to be a 

price not less than the costs incurred by an efficient operator providing WLR 

within the Modified LEA, which shall be calculated in line with the Revised 

Copper Access Model. Such costs shall be based on a combination of a BU-

LRAIC+ costing methodology and a Top-Down HCA costing methodology.”  
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12.7B Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 12.7 and 12.7A above, and 

pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulation, Eir shall ensure 

that the monthly rental charge offered or charged by Eir to any other 

Undertaking in relation to the WLR element of SB-WLR ISDN BRA, ISDN PRA 

and ISDN FRA services shall be no more than the current SB-WLR ISDN BRA, 

ISDN PRA and ISDN FRA rental prices.  

12.7C In relation to ISDN BRA, ISDN PRA and ISDN FRA, notwithstanding the 

provisions of Section 12.7B above, where Eir can demonstrate, to the 

satisfaction of ComReg, based on a proper justification provided by Eir, in order 

for Eir to be compliant with its cost orientation obligation, it is allowable that the 

monthly rental charge offered or charged by Eir to any other Undertaking in 

relation to the WLR element of SB-WLR ISDN BRA, ISDN PRA and ISDN FRA 

should be higher than the current SB-WLR ISDN BRA, ISDN PRA and ISDN 

FRA rental prices.” 

4.2 Pursuant to Regulations 8, 9 and 18 of the Access Regulations, and in 

accordance with the timelines set out in the transparency obligations contained 

in Section 10.10 and Section 10.11 of the Decision Instrument annexed, at 

Appendix H, to ComReg Decision D05/15, Eir shall notify ComReg before it 

increases or introduces a new price for the WLR element of SB-WLR.  

4.3 At notification, Eir shall furnish ComReg with a detailed written submission 

demonstrating that the proposed new or increased charge(s) complies(y) with 

the obligation contained in Sections 4.1 of this Decision Instrument. The 

submission shall make full and true disclosure of all material facts for the 

purpose of demonstrating that the proposed new or increased charge(s) 

complies(y) with Section 4.1 herein. Upon receipt of the submission, ComReg 

shall review the submission and, within one (1) month, communicate to Eir its 

decision whether to give or withhold approval to implement the proposed new 

or increased charge(s). Such approval shall not be unreasonably withheld by 

ComReg.  Eir shall not implement any new or increased charge(s) for SB-WLR 

without having received such approval from ComReg. Prior to the expiry of the 

one (1) month period, ComReg may seek further information from Eir to inform 

its decision as to whether approval to implement the new or increased charge(s) 

should be given or withheld. If such further information is not provided by Eir 

within ComReg‘s timeline, or to the standard required by ComReg, approval to 

implement the proposed new or increased charge(s) shall be withheld pending 

the required information being made available to ComReg for review and 

consideration. Upon receipt of the requested information, ComReg will proceed 

to make a decision as to whether approval for implementation of the new or 

increased charge(s) should be granted or withheld. The periods referred to in 

this Section 4.3 may be varied with the agreement of ComReg or at ComReg’s 

discretion. 
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4.4 Pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations and without 

prejudice to Section 4.1 of this Decision Instrument and Eir’s obligations 

contained in the Decision Instrument attached to ComReg Decision D08/10, Eir 

shall submit annually to ComReg a reconciliation of the actual costs incurred 

by Eir in relation to SB-WLR from its HCAs for the preceding financial year 

consistent with the template contained in Annex 12 of this Decision Document. 

The reconciliation statement referred to in this Section 4.4 shall be provided to 

ComReg in accordance with the procedure which governs the provision of 

Additional Financial Information contained in the Decision Instrument annexed 

to ComReg Decision D08/10 and shall be provided no later than seven months 

after the end of Eir’s financial year. 

 

RETAIL MARGIN SQUEEZE PRICE CONTROL OBLIGATION: 

4.5 The Direction in this Section is issued pursuant to Regulations 13 and 18 of the 

Access Regulations, for the purposes of further specifying requirements to be 

complied with by Eir relating to the obligation not to cause a margin / price 

squeeze imposed, pursuant to Regulation 13 of the Access Regulations, by 

Section 12.8 of the Decision Instrument annexed to ComReg Decision D05/15. 

4.6 Eir is directed not to cause a Retail Margin Squeeze between: (i) the retail price 

of Retail Line Rental; and (ii) the price charged by Eir for SB-WLR. The 

assessment of the Retail Margin Squeeze Test shall be conducted on a portfolio 

basis by reference to the Retail Line Rental Margin Squeeze Model. 

4.7 Eir shall notify ComReg (by email) of all retail price changes or new retail prices 

for the Retail Line Rental product no later than five (5) working days prior to the 

date that the new or revised price is to become operative (for the avoidance of 

doubt, the timelines set out at Section 5.1 of this Decision Instrument and 

Section 10 of the Decision Instrument annexed to ComReg Decision D05/15 

shall not apply in this respect, where no wholesale price amendment is 

required). 

4.8 For the purposes of new retail prices or amendments to existing retail prices for 

the Retail Line Rental product, Eir shall furnish to ComReg, at the same time 

as it notifies ComReg in accordance with Section 4.7 of this Decision 

Instrument, a detailed written statement of compliance demonstrating Eir’s 

proposed compliance with the price control obligation, as more specifically 

referred to in Section 4.6 of this Decision Instrument. The statement of 

compliance shall include the following: 

(i) a full and true disclosure of all material facts for the purpose of 
demonstrating compliance with the price control and the obligation 
referred to in Section 4.6 of this Decision Instrument, which is 
based on the Retail Margin Squeeze Test in the Retail Line Rental 
Margin Squeeze Model;    
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(ii) all relevant supporting documentation for the purpose of 
demonstrating compliance with the price control and the obligation 
referred to in Section 4.6 of this Decision Instrument and which is 
based on the Retail Margin Squeeze Test in the Retail Line Rental 
Margin Squeeze Model; and  

4.9 Upon receipt of the statement of compliance referred to in Section 4.8, ComReg 

shall review the same. Within the 5 working day period referred to in Section 

4.7, ComReg may do one or more of the following things: 

(i) provide Eir with both (a) an appropriate written view, insofar as 
possible based on the available information provided by Eir at that 
point in time, in relation to the statement of compliance referred 
to in Section 4.8; and (b) written confirmation that the making 
available or offering for sale of the new or existing Retail Line 
Rental product appears to be in compliance with Eir’s obligations 
under Section 4.6. However, any such written view or 
confirmation provided by ComReg is a prima facie view and does 
not fetter ComReg’s future discretion in relation to its statutory 
powers;  

(ii) request any further information from Eir and set a deadline by 
which such information shall be provided.  Eir shall provide the 
requested information by the deadline and in such format and to 
the level of detail as stipulated by ComReg.  Upon receipt of the 
requested information from Eir and within the five (5) working day 
period referred to in Section 4.7, ComReg may do one or more of 
the things referred to in sub-sections (i), (iii), (iv) or (v) of this 
Section 4.9;  

(iii) inform Eir in writing that the amendment(s) to either the new or 
existing Retail Product would, in ComReg’s view, not be in 
compliance with the price control obligation and the obligation 
referred to in Section 4.6 of this Decision Instrument, giving 
reasons therefor and also more specifically inform Eir that the 
amendment or change if made operative will or could result in the 
issuing of a notification of non-compliance under Regulation 19(1) 
of the Access Regulations;  

(iv) for the purpose of further specifying requirements to be complied 
with by Eir relating to the price control and the obligation referred 
to in Section 4.6 of this Decision Instrument, issue a direction or 
directions to Eir, under Regulation 18 of the Access Regulations, 
to refrain from making operative the corresponding 
amendment(s) to the equivalent wholesale offering of any existing 
or new product, service or facility; or 
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(v) for the purpose of further specifying requirements to be complied 
with by Eir relating to the price control and the obligation referred 
to in Section 4.6 of this Decision Instrument, issue a direction or 
directions to Eir, under Regulation 18 of the Access Regulations, 
to refrain from making available or offering for sale, the equivalent 
wholesale offering of any new product, service or facility. 

4.10 For the purposes of Promotions and Discounts and Bundles, the obligations 

contained in Sections 4.5 to 4.9 above shall apply in respect of the retail price 

of new and existing Retail Line Rental products and any equivalent Wholesale 

product(s). 

WHOLESALE MARGIN SQUEEZE PRICE CONTROL OBLIGATION: 

4.11 The Direction in this Section is issued pursuant to Regulations 13 and 18 of the 

Access Regulations, for the purposes of further specifying requirements to be 

complied with by Eir relating to the obligation not to cause a margin / price 

squeeze imposed, pursuant to Regulation 13 of the Access Regulations, by 

Section 12.8 of the Decision Instrument annexed to ComReg Decision D05/15. 

4.12 Eir is directed not to cause a wholesale margin squeeze between: (i) the price 

for POTS based VUA; and (ii) the price for standalone VUA / NGA Bitstream 

including a contribution towards the cost of Managed VOB. The assessment of 

the Wholesale Margin Squeeze Test shall be conducted by reference to the 

Wholesale POTS based VUA Margin Squeeze Model. 

 

5 TRANSPARENCY OBLIGATIONS TO SUPPORT PRICE CONTROL 

OBLIGATIONS 

5.1 Pursuant to Regulations 8, 9 and 18 of the Access Regulations, Section 10.10 

of the Decision Instrument annexed, at Appendix H, to ComReg Decision 

D05/15 is hereby amended by the insertion of the following wording after the 

wording already contained in that Section:- 

“Eir shall, unless otherwise agreed by ComReg, make publicly available and 

publish on Eir’s publicly available wholesale website at least three (3) months 

in advance of coming into effect, any proposed amendments or changes to the 

RIO Price List, resulting from a price increase to a SB-WLR product, service or 

facility. Eir shall notify ComReg in writing by email with the information to be 

published at least one (1) month in advance of any such publication taking 

place, that is, two (2) or four (4) months (as appropriate) prior to any 

amendments or changes coming into effect. The periods referred in this Section 

may be varied with the agreement of ComReg or at ComReg’s discretion. 

5.2 In accordance with Section 10.1 of the Decision Instrument annexed, at 

Appendix H, to ComReg Decision D05/15, Eir shall, in respect of Access, have 

an obligation of transparency, as provided for by Regulation 9 of the Access 
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Regulations. Without prejudice to the generality of Section 10.1 and Section 

10.10 of the Decision Instrument annexed, at Appendix H, to ComReg Decision 

D05/15 (now amended pursuant to Section 5.1 of this Decision Instrument), and 

pursuant to Regulations 9 and 13 of the Access Regulations, Eir shall, unless 

otherwise agreed by ComReg, make publicly available and publish on Eir’s 

publicly available wholesale website at least three (3) months in advance of 

coming into effect, any proposed amendments or changes to the RIO Price List, 

resulting from a price increase to a SB-WLR product, service or facility. Eir shall 

notify ComReg in writing by email with the information to be published at least 

one (1) month in advance of any such publication taking place, that is, two (2) 

or four (4) months (as appropriate) prior to any amendments or changes coming 

into effect. The periods referred to in this Section may be varied with the 

agreement of ComReg or at ComReg’s discretion.  For the avoidance of doubt, 

except as expressly varied in this Decision Instrument, Section 10.10 of the 

Decision Instrument annexed to ComReg Decision D05/15 shall otherwise be 

unaffected and shall continue in force. 

 

PART III – OPERATION AND EFFECTIVE DATE (SECTIONS 6 TO 11 OF THE 

DECISION INSTRUMENT) 

6 STATUTORY POWERS NOT AFFECTED 

6.1 Nothing in this Decision Instrument shall operate to limit ComReg in the 

exercise and performance of its statutory powers or duties conferred on it under 

any primary or secondary legislation in force prior to or after the Effective Date 

of this Decision Instrument. 

7 MAINTENANCE OF OBLIGATIONS 

7.1 Unless expressly stated otherwise in this Decision Instrument, all obligations 

and requirements contained in Decision Notices and Directions made by 

ComReg applying to Eir and in force immediately prior to the Effective Date of 

this Decision Instrument continue in force and Eir shall comply with same.  

8 CONFLICT 

8.1 For the avoidance of doubt to the extent that there is any conflict between a 

ComReg Decision Instrument or ComReg document dated prior to the Effective 

Date and Eir’s obligations now set out herein, this Decision Instrument shall 

prevail, unless otherwise indicated by ComReg . 
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9 SEVERANCE 

9.1 If any Section(s), clause(s) or provision(s), or portion(s) thereof, contained in 

this Decision Instrument is(are) found to be invalid or prohibited by the 

Constitution, by any other law or judged by a court to be unlawful, void or 

unenforceable, that(those) Section(s), clause(s) or provision(s), or portion(s) 

thereof, shall, to the extent required, be severed from this Decision Instrument 

and rendered ineffective as far as possible without modifying the remaining 

Section(s), clause(s) or provision(s), or portion(s) thereof, of this Decision 

Instrument, and shall not in any way affect the validity or enforcement of this 

Decision Instrument or other Decision Instruments. 

10 WITHDRAWAL OF SMP OBLIGATIONS 

10.1 Pursuant to Regulations 8, 13 and 18 of the Access Regulations, the following 

Sections of ComReg Decision D05/15 are hereby withdrawn, and are replaced 

with the obligations in this Decision Instrument when this Decision Instrument 

takes effect:  

(i) Section 12.6 of the Decision Instrument annexed to ComReg Decision 

D05/15 is replaced with Section 4.1 of this Decision Instrument. 

(ii) Section 12.7 of the Decision Instrument annexed to ComReg Decision 

D05/15 is replaced with Section 4.1 of this Decision Instrument. 

11 EFFECTIVE DATE 

11.1 The Effective Date of this Decision Instrument shall be the date of its notification 

to Eir and it shall remain in force until further notice by ComReg.  

KEVIN O’BRIEN 

COMMISSIONER 

THE COMMISSION FOR COMMUNICATIONS REGULATION 

THE 18TH DAY OF MAY 2016 
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Annex: 4 Legal basis 

 By ComReg Decision D05/10, and pursuant to Regulations 25 and 26 of the 

Framework Regulations, ComReg designated Eir as having SMP on the market 

for Wholesale (Physical) Network Infrastructure access, as identified by the 

European Commission in the 2007 Recommendation and as defined by ComReg 

in ComReg Decision 05/10 (the “WPNIA” market). 

 By ComReg Decision D06/11, and pursuant to Regulations 25 and 26 of the 2011 

Framework Regulations, ComReg designated Eir as having SMP on the market 

for Wholesale Broadband Access (“WBA”), as identified by the European 

Commission in the 2007 Recommendation and as defined by ComReg in 

ComReg Decision D06/11 (the “WBA” market). 

 By ComReg Decision D05/15 (SMP FACO Decision), and pursuant to 

Regulations 25 and 26 of the 2011 Framework Regulations, ComReg designated 

Eir as having SMP on the market for call origination on the public telephone 

network provide at a fixed location (the “FACO” market). 

 Pursuant to Regulation 8 of the Access Regulations, where an operator has been 

designated by ComReg as having significant market power on a relevant market 

as a result of a market analysis carried out by ComReg in accordance with 

Regulation 27 of the 2011 Framework Regulations, ComReg shall impose on 

such operator such obligations set out in Regulations 9 to 13 of the Access 

Regulations as ComReg considers appropriate. Among others, the following 

obligations were imposed on Eir in the WPNIA market, the WBA market and the 

FACO market: (i) obligations of transparency pursuant to Regulation 9 of the 

2011 Access Regulations; and (ii) obligations relating to price control and cost 

accounting pursuant to Regulation 13 of the 2011 Access Regulations. 

 Pursuant to Regulation 18 of the Access Regulations, the Regulator may, for the 

purpose of further specifying requirements to be complied with relating to an 

obligation imposed by or under these Regulations, issue directions to an operator 

or undertaking to do or refrain from doing anything which the Regulator specifies 

in the direction. 

 The amendment, imposition, withdrawal and further specification of SMP 

obligations in relation to the WPNIA market, the WBA market and the FACO 

market is more particularly set out in the Decision Instrument contained in Annex 

1(for WPNIA market), Annex 2 (for WBA market) and Annex 3 (for FACO market) 

of this Decision. 
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Consultation requirements: 

 Regulation 12(3) of the 2011 Framework Regulations provides that, except in 

cases falling within Regulation 13(8) (i.e. exceptional cases involving urgency), 

before taking a measure which has a significant impact on a relevant market, 

ComReg must publish the text of the proposed measure, give the reasons for it, 

including information as to which of ComReg’s statutory powers gives rise to the 

measure, and specify the period within which submissions relating to the 

proposal may be made by interested parties. Regulation 12(4) states that 

ComReg, having considered any representations received under Regulation 

12(3), may take the measure with or without amendment. Regulation 12 

implements Article 6 of the Framework Directive. 

 Regulation 13(3) of the 2011 Framework Regulations provides that, upon 

completion of the consultation provided for in Regulation 12, where ComReg 

intends to take a measure which falls within the scope of Regulation 26 or 27 of 

the Framework Regulations, or Regulation 6 or 8 of the Access Regulations, and 

which would affect trade between Member States, it shall make the draft 

measure accessible to the European Commission, BEREC and the NRAs in 

other Member States at the same time, together with the reasoning on which the 

measure is based. Regulation 13 implements Article 7 of the Framework 

Directive. 
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Annex: 5 Glossary of Terms 

The glossary is for guidance purposes. It is intended to help the reader in 

understanding this Draft Decision document, but is not intended to be a legal or other 

interpretation of acronyms and terms. 

 

Acronym Full Title Description 

   

ABC Activity based costing A method of allocating costs to products 

and services. 

Access 

Directive  

Directive 2002/19/EC of 

the European Parliament 

and the Council of 7 March 

2002 on access to, and 

interconnection of 

electronic communications 

networks and associated 

facilities 

 

Establishes a regulatory framework, in 

accordance with internal market 

principles, for the relationships between 

suppliers of networks and services that 

will result in sustainable competition, 

interoperability of electronic 

communications services and 

consumer benefits. It establishes rights 

and obligations for operators and for 

undertakings seeking interconnection 

and/or access to their networks or 

associated facilities. It sets out 

objectives for national regulatory 

authorities with regard to access and 

interconnection, and lays down 

procedures to ensure that obligations 

imposed by national regulatory 

authorities are reviewed and, where 

appropriate, withdrawn. 

Access 

Regulations 

The European 

Communities (Electronic 

Communications Networks 

and Services) (Access) 

Regulations 2003 

They transpose Directive 2002/19/EC of 

the European Parliament and the 

Council of 7 March 2002 on access to, 

and interconnection of, electronic 

communications networks and 

associated facilities, in to Irish law. 

ADSL Asymmetric Digital 

Subscriber Line 

A data communications technology that 

enables faster data transmission over 

copper telephone lines than a 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copper
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telephone_line
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conventional voiceband modem can 

provide. 

ADSL2 Plus Asymmetric Digital 

Subscriber Line 2 Plus 

ADSL2 Plus is the next generation 

ADSL. It offers high bandwidth using the 

same copper lines. It can offer up to 24 

Mbps but this depends on a number of 

parameters. 

ARCEP L’Autorité de Régulation 

des Communications 

Électronique et des Postes 

National regulatory agency for France. 

Arcor  Arcor AG & Co.  

 

A German operator in the fixed line 

market, of that name. Also the name of 

a preliminary reference case heard 

before the ECJ. 

ARO Access Reference Offer A contract containing the various prices 

and terms and conditions that in Ireland, 

Eir offers to OAOs for access to its 

network.  

Backhaul Backhaul Infrastructure that enables the 

transmission of voice and data traffic 

from a remote site to a central site. 

Bitstream Bitstream A system whereby wireline incumbent 

installs a high speed access link to the 

customer’s premises (e.g., by installing 

ADSL equipment in the local access 

network) and then makes this access 

link available to third parties, to enable 

them to provide high speed services to 

customers. This type of access does not 

entail any third party access to the 

copper pair in the local loop. 

Broadband Broadband Telecommunication in which a wide 

band of frequencies is available to 

transmit information. Because a wide 

band of frequencies is available, 

information can be multiplexed and sent 

on many different frequencies or 

channels within the band concurrently, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceband
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modem
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allowing more information to be 

transmitted in a given amount of time. 

BU-LRAIC 

plus 

Bottom Up Long Run 

Average Incremental Cost 

Plus 

BU-LRAIC plus is the costing 

methodology used to estimate the 

“LRAIC plus” of an efficient operator 

which is derived from an economic 

and/or engineering model of an efficient 

network. The LRAIC plus costs are the 

average efficiently incurred directly 

attributable variable and fixed costs, 

plus an appropriate apportionment of 

joint and common costs.  

Cable Cable A system of providing television to 

consumers via radio frequency signals.  

It is transmitted to televisions through 

fixed optical fibres or coaxial cables as 

opposed to the over-the-air method 

used in traditional television 

broadcasting (via radio waves) in which 

a television antenna is required. 

CCA Current cost accounting. An accounting approach that 

recognises and incorporates the effects 

of changing asset prices over time by 

valuing assets based on their 

replacement cost rather than their initial 

transaction value. 

ECJ European Court of Justice. The highest court in Europe. The ECJ is 

sometimes called upon by referring 

national courts, to interpret points of law. 

This is known as a preliminary reference. 

(Arcor is an example).   

 Cost Orientation A form of price control whereby prices 

are set by reference to associated costs. 

ComReg Commission for 

Communications 

Regulation. 

National regulatory agency for Ireland. 
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CPI Consumer price index The measurement of the average price 

of consumer goods and services 

purchased by households. 

CVR Cost volume relationship A cost driver is the factor or event that 

causes a cost to be incurred. A CVR 

describes how costs change as the 

volume of the cost driver changes. The 

aim of identifying a CVR is to be able to 

demonstrate how costs change as the 

volume of the cost driver is altered. 

DCENR The Department of 

Communications, Energy 

and Natural Resources 

The department of central Government 

in Ireland of the same name. The 

immediate predecessor of the DCENR 

was the Department of 

Communications, Marine and Natural 

Resources.  

Download Download To bring files down from the internet and 

put them on a hard drive so they can be 

worked on locally. 

DP Distribution Point A point within a network where the cable 

or fibre terminates prior to distribution to 

end customers. 

 

Drop Wire Drop Wire Connecting cable from DP to customer 

premises. This can be overhead and/or 

underground. 

D-side Distribution side Access network from street cabinet to the 

DP. 

DSL Digital subscriber line A family of technologies that provide 

digital data transmission over the wires 

of a local telephone network. 

DSLAM  Digital Subscriber Line 

Access Multiplexer 

Allows telephone lines to make faster 

connections to the Internet. It is a 

network device, located near the 

customer's location, which connects 

multiple customer Digital Subscriber 

Lines (DSLs) to a high-speed Internet 

backbone line where multiple data 

http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/D/network.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/D/fiber_optics.html
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streams are combined into one signal 

over a shared medium. 

Ducts Ducts Underground infrastructure through 

which cables can be deployed. 

ERG European Regulators 

Group 

Established by the European 

Commission to provide a suitable 

mechanism for encouraging 

cooperation and coordination between 

national regulatory authorities and the 

Commission, in order to promote the 

development of the internal market for 

electronic communications networks 

and services, and to seek to achieve 

consistent application, in all Member 

States, of the provisions set out in the 

Directives of the new regulatory 

framework. 

 Economic Depreciation With economic depreciation an exercise 

is undertaken to estimate, amongst 

other things, future demand and 

operating costs and then the cost of the 

asset is allocated so that cost recovery 

in each period is proportional to the ratio 

of the output of the asset in that period 

relative to the total output  through the 

assets life. 

E-side Exchange side Access network between the street 

cabinet and local exchange. 

FAC Fully attributed costs An accounting method to distribute all 

costs among a firm's various products 

and services; hence, the FAC may 

include some common costs not directly 

associated with a particular product or 

service 

 FCM Financial Capital 

Maintenance 

Under CCA, FCM is a concept that 

considers the financial capability of the 

operator is maintained. Surpluses or 

deficits on the restatement of net assets 
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to current cost are put in the income 

statement. 

FDC Fully distributed costs See “FAC” Fully attributed costs. 

Fibre Fibre Optical fibre is a glass or plastic fibre 

designed to guide light along its length.  

Optical fibres are widely used in fibre-

optic communication, which permits 

transmission over longer distances and 

at higher data rates than other forms of 

communication.  Fibres are used 

instead of metal wires because signals 

travel along them with less loss, and 

they are immune to electromagnetic 

interference 

Framework 

Directive 

Directive 2002/21/EC of 

the European Parliament 

and the Council of 7 March 

2002 on a common 

regulatory framework for 

electronic communications 

networks and services 

The EU Directive which establishes a 

harmonised framework for the 

regulation of electronic communications 

services, electronic communications 

networks, associated facilities and 

associated services. It lays down tasks 

of national regulatory authorities and 

establishes a set of procedures to 

ensure the harmonised application of 

the regulatory framework throughout the 

Community.  

FTTH Fibre to the home A form of fibre optic communication 

delivery in which the optical signal 

reaches the end user's living or office 

space. 

FWA Fixed wireless access The use of radio links for the 

transmission of voice and data 

communications. 

GRC  Gross replacement cost The value of a brand new asset 

providing the same level of functionality 

and capacity as the existing asset. 

HCA Historical cost accounting A cost accounting approach that uses 

historical information sourced from 

statutory accounting systems, in which 
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transactions are recorded at their initial 

transaction value. 

Incumbent Incumbent Existing companies often first 

established as regulated monopolies. 

IP Internet Protocol Method for moving information from one 

network to another on the internet. 

ISDN Integrated services digital 

network 

Provision of dial up services at twice the 

speed of standard telephone 

connections. 

Jumpering Jumpering Physically cross-connecting OAO and 

incumbents equipment using copper or 

fibre cables, within an exchange 

(copper wire pairs on the MDF –main 

dist frame,  Co-Ax cable on the  DDF-

digital distribution frame , Optical 

jumpers on the ODF (optical dist frame), 

or within a street cabinet. 

Last Mile Last mile The last mile is the final leg of delivering 

connectivity from a communications 

provider to a customer. Usually referred 

to by the telecommunications and cable 

television industries, it is typically seen 

as an expensive challenge because 

“fanning out” wires and cables is a 

considerable physical undertaking. 

LLU Local loop unbundling The regulatory process of allowing 

multiple telecommunications operators’ 

use of connections from the 

incumbent’s telephone exchange's to 

the customer's premises. 

Local Loop Local loop The physical circuit connecting the 

network termination point at the 

subscriber's premises to the main 

distribution frame or equivalent facility in 

the fixed public telephone network 

provider’s network. 

Line Share Line share Line share provides OAOs with shared 

use of a metallic path between an Eir 
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exchange facility and a customer's 

premises. Eir retains the voice-band 

frequency spectrum of the circuit and 

continues to provide voice services and 

the OAO is able to use the remainder of 

the frequency spectrum. 

Margin 

Squeeze 

Margin Squeeze A margin or price squeeze occurs when 

the difference between the wholesale 

price and the retail price of the final good 

or service does not give an efficient 

downstream firm a reasonable profit 

margin.  

MDF Main distribution frames. A signal distribution frame for 

connecting equipment (inside an 

exchange) to cables and subscriber 

carrier equipment (outside an 

exchange). 

Naked-DSL Naked Digital Subscriber 

Line 
SABB, (stand-alone broadband) 

provides a standalone DSL (Digital 

Subscriber Line) broadband service 

over the Local Loop, without a Public 

Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) 

service. 

Narrowband Narrowband Telecommunication that carries voice 

information in a narrow band of 

frequencies. 

NBP National broadband plan 

 

 

Government initiative to develop 

broadband infrastructure in the more 

rural towns and villages in Ireland to 

give access to high-speed broadband.  

NBS National broadband 

scheme 

Provision of broadband services to 

certain target areas in Ireland in which 

broadband services are not available or 

are unlikely to be available in the 

foreseeable future. 

NGA Next generation access Next Generation Access means wired 

access networks which consist wholly or 

in part of optical elements and which are 
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capable of delivering broadband access 

services with enhanced characteristics 

(such as higher throughput) as 

compared to those provided over 

already existing copper networks. In 

most cases NGAs are the result of an 

upgrade of an already existing copper or 

co-axial access network.  

NGN Next generation networks The creation of an all IP environment 

(sometimes referred to as “Next 

Generation core networks”) and the 

introduction of high-speed high-

bandwidth access networks (often 

called “Next Generation access 

networks or NGA networks”). 

Node Node A point of connection on a network. 

NRA National regulatory agency A state or government agency which 

regulates businesses in the public 

interest. 

NRC  Net replacement cost Value of another asset (of the same 

age) providing the same level of 

functionality and capacity as the existing 

asset. 

NTU Network termination unit Terminating equipment which is placed 

in the customer’s premises which 

presents the physical circuit interface to 

the customer and to which the customer 

connects their equipment 

OAO Other authorised 

operator(s) 

A fixed operator other than the 

incumbent, providing 

telecommunication services. 

OCM Operating Capital 

Maintenance 

Under CCA, OCM is a concept that 

considers the operating capability of the 

operator is maintained. Surpluses or 

deficits on the restatement of net assets 

to current cost are put in the balance 

sheet in the current cost reserve. 
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OFCOM Office of Communications. National regulatory agency for the 

United Kingdom. 

POTS “Plain old telephone 

service” 

Standard telephone service that most 

homes use.  In contrast, telephone 

services based on high-speed, digital 

communications lines are differentiated 

by speed and bandwidth. 

 Predatory pricing Predatory pricing takes place when a 

dominant firm sells a good or service 

below costs of production for a 

sustained period of time, with the 

intention of deterring entry, or putting a 

rival out of business, enabling the 

dominant firm to further increase its 

market power and later its accumulated 

profits 

PSTN Public switched telephone 

network 

PSTN refers to the international 

telephone system based on copper 

wires and carrying analogue voice data.  

This is in contrast to newer telephone 

networks based on digital technologies 

such as ISDN. 

 Retail Minus This is a form of price control whereby 

the SMP’s wholesale price is set by 

reference to its retail price minus an 

appropriate margin to enable OAOs to 

cover their retail costs and compete with 

the SMP. 

SABB Stand Alone Broadband ADSL/SDSL2plus service delivered 

over a 2-wire copper pair without a 

PSTN voice telephony switch. 

SAC  Standalone costs SAC is a cost standard that measures 
the cost of providing a service by the 
operator in isolation to other services of 
the company. SAC comprises all directly 
attributable costs and all shared cost 
categories related to production of the 
service, thus it includes direct variable 
costs, direct fixed costs, common and 
joint costs. Under this allocation 
method, the shared costs are totally 
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supported by the service that is to be 
provided in isolation. 
 

SB-WLR Single Billing Wholesale 

Line Rental 

Single Billing through Wholesale Line 

Rental means that the customer has no 

relationship with Eir, and all of the 

interfaces (ordering, billing, and fault 

repair) are with the Carrier Pre Select 

Operator (CPSO). The CPSO and Eir 

have a separate contract for wholesale 

line rental. This product is only available 

in conjunction with Carrier Pre-Selection 

‘all calls’ 

Scorched 

earth 

Scorched earth A model that is based on an ideal 

network topology and not the existing 

network topology of the operator. 

Scorched 

node 

Scorched node A model that takes as its starting point 

the existing network topology of the 

operator. 

SLU Sub loop unbundling Process by which a sub-section of part 

of the local loop is unbundled. 

SMP Significant market power A position which is equivalent to 

dominance of that market, that is to say 

a position of economic strength 

affording an undertaking the power to 

behave to an appreciable extent, 

independently of  its competitors, 

customers, and, ultimately, consumers. 

 Standard Annuities This approach calculates, over time, an 

increasing depreciation charge and a 

decreasing cost of capital resulting in a 

constant annualised charge and price 

stability given stable asset prices and 

demand.  

 Sunk Costs A cost which has already been incurred 

and cannot be recovered. 

The 

Framework 

Regulations  

The European 

Communities (Electronic 

Communications Networks 

They transpose Directive 2002/21/EC of 

the European Parliament and the 

Council of 7 March 2002 on a common 
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and Services) 

(Framework) Regulations 

2003 

 

regulatory framework for electronic 

communications networks and services, 

in to Irish law. 

 Tilted Annuities A tilted annuity incorporates a tilt in its 

formula which facilitates the calculation 

of annuities that evolve in line with asset 

price changes (it is therefore a current 

cost approach). 

ULMP Unbundled local metallic 

path 

ULMP provides OAOs with exclusive 

use of a metallic path between the 

incumbents exchange facility and a 

customer's premises. 

VoIP Voice over internet 

protocol 

The transport of voice traffic across the 

internet. 

WBA 

Market 

WBA Market Wholesale Broadband Access Market – 

included in Market 5. 

WPNIA 

Market 

WPNIA Market Wholesale (physical) network 

infrastructure access (including shared 

or fully unbundled access) at a fixed 

location. 
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Annex: 6 TERA Report  

Please see separately attached document at ComReg Document 16/39a. 
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Annex: 7 Updated Competition 

Assessment in the access markets 

Market 4: 

The existing market definition, SMP designation and obligations: 

1. A decision notice on the Wholesale Physical Network Infrastructure Access 
(‘WPNIA’) Market (formerly Market 4 under the 2007 Recommendation733, but now 
Market 3a under the 2014 Recommendation734) was published on 20 May 2010735 
(‘WPNIA Market Decision’). The WPNIA Market, which was defined as being 
national in its geographic scope, was found to  include736: 

 Wholesale physical network infrastructure access provided over current 
generation copper network infrastructure and its associated facilities at a 
fixed location (‘Current Generation (CG) WPNIA’); and 

 Wholesale physical network infrastructure access provided over next 
generation fibre network infrastructure and its associated facilities at a fixed 
location (‘Next Generation (NG) WPNIA’). 

2. Eir’s self-supplied physical network infrastructure access is included in the WPNIA 
Market. 

3. ComReg considered that the conditions of competition in the upstream WPNIA 
market were sufficiently similar across Ireland to warrant the definition of a single 
nationwide market. The WPNIA geographic market is, therefore, national in scope. 

4. WPNIA and Wholesale Broadband Access (‘WBA’) were found to fall within 
separate markets, due to differences in functionality and pricing (amongst other 
reasons).  

5. ComReg considered whether potential WPNIA products provided over other 
platforms such as cable and Fixed Wireless Access (‘FWA’) networks warranted 
inclusion in the WPNIA product market. However, given the lack of demand and 
supply side substitutability and the weakness of indirect pricing constraints, 
ComReg concluded that potential wholesale physical access products provided 
over these other platforms did not warrant inclusion within the WPNIA market. 

                                            
733 European Commission Recommendation of 17 December 2007 on relevant product and service 
markets within the electronic communications sector susceptible to ex ante regulation in accordance 
with Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on a common regulatory 
framework for electronic communications networks and services, (the ‘2007 Recommendation’). 
734 European Commission –  Commission Recommendation of 9 October 2014 on relevant product and 
service markets within the electronic communications sector susceptible to ex ante regulation in 
accordance with Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on a common 
regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services (the ‘2014 
Recommendation’).  
735 ComReg Document No 10/39 (ComReg Decision D01/10): Response to Consultation and Decision 
Document – Wholesale Physical Network Infrastructure Access (Market 4). 
736 Please refer to the WPNIA Market Decision for a full explanation of the reasoning for the definition 
of the WPNIA Market. 
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6. Following an assessment of existing competition, potential competition and 
Countervailing Buyer Power (‘CBP’), ComReg designated Eir as having Significant 
Market Power (‘SMP’) in the WPNIA Market. 

7. Having regard to Eir’s SMP position in the WPNIA Market and its ability and 
incentive to potentially engage in a range of anti-competitive behaviours, ComReg 
imposed a number of regulatory obligations on Eir with regard to Current 
Generation WPNIA. One such set of obligations imposed on Eir related to price 
control and cost orientation. In addition, ComReg specified that Eir should continue 
to comply with ComReg Decision D01/10737 (‘LLU Pricing Decision’) regarding 
the monthly rental price for Local Loop Unbundling (‘LLU’) and Sub-Loop 
Unbundling (‘SLU’). 

8. ComReg also imposed specific obligations in principle with regard to NG WPNIA, 
although these services, with, ComReg signalling that it intended to engage in a 
subsequent consultation to further specify the detailed manner in which these 
obligations would be implemented. 

   

Next Generation Access (‘NGA’) Remedies Decision: 

9. In 2013, ComReg published its decision on remedies to be applied with respect to 
Next Generation WPNIA and WBA in ComReg Decision D03/13738 (‘NGA 
Remedies Decision’).  

10. In the NGA Remedies Decision ComReg amended the LLU and SLU pricing 
obligations from the LLU Pricing Decision. However, the change made to the 
pricing obligations for LLU and SLU in the NGA Decision did not require an 
amendment to the overriding price control obligation of cost orientation.  Rather, 
the changes related to the detailed specification and implementation of the price 
control obligation of cost orientation as specified in the WPNIA Market Decision. 
Please refer to Chapter 3 (subsection 3.4.1) in the Consultation Document for the 
changes. 

Amendment to the LLU / SLU pricing methodology: 

11. The WPNIA Market Decision sets out the overriding price control obligation of cost 
orientation, with this being further specified and or amended in the LLU Pricing 
Decision and in the NGA Remedies Decision.  

12. With regard to the current amendment to the LLU/SLU pricing methodology, 
ComReg considers that this does not constitute a material change to the primary 
price control obligation of cost orientation obligation as specified in the WPNIA 
Decision. Rather, the change relates to the form of cost orientation, namely the 
methodology and implementation of the obligations specified in the LLU Pricing 
Decision and the NGA Remedies Decision. The change therefore does not require 
amendment of the primary price control obligation of cost orientation established 
in the WPNIA Market Decision. 

                                            
737 ComReg Document No 10/10: Local loop unbundling (LLU) and sub loop unbundling (SLU) 
maximum monthly rental charges; 9 February 2010. 
738 ComReg Document No 13/11: Next generation access (‘NGA’): Remedies for next generation 
access markets; 31 January 2013. 
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13. The change to the pricing methodology is intended to better effect ComReg’s 
regulatory objectives, which include the promotion of competition, by ensuring that 
there is no distortion or restriction of competition in the WPNIA and related 
downstream markets and by encouraging efficient investment in infrastructure. The 
change is consistent with, and falls within, the scope of the existing price control 
obligation of cost orientation. Please see Chapter 4 of this Decision Document as 
well as Chapter 14 on the RIA. 

Amendment to civil engineering infrastructure (‘CEI’) and dark fibre: 

14. The WPNIA Market Decision sets out that NG WPNIA products should be subject 
to a price control obligation, which would be subject to further consultation.  

15. In the NGA Remedies Decision ComReg imposed a cost orientation price control 
obligation in Section 11.4 and 11.5 of the Decision Instrument contained in Annex 
A with regard to the NG WPNIA products including civil engineering infrastructure 
(‘CEI’) i.e., duct and pole access and for dark fibre. ComReg also further specified 
the cost orientation obligation for CEI and dark fibre as follows: 

“With regard to Civil Engineering Infrastructure (including Duct Access) as referred 

to in Section 6.2 of this Decision Instrument, Eir shall base such charges on no 

more than BU-LRAIC plus costs in accordance with the Copper Access Model; 

With regard to Dark Fibre as referred to in Section 6.2 of this Decision Instrument, 

Eir shall base such charges on no more than BU-LRAIC plus costs in accordance 

with the Copper Access Model, as adjusted, where appropriate, for fibre costs.” 

16. With regard to the current amendment for CEI and dark fibre pricing methodology, 
ComReg considers that this does not constitute a material change to the primary 
price control obligation (set out in the WPNIA Market Decision) or the primary cost 
orientation obligation (set out in the NGA Decision). Rather, the change relates 
only to the methodology of the existing price control obligation of cost orientation 
as established by ComReg in the WPNIA Market Decision and the NGA Remedies 
Decision, respectively. The existing cost orientation price control obligation does 
not, therefore, change. 

17. The change to the pricing methodology (to a combined BU-LRAIC+ and Eir’s Actual 
Costs Adjusted for Efficiencies as described in Chapter 4) is intended to better 
effect ComReg’s regulatory objectives, which include the promotion of competition, 
by ensuring that there is no distortion or restriction of competition in the market and 
by encouraging efficient investment in infrastructure. Please see Chapter 4 and 
Chapter 8 of this Decision Document. 

Preliminary high level market observation: 

18. ComReg notes that SIRO, the joint venture (‘JV’) between the Electricity Supply 
Board (‘ESB’) and Vodafone has commenced offering certain virtual unbundled 
access (‘VUA’) wholesale services in a limited number of discrete geographic 
locations around the country and, over time, plans to increase its network 
footprint.739 The services offered by SIRO are not currently classed as WPNIA in 

                                            
739 SIRO indicated to ComReg in May 2015 that it intended the SIRO network to pass  by the end of 
2016. This plan was subsequently revised in . In February 2016, SIRO provided ComReg with an 
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the context of the WPNIA Market Decision. ComReg, as part of its ongoing review 
of markets 3a and 3b, expects to publish a consultation in Q2 2016 which, amongst 
other things will consider the relevance and competitive impact of SIRO’s product 
offering.  Without prejudice to this analysis, given the scale, coverage and timing 
of SIRO’s network roll-out, in the short to medium term ComReg considers that Eir 
will continue to be the predominant WPNIA provider.  

19. In addition, the Irish Government has announced plans for a new National 
Broadband Plan (‘NBP’) to provide broadband to rural areas, with rollout expected 
to commence in 2016. The NBP is intended to bring NGA broadband services to 
those geographic areas of the country that do not have such services available to 
them. In this context, Eir will not likely be providing retail NGA services in these 
areas and therefore does not face competition. Given the timing of the NBP award 
process and the subsequent consequential network roll-out, ComReg considers 
that the NBP is likely to have a limited impact on Eir’s position as the SMP operator 
in the WPNIA market in the short to medium term. 

20. ComReg considers that based on the current market definition as set out in the 
2010 WPNIA Market Decision, Eir continues to have SMP in the WPNIA market. 
Therefore, the current remedies in the WPNIA Market remain valid at this time. As 
such, the decision to amend the pricing methodology remains equally valid. 
ComReg therefore considers that the continued imposition of the price control and 
cost orientation obligation in the WPNIA Market is consistent with ComReg’s 
objectives as set out in the Access Regulations and that the price control and cost 
orientation obligation should remain in place. As noted above, ComReg, as part of 
its ongoing review of markets 3a and 3b, expects to publish a consultation in Q2 
2016 which, amongst other things will further consider the competitive conditions 
in these markets.  

Analysis of Wholesale Physical Network Infrastructure Access Market: 

21. ComReg has commenced its review of the Wholesale Local Access Market 
(Market 3a) and we expect to issue a consultation in Q2 2016. 

 

Market 5:  

The existing market definition, SMP designation and obligations: 

22. A decision notice on the Wholesale Broadband Access (‘WBA’) market (formerly 
Market 5 under the 2007 Commission Recommendation, but now Market 3b 
under the 2014 Recommendation) was published on 8 July 2011740 (‘WBA 
Market Decision’). 

23. In the WBA Market Decision we concluded that the broadband market included 
retail broadband provided over DSL, cable, Fibre to the X (‘FTTx’) and Fixed 
Wireless Access (‘FWA’). The retail broadband market did not include mobile 
broadband or broadband delivered over satellite.  

                                            
updated plan, noting it had by the end of 2015 and planned to increase its network coverage to . 
Vodafone began providing Broadband services over the SIRO network in early 2016. 
740 ComReg Document No 11/49: Market Review: Wholesale Broadband Access, dated 8 July 2011. 
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24. The definition of the wholesale market consists of WBA provided over extensive 
current and next generation infrastructure. 

25. The WBA Market Decision defined the relevant geographic market as being 
national in scope. While evidence of structural change was identified in areas of 
overlapping cable and LLU infrastructure this was considered, at the time, to be 
relatively recent and unstable (absent regulation). ComReg also found little 
evidence of behavioural change that would distinguish one area from another. 
ComReg indicated that this issue would be monitored. 

26. As part of the WBA Market Decision, ComReg identified the competition 
problems associated with the WBA market which included excessive pricing, 
exclusionary behaviour and as well as concerns around vertical leverage/ 
predatory practices. 

27. Having regard to Eir’s SMP position in the WBA Market and its ability and 
incentive to potentially engage in a range of anti-competitive behaviours, 
ComReg imposed a number of regulatory obligations on Eir with regard to 
Current Generation WBA. One such set of obligations imposed on Eir related to 
price control. The price control obligation imposed on Eir was a continuation of 
the 2006 Retail Minus Price Control pending any other decisions or directions by 
ComReg in relation to the appropriate price control. In addition, the obligation not 
to cause a margin squeeze was imposed on Eir.  

Amendment to price control obligation for current generation WBA: 

28. In 2014 ComReg issued a decision notice741 regarding the price control 
obligation for current generation services in the WBA Market (known as ‘WBA 
Pricing Decision’). In the WBA Pricing Decision ComReg amended the retail 
minus price control obligation (from the WBA Market Decision) to a retail margin 
squeeze test. In addition, ComReg imposed a national cost orientation obligation 
with regard to Eir’s current generation Bitstream services. The application of both 
pricing obligations differs somewhat between more urban and less urbanised 
areas. ComReg has previously defined a larger exchange area (‘LEA’) which 
comprises those exchange areas where there is the presence of cable 
infrastructure, LLU based competition, and prospectively, the potential for the 
rollout of NGA. Areas outside the LEA i.e., ‘Outside the LEA’ are those areas 
which have less / no infrastructure based competition and where the wholesale 
broadband market is unlikely to become competitive prospectively. Outside the 
LEA, Eir are required to ensure that it recovers no more than the actual incurred 
costs (adjusted for efficiency, plus a reasonable rate of return) associated with 
the provision of current generation Bitstream services in the area Outside the 
LEA. 

29. For current generation SABB Outside the LEA, in the WBA Pricing Decision 
ComReg imposed the obligation of cost orientation. This obligation is now further 
specified in this Decision Document, as discussed at Chapter 7. In this Decision 
Document we are further specifying the methodology that should apply to 
determine the current generation SABB price Outside the LEA only.  

                                            
741 ComReg Decision D11/14 (ComReg Document No 14/73R): Wholesale Broadband Access: Price 
control obligation in relation to current generation Bitstream; 9 July 2014. 
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Preliminary high level market observation Outside the LEA: 

30. Eir is currently the main provider of wholesale fixed broadband services Outside 
the LEA. While noting the recent entry of SIRO above, this is unlikely to materially 
change in the short to medium term and, over a longer time horizon absent state 
intervention. 

31. Outside the LEA, ComReg considers that entry prospects are limited largely due 
to the less favourable cost and scale characteristics. In the area Outside the LEA 
there is currently little or no infrastructure competition. 

32. As noted above at paragraph 18, the entry of SIRO to the market may create 
competition prospectively in markets 3a and/or 3b. However, the SIRO rollout of 
fibre is more of a ‘regional’ rollout rather than a rollout of fibre to rural parts of 
Ireland and is more likely to form part of the LEA.  

33. The NBP is envisaged to cover a significant proportion of the exchanges Outside 
the LEA, which is due to start rolling out in 2016 and is to be completed by the 
end of 2020. 

Analysis of WBA Market: 

ComReg has commenced its review of the Wholesale Central Access Market (Market 

3b) (formerly the WBA market under the 2007 Recommendation) and we expect to 

issue a consultation in this regard in Q2 2016 which, amongst other things will further 

consider the competitive conditions in the WCA market. 
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Annex: 8 Subsequent correspondence 

from operators 

 Please see separately attached document at ComReg Document 16/39b. 
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Annex: 9 Other issues arising from the 

Consultation Document 

 As outlined in the Chapter 3, paragraph 3.23 the main points made by 

respondents to the Consultation Document are addressed in full in the main body 

of this document. Other points made in the responses are addressed in this 

Appendix. 

Functional separation and EOI: 

 BT agreed with ComReg but highlighted the importance of equivalence of input 

(“EOI”) stating that:  “Absent functional separation, we believe cost based 

regulation only works where eir Group also has to internally trade at the same 

price on an Equivalence of Input (EOI) basis as offered to alternative providers, 

otherwise eir Group will always have a competitive advantage.”742 Both BT and 

ALTO considered that: “…true EOI should be mandated in the form of functional 

separation and virtual (full) system separation so that it is absolutely clear that 

all are competing on the same basis.”743  

  Sky stated that “…the time has come for ComReg to consider a case for 

functional separation of Eircom starting with how and who in eircom has access 

to eircom’s wholesale cost models.”744 

ComReg’s view:  

 ComReg considers that the issues of functional separation and EOI are outside 

the scope of this Decision Document.  

Bitstream services: 

 BT are concerned that “eir Group is internally trading bitstream services from its 

internal allocation of costs rather than the published prices offered to industry.”745  

ComReg’s view: 

 ComReg note that, ComReg Decision D08/10746 on Accounting Separation and 

Cost Accounting requires Eir “to account for transfer charges between its 

wholesale and retail arms or between it and its subsidiaries in a method which 

(where possible) most closely represents charges as if they were sold externally 

                                            
742 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
743 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4, ALTO Response to Consultation 15/67, page 7. 
744 Sky Response to Consultation 15/67, page 7. 
745 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 4. 
746 Comreg Document 10/67: Accounting Separation and Cost Accounting Review of Eircom Limited; 

31 August 2010. http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg1067.pdf 
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to another operator. When accounting for a transfer charge Eircom will have to 

choose a price or a combination of prices from its published price lists that most 

closely reflects the technical capabilities of the service or product as if it were 

sold externally747.” Furthermore, in Chapter 4 of the “Primary Accounting 

Documentation” published as part of eir’s Historical Separated Accounts for 2015 

the basis for calculating internal transfer charges for Bitstream services is 

described as follows: “Transfer charges are based on a direct wholesale 

equivalent – wholesale broadband service. There are essentially three distinct 

broadband products, Bitstream IP; Bitstream Managed Backhaul and NGA 

Bitstream Plus748.”  The “Primary Accounting Documentation” defines a direct 

wholesale equivalent as: “When there is a directly equivalent service and a 

published Wholesale price, the IBU charge to eir Retail can be derived by 

applying the published Wholesale price to the measured retail volumes of these 

services. The Wholesale price also includes any discounts and/or promotional 

offerings that are available in the relevant period”749.  

 ComReg considers that this indicates that Eir Group is internally trading 

Bitstream services on the basis of the published prices of the equivalent 

wholesale services offered to industry rather than an internal allocation of costs. 

Therefore, Eir appears to be compliant with its obligations under ComReg 

D08/10 and BT’s concern that Eir Group may be gaining a potential competitive 

advantage arising from the internal trading of Bitstream services is unfounded.  

White label services: 

 BT requested that “…ComReg continue to apply the price control obligations 

for eir Group White Label services.”750 

ComReg’s view: 

 White label services are outside the scope of this Decision Document. 

Availability of cost model: 

 BT stated that “ComReg should engage the industry earlier in the formation of 

the models and the models should be available at the start of the consultation to 

all interested parties to ensure equivalence.”751 

                                            
747 ComReg Document 10/67, para 1.18. 
748 http://www.eircom.ie/bveircom/pdf/Final_Accounting_Documents_2015.pdf, section 4.21, para 3. 
749 http://www.eircom.ie/bveircom/pdf/Final_Accounting_Documents_2015.pdf, section 4.1, para 2. 
750 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 1. 
751 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 2. 

http://www.eircom.ie/bveircom/pdf/Final_Accounting_Documents_2015.pdf
http://www.eircom.ie/bveircom/pdf/Final_Accounting_Documents_2015.pdf
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ComReg’s view: 

 ComReg would like to point that it made access available to the non-confidential 

models during the consultation process, to those parties likely to be affected by 

any final decision that ComReg may take.  Please see Information Notice 15/96 

and 15/100. 

Eir offer: 

 Sky, in a letter dated 27 November, reiterated the need for a cost orientation 

obligation for SB-WLR stating that “…the SMP operator in mid-November put a 

heavily publicised offer into the market that highlights the need and urgency for 

both a cost oriented WLR rate and a more stringent margin squeeze test...”752 

Sky explained that “The offer at its deepest discount level entails a €30 per month 

price point for quad play (line rental + talk, broadband, TV and mobile) for a 12 

month period.” 753 Sky noted that “Notwithstanding that the price increases to €92 

in the second year, a comparison of the line rental and broadband variable costs 

alone in the first year shows 754  

 Sky’s stated that “…excluding call costs associated with free minutes, the loss 

at this retail price point less variable costs for just WLR and BB would be .” 755   

Sky considered that “…...”756 

ComReg’s view: 

 ComReg would like to point out that the example highlighted by Sky relates to 

a bundled offer whereas the retail line rental margin squeeze imposed in this 

Decision Document relates to standalone retail line rental only and therefore it is 

not releveant to this Decision. Bundles are addressed in ComReg Decision 

D04/13 and a proxy NRT model is available to operators upon request to 

ComReg. 

Eir’s Separated Accounts: 

 Vodafone considered that “The current lack of a direct linkage between 

wholesale pricing and wholesale costs, leads to a very damaging situation.”757  

Vodafone stated that “This can be very clearly seen in the significant, and 

growing, over recovery of costs now being observed in eir’s reported Wholesale 

Access Markets in Separated Accounts…”758  

                                            
752 Sky Letter of 27 November 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
753 Sky letter of 27 November 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
754 Sky letter of 27 November 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
755 Sky letter of 27 November 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
756 Sky letter of 27 November 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
757 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 4, at Annex 8. 
758 Vodafone letter of 2 December 2015, page 4, at Annex 8. 
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ComReg’s view:  

 ComReg refers to Annex 10, paragraph A 10.6. 

Performance Improvements: 

 BT raised concerns around the LFI of an efficient network in the context of a 

BU model noting “the relaxed requirements agreed between ComReg and Eir in 

the Performance Improvement Plans that were implemented without consultation 

with industry.” BT suggested that “ComReg should enforce the regulation that it 

set originally.”759   

ComReg’s view:  

 ComReg considers that this point is outside the scope of this Decision 

Document. 

Retail price constraints: 

 Vodafone noted ComReg’s previous assertion that in areas where UPC are 

competing with Eir there is a retail price constraint on Eir. Vodafone stated that 

“…Recent price increases at retail and wholesale levels by Eir and by UPC show 

the market has changed.” 760 Furthermore, Vodafone added that “UPC have over 

the past 2 years increased their price and Eir have responded by reversing a 

‘discount’ of €3 on SB-WLR and an increase on SABB of €2.” 761 Vodafone 

considered that “ Both the discount and reverse of the discount are manipulations 

of the wholesale price to allow Eir to respond to a price threat from UPC.” 762 

Vodafone stated that these activities “….undermine the confidence of investors 

like Vodafone who make decisions based on regulated wholesale prices into the 

future...”763  

ComReg’s view: 

 ComReg would like to point out that in this Decision Document we are 

implementing a number of obligations on Eir.  

 Firstly, we are amending the price control for SB-WLR from a retail minus 

regime to a cost orientation obligation. Our pricing approach for SB-WLR, as 

discussed in Chapter 6, subsection 6.4, should create the appropriate balance 

between setting the build / buy signals in the Modified LEA while ensuring that 

Eir does not over / under recover its actual efficient costs nationally.  

                                            
759 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 5. 
760 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 7. 
761 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 7. 
762 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 7. 
763 Vodafone Response to Consultation 15/67, page 7. 
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 Secondly, we have taken on board the issues from industry regarding SB-WLR 

promotions and discounts and we have decided that the cost of SB-WLR 

connections should be built into the SB-WLR rental price. This is discussed in 

Chapter 12, subsection 12.5.  

 Thirdly, we have implemented a retail margin squeeze test between retail line 

rental and SB-WLR to ensure that Eir cannot foreclose other operators from the 

market by virtue of its ability to leverage its SMP from the FACO market into 

downstream markets and in doing so foreclose completion in retail markets by 

eliminating competing service providers or discouraging entry by new service 

providers. This is discussed in Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.43 to 10.82.  

 Lastly, we have also implemented a wholeale POTS based VUA margin 

squeeze test so as to encourage operators to use their own voice platforms and 

therefore to encourage infrastructure based competition. This is also discussed 

in Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.128 to 10.141.  

 Therefore, ComReg considers that these changes should provide operators 

with certainty regarding Eir’s wholesale pricing regimes and more generally in 

relation to wholesale price levels for key current generation wholesale products 

going forward. 
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Annex: 10 ComReg Response to 

correspondence from Vodafone  

 This Annex sets out points raised by Vodafone in a letter to ComReg on 13 

December 2015 and on 16 December 2015 and ComReg’s response. The 

Vodafone letters of 13 December and 16 December 2015 are contained in Annex 

8. Each of the points raised in Vodafone’s letter and ComReg’s respective 

response are set out in this Annex under the relevant headings below. 

Vodafone letter dated 13 December 2015: 

 Returns in Eir’s Separated Accounts: 

  Vodafone stated that “The trends observed over the last few years of 

increasing Wholesale Returns has continued into eir’s recently published 

Separated Accounts for the Year Ended 30th June, 2015. This is against a 

backdrop of a reduction in the Allowable Regulatory Weighted Average Cost of 

Capital (WACC) from 10.21% to 8.18%.”764  

 
 Vodafone noted in particular that “…in the “Wholesale Access” markets there 

has been a significant improvement in the 2015 on the Return on Mean Capital 

Employed (ROCE) being earned over the Returns reported in 2014;  

 The resulting overall ROCE for 2015 has been reported as 14%, a c.40% 
improvement over the 10% in FY14. And almost 6% or €70m over recovery 
when compared with the expected Regulatory Return (based on a WACC of 
8.18%).  

 We note that the key drivers of the increase in return for Wholesale Fixed 
Narrowband Access from 12.5% in 2014 to 17% for 2015 were: 
 

 

 As expected a general decline in operating costs driven by a general reduction 
in cost; and,  

 External Wholesale Access Revenues are up 14% compared to 2014. this uplift 
is driven primarily from volume and ARPU increases in fixed broadband access.  
  

This represents an over-recovery against the Regulatory WACC for the overal 

Wholesale Access markets of c.€70m and was before the full effects of …SB-

WLR effective price increase of €3 per month per customer…and…Eir’s NGA 

price increase of €2 per month…”765 

                                            
764 Vodafone letter of 13 December 2015, page 1, at Annex 8. 
765 Vodafone letter of 13 December 2015, page 1/2, at Annex 8. 
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 Vodafone stated that “We again highlight that to encourage efficient capital and 

operating cost expenditure there needs to be a clear linkage between the 

wholesale prices and these efficiently incurred costs… With this clear evidence 

of material deviation between the pricing generated by the various ComReg 

whoelsale pricing models and Annual Separated Accounts, it is incumbent on 

ComReg to react to adjust the whoelsale prices to reflect the new realities.”766 

 Vodafone also added that “Eir is also reporting a decline in the Returns being 

reported against its Fixed Line Retail Businesses. This was evident in that the 

Retail Margin on Retail PSTN and ISDN had slide from a slight profit in 2014 to 

a negative return in 2015. This can only have happened as Eir Retail revenues 

were not sufficient to cover the Retail costs.”767 

ComReg’s Response: 

 ComReg considers that in general it is difficult to do a like for like comparision 

between Eir’s published historical cost accounts and the prices derived from cost 

models for a number of reasons. For example, in general cost models include 

some combination of BU costs and TD costs whereas the HCAs are reflective of 

TD costs only. In addition, the pricing obligations in some regulated markets are 

currently margin squeeze tests and in the case of SB-WLR the price control to 

date has been retail minus which we have now amended to cost orientation in 

this Decision. In any event, in the context of this Decision and in particular for 

SB-WLR Eir are required to provide ComReg with an annual reconciliation 

between its actual TD costs reported in its accounts for the provision of SB-WLR 

compared to the costs accounted for in the Revised CAM. Please see Annex 12 

for further details. 

Vodafone letter dated 16 December 2015:  

 Lack of transparency in the model:   

 Vodafone stated that “We are conscious that we have received a Non 

Confidential version of the Model but are surprised at a lack of transparency and 

traceability in the Models provided, for example, there is a lack of clear details 

                                            
766 Vodafone letter of 13 December 2015, page 2/3, at Annex 8. 
767 Vodafone letter of 13 December 2015, page 3, at Annex 8. 
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and justification of chosen material Model input cost, sources, assumption, 

drivers etc.”768  

 Vodafone requested ComReg to “...explain why the output Prices in the model 

provided are different than those in the consultation document ("Dashboard" 

sheet VS Consultation Document)?”769 and stated that “…the current modelling 

would appear to be overly weighted in the favour of delivering higher prices than 

is justifiable”770 Vodafone highlighted that “Within the Model there is a Common 

costs allocation mark-up of 29% on the network costs.” 771 But there is “…no 

justification for this level of mark-up provided.” Vodafone questioned whether 

there are “…other cost categories included here, other than the more general 

overhead of HR, Finance and General Management?” 772 Vodafone also 

questioned how the volume of active lines in the “Results” sheet of the CAM was 

derived as “…the total appears to be c.808k of active copper lines.” 773 Vodafone 

noted that “…there are currently circa 1,356k of Copper Access Network volumes 

reported in the “Statement of Costs” in eir’s 2015 HCA’s” 774 and it would like to 

“…understand the volume differences.” 775 

ComReg’s Response: 

 ComReg would like to point out that there is full traceability of the data contained 

in the non-confidential Revised CAM including visibility of all of the formulae 

used. The lack of transparency is due to the fact that the confidential data has 

been extracted from the model and replaced by non-confidential or dummy data, 

as highlighted by those cells in yellow. Therefore, we consider that there is no 

lack of transparency or traceability in the non-confidential Revised CAM provided 

other than the fact that the model has been replaced by non-confidential data 

and hence the values and results in the non-confidential Revised CAM differs 

from the confidential version that was consulted on in Consultation 15/67. 

 Differences between the BU and TD approach: 

 Vodafone stated that the “Bottom Up (“BU”) Modelling of the Local 

Access Network can model higher costs than a Top Down (“TD”) Separated 

Accounting approach. This can be expected as use of BU may give higher costs 

due, in the main, to increasing labour costs. But as the Models w[h]ere supplied 

to us, they report that the TD Historical Cost Accounts (HCA) approach returning 

higher costs than TD Current Cost Accounts (CCA), this would appear to imply 

                                            
768 Vodafone letter of 16 December 2015, page 1, at Annex 8. 
769 Vodafone letter of 16 December 2015, page 1, at Annex 8. 
770 Vodafone letter of 16 December 2015, page 1, at Annex 8. 
771 Vodafone letter of 16 December 2015, page 3, at Annex 8. 
772 Vodafone letter of 16 December 2015, page 3, at Annex 8. 
773 Vodafone letter of 16 December 2015, page 3, at Annex 8. 
774 Vodafone letter of 16 December 2015, page 3, at Annex 8. 
775 Vodafone letter of 16 December 2015, page 3, at Annex 8. 
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that CCA should return lower costs. For this to be the case then Bottom Up (in 

combination with CCA) should return lower costs as a result of the use of a 

revised more efficient network than is the case with costs in a Top Down Model. 

Therefore it is expected that BU CCA should be lower than a TD approach. 

Vodafone would welcome views from ComReg as to why the logic above does 

not appear to hold in the current modelling.”776 Vodafone also stated that there 

are additional costs with the BU approach which are not included in a TD 

approach but stated that “…it is possible that there is a double counting of costs 

with CCA-based depreciation and an addition to that depreciation costs of future 

investments...” Vodafone referred to “In the Dashboard sheet, changing from 

Bottom Up to Top Down CCA (with costs are set for 2016, for active lines, 

national level costs etc.) results in a reduction in the output Product Costings, for 

example, 21% for SB-WLR, and c.22% for LLU.”777 

ComReg’s Response 

 Firstly, ComReg would like to point out that the main reason that the top-

down CCA is lower than top-down HCA is due to the fact that Vodafone has 

access to a non-confidential version of the Revised CAM which includes some 

dummy data, as noted at paragraph A 10.9. 

 Secondly, it is important to point out that a BU model is different from a 

TD model with regard to two main areas: 1) there are lower operating costs in 

the BU model due to efficiencies and 2) there are higher capital costs in the BU 

model  as assets are revalued at replacement costs while the TD model reflects 

fully depreciated assets.  

 Lastly, Vodafone appears to confuse the different methodologies for BU 

and TD models. The BU model is based on the CCA methodology while the TD 

model can be based on CCA or HCA. TD-CCA and TD-HCA are accounting 

methods where fully depreciated assets are equal to zero. BU CCA is an 

approach where all assets are valued as if they were new assets. This is 

discussed at Chapter 4, subsection 4.3 of the Consultation Document and at 

Section 6 of the TERA Report at Annex 6.  

 Reutilisation factors: 

  Vodafone stated that “Re-utilisation factors appear not to have been 

applied to the following classes of assets: cable (including fibre), joint, distribution 

point, NTU, street cabinet, MDF, termination.”778 and it stated that “While we are 

not suggesting that all of the assets are re-usable when it comes to Next 

Generation Products, it was surprising that these are not 100% re-usable for 

                                            
776 Vodafone letter of 16 December 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
777 Vodafone letter of 16 December 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
778 Vodafone letter of 16 December 2015, page 2, at Annex 8. 
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current generation products such as LLU and SB-WLR.” 779 In addition, Vodafone 

stated that “The impact of applying a 100% re-utilisation for all the classes of 

assets (in the "Network Annual Costs" sheet) would appear to cause a reduction 

in the output pricing, for example a 37% reduction in SB-WLR; a similar reduction 

in LLU...” 780  Vodafone considered that assuming that they had adjusted the 

model correctly that “Even when we apply the quoted Re-utilisation ratios from 

92% and 95% for currently re-utilised assets (these include: chamber, duct, 

trench, pole, FD) to 100%. All the other classes of assets which are not reutilized 

in the model are left with as currently modelled (i.e., re-utilisation = 0%), then the 

impact was to also [to] reduce the output pricing, for example an 11% reduction 

in SB-WLR; and again a similar reduction in LLU.” 781  

ComReg’s Response:  

 Our approach with regard to Reusable Assets is consistent with the 2013 

Recommendation i.e., only civil engineering assets (and not all assets) which 

can be reused for NGA purposes should be valued based on a TD approach 

when setting copper access prices. The more assets that are reused the lower 

the costs are as these assets are based on TD costs where some assets are in 

fact fully depreciated. In addition, it is not reasonable to assume a reutilisation 

rate of 100% since some of the civil engineering assets (poles and ducts) cannot 

be reused for NGA purposes e.g., directly buried cables, and therefore require 

replacement. Please see Chapter 4, subsection 4.4 of the Consultation 

Document and paragraphs 4.127 - 4.137 and 4.139 - 4.144 of this Decision 

Document for further details. 

 Workings of network rollout spreadsheet: 

 Vodafone requested ComReg to “…explain the logic and workings of the 

sheet “Network roll-out over time"?”782  

ComReg’s Response:  

 The "network roll-out over time" outlines the level of investments made 

each year by Eir with reference to the gross book values (‘GBVs’) recorded on 

the asset register but not the quantity of assets deployed each year.  As prices 

change each year it is necessary to include a price factor to discount the historic 

GBVs into a present value equivalent. The discounted GBVs can then be used 

to estimate the history of investment in each MDF.   

                                            
779 Vodafone letter of 16 December 2015, page 2/3, at Annex 8. 
780 Vodafone letter of 16 December 2015, page 3, at Annex 8. 
781 Vodafone letter of 16 December 2015, page 3, at Annex 8. 
782 Vodafone letter of 16 December 2015, page 3, at Annex 8. 
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 Cost reductions between 2014 and 2015:  

 Vodafone noted that “...there has been a significant cost reduction 

between the eir reported Separated Accounts for 2014 and 2015, for example 

when combining the Cost Categories for “Copper Access Network”, “Repair” and 

“Provisioning” in the Statement of Costs” in eir’s 2015 HCA’s,…[of] 14%...in 

“Operating Costs”. And we would ask ComReg to explain how these reductions 

have been incorporated into the current Modelling?” 783 Vodafone also stated that 

“….these cost reduction[s] have been flagged by eir in its Quarterly Investor 

relation presentation and we would expect to see these, and any future Operating 

Costs movements, to have been discussed in detail as part of the Modelling 

activities.” 784 

ComReg’s Response:  

 Please see Chapter 5, paragraphs 5.43 to 5.70.  

 

 

 

                                            
783 Vodafone letter of 16 December 2015, page 3/4, at Annex 8. 
784 Vodafone letter of 16 December 2015, page 4, at Annex 8. 
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Annex: 11 SLU: Allocation of 

common costs 

  In the BU model the fixed and common costs are allocated on the basis of an 

equi-proportionate mark-up (‘EPMU’) on other modelled costs. Running the BU 

model to calculate the cost of lines with capped line-lengths results in a network 

with fewer network costs than is the case when a full line-length network is 

modelled. This is because capping the line length means that the longer lines 

and the specific network costs associated with the longer lines are not modelled.  

 Consequently, in order to ensure that all services continue to incur the 

appropriate share of fixed and common costs, the EPMU percentage mark-up 

needs to be consistent between the BU model which reflects capped line-lengths 

and the BU model that reflects full line-length.  Hence, the EPMU % is first 

derived with reference to the costs of building the full network to serve all 

premises. This percentage mark-up is then applied to the modelled costs of all 

services including where the SLU lines have capped line lengths. This has 

resulted in a reduction to the costs associated with SLU as the model consulted 

on (in Consultation 15/67) included the full allocation of fixed and common costs 

to those lines capped at 1.5km instead of spreading those costs across all SLU 

lines.  
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Annex: 12 AFI: SB-WLR annual 

template 

Template 1: Market variances by functional cost type 

 
 

Eir shall provide ComReg with a detailed review of the year on year movements for 

the different functional cost categories785 and depreciation costs reported within the 

Wholesale Fixed Narrowband Access market and as set out in Template 1. This review 

should distinguish between PSTN and ISDN services and outline the reasons for the 

significant variances arising each year together with the identification of the impact of 

what Eir consider to be “one-off” events on these variances. Cost information should 

be provided at an activity or asset category level.  

 

 

 

                                            
785 The functional cost categories included in this template are based on the reporting structures 
contained within the 2015 HCAs and may change if these reporting structures are revised in furture 
HCAs. 
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Template 2: Network Element variances by activity code 

Eir shall provide ComReg with an analysis of the operating expenditure in the 

SB-WLR Fixed Access Narrowband market for both pay and non-pay costs. WLR 

PSTN and ISDN services should be shown separately and, if necessary, non-

pay costs should separately identify the accommodation and transport elements 

within each activity to facilitate reconciliation with the functional cost analysis 

provided in Template 1.  Prior year data should also be provided for comparison 

purposes. 
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Template 3: Provisioning cost analysis 

 

Eir shall provide ComReg with the analysis of the appropriated costs associated with 

PSTN and ISDN connections. This should identify the average cost of providing a 

PSTN and an ISDN connection in the year. 
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Template 4: Civil engineering assets by network element 

 

Eir shall provide ComReg with analysis of how the NBV costs of duct and pole assets 

are attributed across the network elements. 
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Template 5: Copper Access and Copper Repair allocations to market 

 

Eir shall provide ComReg with an analysis of the allocation of the operating 

expenditure associated with the Copper Access and Copper Repair network elements 

for both pay and non-pay costs across the various wholesale markets. If necessary, 

non-pay costs should separately identify the accommodation and transport elements 

within each activity to facilitate comparisons with the functional cost analysis provided 

in Template 1.  Prior year data should also be provided for comparison purposes. 
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Annex: 13 AFI: Poles annual 

reconciliation template 

Template 1: Pole investments 

 Number of poles Actual pole 
investment 

Replacement of 
poles for NGA 
deployment  

  

Poles replaced for 
other network 
operational 
reasons  

  

Total pole 
additions  

  

 

Eir shall provide ComReg with analysis of the quantity and cost of poles invested in 

during the past year indicating if the investments were required to support NGA 

deployment or for other operational reasons such as replacing damaged or dangerous 

poles on an existing copper access route. 

Template 2: Forecasts 

 Year 1 Year 2 Year3 

Number of poles     

Pole investments     

 

Eir shall provide ComReg with the latest available forecast of pole investments for the 

next three years. 
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Annex: 14 Modified LEA exchanges  

 Site Name County 

1 Ashbourne MEATH        

2 Abbeyleix LAOIS        

3 Athboy MEATH        

4 Athgarvan KILDARE      

5 Arklow WICKLOW      

6 Athenry GALWAY       

7 Ardee LOUTH        

8 Ardrew KILDARE      

9 Askeaton LIMERICK     

10 Athlunkard LIMERICK     

11 Athlone WESTMEATH    

12 Athy KILDARE      

13 Navan MEATH        

14 Blarney CORK         

15 Barna GALWAY       

16 Ballymacahill Cross CLARE        

17 Beggars Bush DUBLIN       

18 Bailieboro CAVAN        

19 Bundoran DONEGAL      

20 Blanchardstown DUBLIN       

21 Balgriffin DUBLIN       

22 Baltinglass WICKLOW      

23 Birr OFFALY       

24 Ballyjamesduff CAVAN        

25 Ballina MAYO         

26 Ballyboden DUBLIN       

27 Bliary WESTMEATH    

28 Belcamp DUBLIN       

29 Blackrock LOUTH        

30 Ballymahon LONGFORD     

31 Ballincollig CORK         

32 Bandon CORK         

33 Ballymoneen GALWAY       

34 Ballybofey DONEGAL      

35 Ballinrobe MAYO         

36 Bray WICKLOW      

37 Balbriggan DUBLIN       

38 Ballinasloe GALWAY       

39 Blessington WICKLOW      

40 Bettystown MEATH        
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41 Ballymote SLIGO        

42 Buncrana DONEGAL      

43 Bunclody WEXFORD      

44 Boyle ROSCOMMON    

45 Ballyspillane KERRY        

46 Cabra DUBLIN       

47 Clane KILDARE      

48 Cavan CAVAN        

49 Castlebellingham LOUTH        

50 Castlebar MAYO         

51 Clarecastle CLARE        

52 Carrickmacross MONAGHAN     

53 Carndonagh DONEGAL      

54 Clonee DUBLIN       

55 Celbridge KILDARE      

56 Crossagalla LIMERICK     

57 Carrigaline CORK         

58 Caherdavin LIMERICK     

59 Churchfield CORK         

60 Cahir TIPPERARY SR 

61 Carrigtwohill CORK         

62 Castleisland KERRY        

63 Cork Central CORK         

64 Carrickonshannon LEITRIM      

65 Nangor Road DUBLIN       

66 Coolock DUBLIN       

67 Clonmel TIPPERARY SR 

68 Clontarf DUBLIN       

69 Collooney SLIGO        

70 Claremorris MAYO         

71 Clones MONAGHAN     

72 Carrickonsuir TIPPERARY SR 

73 Cobh CORK         

74 Crown Alley DUBLIN       

75 Crumlin DUBLIN       

76 Courtown Harbour WEXFORD      

77 Carlow CARLOW       

78 Collins Lane OFFALY       

79 Cashel TIPPERARY SR 

80 Ceanannus MEATH        

81 Castletown LOUTH        

82 Castleblayney MONAGHAN     

83 Castletroy LIMERICK     

84 Curragh Camp KILDARE      
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85 Customs Hs Docks DUBLIN       

86 Cahirciveen KERRY        

87 Clonakilty West CORK         

88 Donore Rd LOUTH        

89 Drogheda LOUTH        

90 Dolphins Barn DUBLIN       

91 Donabate DUBLIN       

92 Dundalk LOUTH        

93 Dundrum DUBLIN       

94 Dunboyne MEATH        

95 Donegal DONEGAL      

96 Douglas CORK         

97 Dunlaoghaire DUBLIN       

98 Duleek MEATH        

99 Dunleer LOUTH        

100 Droichead Nua KILDARE      

101 Donaghmede DUBLIN       

102 Dunshaughlin MEATH        

103 Dungarvan WATERFORD    

104 Dennehys Cross CORK         

105 Edenderry OFFALY       

106 Enfield MEATH        

107 Ennis CLARE        

108 Eastpoint DUBLIN       

109 Enniscorthy WEXFORD      

110 Ferrybank WATERFORD    

111 Farmleigh DUBLIN       

112 Fermoy CORK         

113 Finglas DUBLIN       

114 Foxrock DUBLIN       

115 Galway GALWAY       

116 Glanmire CORK         

117 Greystones WICKLOW      

118 Gorey WEXFORD      

119 Inch St Lawrence LIMERICK     

120 Knockboy WATERFORD    

121 Kingscourt CAVAN        

122 Killerisk KERRY        

123 Kill KILDARE      

124 Kilcullen KILDARE      

125 Kildare KILDARE      

126 Killarney KERRY        

127 Killaloe CLARE        

128 Kenmare KERRY        
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129 Kilkenny KILKENNY     

130 Kilcock KILDARE      

131 Killorglin KERRY        

132 Kinsale CORK         

133 Kanturk CORK         

134 Lucan Ballydowd DUBLIN       

135 Little Island CORK         

136 Leghlinbridge CARLOW       

137 Leixlip KILDARE      

138 Loughrea GALWAY       

139 Listowel KERRY        

140 Dooradoyle LIMERICK     

141 Letterkenny DONEGAL      

142 Roches Street LIMERICK     

143 Lucan DUBLIN       

144 Longford LONGFORD     

145 Maynooth Business Campus KILDARE      

146 Muine Bheag CARLOW       

147 Midleton CORK         

148 Merrion DUBLIN       

149 Monaghan MONAGHAN     

150 Mullingar WESTMEATH    

151 Malahide DUBLIN       

152 Mallow CORK         

153 Mountmellick LAOIS        

154 Maynooth KILDARE      

155 Moate WESTMEATH    

156 Mitchelstown CORK         

157 Mounthawk KERRY        

158 Mucross KERRY        

159 Monasterevan KILDARE      

160 Mervue GALWAY       

161 Moycullen GALWAY       

162 Naas KILDARE      

163 Newtownmtkennedy WICKLOW      

164 North Main DUBLIN       

165 Nenagh TIPPERARY NR 

166 Newport MAYO         

167 New Ross WEXFORD      

168 Newport TIPPERARY NR 

169 Newtownforbes LONGFORD     

170 Nutley DUBLIN       

171 Newlands Cross DUBLIN       

172 Newcastle West LIMERICK     
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173 Oughterard GALWAY       

174 Oranmore GALWAY       

175 Palmerstown DUBLIN       

176 Portarlington LAOIS        

177 Portlaoise LAOIS        

178 Phibsboro DUBLIN       

179 Portmarnock DUBLIN       

180 Priory Park DUBLIN       

181 Prosperous KILDARE      

182 Quaker Road CORK         

183 Rathcoole DUBLIN       

184 Roscommon ROSCOMMON    

185 Rathluirc CORK         

186 Rathmines DUBLIN       

187 Rochestown DUBLIN       

188 Rockmount CLARE        

189 Roscrea TIPPERARY NR 

190 Roslevin WESTMEATH    

191 Robertstown KILDARE      

192 Rathedmond SLIGO        

193 Ratoath MEATH        

194 Rathangan KILDARE      

195 Rush DUBLIN       

196 Santry DUBLIN       

197 Shannon Airport CLARE        

198 Sixmilebridge CLARE        

199 Sligo SLIGO        

200 Shannon Town CLARE        

201 Ship Street DUBLIN       

202 Skibbereen CORK         

203 Shankill DUBLIN       

204 Skerries DUBLIN       

205 Shantalla GALWAY       

206 Sallins KILDARE      

207 Sandyford DUBLIN       

208 Sandyford Aeh DUBLIN       

209 Swords DUBLIN       

210 Summerhill DUBLIN       

211 Sutton DUBLIN       

212 Tubbercurry SLIGO        

213 Termonfeckin LOUTH        

214 Thurles TIPPERARY NR 

215 Tallaght DUBLIN       

216 Tullamore OFFALY       
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217 Tyrrelstown DUBLIN       

218 Tullow CARLOW       

219 Templemore TIPPERARY NR 

220 Tipperary TIPPERARY SR 

221 Terenure DUBLIN       

222 Trim MEATH        

223 Tramore WATERFORD    

224 Thomastown KILKENNY     

225 Tuam GALWAY       

226 Tralee KERRY        

227 Tycor WATERFORD    

228 Virginia CAVAN        

229 Walkinstown DUBLIN       

230 Whitehall DUBLIN       

231 Wicklow WICKLOW      

232 Whitepark CLARE        

233 Wellington Road CORK         

234 Westport MAYO         

235 Waterford Central WATERFORD    

236 Wexford WEXFORD      

237 Youghal CORK         
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Annex: 15 “Dublin” duct access 

prices relate to the listed exchanges / 

MDFs  

NAVAN                 

BOHERMEEN             

BEAUPARC              

KILCARN               

KILMESSAN             

ROBINSTOWN            

TARA                  

BALRATH               

DUNDERRY              

TRIM                  

BALBRIGGAN            

COURTLOUGH BIZ PK     

KILBRECK              

NAUL                  

SKERRIES              

STAMULLIN             

ADAMSTOWN CASTLE      

ARDCLOUGH             

ADAMSTOWN STRATTON GR 

ADAMSTOWN SQUARE      

ADAMSTOWN THE PADDOC  

BRITTAS               

CELBRIDGE             

GREENOGE              

HEWLETT-PACKARD       

INTEL                 

KILCOCK               

LUCAN BALLYDOWD       

LEIXLIP               

LUCAN                 

MAYNOOTH BUSINESS CA  

MAYNOOTH              

PEAMOUNT LANE         

RATHCOOLE             

STRAFFAN              

ASHBOURNE             

BATTERSTOWN           

DUNBOYNE              

DUNSHAUGHLIN          
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GARRISTOWN            

KILLEEN CASTLE        

RATOATH               

ADELAIDE ROAD         

BEGGARS BUSH          

BLANCHARDSTOWN        

BALGRIFFIN            

BALLYBODEN            

BELCAMP               

BALLYMOUNT            

BALLYCOOLIN           

BRAY                  

BALLYBOUGHAL          

CABRA                 

COLDWINTERS           

CLONEE                

CLONSKEAGH            

NANGOR ROAD           

COOLOCK               

CLONTARF              

CENTREPOINT BIZ PARK  

CAPPOGE BUS PK        

CROWN ALLEY           

CRUMLIN               

CUSTOMS HS DOCKS      

CHERRYWOOD            

CITYWEST              

DUBLIN AIRPORT        

DOLPHINS BARN         

DUBBER                

DONABATE              

DUNDRUM               

DUNLAOGHAIRE          

DONAGHMEDE            

ENNISKERRY_KILGARRON  

ENNISKERRY            

EASTPOINT             

FARMLEIGH             

FINGLAS               

FOXROCK               

GLENCULLEN            

GLENCREE              

HEUSTON SOUTH QUARTER 

IBMSITE               

KILBRIDE              

KILMACANOGUE          
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KILMACANOGE_TWO       

MERRION               

MALAHIDE              

MITCHELSTOWN          

NUTGROVE EP           

NORTH MAIN            

NUTLEY                

NORTHWEST BUSINESS PK 

NEWLANDS CROSS        

OLDTOWN               

PALMERSTOWN           

PHIBSBORO             

PARK WEST             

PELLETSTOWN           

PORTMARNOCK           

PRIORY PARK           

POWERSCOURT           

QUARRYVALE            
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ROUNDWOOD             
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CLANE                 
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JOHNSTOWN             

KILL                  

NAAS                  

PROSPEROUS            

RATHMORE              
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SALLINS               

BRITTAS BAY BRIDGE    

GLENDALOUGH           

GLENEALY              

KILBRIDE              

MERRYMEETING          

RATHDRUM              

REDCROSS              

WICKLOW               
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Annex: 16 Correspondence between 

European Commission and ComReg 

 This Annex details correspondence that ComReg had with the European 
Commission. It contains the Request for Information that was received from the 
European Commission in addition to ComReg’s respective response. The 
subsequent “Comments” letter from the European Commission is also contained 
in this annex. ComReg’s consideration of the comments received from the 
European Commission is set out in Annex 17. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Commission européenne/Europese Commissie, 1049 Bruxelles/Brussel, BELGIQUE/BELGIË — Tel. +32 22991111 

 

EUROPEAN COMMISSION 

 

Brussels, 13.5.2016 
C(2016) 3034 final 

Commission for Communications 

(ComReg) 

Block DEF — Abbey Court 

Irish Life Centre 

Lower Abbey St. 

Dublin 1  

Ireland 

 

For the attention of: 

Mr Kevin O’Brien 

Chairperson of the Commission 

 

Fax: +35318788193 

Dear Mr O’Brien, 

Subject:  Commission Decision concerning:  

Case IE/2016/1858: Wholesale local access provided at a fixed 

location in Ireland — remedies 

Case IE/2016/1859: Wholesale central access provided at a fixed 

location for mass-market products in Ireland — remedies 

Case IE/2016/1860: Call origination on the public telephone network 

provided at a fixed location in Ireland — remedies 

Comments pursuant to Article 7(3) of Directive 2002/21/EC 

1. PROCEDURE 

On 14 April 2016, the Commission registered three notifications from Ireland’s national 

regulatory authority, the Commission for Communications (ComReg),
1
 concerning the 

market for wholesale local access provided at a fixed location,
2
 the market for wholesale 

                                                 
1 Under Article 7 of Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 March 

2002 on a common regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services 

(Framework Directive) (OJ L 108, 24.4.2002, p. 33), as amended by Directive 2009/140/EC 

(OJ L 337, 18.12.2009, p. 37) and Regulation (EC) No 544/2009 (OJ L 167, 29.6.2009, p. 12). 

2 Corresponding to market 3a in Commission Recommendation 2014/710/EU of 9 October 2014 on 

relevant product and service markets within the electronic communications sector susceptible to ex 

ante regulation in accordance with Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the 

Council on a common regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services 

(Recommendation on Relevant Markets) (OJ L 295, 11.10.2014, p. 79). 
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central access provided at a fixed location for mass-market products
3
 and the market for 

call origination on the public telephone network provided at a fixed location
4
 in Ireland. 

The national consultation
5
 ran from 3 July to 28 August 2015. 

The Commission sent ComReg a request for information
6
 on 21 April 2016 and received 

a response on 26 April 2016. 

Pursuant to Article 7(3) of the Framework Directive, national regulatory authorities 

(NRAs), the Body of European Regulators for Electronic Communications (BEREC) and 

the Commission may make comments on notified draft measures to the NRA concerned. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAFT MEASURE 

2.1. Background 

2.1.1. Wholesale local access provided at a fixed location 

The market for wholesale (physical) network infrastructure access at a fixed 

location
7
 in Ireland was previously notified to and assessed by the Commission 

under case IE/2009/0875.
8
 

The relevant market, which was considered to be national in scope, included 

partially or fully unbundled access to the copper and fibre loop, but excluded access 

provided through cable and wireless networks. The regulator decided to exclude 

from the market access to fibre networks provided by alternative operators, given 

the limited scale of fibre-to-the-home (FTTH) projects in Ireland and the low 

probability that they would be deployed to an extent that would make them an 

alternative to the incumbent’s network. 

ComReg concluded that Eircom (now Eir) had significant market power (SMP) in 

the market and maintained a number of regulatory remedies on Eircom, including:  

i)  access; 

ii)  transparency; 

iii)  non-discrimination;  

iv)  price control
9
 and cost accounting; and  

                                                 
3 Corresponding to market 3b in the Recommendation on Relevant Markets. 

4 Corresponding to market 2 in Commission Recommendation 2007/879/EC of 17 December 2007 on 

relevant product and service markets within the electronic communications sector susceptible to ex 

ante regulation in accordance with Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the 

Council on a common regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services 

(2007 Recommendation on Relevant Markets) (OJ L 344, 28.12.2007, p. 65). 

5 In accordance with Article 6 of the Framework Directive. 

6 In accordance with Article 5(2) of the Framework Directive. 

7  Corresponding to market 4 of the 2007 Recommendation on Relevant Markets. 

8 C(2009) 1283. 
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v)  accounting separation. 

The Commission invited ComReg to: 

a)  include all access products based on fibre networks in the relevant market, 

whether or not such networks were owned by the incumbent operator; 

b)  notify the future details and implementation of the price control obligation 

and the cost accounting obligation measures to the Commission;  

c)  when carrying out the next market review, revisit its analysis along the lines 

of the Commission’s upcoming Recommendation on Next Generation 

Access (NGA) remedies (once adopted); and  

d)  analyse markets 3a and 3b (markets 4 and 5, at the time) together in the 

context of the next market review.  

In a number of other notifications to the Commission,
10

 ComReg gave further 

details of the remedies imposed in case IE/2009/0875. 

2.1.2. Wholesale central access provided at a fixed location for mass-

market products 

The market for wholesale broadband access (WBA)
11

 in Ireland was previously 

notified to and assessed by the Commission under case IE/2011/1207.
12

 

The relevant market, which was considered to be national in scope, included non-

physical or virtual network access at a fixed location, including ‘bitstream’ access, 

via both DSL/copper and fibre networks (including the incumbent’s self-supply). 

ComReg designated Eircom as an operator with SMP and imposed the full set of 

obligations, including:  

i)  access; 

ii) non-discrimination;  

iii)  transparency;  

iv)  accounting separation; and  

v)  price control and cost accounting.  

The majority of the obligations were established in general terms and then further 

specified in a number of subsequent notifications to the Commission.
13

 

                                                                                                                                                 
9  The remedy was established only in general terms; the details were set out in a subsequent decision. 

10 Cases IE/2009/0918, IE/2009/0923, IE/2009/0924, IE/2009/0969, IE/2010/1104, IE/2011/1185, 

IE/2012/1382, IE/2012/1404 and IE/2014/1649. 

11  Corresponding to market 5 in the 2007 Recommendation on Relevant Markets. 

12 C(2011) 350. 

13 Cases IE/2012/1295, IE/2012/1404, IE/2014/1571 and IE/2014/1649. 
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The Commission reiterated its previous comment, inviting ComReg to analyse 

markets 3a and 3b together as soon as possible, thus ensuring a coherent approach to 

NGA regulation. 

2.1.3. Call origination on the public telephone network provided at a 

fixed location 

The wholesale market for call origination on the public telephone network provided 

at a fixed location in Ireland was previously notified to and assessed by the 

Commission under case IE/2015/1746.
14

 

The retail market was considered to be national in scope and included retail fixed 

telephony services (RFTS) provided to a fixed location over a narrowband copper 

network, and managed voice over broadband (VOB)-based
15

 RFTS delivered over a 

broadband access path (via IP rather than traditional circuit-switched telephony) 

through a fibre or a cable access television (CaTV) network.
16

 

ComReg then defined a wholesale market for fixed access and call origination 

(FACO) comprising a fixed access (FA) or wholesale line rental (WLR) component 

and a fixed call origination (FVCO)
17

 component. It distinguished between the 

high-level (HL) and the low-level (LL) FACO markets,
18

 which were both 

considered to be national in scope. The market also included Eircom’s self-supply, 

in particular its notional supply of FACO via managed VOB. Self-supply over 

CaTV networks was excluded from the FACO markets. 

As the FACO market was not listed in the Recommendation on Relevant Markets, 

ComReg carried out the three-criteria test and concluded that it was still fulfilled. 

ComReg designated Eircom as operator with SMP on both the LL-FACO and the 

HL-FACO markets and imposed the following obligations:  

i)  access (including SB-WLR);19 

ii)  non-discrimination;  

                                                 
14 C(2015) 5011. 

15  ‘Managed VOB’ means voice over internet protocol (VOIP) provided by a fixed service provider 

either directly, using its own network, or indirectly, by renting the access path from a third party. 

16  In case IE/2014/1629, relating to the retail markets for access to the public telephone network at a 

fixed location (market 1 in the 2007 Recommendation), ComReg imposed on Eircom a set of retail 

remedies, including (i) no excessive charges, (ii) price cap, (iii) not to unreasonably bundle, (iv) 

transparency and (v) cost accounting. 

17  FVCO is defined as calls originated at a fixed location of an end-user which are conveyed and routed 

through any switching stages (or equivalent) up to a point of interconnection. 

18  While both the HL- and LL-FACO markets comprise FVCO, the border line between the two is based 

on the underlying differences in demand- and supply-side conditions of the FA/WLR component. 

Thus, the LL-FACO market comprises public switched telephone network (PSTN) and integrated 

services digital network (ISDN) basic rate access (BRA) (supporting 2 voice channels), while the 

HL-FACO market comprises ISDN fractional rate access (FRA), which supports 14 to 30 voice 

channels, or ISDN primary rate access (PRA), which supports 30 voice channels. 

19  Single billing wholesale line rental (SB-WLR) combines WLR and FVCO. 
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iii)  transparency;  

iv)  price control and cost accounting; and  

v)  accounting separation. 

In the context of the price control obligation, ComReg imposed a ‘retail minus’ 

obligation for SB-WLR, whereby Eircom had to provide WLR to access seekers at 

least 14 % below its retail-line rental price, and set prices so as not to cause a 

margin squeeze between FVCO and switchless voice services.
20

 

The Commission invited ComReg to proceed with the review of the retail access 

market without undue delay and to take the opportunity of the forthcoming parallel 

consultations to streamline the existing pricing remedies on the various regulated 

wholesale markets. 

2.2. Regulatory remedies 

The measures set out in the three notified draft decisions relate to obligations 

already imposed following analysis of the markets referred to in section 2.1. With 

the current draft decisions, ComReg is further specifying and/or amending the price 

control obligations and transparency obligations imposed on the three markets.
21

 In 

particular, it has updated its copper access model
22

 in order to determine the 

cost-oriented prices for the fixed wholesale access services provided in the three 

markets for the July 2016-June 2019 period. 

In some cases, ComReg has used bottom-up long run average incremental cost plus 

an apportionment for joint and common costs (BU-LRAIC+) pricing
23

 and in others 

top-down historic cost accounting (TD HCA).
24

 The former has been generally 

applied to those assets that cannot be reused for the provision of NGA services, 

while Eir’s TD data have been generally applied to those assets that can be reused, 

such as poles and ducts. 

  

                                                 
20  Pending the outcome of separate consultations on inter alia (i) the pricing methodology for 

WLR-related products, (ii) whether to move to cost-oriented price control for SB-WLR and 

(iii) further details of the margin squeeze. At the time, ComReg proposed to reassess the former retail 

access market and consider whether it could be further deregulated, once adequate wholesale measures 

were put in place as a result of these price-related work streams. 

21  In doing so, ComReg appears largely to be following the 2013 Commission Recommendation on 

non-discrimination and costing methodologies. 

22  CAM (now known as the ‘revised CAM’), implemented in Ireland for the first time in 2009. 

23  The BU-LRAIC+ methodology values the operator’s assets at current market value and allows for 

changes in asset prices. A potential entrant is charged an access price (in principle) similar to what it 

might pay to build its own network, and thus faces a balanced ‘build-or-buy’ decision. 

24  The TD methodology uses Eir’s actual accounting data adjusted for efficiencies, as well as the forecast 

for future expenditure over the price control period, similarly adjusted for efficiencies. 
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2.2.1. Wholesale local access provided at a fixed location 

In the draft decision, ComReg has further specified the methodology for 

determining the charges for Local Loop Unbundling (LLU), Sub-Loop Unbundling 

(SLU)
25

 and line share. For the first time, it also sets regulated charges for civil 

engineering infrastructure (CEI)
26

 and dark fibre. It is maintaining the obligation of 

cost orientation for these wholesale fixed access services. 

The national monthly LLU rental price is based on a BU-LRAIC+ model for the 

‘modified LEA’
27

 (for non-reusable assets) and a TD HCA methodology for 

reusable assets. This approach relies on the assumption that only lines in urban areas 

are likely to be unbundled. 

The national monthly SLU rental price is based on a national BU-LRAIC+/TD HCA 

model. ComReg’s approach (using national costs rather than costs limited to the 

modified LEA, as in the case of LLU) relies on the assumption that there could be 

demand for SLU lines nationally — including in rural areas. 

For CEI and dark fibre,
28

 the maximum price is based on a blend of Eir’s TD costs 

for those assets that can be reused for the provision of NGA services and the 

BU-LRAIC+ costs of assets that will need to be replaced for the provision of NGA 

services. 

                                                 
25  Under the existing price control remedy, LLU and SLU charges could be reviewed only where 

significant and sustainable changes are noted to key parameters, i.e. those that would materially affect 

Eir’s ability to recover its costs or the investment decisions of network operators. Any price changes 

would be subject to ComReg’s review and approval. 

26  Poles and ducts. 

27  In 2012, ComReg undertook a detailed exchange-by-exchange analysis of the structural conditions in 

the market, and established a set of criteria to identify areas in the country with higher competitive 

conditions. Areas (mainly urban) where uptake of unbundled services was likely to be viable or with 

potential for future deployment of alternative infrastructures were grouped together in the ‘large 

exchange area’ (LEA). In subsequent years, ComReg increased the number of exchanges included in 

the LEA as these became more competitive. The ‘modified LEA’ is the LEA area in the current 

notification. 

28  The maximum price for dark fibre applies only where access to civil engineering infrastructure (ducts 

and poles) is unavailable for economic, technical or capacity reasons and where dark fibre is 

reasonably available. 
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The maximum charges for services provided in this market are as follows: 

Services 
1 July 2016 to     

30 June 2017 

1 July 2017 to                

30 June 2018 

1 July 2018 to            

30 June 2019 

LLU (monthly)29
 €9.34 €9.88 €10.40 

SLU (monthly) €5.41 €5.60 €5.77 

Line Share 

(monthly)30
 

€0.77 €0.77 €0.77 

Poles (annual)31
 

€23.15 (LEA) 

€19.18 (Outside 

LEA) 

€24.30 (LEA) 

€20.00 (Outside 

LEA) 

€25.46 (LEA) 

€20.84 (Outside 

LEA) 

Ducts (annual)32
 €1.16 to €2.57 €1.18 to €2.64 €2.71 to €1.20 

Dark fibre
33

 

(annual) 

€0.24 (Dublin) 

€0.13 (Provincial) 

€0.25 (Dublin) 

€0.13 (Provincial 

€0.26 (Dublin) 

€0.14 (Provincial) 

2.2.2. Wholesale central access provided at a fixed location for 

mass-market products 

ComReg has further specified the existing price control obligation of cost 

orientation for standalone broadband (SABB) outside the LEA. This maximum 

monthly price is based on Eir’s TD costs (adjusted for efficiencies) associated with 

the provision of SABB outside the LEA.
34

 

The maximum monthly charges for SABB outside the LEA are as follows: 

Services 
1 July 2016 to         

30 June 2017 

1 July 2017 to                 

30 June 2018 

1 July 2018 to                 

30 June 2019 

SABB outside LEA €21.68 €22.09 €22.45 

                                                 
29  This price excludes monthly repair charges of €0.96. 

30  The maximum national monthly rental price for line share is based on the incremental costs relevant to 

the ongoing day-to-day running of the line share service and has not changed since previous decisions 

were taken. There is a separate fault repair cost of €0.05. 

31  The price is split among the operators using the pole. 

32  These prices (per metre of sub-duct) depend on geography (Dublin or provinces) and surface type 

(carriageway, footway or verge). 

33  Prices per metre for a single strand of dark fibre. 

34  For the provision of wholesale broadband access services within the LEA, Eir must comply with a 

retail margin squeeze obligation and a price floor. 
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2.2.3. Call origination on the public telephone network provided at a 

fixed location 

For SB-WLR, ComReg is switching from a retail-minus price control obligation to a 

cost orientation price control. It proposes that Eir should apply prices based on the 

higher of the following: 

 i) TD HCA costs of providing SB-WLR nationally (with BU costs applied 

to the line card); and  

 ii) BU costs in the LEA (with BU-LRAIC+ for non-reusable and TD HCA 

for reusable assets). 

It has further specified the two high-level margin squeeze obligations
35

 imposed in 

the FACO. 

In light of the above, the national monthly charges for SB-WLR are as follows: 

Services 
1 July 2016 to         

30 June 2017 

1 July 2017 to              

30 June 2018 

1 July 2018 to                 

30 June 2019 

SB-WLR €15.91 €16.20 €16.41 

3. COMMENTS 

The Commission has examined the three notifications and the additional information 

provided by ComReg, and has the following comments:
36

 

Timeframe and consistency of market analyses and proposed price control 

remedies 

Under Article 8(4) of the Access Directive,
37

 obligations are to be based on the 

nature of the problem identified, proportionate and justified in the light of the 

objectives laid down in Article 8 of the Framework Directive. 

Under the Framework Directive, NRAs are to decide whether to maintain, amend or 

withdraw obligations on undertakings on the basis of a market analysis. Under 

Article 16(6) of the Directive, regulators should carry out their market reviews 

within three years from the adoption of the previous measure. 

                                                 
35  The first test between retail and wholesale line rental (or SB-WLR) should ensure a sufficient margin 

between the respective services, so that another authorised operator can replicate Eir’s retail prices on 

a standalone basis. The second test is to ensure sufficient economic space between the price for 

POTS-based Virtual Unbundled Access (VUA) and the price for standalone VUA / NGA bitstream 

(including a contribution towards the cost of managed VoB), so that an operator is not dis-incentivised 

from moving to alternative technologies as appropriate. According to ComReg, this should ensure 

technological neutrality. 

36 In accordance with Article 7(3) of the Framework Directive. 

37  Directive 2002/19/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 March 2002 on access to, 

and interconnection of, electronic communications networks and associated facilities (Access 

Directive) (OJ L 108, 24.4.2002, p. 7), as amended by Directive 2009/140/EC (Better Regulation 

Directive) (OJ L 337, 18.12.2009, p. 37). 
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The Commission notes that ComReg’s latest full review of the markets for 

wholesale local access provided at a fixed location and for wholesale central access 

provided at a fixed location for mass-market products in Ireland date back to 2009 

and 2011, respectively. Moreover, the charge controls proposed in the draft 

measures under review extend well into 2019. 

The Commission acknowledges ComReg’s response to the RFI, in which it explains 

its intention to notify new reviews of markets 3a and 3b in late 2016 or early 2017, 

and urges it to do so as soon as possible, in particular in view of the obligation under 

Article 16(6) of the Framework Directive. 

In particular, the Commission stresses that carrying out a new market analysis 

without undue delay is essential to allow proper assessment of the most appropriate 

regulatory obligations and whether the regulatory measures taken in the past seven 

years (or proposed through the current decisions) are proportionate and justified in 

the current market environment. 

The need to review the retail access market 

The Commission notes that, in the context of case IE/2015/1746, ComReg proposed 

to reassess the former retail access market and consider whether it could be further 

deregulated once adequate wholesale measures were in place as a result of a number 

of price control-related notifications. At the time, the Commission noted that, while 

transferring the WLR obligation from the retail access market to the FACO market, 

ComReg continued to regulate the former. While the analysis of that market has not 

yet taken place, ComReg has informed the Commission that it is planning to carry 

out a review in the course of 2016 and to notify it in the fourth quarter of 2016 or 

first quarter of 2017. 

In light of the above, the Commission invites ComReg once again to monitor 

developments in the retail access market and to examine without undue delay 

whether, in light of retail developments, regulation in the retail access (and FACO) 

markets remains appropriate. 

Pursuant to Article 7(7) of the Framework Directive, ComReg shall take the utmost 

account of the comments of other NRAs, BEREC and the Commission, and may adopt 

the resulting draft measure; where it does so, shall communicate it to the Commission. 

The Commission’s position on this particular notification is without prejudice to any 

position it may take vis-à-vis other notified draft measures. 

Pursuant to Point 15 of Recommendation 2008/850/EC,
38

 the Commission will publish this 

document on its website. The Commission does not consider the information contained 

herein to be confidential. You are invited to inform the Commission
39

 within three 

working days following receipt whether you consider that, in accordance with EU and 

                                                 
38 Commission Recommendation 2008/850/EC of 15 October 2008 on notifications, time limits and 

consultations provided for in Article 7 of Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the 

Council on a common regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services 

(OJ L 301, 12.11.2008, p. 23). 

39 Your request should be sent by email (CNECT-ARTICLE7@ec.europa.eu) or fax (+32 2 298 87 82). 

mailto:CNECT-ARTICLE7@ec.europa.eu
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national rules on business confidentiality, this document contains confidential 

information which you wish to have deleted prior to such publication.
40

 You should give 

reasons for any such request. 

Yours sincerely, 

For the Commission,  

Roberto Viola 

Director-General 

 

                                                 
40 The Commission may inform the public of the result of its assessment before the end of this three-day 

period. 
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1. Please provide the following data: 
a. Total volume evolution over the past years of LLU, SLU, Line Share, 

Dark Fibre, SABB, SB-WLR, both within and outside the LEA; 
b. Evolution of the main operators' market shares for the different 

services (with and without self-supply) over the past years, within and 
outside the LEA; 

c. If possible, a forecast of the evolution of volumes and market shares 
over the next three years, within and outside the LEA; 

d. Geographic coverage of the main operators active on the three 
markets.  

 
ComReg Response: 

 
a. The geographic footprint of exchanges included in the LEA was first 

implemented in February 2013, pursuant to ComReg Decision D04/13 

(Case IE/2012/1381).  

 

At the time of publishing ComReg D04/13 there were 126 exchanges 

included in the LEA. Table 1 presents figures for Other Authorised 

Operators (‘OAOs’) use of the different Eircom (rebranded as ‘Eir’) 

wholesale inputs inside and outside the LEA, as at February 2013.  

 

As is evident Outside of the LEA there was a limited take-up of Line Share 

and LLU products.  

 

 

 

Eir had not launched SABB at that time. 

Table 1: Use of Wholesale Access Products by OAOs – February 

2013 
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By December 2013, the LEA had expanded by a further .  

 

 

 

Table 2: Use of Wholesale Access Products by OAOs – December 2013 



 

Outside of the LEA, there remains a limited take-up and use of LLU and Line 

Share. In addition, Virgin Media has grown its customer base where its network 

is available, however its network footprint has remained largely static (i.e. 

largely within the LEA area) over this period. 

Furthermore, to date, there has been no take-up of Dark Fibre products in 

Ireland. It is important to note that in line with the NGA Decision (ComReg 

Decision D03/131, which was notified under Case IE/2012/1404) the 

Incumbent, Eir, has an obligation to provide access to dark fibre only in 

circumstances where there is no available capacity for an OAO to access civil 

engineering infrastructure (‘CEI’) i.e., ducts or poles, on a particular route, and 

Dark Fibre is reasonably available. 

Table 3 below presents wholesale subscriber figures for February 2016 for 

OAOs use of the different Eir wholesale inputs inside and outside the LEA. 

While there has been migration from current generation to next generation 

access services over the period from 2013 to 2016, the movements also relate 

to the fact that the LEA has expanded from 126 (February 2013) to 309 

exchanges (February 2016). 

Table 3: Use of Wholesale Access Products by OAOs – February 2016 



 
b. The response to Question 1(a) provides information on the use of the 

different services inside and outside the LEA. As noted in Question 1(a), the 

use of LLU and Line Share, and the presence of the Virgin Media network, 

is largely confined to the LEA area.  

 

Figure 1, below, provides the market shares of fixed broadband operators 

by number of subscriptions. Operators with a market share of 2% or more 

are shown in the chart below. All those operators with less than 2% of total 

fixed broadband subscriptions are grouped together under the heading 

‘OAOs’ in the chart. 

 

                                                           
1 http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg1311.pdf 
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At the end of 2015, Eir had 34.5% of total fixed broadband subscriptions, 

followed by Virgin Media which had 28.4% of subscriptions. Vodafone had 

18.0% and Sky Ireland had 10.0% of total fixed broadband subscriptions. 

Both Vodafone and Sky Ireland utilise LLU and Line Share (as well as 

Bitstream and VUA) services through BT Ireland to provide retail services.  

 

All remaining OAOs combined accounted for the remaining 9.1% share of 

fixed broadband subscriptions. 

 

Figure 1: Subscription Market Share of Fixed Broadband Market 

  

 

 
c. This is not possible to forecast. 

 

  

 

Outside of the LEA, ComReg expects the market shares of operators to 

remain relatively static. There are (in the main) no alternative networks 

outside the LEA. In addition, outside of the LEA there is limited scope for 

faster download speeds and bundling of retail services (e.g. IPTV).   
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d. Table 4 below presents figures for the network coverage of the main network 

operators (including those OAOs using LLU, Line Share and VUA inputs).  

 

Eir has a national coverage for current generation services, and continues 

to expand its FTTC and FTTH network. BT Ireland, Vodafone and Magnet 

have invested in the Eir network to utilise LLU, Line Share and VUA based 

products.  

Table 4: Network Coverage 



 
 

2. Please provide the preliminary timeline for the new round of analysis of 
markets 3a and 3b. 
 
ComReg Response: 
 
A consultation on Market 3a and 3b is expected in Q2 / Q3 2016 and a decision 
is envisaged in Q4 2016 / Q1 2017. 
 

3. Please provide the currently-applicable prices for all services which are 
subject to review in the three markets (clarifying whether fault repair 
costs are included or not in every price). 
 
ComReg Response: 
 

Service Current rental price –  
€ per line 

Fault Repair 

Market 2   

SB-WLR 18.02 Included in rental price 

ISDN BRA 27.95 Included in rental price 

ISDN FRA 143.18 Included in rental price 

ISDN PRA 238.25 Included in rental price 

Market 4    

LLU 9.91 Not included in rental price. 
There is a separate charge of 
€0.96. 

SLU 9.03 No published price 

Line Share 0.77 Not included in rental price. 
There is a separate charge of 
€0.05 

Poles Setting prices for the first time 

Duct access Setting prices for the first time 

Dark fibre Setting prices for the first time 

Market 5   

SABB 17.95 (8MB) 
18.95 (24MB) 

Included in rental price 
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4. Please clarify what criteria you used to determine the LEA, what 
percentage of the territory and population it covers and how this area has 
evolved compared to previous notifications. Do your criteria defining the 
LEA take into account future investments by operators (for example by 
Siro)? 
 
ComReg Response: 
 
In the Bundles Decision (ComReg Decision D04/132) which was notified under 
Case IE/2012/1381 and Case IE/2012/1382, ComReg undertook detailed 
exchange-by-exchange analysis of the structural conditions in the market, and 
established a set of principles to develop the LEA criteria.  
 

ComReg outlined criteria which could be used to identify areas where uptake 

of unbundled services, whether LLU and / or virtual unbundling in NGA, is likely 

to be viable, and the potential for future other alternative infrastructure providers 

of high-speed broadband at a fixed location (‘AIP’).  

 
ComReg identified individual qualifying areas/exchanges based on the criteria 
whose total geographic area was defined as the larger exchange area (‘LEA’). 
The criteria determined in the Bundles Decision is as follows: 
 

Criterion 1: An exchange area in which:  

a) at least one AIP is providing telecommunications services at the retail 

level to End-Users; and  

b) at least one OAO (not being an AIP) is providing telecommunications 

services at the retail level to End-Users from the relevant exchange 

using LLU or VUA (either by means of direct provision by that OAO to 

End-Users or via a wholesale service provided to that OAO by another 

OAO by means of LLU or VUA), subject to the condition that the said 

AIP(s) and the said OAO(s) using LLU or VUA must, all taken 

collectively, have a reasonable market share and reasonable market 

coverage in the relevant exchange area.  

                                                           
2 http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg1314.pdf 
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Criterion 2: An exchange area in which at least two OAOs (not being AIPs) are 

providing telecommunications services at the retail level to End-Users from the 

relevant exchange using LLU or VUA (either by means of direct provision by 

those OAO(s) to End-Users or via a wholesale service provided to those 

OAO(s) by another OAO by means of LLU or VUA) - subject to the condition 

that the said OAOs using LLU or VUA must, taken collectively, have a 

reasonable market share and reasonable market coverage in the relevant 

exchange area;  

Criterion 3: An exchange area in which:  
 

a) at least one AIP is providing telecommunications services at the retail 
level to End-Users; and  
 

b) Eircom (and OAOs (not being AIPs) relying on wholesale inputs provided 
by Eircom) are providing retail fixed broadband services to less than 20 
per cent of the premises in that exchange area,  
 
subject to the condition that the said AIP(s) must, taken collectively, have 
a reasonable market share and reasonable market coverage in the 
relevant exchange area;  

 
Criterion 4: An exchange area in respect of which Eircom has provided at least 

six months prior notification (or such shorter period as may be agreed by 

ComReg) on its publicly available Wholesale website (in accordance with 

Section 9.13(i) of the Decision Instrument contained in Annex 1 of ComReg 

Decision D03/13 and/or Section 9.13(i) of the Decision Instrument contained in 

Annex 2 of ComReg Decision D03/13) regarding the launch of NGA services 

by Eircom in cabinets in the relevant exchange area, subject to the condition 

that those proposed NGA-enabled cabinets must serve at least a reasonable 

number of lines in that exchange area;  

 
Criterion 5: exceptionally, and subject to case-by-case assessment by 
ComReg, an exchange area in which the relevant exchange:  

 
a) Is surrounded by Qualifying Exchanges; or  

 
b) Serves fewer than 500 residential premises and is located either 

adjacent to, or in reasonable proximity to, Qualifying Exchange(s); or  
 

c) Is determined, to the satisfaction of ComReg, to have an economic 
affinity with adjacent Qualifying Exchange(s), subject to the total 
residential premises served by Qualifying Exchanges under this sub-
criterion 5(c) not exceeding 5% of the total residential premises in the 
Larger Exchange Area (excluding those residential premises which are 
served by Qualifying Exchanges under sub-criterion 5(b) above). 
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In the current draft decision ComReg has decided that the geographic footprint 

used to calculate costs/prices inside the LEA and outside the LEA should be 

fixed, in order to provide price certainty and stability over the price control 

period. We refer to this fixed geographic footprint as the ‘Modified LEA’. In 

addition, ComReg has decided that Criterion 5 exchanges should be excluded 

from the Modified LEA. Please see Chapter 6, paragraphs 6.38-6.40, of 

Appendix A – Draft Decision Document – for the reasons for fixing the LEA 

footprint. The Modified LEA consists of 237 exchanges. The LEA covers circa 

of premises. Please also see our response to Question 1. 

 

With respect to whether the LEA takes into account future investments by 

operators (for example by Siro), see paragraph 6.41 of Appendix A – Draft 

Decision Document. An exchange only becomes part of the LEA when it 

reaches a certain market share percentage and coverage.  

 
 

 

5. Please explain which services OAOs mostly use in order to provide 
broadband services to end-users within and outside the LEA. 
 
ComReg Response: 
 
Please see Table 3 at 1(a).  
 

6. Please indicate under which case Comreg adopted the original copper 
access model (CAM), which you are updating in the current notification. 
 
ComReg Response: 
 
The relevant case is Case IE/2009/0969. 
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7. On pages 19-20 of Appendix A you state that LLU and SLU lines longer 
than 5 km and 1.5 km, respectively, have been excluded from the price 
calculation because they are unlikely to support the required standard of 
broadband services. Please specify which standard you refer to and 
which are the criteria used to set the relevant length of the loop. 
 
ComReg Response: 
 
In determining the maximum line length that is appropriate for setting LLU and 
SLU wholesale charges, ComReg was guided by the responses received from 
operators to ComReg Consultation 15/67 (Appendix B).  
 
LLU 
Please see paragraph 6.43 of Appendix A – Draft Decision Document. 
 
BT, in particular, is the primary user of LLU in Ireland, and noted in its response 
to question 9 that “the original ComReg Cost model ‘CAM’ considered LLU 
ADSL2+ from the exchange would work to 5km. We believe ComReg should 
reconsider at ULMP carrying ADSL2+ as we believe the average distance 
between the exchange and the cabinet will be about 3.5km leaving circa 1.5 
usage range from the cabinet which is not that dissimilar to the VDSL modelled 
distance3.” 
 
Furthermore, based on data provided by BT, This is further supported by 
analysis undertaken by Ofcom as referred to graphically in Figure 6 on page 
119 of Appendix A – Draft Decision Document. 
 
SLU 
Please see paragraph 6.66 of Appendix A – Draft Decision Document. 
 
BT considered that for D-Side Distances “...the cabinet downstream bitrate is 
still over 36Mbit/s at 1km and circa 30Mbit/s at 1.2km.” BT referred to the fact 
that the Government’s minimum target rate for the National Broadband Plan is 
30Mbit/s and that ComReg’s model should at least consider that 1.2km 
distance. BT also referred to the TNO report, published by ComReg, where 
“…the graph [Figure 9] suggests a broadband service at 18 to 20mbit/s is still 
commercially viable at 1.5km …” BT suggested that as “eir Group are offering 
lower speed VDSL profiles …at least change 1km to 1.2km and consider 
whether the workable distance should be 1.5km”  
 

 

  

                                                           
3 BT Response to Consultation 15/67, page 6/7 
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8. On page 24 of Appendix A you state: "On an annual basis Eir should 
review the inputs and assumptions of the Revised CAM". In paragraphs 
6.54 and 6.95 of Appendix A, when explaining the proposed design of the 
price control for LLU and SLU, you conclude that Eir should charge the 
lower of two prices for LLU and the lower of three prices for SLU. In light 
of the above: 
 
a. Please confirm our understanding that the prices approved as a result 

of the current proceeding for the period 1 July 2016 to 1 July 2019) are 
susceptible to change over the price control period; 

 
b. If this is the case, please explain why you believe that this approach 

(which includes the possibility for Eir to modify some of the model's 
parameters during the regulatory period) is justified, also in light of 
the fact that this approach provides lower legal certainty to access-
seekers compared to an approach where prices would not be allowed 
to change after the decision is implemented. 

 
ComReg Response: 
 
a. The Revised CAM would only be reopened where significant and 

sustainable changes are noted to key parameters. 
 

b. ComReg considers that it is important to ensure that on the one hand Eir is 
in compliance with its cost orientation obligation and other regulatory 
obligations while on the other hand the appropriate price signals are 
maintained for investment decisions by other network operators.  
 
It is worth noting that the existing price control remedy for LLU and SLU, as 
per the NGA Decision (D03/13), currently allows for such changes to the 
LLU / SLU price (in line with the existing Copper Access Model) subject to 
ComReg’s prior review and approval.  
 
As noted above, we consider that prices would only be adjusted if it is 
demonstrated that there are significant and sustainable changes that would 
materially affect either Eir’s ability to recover its costs or the investment 
decisions of network operators.  

 

Finally, as Eir has access to the entire cost model (including costing data) 
and the associated assumptions used in the modelling process in 
determining the current maximum charges, this allows Eir to assess 
compliance with its regulatory obligations and other laws. Any proposed 
lower charges by Eir would be subject to ComReg’s prior review and 
approval.   
 
See also paragraph 6.31 in Appendix A – Draft Decision Document. 
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9. Regarding civil engineering infrastructure, please: 
a. Indicate what lifetime you assume for poles and ducts and briefly 

justify your reasoning; 
b. Confirm our understanding that the regulated price for poles will be 

divided by the number of operators using the pole; 
c. Clarify why the price for duct access is higher in Dublin than in 

provincial exchanges. 
 
ComReg Response: 
 
a. The lifetimes used in the Revised CAM for all network assets, including 

ducts and poles, was determined in ComReg Decision D03/09, as notified 
in Case IE/2009/915-921. 
 
The lifetime assumed for poles is 30 years while the lifetime for ducts 
(including joint boxes and chambers) is 40 years.  
 

b. ComReg can confirm that the regulated price for poles will be divided by the 
number of operators using the pole. 

 
c. The price for duct access is informed by a number of factors including the 

contractor costs of installing ducts in each region and the surface type in 
which the duct is laid.  

 

Contractor costs for installing ducts are more expensive in the Dublin region. 
In addition, a greater proportion of Dublin ducts tend to be deployed in more 
expensive surface types such as carriageway or footway rather than using 
the verge (along the side of road) as in more provincial exchanges.  
 
As a consequence, the cost per metre of duct is higher in Dublin than 
elsewhere. 
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10. Regarding the SABB product: 
a. Why is it regulated outside of the LEA if volumes are extremely low? 
  

b. The Commission decision following case ffi/2014/1571 stated that "The 
proposed price control concerns only core network costs (mainly 
DSLAM, BRAS and transmission costs) of the bitstream, since all 
access network costs are recovered through narrowband rather than 
broadband services". Please explain whether the proposed price 
control for SABB now also covers access network costs and justify 
your reasoning. 

 
ComReg Response: 
 
a. The SABB product is one of a number of products that Eir is required to 

provide nationally pursuant to its SMP obligations and in light of this it 

requires an appropriate and effective level of regulation. Absent regulation, 

Eir, as the SMP undertaking, has the ability and incentive to refuse (actually 

or constructively) to provide this product or indeed to price it excessively, 

ultimately denying retail consumers access. ComReg also notes that while 

volumes for this product may currently be low, it nonetheless serves a 

distinct demand (i.e. those consumers who may not place a high utility on 

NGA and/or voice services). 

 

In this respect, subject to the quality of the broadband service being made 

available via the CGA SABB products, it creates the ability for Access 

Seekers to offer their own managed VoIP services over such SABB 

products (it lowers entry barriers), thereby potentially reducing the need over 

time for Access Seekers to rely on Eir’s wholesale voice products. This may 

in the future reduce the need for existing regulation in retail access (Case 

IE/2014/1629) and in the fixed voice call origination markets (Case 

IE/2015/1746). 

 

 

Outside the LEA, the key regulatory objective is to prevent Eir from pricing 

excessively. Given the absence of competing infrastructure Outside the LEA 

and given that there are no wholesale or retail constraints on Eir in this area, 

we consider that an obligation to prevent excessive pricing is appropriate. 

In order to provide transparency and pricing certainty to other operators 

relying on Bitstream we considered that it was appropriate to impose an 

obligation that Eir should not recover any more than Eir’s total actual 

incurred costs Outside the LEA (adjusted for efficiency and with a BU-

LRAIC+ methodology applied to active assets) plus a reasonable rate of 

return associated with the provision of Standalone Broadband Outside the 

LEA. Please note in the current draft measures we are further specifying a 

cost orientation obligation that is already in place for CGA SABB Outside 

the LEA (previously notified in Case IE/2014/1571). 
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b. A customer availing of the SABB service does not avail of a narrowband 
service such as SB-WLR. Consequently, the price for SABB has to cover 
the access network costs associated with the local loop in order to ensure 
that the network provider is capable of recovering all of its costs. 

 
 

11. Regarding the margin squeeze tests imposed in the FACO market 
(Market 2 of the 2007 Recommendation), please: 
a. Summarise the rationale behind the two proposed margin squeeze 

tests; 
b. Clearly define what are the four services involved in the two tests: i) 

"SB-WLR", ii) "retail line rental", iii) "POTS based VUA", iv) 
"standalone VUA/NGA Bitstream". 

c. Summarise your reasoning for concluding that the price regulation 
imposed on Eir is not sufficient to ensure that no anti-competitive 
actions are put in place by the incumbent. 

 
ComReg Response: 
 
a. Retail line rental test:  

 
Please see Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.44-10.45 in Appendix A – Draft 
Decision Document. 
 
Eir has SMP in the retail fixed voice access market and wholesale fixed 
voice access market. ComReg recognises that, absent regulation, Eir would 
have the ability and incentive to leverage market power into or from both 
horizontally and vertically related markets. By doing so, Eir could strengthen 
its position in these markets. As a result an obligation was imposed on Eir 
not to cause a margin squeeze. We are now further specifying the margin 
squeeze obligation.  
 
Wholesale POTS based VUA margin squeeze test: 
 
Please see Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.129-10.131 in Appendix A – Draft 
Decision Document. 

 
As Managed VoB requires considerable investment in infrastructure it is 
important to protect operators currently using Managed VoB and in addition 
to encourage other operators to invest in their own Managed VoB platform 
prospectively.  
 

As Eir has SMP in both the FACO market (Market 2) and in the WBA market 
(Market 5) and controls the wholesale inputs (namely in this case NGA 
Bitstream/VUA and POTS based VUA) on which OAOs rely to compete with 
Eir, ComReg considers that, absent a margin squeeze test, Eir has the 
incentive and ability to dampen or foreclose such infrastructure-based 
competition. Such issues were raised by BT and Vodafone (see paragraphs 
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10.125-10.126 of Appendix A – Draft Decision Document) in the context of 
Eir’s wholesale price increase of €2 for NGA Bitstream and VUA.  
 

 

b. The terms used in the margin squeeze tests are described as follows: 
 

1. SB-WLR means Single Billing – Wholesale Line Rental. This allows 
a fixed service provider to issue one single bill to end-users for carrier 
pre-select (‘CPS’) 4 “all calls” and line rental charges, which maintains 
a primary relationship with the end user. Some OAOs purchase SB-
WLR services from Eir to provide retail fixed telephony services 
directly to retail customers, while other OAOs do so for the purpose 
of re-selling services as part of a broader suite of their own wholesale 
services which are made available to OAOs. The costs associated 
with the integrated service digital network (‘ISDN’) services are also 
included as part of the retail cost stack in the retail line rental test.  
 

2. Retail line rental means Standalone Lower Level Voice Access 
(Standalone LLVA), Bundled Lower level Voice Access (Bundled 
LLVA) and Higher Level Voice Access (HLVA). Please see ComReg 
Decision D12/145 on the retail access markets (as notified under 
Case IE/2014/1629). 
 

 

3. POTS based VUA means a Plain Old Telephony (voice) Service 
(‘POTS’) plus a next generation service (VUA). See also item 5 
below.  

 

4. Standalone NGA Bitstream means a next generation Wholesale 
Broadband Access (‘WBA’) product provided by Eir in the WBA 
market i.e., a WBA product provided using next generation access. 

 

5. Standalone VUA means the wholesale access product proposed by 
Eir. It is an enhanced Layer 2 product which allows the handover or 
interconnection of aggregate end users’ connections at the local 
exchange. It allows a level of control of the access seeker similar to 
that afforded to the Access Seeker connecting their own equipment 
to the fully unbundled Local Loop. 

 

c. Please see our response to part (a), in particular the reasoning set out in 
Chapter 10, paragraphs 10.44-10.45 and paragraphs 10.129-10.131, of 
Appendix A – Draft Decision Document. 

 

                                                           
4 Carrier Pre Select (CPS) is a call origination product, which allows the end user to purchase all or a 
portion of calls (e.g. national or international calls) from one service provider (usually an OAO) while 
purchasing line rental from another service provider (usually Eir). OAOs have continued to migrate their 
customers from CPS only to SB-WLR or white label access (‘WLA’) so that only a small percentage of 
end users have a CPS-only service. 
5 http://www.comreg.ie/_fileupload/publications/ComReg1489.pdf 
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12. Regarding the pricing of SB-WLR, we understand that you propose that 
Eir applies the higher price between i) TD HCA costs of providing SB-
WLR nationally (with BU costs applied to the line card) and ii) BU costs 
in the LEA (with BU-LRAIC+ for nonreusable assets and TD HCA for 
reusable assets). In this regard, please: 
a. Confirm that the higher of the two prices has to be applied nationally; 
b. Explain in which circumstances you think the combination of BU and 

TD costs in LEA can be higher than TD national costs; 
c. Explain why Comreg did not choose only one of the two options and 

clarify how such approach could lead to more efficient competition 
and delivery of benefits for consumers; 

d. Clarify if this approach was submitted to public consultation and 
whether some operator disagreed with it; 

e. Clarify if you intend to oblige Eir, in case it decides to set a price below 
the "TD HCA" costs, to not reduce it below the "BU LEA" price. 

 
ComReg Response: 
 
a. Yes, the price applies nationally. 

 
b. If Eir decides not to invest in its national network and instead to “sweat” the 

underlining assets, then the combination of BU and TD costs in the LEA 
could go higher than the TD national costs. This would reduce the cost and 
therefore the price derived from the TD approach.  

 

c. ComReg decided that the higher of the TD and BU costs in the LEA or the 
TD national costs achieves the appropriate balance between setting the 
build / buy signals in the Modified LEA while ensuring that Eir does not over 
/ under recover its actual efficient costs nationally. Our approach for SB-
WLR recognises the importance of facilitating the development of efficient 
competition (in the relevant areas – the Modified LEA) and the delivery of 
relevant competitive benefits to consumers. Please refer to Chapter 6, 
paragraphs 6.156 – 6.162, of Appendix B - Consultation 15/67 and also to 
Chapter 14, in particular paragraphs 14.123, of Appendix A – Draft Decision 
Document. 

 

d. The “higher of” pricing approach for SB-WLR was subject to consultation as 
set out in Chapter 6 (subsection 6.6) of Appendix B - Consultation 15/67. All 
respondents were in favour of the approach. However, Eir disagreed that 
cost orientation is appropriate for SB-WLR. This has been addressed in 
Chapter 4, paragraphs 4.49-4.66, of Appendix A – Draft Decision Document. 

 

e. Please see Chapter 12, paragraphs 12.61-12.62, of Appendix A – Draft 
Decision Document. Eir would not be allowed to reduce the price for SB-
WLR below the BU Modified LEA price.  
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Annex: 17 Consideration of EC 

comments 

Timeframe and consistency of market analyses and proposed price control 

remedies 

 The Commission notes that ComReg’s latest full review of the markets for 

wholesale local access provided at a fixed location and for wholesale central 

access provided at a fixed location for mass-market products in Ireland date back 

to 2009 and 2011, respectively. Moreover, the charge controls proposed in the 

draft measures under review extend well into 2019. The Commission 

acknowledges ComReg’s response to the RFI, in which it explains its intention 

to notify new reviews of Markets 3a and 3b in late 2016 or early 2017, and urges 

it to do so as soon as possible, in particular in view of the obligation under Article 

16(6) of the Framework Directive. In particular, the Commission stresses that 

carrying out a new market analysis without undue delay is essential to allow 

proper assessment of the most appropriate regulatory obligations and whether 

the regulatory measures taken in the past seven years (or proposed through the 

current decisions) are proportionate and justified in the current market 

environment. 

 ComReg notes that the review for Markets 3a and 3b is in progress and it is 

envisaged that a decision will be made in respect of same following a 

consultation process without undue delay. 

The need to review the retail access market 

 The Commission notes that, in the context of case IE/2015/1746, ComReg 

proposed to reassess the former retail access market and consider whether it 

could be further deregulated once adequate wholesale measures were in place 

as a result of a number of price control-related notifications. At the time, the 

Commission noted that, while transferring the WLR obligation from the retail 

access market to the FACO market, ComReg continued to regulate the former. 

While the analysis of that market has not yet taken place, ComReg has informed 

the Commission that it is planning to carry out a review in the course of 2016 and 

to notify it in the fourth quarter of 2016 or first quarter of 2017.  

 In light of the above, the Commission invites ComReg once again to monitor 

developments in the retail access market and to examine without undue delay 

whether, in light of retail developments, regulation in the retail access (and 

FACO) markets remains appropriate. 
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 In light of the above worsktreams in Markets 3a and 3b, as noted at paragraph 

A 17.2, ComReg intends to commence a review of the RFVA markets without 

undue delay to assess whether, in the presence of effective regulation in 

upstream markets there is a need for continued regulation in the Bundled LLVA 

and HLVA Markets as identified in the RFVA Decision.  
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